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This thesis applies the tools of literary or narrative criticism to
a comparison of the Masoretic Text (MT) and Septuagint (©) versions of
Daniel 2-7, the chapters which MT preserves in Aramaic. The approach
treats both versions as literary creations with their own integrity, as a
means of discovering more about both versions, their relationship to one
another, and their provenance. The thesis is structured on the premise
that chs 2-7 form a chiasm in the Aramaic. Accordingly, the central
pair, chs 4-5, is treated first, followed by chs 6 and 3 and finally the
outer pair, chs 2 and 7. At each stage, the relationship of the
particular story in question to the rest of chs 2-7 is also compared.
As a result of the study three types of conclusion are drawn:
literary, thematic and historical. In literary terms, the MT narrator is
more covert. As a result motivation and point of view are conveyed in MT
by a variety of literary devices including the use of irony, the
manipulation of dialogue and deployment of characters in the stories.
The more overt © tends to anticipate the story and to attribute motives
and emotions to characters. These differences are most acute in Daniel 4
because of the presence of Nebuchadnezzar as first person narrator, but
can be observed in all the other narratives of Daniel 2-7. There is
greater internal consistency evident in MT, and a greater congruency with
other biblical narratives. All of this suggests that MT is a more
deliberately crafted form than its © counterpart. There is also literary
evidence for a differing structure within the wider narrative unit. MT
binds the central pair of stories (chs 4 and 5) together primarily with
the common Nebuchadnezzar material. This is not the case in ©, where chs
4 and 5 have less in common with one another yet chs 3 and 4 are more
closely linked than in MT. This gives some credence to the view that the
more chronological chapter order in P967 — chs 7 and 8 between chs 4 and
5 — may have been original to the Old Greek.
Several thematic conclusions arise from the literary analysis. MT's
treatment of the interplay between heaven and earth in both story and
vision suggests a more sophisticated handling of symbolism, in comparison
to the allegorical approach of ©. The wisdom of Daniel in MT is more
mantic than is the case in the Greek narratives, which prefer to see
Daniel more in terms of Bildu.ngsweish.eit. The view taken of
Nebuchadnezzar by © is more negative than in MT, more reminiscent of the
attitude toward the evil regime of chs 7-12 and less of the Babylonian /
Persian setting conveyed in the Aramaic. As a result, MT is more
universalist and © more concerned with Israelite nation and cult.
However there are aspects of © that point to much earlier material also.
A tentative historical conclusion is reached that each version
reflects a different circle of tradition originating from Persian times,
chiefly distinguishable by their views on wisdom and their attitudes to
the monarchs encountered by Israel in the diaspora.
The thesis is rounded out by a survey of differences in chs 1 and
8-12 as a check on findings from chs 2-7. One appendix treats
Theodotion's translation briefly, and another provides an English
translation of the Septuagint of Daniel 2-7.
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One of the challenges of the book of Daniel is that the Septuagint
(G) version of the book, diverges from the Masoretic Text (MT) in
significant ways, especially, but not only, in chs 3-6. At the same
time, another version known as Theodotion (0) has become the well known
and better attested Greek version of Daniel. Neither of these phenomena
on their own are unique in the Greek Bible. The apparent freedom of the
translators of Job or Proverbs is well known, as are the substantial
differences in length of other texts, such as Jeremiah and portions of
the former prophets. The presence of a differing Greek tradition is
2
also a feature of the history of the book of Esther. What is unique
about the Greek translation of Daniel is that somewhere in the history of
the Greek Bible the Septuagint of Daniel was replaced by Theodotion,
which is much closer to MT, as the authoritative Greek version.
How and why this situation came about is uncertain. What can be
determined is that the two Greek versions jostled with each other for
many years from possibly early first century BCE until at least the time
3
of Origen, who was aware of both. By then Theodotion was the Greek text
1Jellicoe, The Septuagint, 316ff
2
Jellicoe, The Septuagint, 68
3
See the summaries on Theodotion in Wurthwein, 54f, and Jellicoe, The
Septuagint, 83ff. Charles, Revelation, lxxxf, demonstrates the presence
of both 9 and © influence in Revelation. Beale, 'A Reconsideration',
540f, and Trudinger, 83, argue that there is more © and less 0 in
Revelation than Charles has allowed for. See also the summary of Hartman
and DiLella, 76ff. Behind this lies a wider debate on the relationship
6
of Daniel favoured by Christians. Jewish opinion during the period in
question is less accessible, since by the stage that Daniel was accepted
into the Jewish canon, greater authority was attributed by Jews to the
original Semitic languages of Scripture.
My purpose in this dissertation is to explore the curious situation
outlined above by applying the tools of literary criticism to a
comparison of the Masoretic Text and the Septuagint of Daniel 2-7. I
will do this by comparing the versions of each chapter first as discrete
narratives. For form critical reasons which are spelled out in more
detail below I work with the chapters in the following order: 4, 5, 6,
3, 2 and 7. At each stage the links with stories already treated in each
version will be explored, so gradually building up a picture of MT and ©,
both as collections of individual narratives and also as larger literary
units. Finally I will undertake a brief survey of the differences
between the Septuagint and the Hebrew chapters 1 and 8-12 as a check on
the trends detected in chs 2-7. Two appendices supplement the argument.
The first contains a survey of characteristics of Theodotion for each
chapter, although that version also receives regular mention in the main
body of the thesis. The second appendix provides a literal English
translation of the Septuagint in Rahlfs' edition. When I quote the
Septuagint in English I quote from the translation of Appendix 2.
The literary approach as outlined yields results that are both
literary and historical. We will see that the two versions differ
markedly in the way they tell their stories as well as in the concerns
that motivate them, and in the process we will gain further insight into
the nature of biblical narrative and the quality of the work that
resulted in the Masoretic Text of Daniel.
We will also find that some light has been shed on the historical
puzzles posed by these texts. The historical evidence is tantalizing for
of Theodotion to the xaiye recension identified by Barthelemy. See
Barthelemy, Devanciers, 147ff. Jellicoe, 'Some Reflections', 24, prefers
Ur-Theodotion as an explanation of early witnesses to 0. Schmitt, 12ff,
also differs with Barthelemy and one of Barthelemy's supporters, Busto
Saiz, 43ff.
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the student in that at one point it suggests a Septuagint which is later
than the Masoretic Text while at another the position is reversed.
Gradually a picture emerges into focus of differing, if not competing,
wisdom circles witnessed to by the two versions of Daniel 2-7 under
scrutiny. These divergent outlooks, possibly originating as early as the
Persian period, are hinted at by such things as the way the different
kings are viewed, how Daniel and his friends are understood, the use made
of symbols, and the picture painted of the interaction between heaven and
earth.
The exact structure of each chapter of the thesis will be determined
by the literary form and content of the story being treated, but certain
topics will recur regularly. Narrative features, such as the use of
dialogue, the stance of the narrator, manipulation of perspective, and
the employment of phrases or words or syntactic structures for thematic
4
purposes, are normally treated first. Then follows a discussion of
differences in content between the versions, such as attitudes towards
wisdom and the gentile kings. It is there that some of the historical
issues begin to emerge. In the context of my treatment of Daniel 4, the
first story dealt with, I pause several times to discuss issues or define
terms which are germane to the thesis as a whole. But before then, the
remainder of this introductory section is devoted to some methodological
questions raised above, and to further matters of terminology.
limits
There are a number of fields of study upon which this thesis will
impinge that can only be alluded to. The border drawn between them and a
literary critical comparison of Daniel 2-7 is arbitrary, but necessary to
keep the discussion to manageable proportions. For example I do not deal
in depth with Theodotion, because its closeness to the Masoretic Text
means that there are few differences of narrative consequence. I do not
explore the textual issues in either version to the depth which they
4
The position of the narrator within his narration affects the reader's
perception of the story. The word 'stance' pertains to that position
adopted by the narrator. See Lanser, 9, on stance.
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demand, as a necessary supplement to the literary criticism. The work of
others on the nature of the Septuagint as translation is drawn on but not
added to. The differences between versions in the way symbolism is
handled call for a more comprehensive treatment of the relationship of
texts to meaning. Most obviously, the links in the book of Daniel across
all the form divisions make it clear that any treatment of less than all
12 chapters (14 if Susanna and Bel and the Dragon are included) is
incomplete. I acknowledge all these areas, but am not able to include
their treatment amongst the purposes of the present discussion.
literary or historical approaches
In undertaking a literary study I use the word 'literary' as the
adjective from the noun 'literature', and do not intend it to denote the
study of sources and 'history of literature', an earlier usage in
biblical criticism.5 Such an approach takes the Septuagint seriously
both as a literary creation with its own integrity, and as a collection
of writings that at some stage has possibly been accorded authoritative
status. The Septuagint, particularly in Daniel, has often been treated
simply as a mine of historical critical information to be quarried in
assessing the Masoretic Text. The results can be a confusing plethora of
detail pointing in no direction and many directions at once. By
approaching the text from the literary end of the literary / historical
axis I seek to discover more about © and its relationship to the
Masoretic Text, and about the world behind both versions.6 To put it
another way, textual criticism is a servant of the literary study, rather
than the reverse. Fewell, in introducing her literary reading of Daniel
1-6 MT, points to such an approach to the Greek versions of the same
7
stories as potentially 'an interesting and helpful study'. In adopting
this particular approach I do not deny the validity of other encounters
5See Barton, Reading the Old Testament, 20ff and 154ff, for a discussion
of the difference.
6Long, in his introduction to Images, 7, speaks of de-emphasizing more




with the text from different angles.
The application of literary criteria to scriptural material raises
large questions about the respective natures of literature and sacred
g
texts, and the relationship between the two. Without attempting to
address those issues in a formal way, the 'literary' approach of this
dissertation displays two chief characteristics. Firstly, it deals
primarily with the received forms of the versions as we have them in ©
and MT, although of course issues of composition history must impinge on
that approach in places. The manner in which the stories relate to one
another is part of that consideration of the received form. Secondly, it
seeks to appreciate such things as 'the beauty of the text, the narrative
and poetic skill of its writers, and the richness of metaphor and other
9
figurative language which it contains'. However the versions of Daniel
came to be, and whatever the intentions of those involved with their
compilation and creation, they contain stories that can be appreciated as
literary creations within a collection that owes something of its shape
to literary craftsmanship.
In a sense what I am doing is a denial of Westcott and Hort's famous
dictum, '...final decision on documents should precede final decision on
readings'.10 An opposite perspective could be that literary texts should
not be asked to answer the historical questions that have dominated
biblical criticism.11 Therefore, the only questions that ought to be
asked of texts are those concerning their literary form. There is
something of such a reaction against a historicist attitude towards the
Septuagint in my own approach. But I also take the view expressed by
Thompson that historiographical reconstruction and literary
g
For a helpful summary, see Coggins, 12ff.
9
Coggins, 13
10Cited in Cowe, 59.
USternberg, Poetics, 13, reacts against 'the excesses and fruitlessness
of traditional source criticism' but warns against ignoring the data it
provides. See Long, 'The "New" Biblical Poetics', 79ff, on the attitudes
of Sternberg and Alter in this field.
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interpretation should be inseparable. Just as text reconstruction is
sometimes a necessary precursor to literary appreciation, so at times a
literary approach can point beyond the immediate questions to the history
of the texts.
As far as Septuagint studies are concerned, the historical /
literary debate is epitomized in the Joint Research Venture undertaken by
Barthelemy, Gooding, Lust and Tov, which resulted in The Story of David
and Goliath. In their debate over methodology, Barthelemy and Gooding
who hold to the priority of MT allow the literary study to feed into
their textual work on 1 Samuel 16-18, while Lust and Tov for the priority
of 6 insist that the more objective work of textual criticism must be
13
done first, and allowed to inform the literary study. More recently
Auld and Ho return to the same discussion, and attempt to show a way
through the impasse encountered by the Joint Venture scholars by arguing
14
that the Masoretic Text is 'the recomposition of an original story'.
They affirm the methodological views of Lust, but at the same time
espouse a position in favour of the priority of the Septuagint that is
highly dependent on literary considerations.15 This unfinished debate
demonstrates Thompson's views on the dependence on one another of the
literary and historical.
The work of Clines in The Esther Scroll is a widely lauded example
of scholarship which holds the two aspects together. He compares the
Masoretic Text of Esther with the two Greek versions of the book, one
similar to MT and one significantly different. His method combines a
comparative literary appreciation of the three versions with source
12
These are the terms used by Thompson, 39. See also the discussion by
Longman, 49ff, on the strengths and weaknesses of literary approaches.
13See Lust in The Story of David and Goliath, 121ff, on the methodological
issues.
14Auld and Ho, 24
1SAuld and Ho, 24 and 38, ask 'What about literary creation by a redactor
out of existing material in 1 Samuel?' and partly conclude that their
approach 'explains the literary function of all the major MT pluses...',
and takes account of 'the artistic quality of the MT story'.
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critical work, in order to reach conclusions about how the canonical text
of Esther was built up.16 I have been influenced by Clines' approach, but
place a stronger emphasis on the literary side of the equation, and am
17
less interested in the search for a sequence of stories. As a result my
historical conclusions are more to do with the background to the versions
than with a detailed picture of the composition of the texts.
'literary' or 'narrative' criticism
In recent times a discipline known as 'narrative criticism' has been
identified and begun to be codified. It is important to be clear what is
meant by 'narrative criticism' as opposed to 'literary criticism'.
Confusion arises because in one sense the 'narrative' may be thought of
as only one aspect of the many that together form a 'literary' entity.
In that respect, my work is literary because the narrative shape and the
role of the narrator in the story are not the only concerns treated, even
if they do form a major part. I have chosen to use the phrase 'literary
criticism' in the title to avoid the suggestion that I do not also deal
with matters such as plot, characterization, theme and pace. However,
the present study owes much to the categories identified by Powell as
central to the narrative critical approach, and they go beyond the simple
18
study of narrative aspects as part of the literary craft. The starting
point provided by narrative criticism also leads into treatment of other
aspects of the story. In particular, because the operation of point of
view is so important to an appreciation of the particular stories in
question, the concept of an implied reader and an implied narrator within
16Clines, 15, says that 'we should first attempt to seize the narrative
shape and direction before asking what purpose the narrative shaped in
this way may be supposed to have served. The literary question must
precede the historical.' Compare another recent treatment of Esther by
Fox, 6 and 127ff, whose work is centred on the redactional process and
whose tools are source and redaction criticism. His literary treatment
of the texts is secondary.
17
Contrast Wills, 87, whose approach to Daniel 4-6 and Bel and the Dragon
relies on genre distinction in order to identify stages in the redaction
of the stories. Within this limited range of chapters, he builds a




the text informs much of what I do. So this thesis could accurately be
called 'narrative critical' in concern, were it not for problems of
definition created by such a description.
At the same time I acknowledge the work of a number of diverse
authors, such as Sternberg, Bar-Efrat, Berlin and Alter, who undertake a
treatment of what they generally call biblical narrative. They do not
appear to be self-consciously members of a 'narrative criticism' school
yet their central concern as espoused in the titles of their books is
20
with the narrative. What they mean by narrative is clearly wider than
one aspect of a literary treatment. My indebtedness to their insights is
another reason why the use of the phrase 'narrative criticism' would be
inappropriate for this thesis. It should be noted that most of the work
of such critics has been done with the pentateuchal and historical
narratives of the Hebrew Bible, and very little in texts such as Daniel.
form critical considerations
Any work on the stories of Daniel and his friends must first define
the boundaries of the text. Some deal with the Aramaic stories (2-6),
some deal with all the stories (1-6), some treat the Aramaic chapters
(2-7), and a few work with chs 1-7. I have chosen to treat chs 2-7 for
various form critical reasons. They are taken largely from the work of
others and are by no means definitive, but they do provide a necessary
way into the present study. The most obvious reason is that those
chapters constitute the Aramaic material in the Masoretic Text, but there
are other factors which complement that reason.
One such factor is that there are strong echoes in ch 7 of material
that precedes it. To leave off before the first vision would be to leave
19Powell, 19
20
Sternberg, The Poetics of Biblical Narrative; Bar-Efrat, Narrative Art
in the Bible; Berlin, Poetics and Interpretation of Biblical Narrative;
Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative.
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the tale partly untold. At the same time, there is some evidence that
chs 8-12 are a development of ch 7 and therefore in some sense separate
from it, although an exploration of that issue is beyond the scope of
22
this thesis. The affinity of ch 7 with the other Aramaic material in
Daniel suggests that 2-7 can be treated as a unit. That leaves the
question of what to do with ch 1, which is not in Aramaic but is a story
rather than a vision. It is commonly accepted that the Aramaic material
of 2-7 was subsequently redacted into the Hebrew framework, which places
23
ch 1 as a later introduction to the final form of the book. It is on
the basis of that form critical judgement that I have left ch 1 out of
consideration.
An influential point of view on the structure of chs 2-7 in the
Masoretic Text has been that of Lenglet. He argues that the Aramaic
stories are arranged as a chiasm with 4-5 as the central pairing. Beyond
this are chs 3 and 6 as mirrors of each other in the chiasm, and 3-6
24
together are flanked by chs 2 and 7. A number of literary factors also
25
emerge during the course of the thesis in support of Lenglet's view.
The chiastic structure informs the order in which I treat the narratives,
beginning at the centre and moving outwards, without denying that there
21
Fewell and Wills provide examples of treatments which end at ch 6.
22
See for example Montgomery, Daniel, 325ff, or Dequeker, 109. The
distinction is as much literary as historical. Contrast Rowley, 'The
Unity of the Book of Daniel', 249f, for whom chs 7 and 8 are closely
bound together. At the same time he sees 8-12 as from a single hand.
23
Miller, 115ff, treats ch 1 as part of a Hebrew collection distinct from
the Aramaic Daniel collection. Gammie, 'The Classification', 195, also
accepts an early form of chs 2-7 as a distinct unit. See also the
conclusion of David, 396, on ch 1 as the work of a Maccabean editor.
Baldwin, 154, argues from a quite different perspective that chs 2-7 are




Some genre analyses support this structure by linking chs 4 and 5 and
chs 3 and 6 by a shared genre. That analysis also has the effect of
distinguishing the pairs from each other. See for example the
distinction of Humphreys, 217f, between court contest and court conflict,
and of Miiller, 'Marchen, Legende', 338ff, between Marchen ('fairy tale')




is also a progression between the chapters.
the Septuagint as a translation
Wherever a difference between the versions occurs, a fundamental but
complex historical question arises. Does the variant represent a Vorlage
different from MT, or did it come about in the course of translation? To
the extent that this dissertation is interested in the literary form of
the Septuagint regardless of how it came to be, the question is not
relevant. But since an awareness of the theological and political
interests of each version is part and parcel of the literary study, it is
necessary to be conscious of the different levels at which divergence
could have occurred without necessarily being able to identify the reason
for each one. I do not set out to produce a comprehensive treatment of
every difference, but an awareness of the possibilities is an important
27
part of the backdrop to this study.
It has been amply demonstrated that the ancients were aware of the
28
distinction between free and literal translation. The Septuagint has
been reckoned to occupy various positions on the free / literal spectrum
in different books. The Pentateuch is thought of as the most literal and
the opposite end of the range is reckoned to be occupied by various
29
writings, such as Job or Proverbs. In the wake of a number of studies
of translation technique in the Septuagint, some doubt is cast on the
26
Good, 'Apocalyptic as Comedy', 66, warns that the presence of a chiastic
structure in MT should not blind us to the progression between chapters
as they now stand.
27
Jeansonne's study of chs 7-12 is an example of one who does engage in
such a comprehensive treatment. See also the unpublished Ph.D. thesis by
D.O. Wenthe, The Old Greek Translation of Daniel 1-6 (Notre Dame
University, 1991). This work came to hand too late to be incorporated
into my research, but note Wenthe's conclusion (p 247) that 'the OG can
be favorably compared with Theodotion in terms of fidelity'.
28
See for example Brock, 'The Phenomenon of Biblical Translation', 555f.
29
This relates to the thesis that earlier translations formed a Greek
tradition that informed later translation. See Seeligmann, 46, on the
Septuagint of Isaiah influencing the translator of Daniel. See also
Hanhart, 363, and Rabin, 22, on the influence of the Greek Pentateuch.
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usefulness of the distinction between free and literal translation.
Instead, it is now argued that the © translator is always literal in
30
intent, but in varying degrees. As such his version deserves to be
31
taken seriously as a reliable witness to his Vorlage.
One early translator from Hebrew into Greek who articulated his
32
thoughts on translation was the grandson of Sirach. He acknowledges
that his grandfather's work is different in kind from 'the law and the
prophets and the rest of the books' (Sir Prol 24f, o vopoq Kai al
7rpocpr]Tsiai Kai xa Xouta fkflAiGov), but still struggles to find precise
equivalents in the Greek. He laments his own imprecision in the face of
a requirement of great precision (Sir Prol 20) by setting the verbs
r 33
aSuvapeoo and iao5uvapeco against one another. How important then must an
accurate translation even of the writings have been? It seems inherently
unlikely therefore that the Septuagintal translator of Daniel would have
been translating an MT-like Vorlage at points where the versions diverge
substantially.
Wright's work on the parent text of Sirach has provided us with a
modern piece of research to back up that supposition. He begins with the
assertion of Barr that the Septuagint is a literal translation, and takes
34
up the aspects of literalism defined by Barr and Tov. From there he
does a computer-based comparison of several indicators of literalness in
different biblical books of the Septuagint, as a lead in to his work on
30
Barr, Typology of Literalism, 281ff, has been especially influential.
Others to note are Hanhart, 342, and Aejmelaeus, 'Septuagintal
Translation Techniques', 381. Tov has also worked extensively in this
area. See for example his 'Loan Words', 'Did the Septuagint Translators
Always Understand?', and 'Three Dimensions' articles.
31
Note also the argument of Ulrich, 'The Septuagint Manuscripts from
Qumran', 65, that findings at Qumran confirm the importance of the
Septuagint as a faithful witness.
32
See Brock, 'The Phenomenon of Biblical Translation', 555, on Sirach.
33
His lament is rounded out with the advice that could well be heeded by
moderns: read it in the original.
34
Wright, 27 and 270n, draws on Barr, Typology of Literalism, 281ff, and
Tov, The Septuagint, 53ff.
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Ben Sira. His measure of word-order variations is of particular interest
to us because it embraces the whole of the Old Testament including both
Daniel 9 and Daniel ©. Wright measures the percentage variation of word
order between the translation and its original, both including and
excluding the particle Se. In the inclusive measure the most literal
books in terms of word order are Song of Songs and Qohelet, with a
variation of under 0.1%. Esther, Proverbs and Job, all in the 7-12%
range, show the greatest variation. Daniel (5 shows a variation in word
order of 2.16%, which is less than books such as Exodus, Genesis and
35
Isaiah, and not very different from Leviticus. While this measure is a
crude and limited one, it is a further indicator that 6 Daniel provides a
36
literal translation of the material in its Vorlage.
This has a couple of consequences for the comparison I am
undertaking. It suggests that the Septuagint, for all its apparent
freedom in parts, is the work of a translator rather than a redactor. It
also allows for the assumption that substantial pluses or minuses in the
Greek reflect a different Vorlage. It does not deny, though, that the
Septuagintal translator conveys something of his own understanding and
interests within the constraints of his search for a literal equivalent.
Sometimes this comes through in a conscious attempt to clarify the
original text, sometimes it is evident in an unconscious choice of
synonyms, and sometimes his choice reflects the translation tradition in
which he stands. While care will be taken not to read more into the text




When wisdom in the book of Daniel is discussed a distinction is
35
See Wright, 43-54, especially the tables on pages 46ff.
36
Wright, 33, himself cautions on the limitations of a statistical study.
37
Seeligmann, 8, cautions against 'overrating the extent and importance of
intentional changes in the text, and underestimating the part that




often made between 'mantle' and 'aphoristic' or 'logoic' wisdom. Mantic
wisdom seeks to divine the future or is dependent on external or divine
revelation for its operation. Aphoristic wisdom refers to such things as
wise judgement and the exercise of statecraft. Miiller expresses the
39
difference with the terms 'mantische Weisheit' and 'Bildungsweisheit'.
He argues that both types of wisdom were exercised in Israel. Indeed
40
they were combined in the person of Joseph. However it is described,
the distinction is reasonably clear.
Nevertheless, there is a problem in applying the term 'mantic' to
Jewish wisdom, as biblical reference to it is at best ambivalent. The
family of Greek words related to paves fa almost inevitably translates QOp
or one of its cognate forms (Ez 13.8 where HTn is so represented is the
sole exception). Sometimes the 'divination', as RSV normally translates
the term, is explicitly forbidden (Num 23.23 and Dt 18.10). Often it is
accompanied by unflattering adjectives, such as 'worthless' or 'false'
(Jer 14.14 and Ez 21.23). Only on one occasion in the Hebrew scriptures
is DOp used in an unreservedly positive sense. That is at Pr 16.10 where
the king is said to possess 00p. Yet there is also a strand that
suggests some ambiguity about the term. The most famous instance is the
story of Saul's encounter with the medium at Endor in 1 Sam 28.8ff. In
response to Saul's command to her to 'divine for me' {"h XJ-,010p), the
medium called up the spirit of Samuel which produced a word from the Lord
that is unquestioned by the narrative. In some of the prophets, the
'diviners' are figures in Israel who exercise a harmful ministry, but
there is a hint that it need not be so (for example Mic 3.7-11). In
Jeremiah's letter to the remaining elders of Jerusalem 'your prophets'
(Jer 29/36.8, OS^SJ) are spoken of in the same breath as 'your
diviners' (ffi'tJOp).
38
See for example Lacocque, Daniel in His Time, 189ff. See also the
extended discussion by Vanderkam 52ff, on mantic divination and Jewish
apocalypticism.
39
Miiller, 'Mantische Weisheit', 271ff etc. See also Wills, 80, who speaks
of courtly wisdom (in chs 3 and 6) and mantic wisdom (in chs 2, 4 and 5).
40
Muller, 'Mantische Weisheit', 274f
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The generally negative view of wisdom that is described as 'mantic',
if not of the function itself, means that the wisdom of Daniel ideally
ought not to be so described. To a certain extent it has been imposed by
the secondary literature. Nevertheless, it serves a useful function, and
a more neutral alternative does not appear to be available to us. At the
same time, it does express what seems to be the MT understanding of
Daniel's function as not so very different in kind from that of his
Babylonian counterparts. Accordingly, I follow the lead of others in
using 'mantic' to describe a type of Israelite wisdom, but with caution.
A number of genre analyses have been applied to Daniel in recent
41
times, most of which have some problems. Milne has applied
morphological categories to the stories with limited success, the
influential distinction made by Humphreys between court conflict and
contest breaks down at some points under literary analysis, and Muller's
delineations are heavily dependent on his historical approach to the
42
texts. Sometimes also assumptions about genre can limit the literary
analysis, as will become clear at one or two points in our discussion of
the texts. Consequently I do not seek to provide well defined genre
classifications for each story where others have tried and failed to
43
agree. I do however work with an awareness that the stories differ from
one another, and that the differences may at least partly be understood
in terms of genre.
The description of material in either of the versions as 'plus' or
'minus' will be employed as a shorthand way of denoting text in one
version that is absent in the other. The terms should not be taken to
imply any views on the priority of one of the versions over another.
41
See the summary of Wills, 3ff, and the discussion in Gammie, 'The
Classification', 192, on sub-genres within what he terms the 'composite
literary genre' of apocalyptic literature.
42
See Milne, 126ff, on the difficulties in agreeing on morphological
functions in the Daniel stories. See Humphreys, 217f, on court contest
and conflict, and Muller, 'Marchen, Legende', 338f. Note also Niditch
and Doran, 180, on the literary type of the story in Daniel 2.
43
Longman, 81, while stressing the importance of genre identification,
warns against pigeon-holing texts.
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Reference to the translator in the third person singular is another
shorthand usage which does not address the question of how many people
worked on the Septuagint translation of Daniel 2-7. There may have been
one translator or many separate ones, or the translation may have been
the result of the activity of a school. For ease of expression, all the
possibilities are present in the term 'the translator'.
The historicity or otherwise of the book of Daniel is not a subject
of this thesis. Reference to events in the lives of Daniel and his
companions as 'stories' is not intended as a judgement on that particular
44
issue. A story is simply a crafted account of events. I use 'story'
roughly synonymously with 'narrative', although ch 7 also proves to be a
narrative of sorts whereas stories are distinguished from visions.
The 'Old Greek' is not quite the same thing as the 'Septuagint'.
Jeansonne defines the Old Greek as 'the oldest recoverable form of the
45
first translation into Greek' of the Semitic texts. The Septuagint as
we have it is largely based on the Old Greek but also has its own
transmission history. The two terms can be used synonymously, but there
are times when a distinction must be preserved.
There is considerable diversity in the way the terms 'version',
'revision' and 'recension' are used. I refer throughout to both the
Masoretic Text and the Septuagint as 'versions' rather than 'revisions'
or 'recensions'. I base my usage on Wiirthwein who says that a version is
a translation from another language, whereas a recension is a revision of
a previously translated version.46 I suspect that he uses the word
'recension' synonymously with 'revision'. The key distinction is between
44
See the discussion of Moberly, From Eden to Golgotha, 113ff, on 'story,
history and truth' in the Old Testament.
45Jeansonne, 8
46
Wiirthwein, 49 and 57. But contrast Jellicoe in The Septuagint, who




'version' and 'recension / revision'. It is clear that © can be spoken
of as a version. However, if a version is a translation then the
Masoretic Text cannot be so described. At that point I take refuge in
non-technical English usage where a version can be a variant or a form of
something else. In that respect, MT and © are both versions, in that
they are both variations on a common tradition. So 'version' functions
as a useful generic term which includes MT and © for the purposes of my
argument.
textual witnesses to the Septuagint
Because the Septuagint of Daniel was eclipsed so early in the
present era, there are only three manuscript witnesses to it. The first
is manuscript R vii.45 in the Chigi library in Rome, known to us as 88,
according to the manuscript numbering system of Gottingen (87 according
to Field and Swete). Other evidence is in the Codex Syro-hexaplaris
Ambrosianus, a Syriac translation of the Hexaplaric Greek, preserving the
asterisks and obeli of Origen. This is referred to as Syh. Largely
confirming the Chigi manuscript 88 is the Chester Beatty Papyrus known as
48
967. Daniel is incomplete in P967, but since the work of Geissen and
Hamm on the portions at Cologne there is much more available than there
used to be. The ordering of chapters in the Chester Beatty Papyrus
differs from the other witnesses in that chs 7 and 8 appear between chs 4
and 5, a fact that has some bearing on the discussion that follows.
The two major modern editions of the Septuagint of Daniel are
contained in Rahlfs and the volume edited by Ziegler in the Gottingen
project. Both present the Septuagint and Theodotion in parallel to one
another. Unless indicated otherwise, the Rahlfs edition is the basis of
what follows in the main body of the thesis as well as the translation of
Appendix 2. Differences between the two editions are noted where
47
In light of this distinction, there is obviously debate over whether 9
is a version in its own right or a revision. See Wiirthwein, 54. For
convenience I refer to 0 as a version.
48Kenyon, xi
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appropriate. Most disagreements arise from the availability to Ziegler
of Kenyon's earlier less complete edition of P967. Although Gottingen
tends to be reasonably eclectic, it shows a bias towards P967. Since
Ziegler did his work on the Gottingen edition (1954), the Cologne
portions of the papyrus have become available and there are points in the
text at which I accept the Cologne witness of P967 against both Rahlfs
and Gottingen. The Septuagint versification in Rahlfs is the one that I
shall observe. Where this differs from the Masoretic Text both options
will be cited unless it is plain from the context that the reference is




Apart from form critical considerations, the story of Daniel and
Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the great tree (3.31-4.34 in MT, 4.1-37 in
Rahlfs' edition of both Greek versions) is a good place to begin the
literary comparison, because the greatest surface divergence between the
Masoretic Text and the Old Greek in Daniel 2-7 is found in this story. A
comparison of the two accounts reveals a number of literary and
theological points that will recur in our study of other chapters in
Daniel.
MT and (5 tell the same story to markedly different effect and for
different purposes. I begin with a look at the different ways in which
each version of the story arranges its material and, as part of that, the
different characterization of Daniel. From there I consider narrative
person and the use of dialogue, and how these aspects affect point of
view.1 Relevant to that part of the argument is a consideration of the
events that lie behind the tradition. I then explore the difference
between symbol and allegory with respect to the two stories. In doing so
I notice variations in the way the myth of the great tree is applied, and
1Stanzel, 9, identifies two overlapping functions of point of view or
viewpoint. One denotes the attitude of a narrator or character towards a
question. The other concerns the standpoint from which a story is
narrated. Lanser, 18, expresses the concept similarly when she says
point of view combines ideology and technique. While the complexities of
some modern analyses of point of view in a text, such as that by Lotman,
are not so applicable to biblical narrative, the different aspects
highlighted by Lanser and Stanzel are borne in mind by the present
treatment. I employ the word 'perspective' almost synonymously with
point of view, but with a tendency to use it more to denote standpoint,
Stanzel's second function of point of view.
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additions to the telling and the application on the part of the
Septuagint version. The discussion ends with a comment on literary merit
in the Septuagint version.
On occasions in this chapter, I pause to consider issues that have
some application to the immediate context of Daniel 4 but are also
foundational to the thesis as a whole. The first of these looks at
literary questions concerning the place and function of the narrator in
biblical narrative, his reliability or otherwise, the extent of his
knowledge, his relationship to the implied author, and the relationship
between God and the narrator. These are matters particularly highlighted
by the use of a first person narrator in ch 4. The second cluster of
questions is theological or thematic and relates to the different types
of wisdom evident in the versions of the Daniel stories. It contains
such topics as the distinction between allegory and symbol, the nature of
interpretation, and the relationship between mantic wisdom and
apocalyptic. Coverage of the second group of questions in particular is
only preliminary, and awaits explication of further texts of Daniel.
arrangement of material
The surface level of the stories told is the same in essentials. A
relaxed King Nebuchadnezzar is upset by a frightening dream about a great
tree which shelters and sustains many. By some agency of heavenly beings
the tree is destroyed but its root-stock is left in the ground. Daniel
is called to interpret the dream, and to his horror he discerns that it
applies to the king himself. He interprets, then begs the king to
reconsider his attitudes and life-style in the light of the
interpretation. Twelve months after the dream and its interpretation,
Nebuchadnezzar suffers the predicted fate and endures seven units of time
as an outcast from human society. Upon his acknowledgement of God's
sovereignty he is reinstated, and declares throughout the empire his
submission to God.
These matters are agreed upon between the versions, but there are
two ways in which the arrangement of the material is different. Firstly,
the material in MT vv 3-6 is not represented in ©. This comprises an
introduction to the person of Daniel, the beginning of an account of the
24
dream, and the failure of the wise men of the kingdom to interpret it.
In the Septuagint version the magicians do not appear at all, and are not
even mentioned at the entrance of Daniel in v 18. The aspect of the
2
court contest is thus entirely absent.
In MT this material serves as a link with the other court stories in
Daniel. The tension builds until 'finally' (v 5, pTIN IS?) Daniel makes
3
his appearance. Immediately the reader is put in mind of the figure
from ch 2 who vied at greater length with the same group of
functionaries, and ultimately prevailed to become 'chief* (21) of all of
them. On his first appearance in ch 4 the link is made by introducing
him in that capacity as 'chief of the magicians' (v 6, iOQOin 21). In
contrast, the story of Nebuchadnezzar and the dream of the great tree
stands alone in ©. This could reflect a reluctance on the part of the
Septuagint to see Daniel in the same category as the mantic officials,
hence a lack of interest in the court contest form. Or it could be that
© witnesses to a stage of transmission when the stories in the Daniel
cycle were still relatively independent of each other. A third option is
that both possibilities obtain. The form of the story in its Vorlage
points to an early stage in its composition history, but at the same time
the treatment of that Vorlage shows the interests of the translator.
The second major difference is in the placing of the epistolary
material. In MT the events are presented as if recounted in a letter to
the subjects of Nebuchadnezzar. There are greetings and a statement of
purpose at the beginning. In the final verse, the phrase 'Now I,
Nebuchadnezzar...' (v 34, 12212123 12X J22) functions as a kind of
signing off. At times in between, the letter form becomes incidental to
the flow of narrative and dialogue but the first person narrator serves
as a reminder of its presence. There is a sense that the epistle is a
deliberately crafted form. Moreover the device of the epistle provides a
2
Note in Humphreys, 217, the difference between a court contest and a
court conflict. See also Collins, Apocalyptic Vision, 33. In a contest
an unknown figure bests the established courtiers and is granted rank,
whereas a conflict is between courtly figures as a result of which the
victor is confirmed in his position.
3 -.
Torrey, 'Notes', 267, translates pITIX 12 as 'But at last'.
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reason for the sovereign to speak autobiographically in this chapter, as
opposed to the other stories about kings in the first part of Daniel. In
that sense it contributes to the continuity of narrative with what
precedes and what follows ch 4.
The epistolary form does not inform the narrative of the Septuagint
version in the same way. The story starts straight in with 'In the
eighteenth year of King Nebuchadnezzar, he said:' (Etouq OKxeoKcaSsKaxou
xrjQ paoiXsiaQ Na(3ouyo5ovoaop sinev). There is no hint of an encyclical
at this stage, and it is not clear exactly who is being spoken to by the
first person narrator, or for what purpose. Only in the last two verses
(vv 37bf) does the suggestion of a letter come in, yet even here the
situation is confused. The narrative does not take the form of a letter
but tells that King Nebuchadnezzar wrote an 'encyclical' (v 37b,
s7riaxoA.riv eyxoK/Uov), then follows with a report of its contents in
direct speech. V 37b is an approximation of the concluding remarks in MT
v 34. However v 37c represents, somewhat more closely, the salutation in
MT 3.31-33. The words eGveat, ^copcac;, and oiKoOatv correspond to MT,
with the datives reflecting the prefixed b of the Aramaic. In a turn of
phrase strongly reminiscent of MT 3.32, v 37c © even states, 'now I will
show you the works...' (vOv {moSei^co upiv xag 7rpa§eic;), yet it comes in
after the summing up of v 37b. In the present form of the narrative the
final verse of © appears misplaced. Possibly the redactor or translator
was more interested in its confessional material than its place in the
story, and so placed it with v 37b as an extension of Nebuchadnezzar's
confession.4
person of the narrator
The MT plus material of vv 3-6 and the different uses made of the
epistolary form are substantial variations in the material of MT and the
Septuagint. But below the surface of the stories there are other
important differences. Reference has already been made to the use of the
first person narrator. In MT Nebuchadnezzar reports in the first person
through the device of the letter, but this is not sustained throughout
4
Charles, Daniel, 80, believes © retains the original order. Grelot, 'La
Septante', 17, turns Charles' argument on its head.
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the story. At the moment that Daniel is called to interpret the king's
dream (v 16), there is a shift to the third person which continues until
Nebuchadnezzar emerges from his madness and his understanding returns (v
31). The final four verses are in the first person. Much ink has been
spilled over the reasons for the change. Earlier commentators tended
towards the view that this was merely due to carelessness on the part of
the story-teller.5 Others, such as Delcor, take more account of the
story's plot.6 He notes three main sections — the dream, its
interpretation and its fulfillment — and connects the third person
material with the middle section in his plot structure. A limitation of
that analysis is that it does not explain why the third person narration
continues to v 31 where we would have expected it to end at v 24 after
the interpretation. However the value of his approach is that it treats
the material in literary terms, and in that respect points towards more
recent narrative critical treatments of the shift between first and third
7
person.
It is appropriate that Nebuchadnezzar's madness is recounted by
another. Within the framework of the letter, it allows the king to
g
acknowledge it, but spares him the telling of it. However if that were
the only reason for the shift, we would expect it to occur at v 25, 'All
this came upon Nebuchadnezzar' J<^0). But it comes
earlier, at the moment that Daniel begins to respond to the king's
request for an interpretation. This allows the narrator to convey the
otherwise unknowable information that Daniel's 'thoughts frightened him'
(v 16, nhriT nrsri). At the same time it provides a change in
perspective from Nebuchadnezzar to Daniel. The retelling of the dream,
the interpretation, and the diplomatic problem of its application are all
viewed through Daniel's eyes, although he himself is not telling the
5For example Charles, Daniel, 81, and Torrey, Ezra Studies, 146n.
Montgomery, Daniel, 223, an exception in his era, disagreed.
6Delcor, Daniel, 108
7
Fewell, 97, for example.
g
Montgomery, Daniel, 223, recognizes this and attributes it to 'an
unconscious dramatic sense'. Hartman and DiLella, 174, take up the same
point.
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story. An analogy may be drawn from the medium of film, in which a
9
change in point of view can be represented by changing the camera angle.
Once Nebuchadnezzar recovers, the story is his again, the camera angle
changes, and the first person is restored. Such a shift in point of view
is made possible through the introduction of the third person, without
destroying the effect of the wider narrative framework. Had
Nebuchadnezzar spoken autobiographically of Daniel's response and
interpretation, the importance of Daniel's viewpoint, as distinct from
the king's, would have been diminished.10
The use of narrative person in the Septuagint is more complicated.
We have seen that there are two elements of the story conveyed in the
third person segment of MT: Daniel's interpretation, and the king's
madness. © preserves the perspective of Nebuchadnezzar, the first person
narrator, for both elements. The reader does not see Daniel interpreting
a dream so much as the king receiving an interpretation. Editorial
omniscience is permitted Nebuchadnezzar at the point where he says that
Daniel 'marvelled' (v 19, eeaupaasv) and the real meaning 'dismayed' (v
19, KcrcecrTreuSEv) him.11 But there is also more description of Daniel's
outward aspect, which would have struck the eye-witness narrator:
'fearful trembling seized him, and the sight of him changed, and his head
shook for a moment' (v 19, (popr|0ei.Q xpopou Xapovxoq auxov kcu
aAAoicoGeiariQ xfjg opaaecog auxoO Kivfjaag xqv KecpaAriv). The second element
is the description of the king's madness. The MT narrator describes it
in v 30 briefly and baldly, almost as an anticlimax. The Septuagint here
also retains the first person for Nebuchadnezzar to describe his own
experience (v 33a), and in more detail than the MT narrator. This may
9
See Berlin, 44. This analogy will prove useful in our analyses of other
Daniel stories also. It is not dissimilar to the concept of camera-eye
technique sometimes employed by novelists. See the discussion by
Stanzel, 232ff, who observes that the 'camera-eye technique does not
permit a distinction between first- and third-person reference'.
10Booth, 282, describes the same phenomenon in modern fiction thus: 'If
granting the hero the right to reflect his own story can insure the
reader's sympathy, withholding it from him and giving it to another
character can prevent too much identification...'
UBar-Efrat, 23ff, distinguishes between overt and covert narration and
editorial and neutral omniscience.
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not be inappropriate to a story-teller who perceived Nebuchadnezzar's
banishment to be as much a political exile as a personal illness.
The third person segment in the Septuagint occurs at vv 28-33, and
coincides with the interval between Daniel's plea to Nebuchadnezzar to
reform his ways in light of the dream, and the onset of the king's
troubles. Thus it functions differently from the Masoretic Text segment
of third person. Whether by design or by accident of textual history, it
simply links two parts of the story as told by the king. It does not
serve to manipulate point of view, nor does it relieve Nebuchadnezzar of
having to describe his own period in exile.
The difference may partly be explained by the composite nature of
12
the Septuagint or its Vorlage. Material appears to have been used in vv
25/28-28/31 common to MT and ©, with the insertion by the Septuagint of
the theme of usurpation and imprisonment (vv 31f). These verses are part
of the third person section in MT. If this common material has been
inserted at some stage by another tradition represented in the
Septuagint, the join occurs in the middle of a reported speech where
Daniel is addressing King Nebuchadnezzar, just as in the MT equivalent (v
24). The © narrator continues the story in v 28 at the end of the speech
and simply retains the third person of the material it is incorporating.
When the Septuagint diverges again from MT the voice from heaven is being
reported. The change in narrative person of the different source is not
apparent until the end of that speech and the return of the narrator with
the phrase 'I, Nebuchadnezzar' (v 33a, ey© Na(3ou%oSovoaop). Rather than
the third person of the MT narrative being a sign of a forgetful
redactor, it is more likely that the smaller piece of third person in ©
(vv 28-33) is the result of editorial activity.13
the narrator in biblical literature
The matters discussed and terms used so far raise wide-ranging
questions about the nature of the biblical narrator. To what extent is
12
Montgomery, Daniel, 248, calls it 'manifestly composite'.
13
Note again Grelot, 'La Septante', 17, and Charles, Daniel, 81.
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his point of view identified with God's? What is meant by omniscience
when we speak of biblical narrative? Is God a character within or a
narrator of the story? The questions come more sharply than usual into
focus in a study of Daniel 4 because this is an extended piece of first
person narrative, a rarity in biblical literature, and it contains direct
speech within the first person narrative. Answers to these questions
will inform our study of the text throughout this thesis, and a summary
of the issues involved is in order at this point. In the process it will
be possible to make some useful distinctions.
14
The first one is between 'story' and 'discourse'. Story
constitutes characters and events, and the world in which those
characters exist and events happen. Discourse, on the other hand, is the
means by which the narrator invests the story with meaning and conveys
that to the reader. Discourse analysis therefore considers how a story
is used by a particular narrator. In making the distinction between
discourse and story we are able to distinguish between the point of view
of the narrator and that of characters within the story. A particular
character may reflect the narrative perspective or may be the subject of
critique by the narrator. There are also characters employed simply to
facilitate plot development. In the context of Daniel we will see
various ways by which the narrator identifies Daniel's outlook as his own
and leads the reader to do the same. In observing these things we are
differentiating between story and discourse, whether or not the
terminology is used.15
This raises the question of the different ways in which the narrator
functions within the story. In answering it, Bar-Efrat makes a
distinction between the 'covert' and 'overt' narrator.16 These may be
thought of as extremes at either end of a continuum rather than absolute
categories. Every story contains a narrative presence of some sort,
14
Savran, 15f
15See Powell, 23, on the importance of the story / discourse distinction
when handling point of view.
16Bar-Efrat, 32. Berlin, 99, uses the less neutral term 'intrusion' to
signify a more overt narrator.
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however minimal, but the profile of the narrator varies. At the
discourse level, the activity of the narrator is in some degree covert or
overt in the measures he takes to manipulate the story and thus to
influence the reader. Biblical narrators are generally more covert than
overt in their activity. Little knowledge is shared with the reader that
cannot be deduced from the speech and actions of the characters, or
particular aspects of the setting highlighted by the narrator, or devices
such as repetition or shifts in perspective. Scholars have spoken of
this phenomenon in various ways. For Alter this type of narrative is
17
intrinsic to the monotheism of the Bible. For Bar-Efrat it means that
the reader of the Bible must perceive things as we do in real life, so
18
that a picture gradually and dynamically emerges. In that respect
19
biblical narrative can be said to be 'realistic'. Bar-Efrat says the
value of the covert narratorial stance is that it enables a more
effective transmission of the narrator's values, although he does not
20
attach the same theological significance to the method as Alter. We
have begun to see that the Masoretic Text narrator of Daniel is more
covert than his 6 counterpart, and this results in a more multi-faceted
story. This is a difference that also pertains in other stories of
Daniel.
Closely connected to the distinction between the covert and overt
narrator is a further distinction between 'neutral' and 'editorial'
21
omniscience. These too should not be thought of as absolute
17
This quote in Alter, 155, summarizes his attitude to the storytellers of
the Bible: 'Habitants of a tiny and often imperfectly monotheistic
island in a vast and alluring sea of paganism, they wrote with an
intent...of fulfilling or perpetuating through the act of writing a
momentous revolution in consciousness.'
18
Bar-Efrat, 89. Booth, 211f, calls this 'telling as showing'.
19
Auerbach, 15 and 23, speaks of biblical literature as 'representation of
reality', and says the Bible claims of itself that it is 'the only real







categories. It is in the nature of storytelling that the narrator is
omniscient, but there are different ways that the omniscience is
experienced by the story's readers. A more overt narrator displays his
omniscience editorially from outside the story and thus enables the
reader to share his omniscient perspective. The omniscience of a covert
narrator is more neutral. The narrator remains largely within his story
and draws the reader to his point of view by various arts, which it is
23
part of the purpose of this thesis to explore. In the process the alert
reader gains more knowledge than any of the characters within the story.
Again, generally speaking the omniscience of the MT narrator of Daniel is
more neutral while that of © is more editorial. This point will become
more obvious as our literary comparison of the Daniel stories proceeds.
Any attempt to produce a modern theory of narrative has to face the
fact that some narrators are reliable and others are not, while some are
24
more fallible than others. There is no unanimity on the question of
whether or not the biblical narrator may be relied on. A number of
scholars would say that the narrator's perspective can be identified with
God's. In the preliminary stages of his study, Booth asserts that the
narrator of Job, and by implication the biblical narrator generally, is
25
utterly reliable. Savran speaks of the trustworthiness of the narrator
26
while Sternberg emphasizes the narrator's authority. For Alter, the
27
narrator knows what God knows. Gunn, however, disagrees on the grounds
28
that the narrator neither is nor claims to be all-knowing. No evidence
emerges during the course of this study that the perspective of the
narrator in Daniel is in any sense unreliable. By that, I mean that the
22
Booth, 150, is an example of a critic of modern realistic literature who
recognizes the inadequacy of the term 'omniscience' as an absolute
category.
23
Booth, 282, calls them 'major devices of disclosure and evaluation'.
24
See for example the analysis of Booth, 158f.
25Booth, 4
26_




attitude which the narrator induces in the reader towards events and
29
characters in the stories is that of the implied author.
The implied author is a construct in the reader's mind and as such
30
plays a part within the narrative. The attitudes and perspectives so
displayed by him need not coincide with those of the actual author.
However, since we cannot be certain of the actual authors of the ancient
texts of Daniel, no distinction can be made between them. Because the
narrator is reliable, he is also virtually identical to the implied
author. The fact that Nebuchadnezzar tells the story of his own dream
and its subsequent interpretation places a strain on that coincidence,
and for the only time in the stories of Daniel, a gap appears between
narrator and implied author. The problem for the implied author in
Daniel 4 is how to ensure that his own point of view rather than
Nebuchadnezzar's prevails. That end is achieved in the Masoretic Text
through the inclusion of a third person section and the device of the
epistle, aspects that are discussed above. In addition, the appearance
and speech of the angel (v 14) shifts responsibility for the story away
from Nebuchadnezzar and onto the implied author. By way of contrast,
Nebuchadnezzar does seem to be given considerable responsibility for his
own story in © and the smaller amount of third person material is not
sufficient to disturb that.
None of this articulates the relationship between God and the
implied author or his reliable narrator, a problem peculiar to biblical
literature. The working proposition generally adopted is that the
narrator's perspective can be identified with that of God, and therefore
God is understood to be the implied author. However, there is a tendency
for critics to find solace in theological assertions when addressing this
31
question. The tension is inherent in the fact that God not only
functions effectively as the narrator but he also sometimes enters the
story as one of the characters to be encountered by the reader as other
29





Savran, 88, for example.
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characters are encountered. Whether or not the literary phenomenon of
God's presence within and outside biblical narrative will ever be able to
be reduced to a proposition, it is a paradox evident in Daniel 4, as
becomes clear when the use of dialogue in each version is considered.
the nature of the king's exile
Aside from literary considerations, the differing use of the third
person narrator may partly be explained as a consequence of the different
views of the versions on what happened in the seven 'times' (pnS in MT,
Kdipoi in 9) or 'years' (Ixr| in ©). MT sees this as a period of some
sort of mental derangement on the part of the king. His heart was
'altered from that of men' (v 13, Xt2^lS5"p), and at the end of the
time Nebuchadnezzar's 'understanding returned' ( v 31,
Consequent on that was his confirmation in the kingdom (v 33). This
bears some likeness to the 'Prayer of Nabonidus', which tells of the
king's exile in Teiman, although there it is a result of some sort of
physical rather than mental suffering (KIT!#). In the © view there is
also an element of mental illness or distress as vividly described in the
phrase 'My flesh was changed, as well as my heart' (v 33b, qAAoiooeri f]
aap£ pou xai q xapSia pou). It is impossible to say whether mental
suffering followed on physical banishment or brought it about, but both
aspects are present. There is a strong suggestion as well that
Nebuchadnezzar was usurped and imprisoned. This is expressed most
clearly in v 25. In the allegory of the great tree the felling
represents a banishment, and eating 'the grass of the earth with the
beasts of the earth' (v 17a, xov yopxov xqq yfjq psxa xwv Gqpicov xqq yqQ)
represents the time in the wilderness.
These events suggested by the Septuagint account recall the
32
See for example Bar-Efrat, 19. Gunn, 60f, also notes that at such
moments God can seem neither omnipotent nor omniscient. But that
particular quandary is not encountered in Daniel.
33
Milik, 'Priere de Nabonide', 408. Lacocque, Daniel in His Time, 63,
suggests that 4QPrNab points to a 'remote common source'. But note the
doubts expressed by Garcia Martinez, 129ff, about the dependence of
Daniel on the Prayer of Nabonidus. See also Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar,
104.
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'Nabonidus Chronicle' and 'The Verse Account of Nabonidus', in which
sources the king is absent for long periods of time in the city of
34
Teiman. His exile was to some extent self-imposed, but there also
appears to have been conflict between the king and the Babylonian
establishment. This possibly related to Nabonidus' espousal of the cult
of Sin, the moon god, which resulted in opposition to the king from the
35
priests and helps explain their reference to his madness. Leaving aside
for the moment the question of whether or not Nabonidus is to be found in
the Daniel tales, these Ancient Near Eastern sources suggest a common
tradition of some sort of royal exile, which has received divergent
interpretations by the two versions of Daniel 4. The Septuagint seems to
take us a little closer to the political events behind the fulfillment of
Nebuchadnezzar's dream.
From a literary perspective, the emphasis of the © account on exile,
rather than madness, makes it more appropriate for Nebuchadnezzar to
retain the narrative point of view in the way that he does. His words
thus become a kind of apologia and it is not so necessary as in MT to
spare him the recounting of his madness. This also has a bearing on the
characterization of Daniel in the two stories. In effect he has little
more personality in © than the mysterious Jew in the 'Prayer of
Nabonidus'. In both versions he is portrayed as having a collegial
rather than adversarial relationship with the king, but he plays a more
prominent role in MT because God's judgement is conveyed to
Nebuchadnezzar from Daniel's point of view. In © he is a functionary in
the king's personal account of what happened to him.
wisdom in Daniel
This raises a point that is central to the characterization of
Daniel in the stories of his interactions with different kings. What is
the nature of wisdom evident in Daniel and his relationship with the
Babylonian officials? Lacocque distinguishes between mantic and
aphoristic wisdom. He does not define mantic wisdom but seems to
34




associate it with the ecstatic experiences of the visionary. Ezekiel is
cited as an example of such wisdom and the experience of Daniel in 7.28
36
and 8.27 is thought of in the same terms. Miiller and Vanderkam go
farther and link mantic wisdom to divination, the seer's claim to special
37
enlightenment, and the encoding of reality in symbols.
38
Lacocque thinks of the distinction in chronological terms. As
prophecy shifted from shamanic or mystical to 'logoic', so wisdom shifted
from mantic or 'primitive' to aphoristic. He sees the precursor of
39
Daniel in the mystical experiences of Ezekiel. For him the visions show
Daniel as both mantic sage and prophet whereas in the stories he is more
an aphoristic originator of wisdom. The problem with this point of view
is that even in the oldest stories about him Daniel is portrayed as a
mantic sage.40 Whether or not the identification of different types of
wisdom can answer historical questions is raised in more detail in the
concluding chapter of the thesis. In the meantime it is perhaps more
helpful to think in terms of 'trajectories' of wisdom without requiring
each to be mutually exclusive of the other. This is the approach of
Hayman, who identifies three trajectories in evidence about the time that
41
the versions of Daniel would have been finding their final form. After
Qohelet, wisdom either became identified with the Torah on a cosmic
scale, or became involved in reshaping the ancient myth of secret
heavenly wisdom, or married the speculative and the philosophical with
Jewish wisdom. These three developments may well have rubbed up against
each other if not been positively hostile to one another. Certainly a
conflict between torah wisdom and the apocalyptic wisdom of heavenly
secrets was later reflected in a tension between developing orthodoxy and
36
Lacocque, Daniel in His Time, 185ff
37
Vanderkam, 6f, and Miiller, 'Mantische Weisheit', 285f.
38
Lacocque, Daniel in His Time, 189
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One of the concerns of this thesis will be to see whether the
differences in characterization of the sage between MT and © in the
stories reflects a consistently different type of wisdom in the terms
outlined above. It is too early to draw conclusions but it is noteworthy
that the Masoretic Text of Daniel 4, by including the court contest
aspect and Daniel's position as chief of the mantic officials, places him
in the same category as those officials. In the Septuagint his wisdom
lies simply in the interpretation of the dreams (v 18). However, the
evidence is contradictory as © v 19 speaks of the 'true meaning'
(uTrovoia) being revealed to Daniel, which has mantic connotations more
appropriate to the visions. Incidentally, as we will see in the
discussion below on the dream's interpretation, this is not the only
place where the vocabulary of © seems to have links with the later
chapters of Daniel. At this stage it must suffice to say that a
distinction that will recur has been made between different types of
wisdom.
use of dialogue
The changes in narrative person in each version are part of the
wider question of the presence of the narrator and the use of dialogue in
the two versions. A characteristic of Old Testament narrative is the
43
primacy of dialogue. Visual details tend to be sparsely reported, and
44
the essence of the story and its characters revealed through dialogue.
Repetition of material in both narrative and dialogue, or by different
45
speakers, is manipulated for various effects. In the telling of the




Moberly, Genesis, 40, writes that the 'points at which the story teller
usually places what he considers most important are usually the speeches
made by the main characters at the dramatically crucial moments'.





narrator distinct from the speaker of dialogue. Failure to do so means
that the impact of the use of reported speech is diluted. This
characteristic use of dialogue can be seen in the MT version of Daniel 4.
Excluding the first person sections, just under 607. of the material
is direct speech, the two most important blocks being the king's long
speech to Daniel (vv 6-15) and the latter's reply (vv 17-24). In
addition there is a brief interchange between the two (v 16),
Nebuchadnezzar's boastful soliloquy (v 27), and the voice from heaven (vv
28f). Within the chapter there are three accounts of the dream, its
interpretation, and its purpose to demonstrate that God rules (vv 7-14,
17-22, and 29). Each time, the material is conveyed by dialogue, an
indicator of its importance as a narrative tool.
The potential for confusion when dialogue is reported by a first
person narrator is considerable. The complexity increases with the
reported speech of the watcher (vv lOf) within the king's account of the
dream to Daniel.47 Moreover, the recipient of the watcher's command (v
11) is an unseen presence. Indeed by v 14 of the Masoretic Text the
reader wonders who is telling the story, the watcher or Nebuchadnezzar.
For a brief moment it does not seem to matter because the dream and its
reason ('so that the living might know...', v 14) has taken over the form
of the narrative. The effect is heightened by the cryptic message at the
start of that verse (v 14), roughly translated 'By a decree of the
watchers is the message, and a word of the holy ones is the question'.
This consists of two nominal clauses containing four words, each with a
wide range of meaning (mtJ, K03TIB, T3XQ, and whiffl), with the first word
prefixed by the multi-purpose 3. The Greek of Theodotion is similarly
ambiguous. These words are spoken neither by the watcher, nor by the
watcher's agent, nor by Nebuchadnezzar. A new level of authority and
46
Sternberg, Poetics, 73. On this point the view of Savran, 37, that
'quoted direct speech involves a temporary transfer of the role of
narrator to the quoting character' is contradictory.
47
Murray, 304, considers the 'watcher' ("TB) to be an angelic being, and
the term is in apposition to 'holy one' (ttf"Hp) in 4.10. I accept that
view for the present context, but the question must be addressed further
in relation to the 'holy ones' of ch 7. See Fitzmyer, Genesis
Apocryphon, 43 and 72, for a similar parallelism in lQGenAp.
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mystery is thereby introduced into the narrative, necessary to the
48
statement of purpose that follows. At that point the implied author of
the story has taken over from the narrator. If Nebuchadnezzar himself
were reporting it with any degree of understanding, Daniel's
interpretation would be quite unnecessary. Yet for a brief moment a
49
protagonist is doubling as commentator.
The different levels of narration can be thought of as operating
parenthetically. A bracket opens with the watcher's speech (v 11), and
another is opened by the mysterious statement of v 14a. Within these
brackets the story is permitted a limited life of its own, distinct from
the wider narrative form. Just when the story-teller threatens to lose
control of his form altogether, the brackets close and he re-asserts
himself with 'I, King Nebuchadnezzar saw ...And you, Belteshazzar,
ten...' (v is, nnao utroQa icta n* mm. The reader
is jolted back into the first person narrative, into the dialogue between
Nebuchadnezzar and Daniel, and into the setting of the court contest.
The emphatics 'I' and 'you' serve as important markers in this process.
Through the rest of the Masoretic Text of ch 4, the distinction between
speaker and narrator is preserved.
The story-teller of the Septuagint version manipulates his dialogue
in quite a different way. The narrative, which is about one-fifth longer
than in MT, is almost entirely reported speech. In fact the only
narrator presence is in the six word introduction of v 4, the description
of the interlude between vision and fulfillment (vv 28-31), and 'King
Nebuchadnezzar wrote an encyclical...' (v 37b). Effectively,
Nebuchadnezzar is the narrator and it is his perspective that prevails
throughout. Within that broad framework there are different layers of
reported speech. By v 15 there are no less than four layers alive in the
narrative. The narrator reports the speech of King Nebuchadnezzar, who
reports his dream and within it the words of the angel, who orders
48
Bevan, 91, suggests the cryptic nature of the verse reflects an
inscrutable judgement. According to Auerbach, 11, an important
characteristic of biblical narrative is that it is 'fraught with




another being to 'Hew it down..' (v 14, SKKoyaTS auxo) and records the
words that that being is commanded to say. In addition there is a
recipient of the commands of vv 15f, who does not speak. By now, several
speakers are sharing the stage and point of view has become unclear. V
17a, and more particularly v 18, point the reader back to Nebuchadnezzar
and re-establish the setting of the king recounting a dream.
The style is reminiscent of some talmudic literature where the
distinctions between different speakers, and between speakers and the
compilers, are maintained in the mind of the reader only with difficulty.
The concern is not with narrative flow, but with an accurate reporting of
the views of different speakers.50 A similar effect may be seen in vv
13-15 of the Septuagint, where the report of speech becomes more
important than the quality of narrative. The writer or editor has been
more concerned with presenting the dream and its meaning than with a
carefully crafted dialogue, or subtlety in characterization.
Consequently there is a sense of unfinished business about this section.
The lack of multiple points of view, here and elsewhere in the © version,
results in a more monochrome narrative. The depth and ambiguity that
more than one point of view permits is not present to the same extent.51
S°An example from B.Talmud, Megillah 3a: R. Jeremiah—or some say R.
Hiyya b. Abba—also said: The Targum of the Pentateuch was composed by
Onkelos the proselyte under the guidance of R. Eleazer and R. Joshua.
The Targum of the prophets was composed by Jonathan ben Uzziel under the
guidance of Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi, and the land of Israel
[thereupon] quaked over an area of four hundred parasangs by four hundred
parasangs and a Bath Kol came forth and exclaimed, Who is this that has
revealed My secrets to mankind? Jonathan b. Uzziel thereupon arose and
said, it is I who have revealed Thy secrets to mankind. It is fully
known to Thee that I have not done this for my own honour or for the
honour of my father's house, but for Thy honour I have done it, that
dissension may not increase in Israel. He further sought to reveal [by]
a targum [the inner meaning] of the Hagiographa, but a Bath Kol went
forth and said, Enough! What was the reason?—Because the date of the
Messiah is foretold in it.
This passage, incidentally, is used when discussing the authorship




So far our focus has been on narrative person and the use of
dialogue, and their effect on point of view in the MT and Septuagint
versions. But there are also differences in content, and in treatment of
that content. The central symbol of the great tree is an important case
in point. At one level it functions in the same way in both stories. It
is a myth of cosmic security, drawing on a number of biblical uses of
52
tree imagery and mythology. At another level the symbol is interpreted
in different ways.
In vv 8 and 17 the Masoretic Text describes the greatness of the
tree in terms of its beauty, its cosmic proportions, and its provision of
food and shelter for the world. It then focuses on one basic point of
similarity between the tree and the king, and the greatness of each.
This is explicit in the parallels between vv 17 and 19. The tree's
height 'reached to heaven' (v 17, waah KOO1), and the king's greatness
'reaches to heaven' (v 19, ntw). The tree's appearance is 'to all
the earth' (v 17, Kjrarfek), while the king's rule is 'to the end of the
earth' (v 19, KlTlX . That one point is expanded on as the king's
greatness suffers the same fate as the tree's greatness. Both are cut
down, both share a life with the beasts, and the sentence of both is for
a limited period until the stump sends forth new shoots and the king is
restored. The dream and its interpretation, the tree and the king, are
53
in close correspondence but they are also distinct. In one sense the
dream of the tree transcends its immediate historical context and becomes
a symbol of the sovereignty of God over kings. This transcending effect
is achieved by bracketing the story of Nebuchadnezzar with confessions of
the greatness of God over human kings (vv 3.33 and 4.34). The concept
recurs as a Leitmotif in the body of the chapter at vv 14, 22, 29 and 32.
In the hands of © a series of one-to-one correspondences between the
dream and the life of the king results in an allegory on the life of
52Goldingay, Daniel, 92, and Coxon, 'The Great Tree', 94ff.
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Coxon, 'The Great Tree', 99, uses the word parable, but considers that
elements of animal fable are introduced, and the king is first symbolized
by the tree then by the animals sheltering under it.
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Nebuchadnezzar, rather than a transcendent statement on the sovereignty
54
of kings. The birds of heaven represent 'the might of the earth...' (v
21, p ia%ug xfjg yf|Q), namely the various political entities within the
empire. The growth of the tree is like the king's heart growing 'in
arrogance and might towards the Holy One and his angels' (v 22,
U7iepr|(pav£tjt KaL layui xa npdq xov ayiov Kai. xouq ayyeXovq auxou). This
arrogance is given a specific instance in how the king 'desolated the
house of the living God' (v 22, e^apppoocraQ xov olkov xou BeoO xou
^covxoq). Although the band of iron and bronze around the stump of the
tree in MT does not appear in the Septuagint version, it is known to the
compiler and is hinted at in the reference to his being 'in bronze
fetters and handcuffs' (v 17a, sv 7reSaiQ Kai sv %eipo7reSaig yaA.KaiQ) and
'bound' (v 32, Spoouai as).. This picture is graphically expanded in the
interpretation to include the idea of imprisonment and exile as events in
the life of the king. In these ways a symbol of the humiliation of
greatness has become something different.
An example of the allegorizing tendencies of the Septuagint version
may be seen by comparing the versions at the point in the account of the
dream where the 'it' of the tree becomes the 'him' of the person of the
king. The dream is told twice in MT, excluding its implementation in vv
28ff. Vv 12f and v 20 are almost identical in their use of the masculine
pronomial suffix, "H- or H-. The fact that 'tree is masculine
in Aramaic means the reference of the pronouns is ambiguous. This allows
a subtle movement from dream to interpretation, with maximum effect and a
minimum of artifice and intrusion on the part of the narrator. The
central moment in the process is the phrase 'with the beasts (of the
field) will be his lot' (v 12, XmTTD!) and v 20, npbn *CQ mTTDB).
Until then the referent is the tree. The only other occurrence of pbn in
Biblical Aramaic is in Ezra 4.16, where it has a clear application to
human affairs. In Biblical Hebrew there are numerous witnesses to the
word, and almost all speak of some sort of allotment or destiny for human
beings. It is likely then that the first readers of this account would
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Goldingay, 'The Stories in Daniel', 105. See also Towner, Daniel, 66.
For a further example of such one-to-one correspondence in the
Septuagint, see the interpretation of Mordecai's dream in the additional
Septuagint material at the end of Esther (© Esth 10.3c-3f).
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have sensed that 'his lot' could not refer to the tree.
This dawning awareness is confirmed differently in each of the two
MT accounts, and between them a progression in understanding may be
observed, as the first is less specific than the second. In v 13 the
humanity of the one whose lot is with the beasts is emphasized by the use
of 'heart' (22*7). In v 21 the same effect is achieved with the
statement, 'it is a decree...which has come upon my lord, the king'
(K2*7?2 JOE"*?!? nCDD n..mn). By implication, what came before
T\pbn i02 rrprrmn can be read back as applicable to the king. The Greek
of Theodotion is able to exploit the same ambiguity of personal pronoun
as the Aramaic. The result is an identification of the tree and its fate
with the king and his fate without any explanation necessary.
Remembering that the account is autobiographical at the first telling,
this technique enables Nebuchadnezzar to tell the dream and hint at its
solution, while remaining distinct from the implied author.
The Septuagint goes about its task in quite a different way. There
is not the same sense of metamorphosis as the tree gradually becomes the
king in the mind of the reader.55 Here the narrator takes no chances that
the reader may miss the point. The change from tree to king takes place
between vv 15 and 16. In v 14 the neuter accusative 'it' (auxo) can only
apply to 'tree' (SsvSpov). In v 16 'his body' (to acopa auxou) can only
apply to a person.56 There is no point at which the reader is left to
draw his own conclusions. This adds to the impression explored above of
a more allegorical interpretation. It also relates to earlier comments
about the person of the narrator. Here Nebuchadnezzar not only tells the
dream but almost takes responsibility for its interpretation. It is not
unprecedented for a narrator to reveal more than he can know about
himself, nor for him to double as commentator. There is always a risk in
doing so that dramatic tension will be lost, and such a loss is sustained
at this point by the Septuagint account.
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Anderson, 43, also uses 'metamorphosis' to describe the process.
56Coxon, 'Nebuchadnezzar's Madness', 5, suggests to kutoq (vv 11 and 20)
can mean a human torso. If he is correct the word has a double referent.
Coxon's suggestion receives some support from Liddell and Scott.
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symbol and allegory: a distinction
In the above section I have used several terms and implied
distinctions that need to be clarified at this point. In particular I
used the terms 'symbol' and 'allegory' and also suggested that one
account is more 'transcendent' than the other. This distinction can be
explicated by looking at a debate that occurred some years ago between
Perrin and Collins. Perrin suggested that symbols may be understood
57
either as 'steno-symbols' or 'tensive' symbols. The former are not
transcendent and may be reduced to the one-to-one correspondence of
allegory. He argued that such symbols are the type used in apocalyptic
literature. Collins, and later Lacocque, took issue with Perrin to say
58
that apocalyptic symbolism is not merely allegory. Such symbols may
indeed refer to historical events but they function in such a way as to
transcend those events. They are not tied to a single one-to-one
59
formulation. Another way of expressing this is to say that allegory
moves from the mysterious to the revealed while symbol is rooted in
everyday realities yet takes on a wider significance.60 In subsequent
work Collins explores the subtleties of the difference between allegory
and symbol. Allegory is not always necessarily naive, he says, and can
be thought of as one kind of symbolic language.61 Nevertheless symbolism
does tend to move in a different direction from allegory.
Lacocque discusses this point in terms of the interpretation of
57Perrin, 553
58
Collins, 'Symbolism of Transcendence', 15, and Lacocque, 'Apocalyptic
Symbolism', 7.
59
Collins, 'Symbolism of Transcendence', 17. See also Croatto, 78, who
says that symbols are 'natural things transparently referring to a second
meaning which somehow transcends phenomenal experience'.
Lacocque, Daniel in His Time, 127. Note Lacocque, 'Apocalyptic
Symbolism', on the influence of Ricoeur in this debate. Ricoeur, 55f,
says that a symbol is transcendent in that it gives access to a 'surplus
of meaning' which takes the reader beyond the language in which the
symbolism is couched. See also McGaughey, 431f, for a discussion of
Ricoeur's theory of symbol.
61Collins, Apocalyptic Vision, 111. Note also the comments of Caird, 163,
on parable and allegory.
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dreams. He suggests that dreams were normally interpreted analogically
in ancient thought but the Israelite approach broke new ground in that
the significance of the dream transcended the signifier. Others approach
the topic through an exploration of Daniel as either pesher or midrash.
However they couch their discussion, such critics also accept that the
63
symbols of apocalyptic transcend their temporal context. What we see in
this comparison of two versions of Daniel 4 is that the Septuagint
perhaps reflects a more analogical, or allegorical, approach while MT
seeks to bring a transcendent significance to the dream and events
arising from it. Another aspect of the same phenomenon arises
particularly acutely in grappling with the link between Daniel's vision
and its interpretation in ch 7. There the Septuagint keeps the earthly
and heavenly realms more distinct from one another than does MT. There
too we will have cause to discuss in more detail the nature of symbols as
they function in the book of Daniel. Like the consideration of different
types of wisdom, discussion of the use made of symbols will continue to
be a feature of the comparison in subsequent chapters.
differences in interpretation
In contrast to the economy with which MT recounts the dream and
interprets it, the Old Greek version contains elements not present in MT.
At one level these variations reflect a different type of symbolism and
approach to the interpretation of dreams. At another level, however,
they have less to do with the story at hand than with the polemical
requirements of the © narrator. The hint of a usurper is a case in
64
point. The king's vision does not demand any explanation of events
during the 'seven times' or 'years' (MT vv 13, 20, 22 and 29, pHU nU2$,
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Lacocque, Daniel in His Time, 130
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See for example the debate between Silberman, 329ff, and Seeligmann, 83.
The latter places Daniel in a contemporizing midrashic tradition whereas
Silberman says that it is pesher rather than midrash which does the
contemporizing. This is part of a wider debate on the applicability of
the category 'midrash' to Daniel. Horgan, 252, on the evidence from
Qumran, says pesher is pre-70 and midrash is post-70. See also the
cautionary comments of Koch, 'Is Daniel Also Among the Prophets?', 125f.
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Bruce, 'Oldest Greek Version', 31
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and © vv 16, 32 and 34, ercxa exp) and none is offered by MT, besides the
hint that the king was 'confirmed in (his) kingdom' (v 33,
riipnn Tro^a-^y), and the suggestion by the voice from heaven that God
gives kingdoms 'to whomever he pleases' (v 29, K221 TJQ^).65 The
Septuagint, however, speaks of the kingdom 'given to another, a man of no
account in your house' (v 31, exepcp StSoxai e^oueevppsvct) dvOpcDTrcp ev xcjj
oiKCfi aou) and expands on what exactly that would entail.
Clearly the narrator of © has something in mind also when he
specifies the evidence of King Nebuchadnezzar's arrogance, that he
'desolated the house of the living God because of the sins of the
consecrated people' (v 22, s^sprpcocraQ xov olkov xou 9eou xou Ccdvxoq eni
xaiQ apapxiaiQ xou Aaou xou fiyiacrpevou).66 The reference to the
desolation and to the consecrated people has echoes of the Maccabean
period, and particularly the struggle with Antiochus IV, but neither
67
aspect is witnessed to anywhere in the first 6 chapters of Daniel MT. A
possible exception is the condemnation of Belshazzar in 5.23, as the 0
translation of that verse uses the word uycoBpg, the same word used by the
Septuagint in 4.22 of Nebuchadnezzar. The manifestation of Belshazzar's
arrogance was his misuse of the temple vessels, but even then there is no
reference to the sort of events envisaged in © 4.22. Similarly the word
s^epripooCTaQ has no presence in MT Daniel 1-6, but is a familiar theme in
the second half of the book. In 8.13, 9.27 and 11.31 spripooaeooQ, or some
other form of the same root, occurs in the context of violence against
the temple or the system of sacrifices or the covenant. 'The consecrated
people' (xou Aaou xou pyiaapsvou) likewise suggests the latter chapters
of Daniel where the expression 'the holy ones' (ol ayioi) features often.
Still in © 4.22, the phrase £7i:i xatg apapxiaig is a puzzle. The S7rt
could carry a causal sense so the desolation has come about because of
Josephus, Antiquities X.217, goes further than MT to note 'none
venturing to seize the government during these seven years'. This
represents a different tradition again from that in ©.
66Bogaert, 'Relecture et Refonte', 206, considers that Nebuchadnezzar's
faults in © are more like those of Antiochus IV.
67
Grelot, 'La Septante', 15
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the sins of the people, who need refining and punishing. That appears to
be the understanding in © 3.37 where Azariah laments the troubles of
Israel brought about 'because of our sins' (3.37, Sta xaq apapxiaq f|pcov).
On the other hand kni could be a preposition of agency in that the sinful
ones themselves played a part in bringing about the desolation. Both
senses may be found supported in 11.30ff, where there is talk of those
who violated the covenant. It is this that perhaps lies behind the
oblique reference to 'the sins of the consecrated people' and introduces
a theme from a later period into the much earlier provenance of
Nebuchadnezzar and his relations with exilic Jews.
There is only one exceptional reference to sacrifices and burnt
offerings (2.46) in the Persian or Babylonian setting of MT chs 2-6. Yet
the Septuagint version of ch 4 introduces the concept with 'I will bring
sacrifices for the sake of my soul to the Most High...' (v 37a, rcepi xqq
v|/u%fjq pou xcp uyiaxcfi 0ua£aq Trpoaoiaco). Again this suggests the setting of
chs 7-12 where the Masoretic Text is interested in matters relating to
the Temple cult. Apart from the incidental allusion to the time of the
'evening sacrifice' (9.21, 3"lB~rinM), there are two other important
readings in 9.27 and 11.31, which speak of the end of the sacrifices. In
both, the context is the destruction of the sanctuary, another theme from
the visions that © ch 4 shows to be a concern of the earlier chapters of
the Septuagint.
differences in the account of the dream
Dreams in the Old Testament are often clear in their meaning and
non-specific in details. A dream-like sense of clarity with generality
is preserved by the MT narrative. Phrases such as 'seven seasons' (vv
13, 20, and 29, pHX) nW2$) add to the effect. This tone is not present
in the © narrative. On two occasions it includes details that reflect
its more allegorical approach and seem inappropriate to the dream setting
as evoked by MT. The first is the description of the tree as 'thirty
stadia in length' (v 12, pqicei rnq axaStcov xpiatcovxa). The second is the
use of the more specific sxq (vv 33a and 34, 'year') instead of the
undefined xaipoi (0) or fTlS) (MT), which are best translated as 'times'
or 'seasons'. Both of these examples are almost banal in the context of
the dream of the great tree, and do not bring the same transcendent
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quality to the vision as MT. The 'thirty stadia' detracts from the sense
of greatness that it is attempting to explicate. The 'years' attempts to
define a period of time that is deliberately left ambiguous in MT. The
lack of definition as an expression of the sovereignty of God over kings
is an effect not present in the Septuagint.
A similar example is found in 6 v 11 where the the cosmic tree
acquires the quality of light-giver: 'The sun and moon dwelt in it, and
it lit all the earth'. This element of the description is not
inappropriate in the way I have suggested for the other extra details
above, but it is an element that plays no further part in ch 4 and
contributes nothing to the subsequent allegorical interpretation of the
dream. The fruitfulness, the height and bulk, the provision of shelter,
and the greatness of the tree are all included in the interpretation, but
there is no application to the king of its light-giving qualities.
literary merit in the Septuagint
If I have conveyed some dissatisfaction with the literary qualities
of the Septuagint version, that is not to say it is without any merit.
The section just referred to succeeds in applying the imagery of light
and shade in contrasting ways to the tree. On the one hand it 'cast a
shadow' (v 12, ecncia^ov) over all those under it. On the other it
becomes the source of light to all those living in its shadow (v 11). It
sustains by lighting and by protecting from light.
The style of the Old Greek is fulsome rather than economical but
there are times when a neat turn of phrase arrests the reader. An
example is the last part of v 27: 'Accept these words for my word is
accurate, and your time is fulfilled' (toutouq touq Xoyouq ayobiriaov
axpipriQ yap pou o Aoyoq xai 7tAr|pTiQ o ypovoq aou). The balance of the
sentence encapsulates the contrast between God and King Nebuchadnezzar
essential to the story. As God addresses the king his pou confronts
Nebuchadnezzar's aou, his Aoyoq controls the king's ypovoq, and the
certainty (aKpiPqq) of that word ensures its fulfillment (nAqpriq).
Similarly the humiliation of being usurped and the gall of the usurper
are captured in the phrase, 'Until sunrise another king will make merry
in your house...' (v 31, eooq 5e qAiou dva-roAfjq [JaaiAeuc; exepoq
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eucppctv8r]CTeTai ev rep oiKcp ctou).68
conclusion
The Masoretic Text tells about a king's dream of a great tree and
applies it to the issue of human rulers under the control of divine
sovereignty. This issue is explored in the form of a letter from
Nebuchadnezzar to his subjects, with allowance made for the divine
viewpoint as well as the perspective that Daniel brings to the story.
The dream is interpreted and applied as a symbol of the subjection of
human greatness, with little reference to events in the king's life
beyond the episode of madness or exile. In that respect the story-teller
does not appear to have an axe to grind against Nebuchadnezzar
personally. As a participant in the court contest, Daniel's point of
view is also present in the story and he is the vehicle through whom the
judgement of God is conveyed to Nebuchadnezzar. As a literary
composition MT is largely consistent in its use of the epistolary form
and its manipulation of narrative person, dialogue, and point of view
within that form.69 The result is a well-told story that fits the context
given it by the Masoretic Text in a series of accounts of Jews in the
court at Babylon.
The Septuagint is not so concerned with narrative consistency or
with setting the story in the context of other court stories.
Consequently the placing of the epistolary material and the role of
Nebuchadnezzar as narrator are problematic. Daniel exists only
incidentally in the telling. The version's attitude towards the king is
more adversarial, perhaps reflecting the setting behind chs 7-12. In
addition, the description of the tree is more detailed and its
interpretation is more allegorical than symbolic. The © version, for all
its similarity, is markedly different in both form and content from the
story told in MT ch 4.
68
Bruce, 'Oldest Greek Version', 30, translates the phrase somewhat
differently but with similar results: 'By sunrise another king will make
merry in your house...'
69There are some bumps, such as in MT v 6 where "hin seems out of place,
and is a disputed reading.
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As a by-product of this comparison of the MT and © versions of
Daniel 4 we have also summarized several issues which serve as a
background to the wider study. In noting that the narrator of MT is more
covert and that of © more overt, we delineated several terms that will be
used in future discussion of the role of the narrator. In connection
with the presentation of the person of Daniel, distinctions between
different types of wisdom were made although no conclusions were drawn in
the application of them. The function of symbols was also touched on.
As well as the literary points made, this chapter hinted at a historical
puzzle posed by the comparison. The Septuagint seems to be later than MT
in that it tells the story in a way that looks forward to the visions.
At the same time, the less crafted form of the story in © suggests that
it could be an earlier version than the Masoretic Text. All of these
issues await further illustration and clarification in other stories of




In Daniel 5 the story of Belshazzar and the handwriting on the wall
is told. The effects of the variations between the Masoretic Text and
the Septuagint stories are similar to those in Daniel 4, but their nature
is somewhat different. While the contrasting motives of the narrators of
ch 4 are shown up in a lengthy © plus, those differences appear in a
significant MT plus in the story to which we now turn our attention. As
it is a different type of story from the dream of the great tree, and as
there are not the same issues as were raised by the epistolary form in
the previous chapter, the approach to a literary comparison will vary a
The plot structure is almost identical in both versions of ch 5 and
I refer to this aspect only incidentally. There are other similarities
which I do touch on, particularly in the setting of the story and the sin
for which Belshazzar is being condemned. There are also important
differences in the setting which bear on other aspects of the story. I
detail these, and then explore other variations between the MT and ©
accounts. In particular I consider the king's motivation, portrayal of
characters, operation of perspective and the relationship of narrator to
reader. I then consider what effect these differences in the way the
story is told have on the part played by the writing on the wall. This
allows us to detect a differing purpose and theological viewpoint between
the two versions. As part of that exploration other noteworthy literary
devices are considered, and there is a brief excursus on the theme of
words and vision.
little.
The final section constitutes a look at the links between this story
and ch 4. It will be seen that the two chapters are almost inseparable
in the Masoretic Text and almost independent of each other in the
Septuagint, a phenomenon that has much to do with the differing narrative
purposes of each.
But before turning to the main text, the presence of a prologue to
the Septuagint account, in the form of a brief abstract of the story,
should be noted. This contains the information unattested elsewhere that
the feast took place at 'the dedication of his kingdoms' (eyKcaviCTpou tgov
PacnAeioov) and that the number of guests was two thousand. The words of
the writing on the wall are transcribed as they appear in Daniel's
interpretation (vv 26 ff), just as they are in 9 v 25. The explanation
for these variations is an unfinished debate between those who see a late
attempt to clarify an incomplete (5 text and those who see an early form
of the tradition underlying ch 5.1
setting
In both versions the setting is a feast put on by King Belshazzar
for members of his court. The occasion for the feast is not made
explicit in either version. In both accounts wine is drunk and the
sacred vessels deported from Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar are desecrated.
This action evokes an immediate divine response, the writing on the wall.
The immediacy expressed by niJ# (v 5, 'moment') is watered down a little
tr 2
by the Septuagint use of 5pcjt, a reading also adopted by Theodotion.
After the appearance of the hand, the rest of the chapter is spent in
explicating the significance of that hand and the events that gave rise
to it.
Wine and the banquet setting play a significant part in both
accounts. Although neither version condemns the excessive behaviour of
Vor example compare Montgomery, Daniel, 267, with Wills, 122.
Daniel 3.6 supports the view that in earlier Aramaic has the sense
of immediacy and consequence.
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the participants per se, both link it with the sin of Belshazzar and his
guests. The presence of the king's companions is mentioned again in v
23, where Daniel outlines the king's failings. It seems important to
both narrators to repeat the guest list. This has the effect of evoking
the banquet milieu at the same time that the king's sins are recalled.
Although it is not specifically against the excesses of a gentile court
setting that God is complaining, perhaps there is an undercurrent of
Jewish thought at work which expects bad things to happen in such scenes
3
of dissipation, and sees them as images of human pride. The result is
that the opening phrase has an immediate foreshadowing effect, and the
negative imagery of the banquet resonates through the chapter.
At the same time the chief concern of both versions is the pride of
Belshazzar, not the excess. This is obvious in ©, which tells of the
king that he orders the vessels because 'his heart was lifted up' (v 2,
avuvycoSq q xapSia auxou). Contrary to the Theodotionic understanding
implied by the participle rcivcov (v 1), this is not the same thing as
being drunk. Rather it carries the idea of deliberate self
aggrandizement. The idiom uvycoGq q xapSia is not uncommon in Septuagintal
Greek, although the usage here of the prefixed form of the verb is
unique. When it occurs it almost always conveys pride or unhealthy
ambition or a false sense of superiority. It usually translates 2b ran
or 2*7 H25 or 2^ Oil as for example in Dt 8.14 and 17.20, and Ez 28.5.
This contrasts with Esther 1.10, another story of banquets, where the
king's action definitely is as a result of the wine. The Hebrew
p2 ~r\bl2n-2b 2102 ('when the king's heart was merry with wine') becomes
in the A-text ev xqj eucppavBqvai. xov pacnAea sv xq oi'vcp (A-text 2.10).4
The same can be said for the Masoretic Text although the best way to
understand 2202 is contested. One approach is to translate it
'under the influence of wine'. In that case the king is seen acting at a
late stage in the banquet when the wine has either impaired his judgement
3
Goldingay, 'The Stories in Daniel', 106
4
Clines, 218. © qSsooq yevopsvoq is a little more coy.
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or bestowed on him an alcoholic courage.5 His calling for the temple
vessels from Jerusalem thereby becomes the final expression of courtly
excess. This is the more usual approach to translation and is probably
how 0 understood it with kcxL tcivcov (v 1, 'and having drunk...'). The
other main approach is that suggested by BDB and taken up by others, that
□US in Daniel 5.2 means the 'tasting* of the wine.6 On this reasoning,
Belshazzar's action, at whatever point in the banquet it may have taken
place, could be understood as a kind of libation, a calculated action the
motivation for which will need to be considered later.
Both usages of QUC9 are problematic however. The word occurs in
Biblical Hebrew where its primary meaning relates to physical taste, in
the sense of eating something in small quantities (for example, 1 Sam
14.24, 2 Sam 3.35). This leads to the idea of tasting something to test
it, and from there to a more general concept of exercising discernment or
judgement. The parallelism of Job 12.11, where jrn ('test, examine') and
□US explicate each other, neatly illustrates this broadened sense. By
the time of Biblical Aramaic the core meaning is still found in the verb
form, where QUS is used to describe Nebuchadnezzar being fed like a
domestic animal (4.22 and 29, and 5.21). But the noun form has left that
sense long behind and usually means a command or decree or report, the
issuing of some sort of formal document or utterance. The difference is
illustrated by the play on both senses in Jonah 3.7, where the king and
his nobles issue a 'decree' (DUOO) commanding the people, 'do not taste'
(Y»D*-^K) food. The earlier nuance of taste as discretion can still be
detected in the idiom, bv 000...CNf (Dan 3.12 and 6.14) meaning to 'have
a proper regard for' or to 'pay attention to'. By the time of the
Targums the verb form still refers to physical taste, but the noun has
come simply to mean 'good sense, wisdom or reason'.
The upshot of all this is that the suggested translation, 'at the
5That is how Hartman and DiLella, 181, see it.
6RSV for example. Bentzen, Daniel, 23, detects the 'antiker Sitte' of
libation but offers no ancient sources in support. See Montgomery,
Daniel, 251, for a discussion of this point.
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tasting of the wine', is unlikely as it entails an anachronistic
understanding which would be the only example of such a usage in either
Biblical Aramaic or later Aramaic. On the other hand the development of
the meaning of QWCD makes it unlikely that a complete loss of judgement on
the part of Belshazzar is intended. I suggest an understanding that
steers between the two extremes of courtly excess and formal libation.
This can be done by retaining the translation 'under the influence of
wine' as long as the dual connotation of the English wording is
understood. Whether or not DWD denotes a formal ceremony of some sort,
it is unlikely that Belshazzar's action simply shows that he was drunk.
DV& tells the reader that he was still exercising judgement, albeit
faulty, and so retaining a measure of responsibility for his actions.
This has consequences for how the nature of Belshazzar's sin should be
understood. At the same time it serves as a further resonance of the
negative banquet imagery in the background of the story. There is also
an element of irony at work. As Nebuchadnezzar was fed grass, so
Belshazzar his son is fed wine. As other kings issue commands and
receive reports, this king's adviser is his wine. Herein lies an early
hint that Belshazzar is being unfavourably compared with other monarchs.
But there are also differences in the banquet setting. The
Masoretic Text implies some sort of formal occasion, with the king
presiding. That implication comes through in several ways. It is found
in the description of the guests as 'his nobles' (v 1, TnmSD, who are
clearly official figures. The word does not occur in Biblical Aramaic
outside Daniel, and within Daniel it is principally in this chapter. It
is also applied to the officials who accompanied Darius to the mouth of
the lion pit and with him affixed their seals to the stone (6.18).
As well as the nobles there are also women present, and xrtfn*7,
usually translated in English as 'wives and concubines' (vv 2f, 23). The
exact status of these women is unclear, but neither term has
complimentary overtones. The difference between them is possibly one of
7
That sense is captured by Rashi whom Galle, 53, translates with
'conseil'. Lacocque, Daniel, 76, follows Rashi. See also Fewell, 185n.
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degree rather than kind, and both groups would have been members of the
g
royal harem. The presence of women at official banquets in the
Medo-Persian empire is well-attested, and 1 Esdras 4.25ff contains a
delightful sketch of their role on such occasions. The word that Esdras
uses for 'concubine' there, Tta^A.aKq, is the same one that 0 uses to
translate in v 2. The other word that 9 uses, rrapaKoixot, makes
clear the limited functions of these women. Like the king's officials,
the women are there because they belong to the king. The guests are all
9
described in terms of their relationship to Belshazzar.
The phrase 'before the thousand' (v 1, is also important.
It provides a clue as to the possible layout of the banqueting hall.
There are a group of women present in the hall, not included in that
description, yet the account is clear that they participate in what
follows. If the picture in 1 Esdras mentioned above is of any
significance, such members of the harem who were present would have been
seated near the king, and like him, facing the thousand guests. It also
emphasizes the public nature of what is about to happen. The entire
scene with its consequences for Belshazzar is enacted in front of the
thousand.10 What begins as a public exhibition of bravado ends in public
humiliation. The word hi? has another important function in the story
which I discuss later in connection with the double focus of the
narration.
By describing the guests in terms of their functions, and the layout
of the banquet in terms of the position of the king, MT depicts an
official and formal occasion. In © the scene of the action is more in
the nature of a private party. Rather than a group of royal officials,
Belshazzar puts on a feast for an unspecified number of his friends or




10See Porteous, 78, on the layout of the banquet hall.
UAlthough note the number 2,000 in the Septuagintal prologue.
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apart from the queen, who plays an important role in both stories. It is
a private gathering of friends and the formality hinted at in the
description of the king facing a crowded hall is not present. Moreover
once the mysterious hand has done its dreadful work, the response of
those at the feast is much more that of equals. They 'clamoured round'
(v 6, £Kau%covTo) making a drunken noise in consternation at what is
12
happening to the king. In v 23 these intimates are referred to by
Daniel as 'your friends' (toiq cpiAotq aou) in the same breath that he
calls them 'your nobles' (ol peyurraveq aou), a word which carries
similar literal connotations to the Aramaic p-im. It is not surprising
that the companions of Belshazzar are the 'greats' of the land, but the
emphasis is not so much on their position as on their intimacy with the
king. It is in the context of that private drinking bout that the
ensuing events happen.
the sin of Belshazzar
Before proceeding further in this exploration, it would be helpful
to clarify what exactly the sin is for which Belshazzar is condemned. It
is almost the same in both stories, notwithstanding the differences in
the king's motivation and fate between versions. The sin begins in his
pride. In MT this resulted in his misguided attempt to exercise QSXS (v
2), a concept expanded on by Daniel who reminds him, 'you lifted yourself
up' (v 23, mOTTO). The 6 narrator coincides with the Aramaic sense
earlier in his story with the phrase dvuv|/co9r| p Kap8ia auxou (v 2, 'his
heart was lifted up'). At this point in both narratives the results of
his arrogance are judged in similar terms, but the sin does not lie in
13
possession of the sacred vessels.
Nebuchadnezzar himself, who has just been mentioned in approving
tones (MT vv 20f), was condemned for his pride alone, not for possessing
12
The prefix on auveTaipoi (v 6) may imply an increased intimacy or
concern, or it may be introduced by the translator for variety.
13
Both versions remind us of the propensity of Nabonidus to collect
foreign deities. See Shea, 'Daniel 5', 282.
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the items out of the Jerusalem temple. But the sin of his successor's
pride is two-fold. In the first place he desecrates the vessels by using
them at the banquet. In the second place he praises other gods and
neglects the living God. It is unclear in both versions whether these
two things are distinct in the mind of the narrator, or whether they
represent one action. What is clear is that a deliberate act of defiance
is taking place.
the king's motivation and fate
One result of the small differences in setting is that they suggest
different motivations for the king's actions. In the Septuagint the
events that take place are in a less official setting, appropriate to
Belshazzar's personal rebellion against God. In MT he appears to be
engaging in a deliberate act of public rebellion. This ties in with the
different fate suffered by the king in each version. The narrator of the
Masoretic Text remains content with the result that 'Belshazzar.. .was
killed' (v V'Op).14 The stark ending of MT is more muted in the
Septuagint and the fate of the king is not so final. There the judgement
that comes is that 'the kingdom was taken from the Chaldeans' (v 30, to
PaatA.et.ov e^fjpxat amo xmv XaASaicov) and given to the Medes and Persians.
The loss by Belshazzar of his kingdom is only implied. At this climactic
point in the narrative the © story teller is more interested in the fate
of the kingdom, whereas the emphatic 'in that night' (v 30, X^3 H3) of
MT indicates a concern to link the sin of the king with his personal
fate. At first glance it may seem strange that the MT account of public
rebellion emphasizes personal consequences while the © account of
personal rebellion emphasizes public outcome. This interest in the sin
of the king as an issue of personal allegiance, and the fate of his
kingdom as an outcome of his choices, is typical of the Septuagint's
treatment of the monarchs in other Daniel stories. As we will see, the
14
The historicity of this incident is much debated. In connection with
his view of Belshazzar as chief officer of Nabonidus, Shea, 'Belshazzar',
68, applies the evidence in Herodotus 1.191 and Xenophon, Cyropaedia
VII.v.26f, of a feasting king killed by the Persians to the king in
Daniel 5.
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emphasis of the Masoretic Text relates to the MT interest in the
political motives of Belshazzar that lie behind the events of the
banquet.
Fewell links Belshazzar's motivation in MT to the absent presence of
Nebuchadnezzar.15 She argues that the banquet was intended to demonstrate
Belshazzar's independence of his father, Nebuchadnezzar. The appellation
of the latter as the present king's father raises issues which merit a
brief comment at this point. It is known that Belshazzar was in fact the
son of Nabonidus, no blood relation of Nebuchadnezzar but his usurper.
There is a tradition that Belshazzar was related to Nebuchadnezzar
through his mother but it does not bear much weight.16 One explanation
may be that ch 4 was originally about Nabonidus, and the references in ch
17
5 to an earlier king were also once to Nabonidus. In that case the king
of ch 5 is indeed the son of the king of ch 4. Another possibility is
that this chapter echoes a court fiction designed to emphasize the
continuity of the regime and legitimate the introduction of outside
blood. In those terms Nebuchadnezzar was Belshazzar's 'father*. It is
not essential to my present purpose to declare on this matter, for the
story works the same in any case. Belshazzar may be the son of a
successful father attempting to declare his independence and to come out
from under his father's shadow, or he could be an insecure member of a
usurping regime seeking to demonstrate his legitimacy. In either case he
is troubled by the memory of Nebuchadnezzar and this story as told in the
Masoretic Text may be partly understood in those terms.
The first hint of that is found early in the story in a variation
15Fewell, 118ff
16Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar, llf, takes seriously the possibility of
Belshazzar being the grandson of Nebuchadnezzar through his mother. His
father Nabonidus would therefore have been the son-in-law of
Nebuchadnezzar. Millard, 'Daniel 1-6', 72, warns that this 'remains
speculation'.
17
See Goldingay, Daniel, 108, for a discussion of this point. The
argument for Nabonidus being the earlier referent of ch 4 also relates to
the question of the four kingdoms.
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within repetitive statements, a device beloved of biblical narrative.
In v 2 Belshazzar orders the vessels to be brought which 'Nebuchadnezzar
his father had taken from the temple which is in Jerusalem'
(d^ts n aterrp vrax Txrnaa part). In v 3 the vessels brought in
response to this order are those 'from the temple which is the house of
the God who is in Jerusalem' (nktfrra n vrh* rra_n vbsvr }Q), with no
mention of the king's father. The careful reader is thus alerted to the
fact that, at least as far as Belshazzar is concerned, Nebuchadnezzar has
some importance to the ensuing narrative.
A further clue comes with the king's curious ignorance of Daniel's
existence, and diffidence towards him once he learns of it. This is
hinted at in several ways. His description of Daniel in v 13 as one of
the 'sons of the exile of Judah' (TTP n xrrta *») is beside the point
and so perhaps slightly derogatory. Daniel's Judean origins did not
feature in the queen's introduction of him but Belshazzar chooses to
19
emphasize them. At the same time he does not use the Chaldean name,
Belteshazzar, which had been conferred on Daniel by Nebuchadnezzar. This
is a name that the queen uses and that Nebuchadnezzar used quite
frequently when addressing Daniel. The present king, in contrast to the
queen, prefers to remember Daniel's non-Babylonian origins rather than
his function in his father's court, and his Judean name rather than the
18Alter, 66
19It does not matter whether 'the queen', is the mother or wife of
the king. Persian and Babylonian sources both know of powerful women
playing a political role at court either as mother or wife of the
monarch. This is a role distinct from that of chief consort. Her
dominance, freedom of movement and knowledge of the past suggest that the
queen of this story is such a political figure, more likely to be the
mother than the spouse of Belshazzar. Compare the restrictions placed on
Vashti and Esther. Lewy, 414ff, discusses the role of Sumna-damqa, the
Assyro-Babylonian vice-queen in connection with Nabonidus and the cult of
the moon god. See also Montgomery, Daniel, 258, and Oppenheim, 104. The
Greek pctaiA-ioaa, also used of Esther and Vashti by both © and the A-text,
is as ambiguous as the Aramaic. I use the term 'queen' to denote this
figure of influence at the court without defining her exact relationship
to the king. Brenner, 18f, discusses the rarer occurrences of such
figures in Israelite culture. See also Delcor, Daniel, 128.
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one given him by a predecessor. To use that name would be to admit his
Babylonian significance.
Belshazzar's implicit attitude becomes explicit in two other
carefully turned phrases in his address to Daniel. He reminds Daniel
that he was one whom his father 'brought from Judah' (v 13,
TVp-p • ■ -Wl). This contrasts with the queen's speech where King
21
Nebuchadnezzar is said to have 'set him up' (v 11, nOpTD. By so
referring to Daniel Belshazzar reduces him to a level with the temple
vessels, which had also been brought out of Judah (vv 2f). He also adds
a rider, 'I have heard concerning you' (vv 14 and 16, rmtf), to his
remarks. This contrasts with Nebuchadnezzar's 'I know that...' (4.6,
H nSTP H3X). Belshazzar does not accept anything about Daniel at face
value other than that he was brought into exile, a fact that is mentioned
before the rider.
Many commentators have wondered why the king should not have known
about such a prominent sage as Daniel had become, particularly in the
22
light of the knowledge that his aforementioned speech betrays.
23
Goldingay suggests it is not so surprising. The historical argument
that Daniel by this time would have been an old man and perhaps had not
been active during the reign of Belshazzar stretches credibility,
particularly in light of the role he proceeded to play in Darius'
administration. The literary and psychological arguments are more
convincing. In literary terms the story satisfies many of the
requirements for a court contest. Daniel enters the scene last through
the intervention of another person, in this case the queen. However
20
Young, Daniel, 123. Shea, 'Belshazzar', 74, considers that the king
avoids Daniel's Babylonian name because it is the same as his own. The
Septuagint reflects this.
21
See Savran, 6f and 109f, on repetition in dialogue. He notes that
Daniel here contrasts with Esther and Jonah, other examples of later
texts, which employ less repetition. See further Sternberg, 'Proteus',
108ff, on quotation.
22




another requirement of the genre is that the hero be a previously unknown
figure, yet the queen's words establish Daniel as someone with previously
24
recognized credentials. The story now looks more like a court conflict,
25
although there is no punishment of conspirators. In that respect a
rigid genre distinction breaks down, and the explanation of Belshazzar's
non-recognition of Daniel as a function of literary genre is thereby
problematic. It could equally be understood in psychological terms.
Belshazzar does not choose to remember Daniel for reasons that we have
already considered. The narrator conveys this through the differences
between what the queen has to say and what Belshazzar seems to know about
Daniel. He would not have been part of this king's administration for
political reasons and was only called in as a final desperate resort by
Belshazzar, who was given no option by the queen.
The setting of the story in the Septuagint creates a different
dynamic. Because it is a private occasion it remains essentially a
private matter between God and the king. The other characters exist in
order to facilitate that encounter and Nebuchadnezzar is not the
dominating absentee to the same extent, although (5 does recognize the
tradition that he was Belshazzar's father. In the two places where he is
mentioned in the Septuagint account his significance in relation to
Belshazzar is downplayed. In v 2 the word order differs from MT. The
vessels are from the house of God firstly and the fact that they were
taken by his father from Jerusalem is incidental. Because v 3 does not
have the repetition that MT contains, there is no opportunity at this
point in the © narrative to observe any ambivalence about his predecessor
on the part of the king. The only MT occurrence of Daniel's Babylonian
name, Belteshazzar, occurs in a plus (v 12b), so does not feature at all
in the Septuagint.
In vv llf the queen reminds the king of Daniel, who did his work in
the days of Nebuchadnezzar. As with the first example given, © handles
24
Zerubbabel in 1 Esdras 3-4 exemplifies such an unknown figure.
25
See again Humphreys, 217f, on the distinction between court conflict and
court contest.
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the narrative differently. In the Septuagint Daniel's qualifications as
a wise man are given greater prominence than the description of his
activities in the court of the late king. In this case there is no
counter speech from Belshazzar hinting that he demurs from that opinion
of Daniel. His motivation is not given the same sort of political
significance as that accorded it by the MT narrator.
characters
The differences in Belshazzar's motivation portrayed by the two
narrators is a crucial difference between the two accounts. This may be
brought out more clearly by considering the differences in portrayal of
two other characters in the story, Daniel and the queen, along with a
further look at the character of Belshazzar.
In the court contest form the protagonist is usually introduced to
the king by some sort of intermediary figure. On one level this is the
function of the queen in bringing Daniel to Belshazzar's notice. Arioch
26
in ch 2 served the same purpose. But unlike the intermediary Arioch,
who approaches Nebuchadnezzar with great apprehension, the queen of the
Masoretic Text betrays no hint of fear as she strides in and takes centre
stage. By allowing her to leave her role as a functionary, the narrator
epitomizes Belshazzar's problem. He does not feel he is his own boss.
After issuing her advice the queen simply commands, 'Now let Daniel be
called' (v 12, r"lprP fHO).21 To whom is this command addressed? The
king or those under the king's orders? The structure of the narrative
suggests the queen has bypassed the king entirely and issued orders to
his subordinates herself. The use of in v 13 supports this view of
the queen's role. The word is almost always used in Aramaic Daniel
immediately after direct speech or some particular action of a character
or characters, and introduces action directly consequent on what precedes
it. It almost always occurs at the beginning of the verse (See 2.14, 35
26
Milne, 225. Compare also the role of the chief cupbearer in the story
of Joseph (Gen 41.9ff).
27
A jussive form. See Rosenthal, 44.
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and 46; 3.3, 13, 19, 21 and 26; 4.4; 5.3, 17 and 29; 6.13, 14, 16, 17,
20, 24 and 26).28
Apart from her attitude towards the king, what the queen has to say
to him is important. The first time she speaks she reminds the insecure
regent of a man who distinguished himself 'in the days of your father' (v
11, T2X "OPS) and whom 'King Nebuchadnezzar your father set up' (v 11,
nopn...Yox Txroaj arte) ,29 To round the speech off, and just in case
Belshazzar has missed the references to Nebuchadnezzar, she adds the
syntactically redundant phrase 'your father the king' (XD'tD "?p2X) to
force the point home. © does not include this phrase as it comes at the
end of a block of MT plus material (v lib). It is omitted in 9 by a
translator who recognized its redundancy, and perhaps failed to
appreciate its emphatic role in the direct speech of MT. The placement
of rrapn at the end of the phrase, and in juxtaposition to the extra
reference to the king, reinforces the link between Daniel and
Nebuchadnezzar.
Minor characters often seem to appear and disappear in Old Testament
narrative without any attempt on the part of the narrator to set them in
context or give them an identity, but they bring some twist or surprise
30
element into the story in support of the narrator's purposes. The queen
is functioning in such a way here. In this case her unbidden entry
alerts the reader that there is something going on. Her defiance of
31
convention reinforces the picture of Belshazzar's insecurity.
28
The distinction between pX3 and pTX as narrative connectives is
blurred but the latter, as it is used in Daniel, possibly indicates a
slightly less causal relationship with what precedes it. See for example
the instances in ch 6 (vv 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 15, 19 and 22). But in
commenting on 2.14, Charles, Daniel, 34, says the prefixed form marks a
new section or paragraph. He draws the distinction too boldly.
29
4QprEsthar-d, 11 2-4, also contains an account of a queen who enters
Balthasar's hall unannounced and tells of a Jew who might help. See the
edition of Milik, 'Les Modeles Arameens', 336f, 342 and 378.
3°Simon, 13
31
Simon, 18: 'The minor character is... instrumental in the ironic
reversal of social conventions'. Miscall, 57, reminds us of the
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In literary terms the © queen does not function as an intermediary
in the way that she does in MT. She enters only when the king 'called'
(v 9, EKaXeoe) her. Moreover, when she speaks her attitude is a more
conciliatory one. She merely 'reminded' (v 10, spvpaeq) Belshazzar of
the presence of Daniel and does not herself command that he should be
brought forward. Indeed the Septuagint narrative seems to jump at this
point from the queen's speech to Daniel's entry (v 13) with no record of
him having been summoned, the only place in the chapter where a character
makes an uninvited entry. This leap may be a feature of style, similar
to the unsolicited entry of Daniel in MT 4.5, or representative of some
incompleteness in the tradition. Whichever is the case, it shows another
MT plus in the queen's speech (v 12b) containing material which knits the
story of Belshazzar to that of Nebuchadnezzar. In the Septuagint, where
the © narrator is not so concerned with that relationship between the
stories, the queen simply serves as a link in the narrative and a
purveyor of information about Daniel the wise man.
There are several ways in which the Masoretic Text and Septuagint
differ in their portrayal and use of Daniel also. In MT Daniel serves a
two-fold function vis a vis King Belshazzar. On the one hand he is a
symbol of the regime of Nebuchadnezzar, and on the other he brings the
judgement of God. In response to the king's request Daniel purports as
God's messenger to draw an unfavourable comparison between
Nebuchadnezzar's eventual humility and Belshazzar's pride. At a
subliminal level the description of Nebuchadnezzar's temporal successes
(vv 18f) reinforces the suspicion that some sort of political apologia
for Nebuchadnezzar is going on. He reminds the king again of his links
with Nebuchadnezzar by recounting the events from ch 4 (vv 18-22). Yet
when it comes to spelling out Belshazzar's sin to him (v 23) there is no
mention of his predecessor. Instead of facing the representative of
Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar is suddenly facing God, and at this point the
32
narrator begins to apply Daniel's other function in the story.
significance of the unusual in OT narrative.
32Fewell, 135
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The Septuagint narrative is less ambivalent about the role played by
Daniel. This is apparent in the different uses made by each version of
the phrase TlTP "H ('exiles of Judah') and its Greek equivalent, sk
Tqq aixpaiVcoaiaQ xfjq IouScuaiq. As we have already seen, in MT the king
uses it (v 13) in his initial address to Daniel to try and bolster his
own position. The phrase in © occurs as a piece of description from the
narrator, indeed the only piece of narrative description of Daniel (v
10). The rest of Daniel's portrait is painted within direct speech.
There is no suggestion of any ambivalence on the part of Belshazzar
regarding Daniel's qualifications as a sage. The first time he speaks he
merely asks if Daniel can interpret, and Daniel's response is to do just
that.
Another subtle difference in emphasis regards the agency of Daniel.
In the MT account it is only implied that Nebuchadnezzar was ever the
beneficiary of Daniel's 'wisdom of the gods' (v 11, pt^-rmi), but it
is explicit that the king 'set him up' (v 11, nQpTI). He is clearly a
figure identified with the court in the Aramaic version. In the
Septuagint the opposite is the case. He exercised his gifts in the days
of Nebuchadnezzar, who was the beneficiary of those gifts (v 12), but
there is no suggestion that he acted as an appointee of the king. His
authority therefore remains intrinsic rather than extrinsic and so poses
no threat to the temporal authority of Belshazzar. This different role
is appropriate to a version that does not include contest or conflict
material, and represents the issues facing the king in spiritual rather
than temporal terms.
Consequently, while neither Belshazzar nor Daniel respond to the
other with much grace in MT, there is a less adversarial tone to the
33
exchanges between wise man and king in ©. There is no record of Daniel
declining the gifts in the abrupt fashion that he does in MT v 17. His
response is simply to stand before the writing and read it (v 17). He
33
Contrast Montgomery, Daniel, 249, who suggests "The king graciously
accosts (Daniel)' in MT. Hartman and DiLella, 189, and Heaton, 160,
agree.
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does not refer to Nebuchadnezzar at all. Indeed vv 18-22, which
enumerate Nebuchadnezzar's achievements and link them explicitly with
Belshazzar's failure, do not form part of the Septuagint narrative.
The third character in the story is Belshazzar. In the previous
section I considered his motivation, and aspects of his character were
brought out in connection with that. But there is more to add on the
characterization of Belshazzar in each version. Because of the differing
attitudes of the queen and Daniel, the portrait of him in © is a more
sympathetic one. His influence over the queen, Daniel's polite and
immediate response to his request for an interpretation, the absence of a
number of allusions to the greatness of Nebuchadnezzar, and the more
open-ended conclusion, at least as far as Belshazzar personally is
concerned, are all cases in point.
The more negative view of the Masoretic Text comes through
particularly in the sense of fear exuded by the king. This is portrayed
by the physical manifestations of his terror (v 6), the repetition and
intensification of that terror in the phrase 'greatly terrified' (v 9,
*7TQrra JTlfff), and the manner in which he calls for his wise men. He
'called loudly' (v 7, VrD • • •KTp').34 These are all in contrast to the
account in © and also in contrast to Nebuchadnezzar in the previous
chapter, who describes the summoning of his wise men in the authoritative
terms of a royal decree (4.3, D3X9 ,J3). Enough has already been said
in connection with other points to show that this contrast between the
monarchs is generally true throughout the chapter.
The charge has been laid against this particular tale that the
35
characters are one-dimensional. It may be true that, 'The narrative
reveals little of the distinctive personalities of the characters in the
story...', but it should be clear by now that the subtlety of
characterization helps to bring out more clearly the agenda of the MT






queen, and the ambivalence of Daniel's attitude towards Belshazzar all
give life to this portrait of a courtly power struggle, which serves as a
backdrop to the writing on the wall and its interpretation.
The Septuagint is not so interested in that backdrop but focuses
instead more sharply on the handwriting and its interpretation. As a
result the characters are less surprising and more functional. The queen
simply comes when she is called for and reminds Belshazzar of a wise man
from the previous regime. Belshazzar does not exhibit the same fear or
loss of control, both moral and physical, and continues to issue orders.
Daniel, like the queen, comes and does what he is asked to do. He makes
no response at all to the promise of a reward.
perspective
In discussing the character and role of Daniel I have noted a double
focus in the story as told by the Masoretic Text narrator. The result is
that there is also a story behind the story of the handwriting on the
wall. This second strand of emphasis can be elucidated further by
36
considering the operation of perspective in chapter 5.
The two-fold perspective becomes clear in an examination of the use
made of the preposition (w 1 and 5). Belshazzar, who drank wine
'before or in front of' them, thought he was performing his actions
facing the guests in the opening sentence of the story. In fact what
turned out to be facing 6np) him was the handwriting on the wall (v 5).
There is an irony immediately apparent that reflects badly on the king.
But the word is also used by the narrator to direct the point of view of
the reader, with similar effects to a change in camera angle. Such an
effect was also achieved in ch 4 by the shift in narrative person. The
narrator first describes Belshazzar facing his nobles, whose attention in
turn is directed back towards him. But on the opposite (^3p) wall the
36
See again Stanzel, 9, on the functions of point of view. By
'perspective' here I mean primarily the physical standpoint from which
the story is narrated, but this also is part of the way the outlooks of
different characters and the narrator are conveyed.
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fingers of God face Belshazzar. The result is a series of physical
manifestations of terror which the nobles observe without being aware of
the immediate cause of the terror, the handwriting going on behind them.
The reader sees what the nobles see, the terrified king, but not the
words that are causing the terror. The fact that the royal harem (v 3,
nnjnVl nrfetf) disappears from the story at that point tends to support my
earlier suggestion regarding the banquet lay out. From their position in
the hall they would not have witnessed the king's terror. In this way
the focus moves away from the handwriting seen by Belshazzar to the
37
frightened king as observed by his guests.
The shift in viewpoint serves two purposes. It puts the handwriting
into abeyance so that it is not even read, much less interpreted, until
much later in the story. This heightens suspense and reflects the
ignorance of the nobles, who probably had not read the writing. It also
clears the stage for the other focus of the story, the king's
psychological and political struggle against the memory of his
predecessor and the consequences of that insecurity for his kingdom. The
writing itself does not appear again until v 26. The two points of view
in evidence are God's and Belshazzar's. The king thinks he is proving
himself in some way at the banquet but God has quite a different attitude
towards his misdeeds. What Belshazzar thought he was doing is dealt with
in the long, and purposefully repetitive, section in vv 11-22. Daniel,
as we have seen, addresses both points of view.
There are clues directing the careful reader to the viewpoint that
the narrator himself is backing. We have already seen that the
descriptions of the vessels, repeated in vv 2 and 3, are significant. By
varying the emphasis slightly the narrator puts his own stress on them as
belonging to God rather than Nebuchadnezzar. Immediately the narrator
acquires his own persona and gives an ironic aspect to the dismantling of
Belshazzar's political ambitions by the queen and Daniel, while the
primary matter of the handwriting is put on hold. But the viewpoint of
37
See Porteous, 78, in support of this view on the operation of
perspective within the story.
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Daniel is identified with that of the narrator when the matter of the
temple vessels is returned to in v 23. There Daniel refers to them as
'the vessels of his house' (v 23, HTO "H adopting the stress
applied by the narrator himself in v 3. In this manner the narrator
betrays his point of view as close to, if not identical with that of
Daniel.
The more personal setting of the © feast does not give rise to the
same subtleties of shifting perspective. The more stereotypical roles of
the queen and the sage, and the absence of variation in describing the
sacred objects means that the second focus is not present at all. As a
result there is not the same suspense built up around the writing and its
meaning, nor is the aspect of comparison with Nebuchadnezzar nearly as
prominent.
narrative and narrator
This point becomes more obvious in a consideration of the unusually
long piece of narration uninterrupted by dialogue at the beginning of the
story in both MT and ©. The first 10 verses in MT and the first 11 in
the Septuagint are devoted to the events leading up to the entrance of
the queen. In the Masoretic Text this long piece of descriptive
narrative is highly visual. Belshazzar is facing his nobles, while the
hand that appears is opposite him. The vessels are made of gold and
silver. The gods are of gold, silver, bronze, iron, wood and stone. The
38
hand writes on the plaster and is opposite the lampstand. The king
'saw' (v 5, nm) the hand at work. The effect on him is observable as
physical changes in his body. The one element in that description that
is not physical, 'his thoughts terrified him' (v 6, ni^TD1' Tirin) is
embedded in three other elements that are all physical. Even the
promised rewards are the tangible purple robe, gold necklace and
38 ^
This is the majority opinion on the meaning of XTlShSJ. Millard, 'Daniel
5.5', 88ff, has no doubt about the meaning of the word. The uncertainty
is over its etymology, which he argues to be Akkadian. See also the
discussion in Montgomery, Daniel, 255.
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authority over a third part of the kingdom (v 7). Compare this to ch 2
where Nebuchadnezzar promises the more abstract 'gifts and rewards and
great honour' (2.6, rODA f]TO). Yet in all of this there is
one vital visual detail missing, the writing in the plaster of the palace
wall, which the wise men of the kingdom 'were not able to read' (v 8,
The block of introductory narrative in the Septuagint version is
similarly visual, although its effect is not quite so marked. To start
with, the colour and action achieved by repetition in MT is not present
to the same extent. The vessels are only described once in vv 2f and the
guests, sxaipoiq auxou (v 2), are also only mentioned once and after that
are referred to by pronoun.
The evocative description of v 6, Belshazzar's initial reaction to
the sign on the wall, is also handled differently. MT mentions the
king's terror as one of four elements in a description of his physical
response. The other elements are well-known involuntary manifestations
of fear in the human body. The change of facial colour on its own could
be interpreted in more than one way, but when allied with the knees
knocking together and the humiliating loss of sphincter control can only
mean one thing.40 The watchers at the feast would have deduced the king's
fear for themselves, and the narrator intends the reader to do the same.
The narrator is more overt in © with the editorially omniscient
statement that 'fears and fancies dismayed him' (v 6, cpo0oi kcu unovoiai
auxov KaxecmeuSov). This is preceded by the difficult phrase q opaoiq
(v 7) could be a reference to rank or it could be the offer
of a specific administrative position. Shea, 'Belshazzar', 70, argues
that the 'third' rank for Daniel was after Belshazzar and Nabonidus, for
whom Belshazzar was chief officer. Dougherty, 68f, assigns the same rank
to Belshazzar, but in the reign of Neriglissar. Compare also Goldingay,
Daniel, 100, and Lacocque, Daniel, 77.
4°Fewell, 120, offers this understanding of pntfD rrann nep, which i
accept as likely. Research by Wolters, 119ff, backs up her
interpretation. Note also the phrase 'loins were loosened' in The
Ethiopic Book of Enoch 60.3. See Knibb, Enoch, 142.
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auToO qAAouoer] (v 6), which is probably an attempt at expressing the same
phenomenon as 7TU$ TTPf. Some sort of change in the cast of the face
seems to be intended by (5, perhaps a heightening or loss of colour. The
reader of the Septuagint needs the help of the narrator to understand
this phrase, as well as the king's subsequent action in standing and
looking at the writing (v 6), as manifestations of fear rather than
another emotion such as anger or aggression.
The more specific avuvycoGri q xapSia auxou (v 2) of ©, as against
XTDH DUOS of MT, also has a bearing on our discussion of narratorial
presence. The Septuagintal narrator reveals to the reader the extent of
his knowledge by declaring on Belshazzar's motivation. The MT uses a
more ambiguous term, leaving the reader to make his own judgement on the
course of action that Belshazzar is about to undertake.
the writing on the wall
I noted earlier that despite all the visual detail the writing
itself is entirely missing in MT. What the king sees is 'the palm of the
hand writing' (v 5, HOTD "H iTT OS) and that is the occasion of his
41
reaction, not the writing itself. There is no mention of his actually
reading the writing. When he calls for his mantic officials in v 7 he
desires them to 'read' (mf?) as well as 'interpret' CT$B). They are able
to do neither (v 8), which intensifies the king's fear. When Belshazzar
finally calls Daniel he asks for a reading as well as an interpretation
(v 16), and that is exactly what Daniel offers to give (v 17). The only
time in the chapter when interpretation appears without reading is when
the queen, who was not present when the writing appeared first, orders
Daniel to be called (v 12).
The writing comes back into the story much earlier in the Septuagint
version (at v 17), but even before that it is taken as understood within
the narrative of vv 1-10. The mysterious hand is also a source of fear
41
According to Torrey, 'Notes', 276, the narrator uses OB to emphasize
that only the hand appears, since "T may include the forearm as well.
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in ©, but instead of dissolving as he does almost literally in MT,
Belshazzar gets up with his companions to have a closer look at the
writing (v 6). It is what he sees at that point, the words rather than
the phenomenon, that causes him to call for the mantic officials (v 7,
xouq STCaoiSouQ kai, cpappaKouq kcxL yaAScuouq Kai ya£apr|vouQ). They come
'to see the writing and...were not able to provide the interpretation' (v
7, iSeiv xqv ypacpqv Kai...ouK eSuvavxo auyKpivai). The implication is
that they can read without difficulty but cannot or will not interpret.
Through the rest of the chapter in © all that the king requests is the
interpretation. The lack of an interpretation is a source of concern
rather than fear to Belshazzar. In MT a new wave of terror hits him when
his wise men are not able to perform (v 9), and the suspense of the
narrative increases. In the Septuagint his response to their failure is
expressed in the more measured phrase, 'then the king called the queen'
(v 9, xoxe o paaiiVsuQ sk&Xsas xqv paaiAiaaav), and then he 'showed' (v 9,
U7te5ei§ev) her the sign. Although the reader does not yet know what the
writing is, its presence for the characters is presumed.
A major puzzle for commentators of the Masoretic Text has been in
the necessity for the words to be read as well as interpreted, and the
failure of the Babylonian wise men to do even the first satisfactorily.
By now it should be clear that the king's request to read as well as
interpret makes sense when considered in the light of the narrator's
craft. It is not the narrator's intention that anybody other than
Belshazzar should have seen the writing. The moment it appears, the
reader's view of events is from where the nobles sit. His likely
companions at the top table, the 'wives and concubines' (v 3,
nnnVi nrfetf), at this point disappear from the narrative. The nobles
are focused on the king and his terror which seems to lie principally in
the phenomenon of the hand which he saw. His desire to have the writing
read and interpreted is no doubt in the hope that such an achievement
would make the intent of the hand clear, in the same way that
Nebuchadnezzar in ch 2 needed to know both the dream and its
interpretation. This is all part of the narrator manipulating the
reader's perspective from within the narrative.
In contrast the Septuagint narrator shares his omniscience with the
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reader, as far as his treatment of the writing on the wall goes. Because
the writing is presumed in the Septuagintal account to be clear to ail
those present, there is no point in having it read. Indeed Daniel does
not do so. He simply gives one understanding of the words with the third
person singular passives, 'counted, reckoned, taken away' (v 17,
ripiepTyrai, KaxeA,oyia0r|, e^fjpxat). © makes no attempt to transliterate
the Semitic words as Theodotion and the prologue do. The interpretation
(vv 26-28) is another matter, as the solution given seems to bear little
verbal correspondence, except in the first element, to the original
reading. Instead of unpointed roots being given a double meaning, the
interpretation could only have come through mantic wisdom. This throws
42
some light on the © interest only in the interpretation. Anybody could,
and probably had, read the words for themselves and taken Daniel's
initial meaning (v 17) from them.
As a further comment on the Masoretic Text treatment of the writing
on the wall, an assortment of suggestions have been made as to why the
Babylonian astrologers could not have read the writing. Wiseman notes
the lack of any exact parallel to this type of writing in other Ancient
Near Eastern sources and traces the astrologers' puzzlement to the fact
that the writing does not follow any known models, in that it was not
linked to a king or dynasty nor did it appear to be a series of number
43
omens. It is also possible that Belshazzar had experienced some sort of
vision to which only he was privy, or else he observed some sort of
44
cryptogram which had to be unscrambled before being interpreted. As a
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The present discussion does not attempt to solve the riddle of why there
are four words written in MT but only three interpreted. But we note the
debate. Goldingay, Daniel, 102, sees the three words of the Old Greek as
assimilation towards the interpretation. Lacocque, Daniel, 83, also
accepts MT as the lectio difficilior. Hartman and DiLella, 183, take the
opposite tack and say that K13 is doubled in MT through dittography.
Torrey, 'Notes', 276, likewise sees the extra element as not original.
Eissfeldt, 112f, minimizes the difficulty by noting that variation
between message and interpretation is a stylistic feature in Daniel.
43
Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar, 90, cites Luckenbill, The Annals of Sennacherib
(1924), 94 1 64 and 103 11 27-29, and Gadd, 'Omens Expressed in Numbers',




development of this idea Finkel puts Daniel's interpretation of the
inscription in the context of the biblical and rabbinic tradition of
'pesher' (TtfS) as a mode of interpretation.45 One aspect of this
tradition was discernment of the double meaning of words as a clue to
their interpretation. It was only the one to whom the "T$S was granted
who could see the double meaning. Another biblical example is the play
on Tptf in Jer l.llf, where a nominal form receives an interpretation from
the participial form of the triliteral root. Goldingay also reminds us
that any piece of unpointed text needs to be understood before it can be
46
read aloud. In that sense the interpretation lies in the reading.
Daniel is able to apply the consonants in different ways when he
47
eventually does read them, because he understands their significance.
words and vision
It is interesting that this story about words has such a strong
visual element, particularly in the first part of the chapter. Once the
meaning of the words begins to be tackled, there is a return to dialogue
and words are used to interpret the written message. This is in contrast
to the dream tales of chs 2 and 4, where the divine message is conveyed
in the visual experiential media of dreams and visions. Indeed
Nebuchadnezzar in ch 4 speaks of what he 'saw' (n?n), yet the story is
almost entirely conveyed in the form of dialogue. In ch 5 the divine
message is verbal, but conveyed by the narrator in the visual
experiential terms that belonged to the messages themselves in those
dream tales of other chapters.
Finkel, 359. Horgan, 256, says of 5.26 that !"in is a Qumran
pesher formula. Eissfeldt, 108, notes the differentiation between




Note also the rabbinic tradition in B.Talmud Sanhedrin 22a that the
words were to be read vertically. See also Saadia in Galle, 59, and




There are several other differences between the versions, none large
in themselves, but all adding to the picture of theological and literary
differences between MT and the Septuagint. Fewell has drawn attention to
the word play in the speech of the queen, who in v 12 reminds Belshazzar
that Daniel could 'loosen knots' (pop jnato). This is a metaphorical
use of the phrase of v 6 which describes one of the physical symptoms of
the king's fear, 'the knots of his loins were loosened'
40
(p*Tl2ft3 Him "HOp). As well as adding to the king's humiliation the
phrase confirms Daniel's role in the story as a bringer of judgement.
This play on words is absent in ©. In v 6 the phrase is not represented
at all and the equivalent in v 12 is more abstract and less picturesque.
Theodotion retains the image in Greek with ot auvSsapoi xfjq oacpuoq auTou
5lsA.uovto (v 6), which also has an echo in v 12.
The phrase Vnjtf TtYT (vv 6 and 9) brings another ironic twist at
49
Belshazzar's expense. As we have seen, this difficult expression has
the sense in the present context of some sort of change in the king's
countenance, but Y7 carries the primary meaning of splendour or
brightness. The change in facial colour thereby becomes a further symbol
of the reduction of Belshazzar's royal splendour. It is no coincidence
that the word also describes the greatness of Nebuchadnezzar (4.33),
against whom the present king is being contrasted, as well as the
splendour of the statue in 2.31.50 The Septuagint has no equivalent in v
9, and the translation opamq in v 6 focuses on the immediate meaning of
the word and so does not include the irony. Theodotion, by contrast,
uses popcpq to render I1? both here and at 4.36 in an attempt to capture
the wider range of meaning of the Aramaic word.
There is a small but possibly significant variation in the story as
48Fewell, 122
49Slotki, 40
5°Saadia in Galle, 54, picks up the pun.
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told by MT. In v 2 the temple vessels are of 'gold and silver'
(X5031 iOm) but the gods that Belshazzar praises are of 'silver and
gold* (v 23, Karrmaw). The linking of these two items in v 23 at the
beginning of a list with a maqqeph and the only 1 in the series suggests
that the reversal of order is deliberate. The gold and silver is
reminiscent of the statue of ch 2 and Daniel's identification of the gold
head of the statue with Nebuchadnezzar, with the implication that what
was to come after him would be increasingly inferior. By reversing the
order and placing silver at the head of the list, another chance is not
passed up of reminding Belshazzar that he is inferior to Nebuchadnezzar
as silver is inferior to gold.51 This is reinforced by the reference in v
3 to the vessels of 'gold' (JOITD which Nebuchadnezzar had brought out.
The different emphasis of © is seen in its description of the idols as
'made by hands of men' (v 23, %etportoiqxa xcov dvGpamoDv). Incidentally,
Theodotion in vv 3 and 23 has either read a different Vorlage or amended
MT to read 'gold and silver'.
Occasionally the Septuagint conveys a different theological emphasis
from MT, as for example in the above mentioned v 23 where the Old Greek
says that it is 'idols' (el'SooXa) being praised by Belshazzar and his
nobles. In the Masoretic Text it is 'gods' (vtW The two versions
agree substantially in their description of the living God whom the king
has failed to acknowledge and whose sacred vessels he has desecrated.
The MT is less clear on, or at least less interested in, whether or not
the other gods exist. The Septuagint allows less room for argument with
'made by hands of men' (v 23, %eipoTio i rpra xrnv avGpooTtoov). This reflects
the monotheistic emphasis of the Septuagint as against the Masoretic
Text.
A second instance is that © does not refer to Daniel as 'chief (3D
of the magicians...' as he is in MT v 11. In fact the © account has the
effect of distancing Daniel from those officials so that he is in a
separate category altogether. When Daniel enters the story Belshazzar
makes no reference to the failure of the Babylonian wise men, so the
51Shea, 'Daniel 5', 283
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aspect of contest is almost entirely absent. This continues the trend
already seen in ch 4, where the same Aramaic title, fcTOflTH 2*1 (4.6), is
given Daniel by MT, and where the Septuagint in contrast calls him 'ruler
of the wise men' (4.18, apyovxa xaiv CTOcpiaxSiv), although the contrast is
not as marked here, as © continues on to refer to Daniel as 'leader of
the interpreters of dreams' (v 18, xov pyoupevov xcov xpivovxcov xa
svuTTVta). In this manner the Septuagint portrays the uniqueness of the
wisdom evident in the Jewish sage.
52
The order of events in MT vv 7f has worried some commentators. The
problem lies in the fact that the wise men seem to come in twice.
Belshazzar orders the officials to be brought in (v 7, r6yn^). The
ensuing use of H2SJ as response implies that the order has been carried
out and they are now assembled to hear the king's speech. At the
beginning of v 8 all the king's wise men come in again, which suggests
there is some confusion in the text. Against this, fHX may serve a
'resumptive' function here, in which case the first phrase of v 8 could
53
be translated, 'All the king's wise men having come into the hall...'.
Such a usage may be detected in Ezra 4.23. Montgomery also notes that
is a peal participle form implying continuous action.54
Having said all that, some ambiguity remains in the Masoretic Text
narrative at this point. There is a similar ambiguity witnessed to by
the Old Greek, which also has the magicians coming in twice (vv 7f). In
between the two entrances, however, there is a block of plus material in
which the king sets forth an ordinance promising rewards to anybody who
is able to interpret the writing. As it stands this has the effect of
clarifying the order of events and justifying the second entrance of the
purveyors of Babylonian wisdom. They come in first in response to the
king's summons but fail in their mission. This elicits a more formal
challenge from the king, which the same group also responds to and with
52
Charles, Daniel, 107, for example.
53
Goldingay, Daniel, 101: 'The phrase is resumptive after v 7b, to lead




the same result. However it should be acknowledged that, although the
textual witnesses are in harmony with each other, there is a hint of
conflation about the story at this point in (5. If that is the case, the
same ambiguity as in MT remains.
links with Daniel 4
There are obvious links in the Masoretic Text with chapter 4. I
have argued above that the links drawn are central to one of the purposes
of ch 5, namely to compare Belshazzar unfavourably with Nebuchadnezzar.
Thematic links such as the kingship of Nebuchadnezzar, the temple
vessels, the contest between types of wisdom, interpretation (TtfS), and
the role of Daniel at court have already been dealt with.
There are also organic links that may be seen most clearly where
verbal correspondences occur. An example is the list of magicians in v
11 which may be compared with the list in 4.4. The series in v 7 is
different only in that the first item, pOfiTn, is absent. Verse 11 has
two other turns of phrase strongly reminiscent of ch 4. The first is the
title of Daniel as 'chief of the magicians' (pnonn 2-i), the same title
used for him in 4.6. The second is in the queen's description of the
sage as one in whom is 'the wisdom of the gods' (pn^XTMDn) and who has
'an extraordinary spirit' (!TTJV HYI). Although the verbal
correspondence is not exact, the two phrases together recall the
expression 'spirit of the holy gods' (4.5f, pllPIp 1TH).
Belshazzar himself uses the term pnto* nn in his address to Daniel (v
14).
The relationship between chs 4 and 5 is strongest and most explicit
in the long stretch of MT plus material in vv 18-22, an account of the
events of ch 4, which is almost word for word in places. In v 18 the
words 'the kingdom and greatness and glory and majesty'
(KTim xy^ smn-n sniD^D) echo Nebuchadnezzar's boast in 'Babylon the
great' (4.27, XTQ1 ^22) and 'the glory of my majesty' (4.27, mn -IjT).
The expression 'peoples, nations and tongues' (v 19, iPMTS'l iWWfi)
is identical with the group to whom Nebuchadnezzar's letter is addressed
(3.31). Verse 21 is very close to 4.22 which summarizes Nebuchadnezzar's
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experience and its significance. Every phrase reflects the previous
chapter and the key expressions, 'God Most High rules ' 0^0)
and 'whomever he pleases he sets up over it * (rr^y trprp nap n-p*?),
are almost identical.
The Septuagint account of Belshazzar and the writing on the wall
relates to the dream of the great tree in a different way. The evidence
for some sort of organic link between the two chapters is indecisive. On
the one hand the unusual phrase 'fancies dismayed him* (v 6, unovoiai
auxov xaxecmeuSov) also occurs in 4.19, although in that context Daniel
rather than the king is the object. On its own u7i6voia£ occurs in 4.33b
in a sense more akin to that in 5.6. The expression 'the sight of him
(Daniel) changed' is employed at both 5.6 (q opaoig auxou r|A,A.ouo0r|) and
4.19 (dAAouoGetaric; xfjq opaaeooq auxou). The word urcoSeixvupi (vv 7, 9,
12, and 16, 'show') is also characteristic of © as compared to 0, and is
used twice in ch 4 (vv 18 and 37c) as well. In both chapters it has as
its object auyxpipa or auyKpicuQ ('interpretation'). The occurrence of
TCveupa (v 12) is immediately reminiscent of ch 4, yet the phrase that it
is part of, Tiveupa ayiov ('holy spirit') is unique in the Greek versions
of Daniel.
However other factors offset this already tenuous evidence. As well
as the four occurrences of urcoSeiKvupi in ch 5, the Septuagint uses
anayyeXoi) ('announce') synonymously three times (vv 7, 8 and 9). In verse
7 the two words occur in parallel. In contrast to unoSeiKVupi, d7rayys^.Q)
only occurs elsewhere in Daniel © in chapter 2. Moreover chapter 5 uses
CTuyxpipa (w 7, 8, 9, 12, 16, 26, and 30) where elsewhere © tends to
favour the same word preferred by 0, cruyKpicnQ (2.4, 5, 6, 9, and 26;
4.18 and 19). In MT the verbal correspondences are most marked when the
events of ch 4 are being recalled. If the same phenomenon were evident
in the Septuagint it would be in a comparison of 5.11f, where the queen
recalls the work of Daniel under a previous regime, with 4.18. Yet there
is no such agreement here. The evidence immediately above is to the
contrary. What all this adds up to is that it is impossible to detect
the type of linguistic links between ch 4 and 5 in © that the Masoretic
Text displays.
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There is a consistency about the content minuses as far as the
Septuagint is concerned. As I have already noted, the court contest or
conflict is not a factor in either (5 chapter. Although the magicians
make an entrance early in the story, the absence of v 15 in chapter 5
means that they are not placed in opposition to Daniel. The more
judgemental attitude of the Septuagint towards Nebuchadnezzar is not
altered by the events of ch 5. In fact a link is drawn between the sin
of Belshazzar and the sin of Nebuchadnezzar with the phrase avu\yc60r| q
KapSfa auToC (5.2). This recalls the accusing words of Daniel to
Belshazzar's predecessor, 'your heart was exalted' (4.22, uyoo0r| ctou q
xapSia). Certainly Nebuchadnezzar's political greatness and later
acknowledgement of the Most High are not recalled. This is in contrast
to what we have already seen about the Masoretic Text use of the person
of King Nebuchadnezzar. Likewise, the Septuagintal attitude towards
Daniel as a member of the court administration is the same in both
chapters. Daniel's position within the court is hardly touched on and he
is thought of as entirely outside the category occupied by the Babylonian
magicians.
The ordering of the stories in P967 means that chs 4 and 5 are
separated from one another by the visions of chs 7 and 8. If that does
in fact represent an earlier arrangement, the literary effect of chs 4
and 5 as the central point in a chiasm focused on Nebuchadnezzar, is not
present. It is not surprising then that the two chapters are more
distinct from one another in (S.55
conclusion
There is much that these two accounts of Belshazzar and the
handwriting on the wall have in common. They are both set against the
unsettling background of a Near Eastern banquet. In both, the excesses
of the banquet are not the primary concern of the narrator so much as the
sin of rebellion against God by the desecration of his sacred objects.
Note Bogaert, 'Relecture et Refonte', 199f, on the priority of the P967
arrangement. He surmises that the MT order is part of that version's
interest in showing Daniel as a reliable prophet.
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Both narrators show, more or less explicitly, the premeditated nature of
the king's action in profaning the temple vessels.
But there are differences in the manner in which the story is told.
In his portrayal of characters, his manipulation of perspective, and the
sensory nature of his narrative, the MT narrator allows the reader to
enter into the ambiguity of his story. From within the story he draws
the reader to an identification with Daniel and the queen in their
perception of Belshazzar. The Septuagint also shares its point of view
with the reader, but the more overt omniscience of the 6 narrator means
that both he and the reader remain outside the events.
The handwriting in both stories is central, but in quite different
ways as a result of the two types of narrator. In the Masoretic Text the
centrality of the writing on the wall is emphasized by its absence, and
in the Septuagint by its presence. The gap created in the MT story, as
well as providing suspense, allows the narrator to imply an extra
dimension to Belshazzar's motivation. This is where the theme of
Nebuchadnezzar's kingship is expounded at Belshazzar's expense, a theme
that © only touches on incidentally in the introduction of Daniel, the
interpreter of the writing. As a result the Septuagint version has a
less negative view of Belshazzar than MT, and views his fate in more
personal terms.
There are various literary links with the previous chapter in MT,
primarily in the references to King Nebuchadnezzar. In this regard the
viewpoint of ch 4 is not only preserved but also developed. The most
that can be said for the Septuagint perspective in ch 5 is that it does
not contradict that of ch 4. As a result the Masoretic Text has carried
on in ch 5 the more complimentary view of Nebuchadnezzar that emerges in
the story of the dream of the great tree. Daniel's prominence in the
court of Nebuchadnezzar is also confirmed. The story of the handwriting
on the wall does not stand alone in ©, as we will see when exploring chs
2 and 3, but is largely independent of ch 4. It does, however, show the
same Jewish suspicion of Gentile monarchs, polytheism and mantic wisdom




Daniel 6 differs from both the chapters previously studied. These
differences as far as MT is concerned have been described in various
ways. In structural terms, chs 3 and 6 seem to form a distinctive
bracket around 4 and 5.1 In terms of genre, the present chapter is a
classical court conflict in contrast to the contests in the
2
Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar stories. In morphological terms, a
distinction has been drawn between Marchen (fairy tale) and Legende
(legend). According to Miiller chs 4 and 5 are fairy tales while chs 3
3
and 6 are later legends. Each analysis recognizes in its own way that
chs 4 and 5 are different from chs 3 and 6 in the role assigned to the
hero and in the purpose and background of the stories, although, as we
will see and as Miiller warns, such distinctions are helpful but must not
4
be applied rigidly. The Septuagint also reflects a change in form,
principally in that Daniel is now a member of the official hierarchy, and
the aspect of contest, hitherto not present in 6, plays an important part
in the present story.
These differences form a backdrop to the present comparison of the
^englet, 182ff
ZHumphreys, 217f
3Miiller, 'Marchen, Legende', 338f and 342ff. Milne, 241 and 254ff, also
marshals the morphological evidence.
4
Miiller, 'Marchen, Legende', 347
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two accounts of Daniel in the lion pit. After an acknowledgement that
the ordering of events and dialogue are roughly the same in both
narrations, I will move on to consider some important differences in
narrative technique. The profiles of the narrator within the story will
be examined in terms of the linking between scenes, the way motive is
conveyed, and the pace of the stories. Then the functioning of irony and
suspense within the stories will be compared in some detail. At that
point a brief excursus will be necessary to clarify some terms used in
the discussion of irony both here and elsewhere in the thesis.
I then turn from narrative technique to theological emphasis. This
will be done firstly with a close look at the vocabulary used for prayer
or petition in each version. The findings there will lead us into the
words of the final encyclical, which not only demonstrate the varying
points of emphasis between versions but also point up quite different
treatments of the person of King Darius. In the process, a small
difference in the portrayal of Daniel will be noted. The questions of
narrative technique and theological emphasis are artificial distinctions,
and each aspect necessarily intrudes into and helps to clarify discussion
of the other. The study will demonstrate that the © version of the story
is not an unsatisfactory one, and a brief section towards the end will
exemplify that.
As with other stories in Daniel, there are historical problems
around the person of the king, about which little scholarly consensus has
emerged. The situation is not helped by the presence of Artaxerxes in v
1 of the Septuagint.5 There are also textual questions within and
between the versions. It is uncertain how many conspirators there are,
how many are finally punished, what the verb means, or how Bel and
See Whitcomb's and Rowley's differing treatments of Darius the Mede.
Note also Wiseman, 'Some Historical Problems', 15f, and Shea, 'Darius the
Mede', 239 and 256. Colless, 123ff, outlines a number of literary
characteristics that support Wiseman's identification of Cyrus with
Darius, and suggests that these features are a 'harmonizing solution' of
a historical problem on the part of the author or redactor of MT Daniel.
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the Dragon relates to the versions of Daniel 6.6 In the Septuagint
especially there are occasional signs of incomplete redaction that
require acknowledgement. I treat these and other questions only at
points in the study where they relate to the literary comparison being
undertaken. I also include a section on the nature of Daniel's trial,
where a discussion of the Sitz im Leben of the chapter brings out and
clarifies certain differences between MT and © as well as drawing
attention to a parallel difference between the two accounts of ch 4.
linking of scenes
The story opens with Daniel's high position at court and the
prospect of further advancement for him. At that point the conspirators
hatch a plot to bring Daniel down, and manipulate the king to act in
accordance with their designs. Daniel undergoes the trial of a night in
the lions' pit, and the morning light brings his vindication. The
punishment is then turned on the conspirators, and the king issues an
encyclical commending the God of Daniel to his subjects. The ordering of
dialogue and narration is almost identical in both accounts and in this
highly episodic story the sequence of scenes is approximately the same.
Despite the similarity between the versions in the sequence of
scenes, they do not relate to each other in the same way. In MT the
episodic nature of the story comes through in the frequency with which
[HX or its prefixed form fHJG is used. Of the 29 verses in ch 6, no
less than 15 begin with one of those two words, which is more than twice
7
as often as they occur in any of the other Aramaic stories in Daniel. A
change of scene is always indicated by a form of pTK, except at v 11
g
where the particle "HD is used. There are also two occasions when the
word introduces a change of speaker within a scene (vv 14 and 22),
although the latter case could be exceptional as the speakers are
6See Wills, 129ff, for one treatment of this last question.
7Ch 2, 9 times; ch 3, 9 times; ch 4, twice; ch 5, 8 times; ch 7, 3 times.
g
Contrast Goldingay, Daniel, 34, for whom fHX is equivalent to 1 in BH.
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physically separated from each other. The emphasis in all of these short
scenes is on the words and actions of the players. The narrator neither
ascribes motives nor presumes any special knowledge. The only verbal
links between scenes are found in the ubiquitous pK, which does not
give the reader many clues about the nature of the connections between
events. Such connections must be deduced from the words and actions of
the characters in the story. This brings a starkness as well as an
9
ambivalence to the narrative.
The delineation between the scenes is more blurred in the
Septuagint. In the first place there is no uniformity in the way is
represented. The most likely translation would be tots, which © uses
more than half the time to translate pTK in the other chapters noted
above. In the present chapter this translation is only used 6 times (vv
7, 13, 19, 22, 24 and 26) while the somewhat weaker Kai, is used as often
(vv 6, 12, 14, 15, 16 and 20), and ots and 5e once each (vv 5 and 17).
Once, the link is made by means of a participial clause (v 4).
Theodotion also uses Kai 6 times (vv 4, 5, 6, 11, 19 and 22) but uses
tots 9 times (vv 7, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 24 and 26). As often as not
0's choice does not correspond to that of ©. There is no discernible
pattern in the translator's choice between Kai and tote in either © or 0,
and tots is used less frequently here than elsewhere in Daniel.10 Tots
also occurs several times in © where there is no equivalent in MT (vv 18,
21 and 25). This suggests that the Greek versions do not display the
particular stylistic feature that is signified by in the Aramaic.11
There are other ways also in which the delineation between scenes is
9
Alter, 158, expresses this phenomenon in biblical narrative thus:
'...the biblical narrator knows all there is to know about the motives
and feelings, the moral nature and spiritual condition of his characters,
but... is highly selective about sharing his omniscience with his
readers...'
10Herein could be part of the evidence for a case that there is more than
one © translator of Daniel, but the point is not crucial to the present
discussion.
UThis is partly a function of translation out of a paratactic language
into a hypotactic one. See Caird, 118.
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blurred in (5. One is seen in the first two scene changes. At v 4 the
opening words, 'who had authority over all' (unep Trdvxaq eycov s^ouaiav)
is grammatically dependent on what has gone before. Consequently
Daniel's appointment as one of three leaders is run together with his
ascendancy over even his two peers. The two things are not discrete
events as in the MT account. At the beginning of v 5 also, a grammatical
link is drawn with the preceding scene. The information that 'the two
young men' (v 5, ot 5uo vsavfoKoO engage in a plot against Daniel is
conveyed in a main clause preceded by the dependent clause, 'But when the
king wished to set up Daniel...' (oxe 5e sf3ouA.euaaxo o fkxatAeug
xaxaaxrjaai xov AaviqA.). The narrator thus makes an explicit link between
Daniel's promotion, detailed in v 4, and the subsequent plot. A similar
type of blurring also occurs at v 11. Darius has just ratified his
decree. Daniel then opens the window of his prayer chamber. Again the
information is preceded by a participial clause, 'having found out about
the injunction which he had set up against him...' (v 11, s7uyvouQ 5e
AaviqA. xov optapov ov Eaxqae xax' auxou). This has the effect of making
explicit that Daniel recognizes the law as directed against him
personally. Again the Septuagint narrator has made plain something that
MT requires the reader to deduce for himself.
If the preceding examples illustrate a deliberate stance adopted
towards his material by the narrator, the MT plus material of v 24 points
up a certain clumsiness in the progress of the © narrative. At that
point the conversation between the king and Daniel at the lion pit
concludes. True to form the Masoretic Text orders that Daniel be pulled
up, the order is effected, and then the king directs that Daniel's
12
enemies be cast into the now vacant lion pit. The Septuagint never
actually releases Daniel from the lion pit. The dialogue between Daniel
and Darius begins in the same setting as in MT but all that happens next
is that the powerful people who are gathered at the pit observe no harm
on Daniel and are promptly thrown in. The release of Daniel is
understood. While this may be irritating for one interested in the
12
According to Stefanovic, 'Significant Reversals', 141ff, at one level
Daniel is 'a book of significant reversals', which emphasize main points.
The fate of the conspirators is one such reversal.
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literary shape of the story, it points up the interest of © in
determining who is to blame, and then hurrying on to demonstrate the
outworking of that judgement. The men who led the king astray are thrust
into the lion pit without any further ceremony and Darius is then free to
circulate his confession to the empire. This point is expanded in the
section below on the role of Daniel in the story.
The transition from the court to the lion pit between vv 16 and 17
is also a case in point although here the difference is not so clear cut.
This arises because the two versions are at variance over the order of
events, the only point in the story where such is the case. In MT the
king, having failed to gain a reprieve for his favourite, gives the
order, Daniel is thrown into the pit, Darius speaks wishing him God's
intervention, and finally the stone is put over the mouth and sealed in
place (vv 17f). In © the king speaks wishing Daniel well before he is
thrown into the pit and the stone placed and sealed over the mouth.
However the order from the king that Daniel be thrown into the pit has
occurred much earlier in the narrative at the start of v 15. The result
again is a blurring of the lines between scenes. The order of events in
vv 15-17 is ambiguous, and it is not clear whether the action of v 17
takes place at the court or by the lion pit. The Masoretic Text's use of
px shown above gives a more straightforward progress through the
narrative. Both these examples and the previous one must be treated with
care however. They may illustrate the intent of the © narrative or its
lack of literary craft, but they may also point up the composite nature
of this version.13
ascription of motive
An important effect of the stance taken by the Septuagint narrator
is that he habitually explicates the motives that lie behind the actions
of the characters. The plotters plot because Daniel has been preferred
to them (v 5) and Daniel goes to prayer because he knows the king's edict
is specifically directed against him (v 11). But this effect is not only
13
See Montgomery, Daniel, 280, on this possibility.
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present in the way that the scenes are run together. There are other
places in the story where it may be observed. The Septuagint plus
material of v 6 explains in full the line of reason sustaining the
plotters. There is a reminder again in v 9 that they were trying to
14
catch Daniel out with his praying. When Darius and his nobles seal the
pit (v 18), the © reader has no chance to miss the reason for their
action, Test Daniel be carried away from them or the king draw him up
out of the pit' ( ottcoq pq d7r'auxcov ap0fj o AaviqA. q o pa.aiA.Buc; auxov
avaa7idaq Ik xou XaKKou). This contrasts with the coy remark in MT,
^J?TI3 1325 "H (v 18), roughly translated as 'so that Daniel's
situation might not change'. It is left to the mind of the reader to
suggest how the situation might change.
There is an ambivalence about motive running through the MT account.
This can be seen at v 15 where Darius discovers his courtiers' trick and
'it greatly grieved him' (vrbv ttta tf>jfo).15 it is not made clear what
the referent of is. Is he upset at himself, or the leaders and
satraps, or Daniel?16 The phrase 'concerning Daniel' (^Tl *?»)
immediately following does not declare whether the sense is 'for Daniel's
person' or 'about the Daniel situation'. Doubt is thereby cast on the
king's subsequent motivation. Is it to rescue Daniel or is it to save
his reputation or is it simple revenge? The story leaves the reader to
witness the words and actions and settle the question for himself. The
Septuagint, by contrast, cannot be misunderstood. The phrase 'the king
was greatly distressed concerning Daniel and strove...' (v 15, o paaiA.euq
acpoSpa eA.U7tq0q etti xcp AaviqA, xai e(k>q0si xou s£eA.ea0ai auxov) leaves less
room for doubt about the king's motivation. There the king's grief is
directly linked with the fact of Daniel being thrown to the lions, and
his attempt at a rescue operation does not occur until after the order
has been given. Theodotion misinterprets both the idiom and the
phrase ^3 Dtff, so it is possible that part of the reason for the more
14
This is possibly a doublet with v 6. See Montgomery, Daniel, 280, who
argues that such doublets are evidence of the 'secondary character' of ©.
15See Rosenthal, 36, on this construction.
16Fewell, 149 and 191n
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explicit syntax of © is a similar failure to recognize either expression.
The closest the MT narrator comes to ascribing motives to a
character is with the hint that Daniel entered his prayer chamber 'when
he heard about the writing of the edict' (v 11, JGl"D BT H2).
The Masoretic Text is at this point more expansive than usual in ch 6
with at least a hint of what is motivating Daniel, but is ambivalent
about the level of Daniel's self-awareness in taking the action that he
does. The Septuagint makes clear that he knows exactly what he is doing.
narratorial presence
One result of this attribution of motives, almost as editorial
comment, is that the teller anticipates his story as the action unfolds.
Similar examples of this narratorial presence in the Septuagint may be
found at v 19. In the Masoretic Text account the king returns to his
palace from the lion pit, 'then' (v 19, fHS,) he undergoes a sleepless
night, 'then' (v 20, pTJQ,) he gets up early and hurries back to the
lion pit. The reader remains with the king throughout this sequence.
Suspense over what is happening to Daniel is achieved by keeping each
scene distinct. The suspense is not relieved until the reader with
Darius discovers the events of the night. This method of 'shaping space'
17
is a characteristic of biblical narrative. In the Septuagint account
the narrator returns the king to his palace, and then takes the reader
with him to the lion pit with the information that God was keeping the
lions' mouths closed (v 19). At that point the reader knows more than
the king. Then Darius arises, receives his officials, and sets off to
see what has happened to Daniel. The purpose is not to comment on inner
motivation, as in other examples looked at, but the effect is similar in
that the reader shares the omniscience and anticipatory perspective of
the narrator whose understanding seems constantly to be running just
ahead of events. As well as that, suspense over the fate of Daniel is
not a factor in the story and the reader takes a less active role in
17
See Bar-Efrat, 184f, who points out that 'only very rarely do we hear
what is happening elsewhere through a messenger'.
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perceiving the significance of the action.
Another difference between the versions in the same verse (v 19)
illustrates further this aspect of difference in narrative technique. In
MT all the verbs used to describe the king's sleepless night are
objective. The king 'went ' (^X) and spent the night 'fasting' (JTIC5) and
no 'diversion' (pHI) was brought to him and sleep 'fled' (012) from
18
him. As with Belshazzar's manifestations of fear (5.6) the reader is
left to observe the king and draw his own conclusions. The narrator
poses simply as a reporter of facts waiting to be interpreted. In
contrast to this the © narrator not only reports the king's movements but
confides the inside knowledge that the king 'was distressed' (rjv
AimoupevoQ), just as he showed the king's fear in ch 5.
pace
One of the by-products of the differences in narrative technique is
a variation in pace between the two stories. We have noted the episodic
nature of MT, and will explore below the effects of a large group of
spies moving from scene to scene undertaking an activity described by the
verb $21. The story proceeds briskly almost without a pause until Daniel
19
is in the lion pit. At that point there is a slowing which creates
suspense. The story leaves Daniel out of sight and lingers over the
tension in the king, the approach to the pit, and the king's speech which
20
is too long for the circumstances (vv 19-21). The tension is broken
with Daniel's reply and the story picks up speed again until another
pause to hear Darius' final ordinance, after which it dismisses him
18
It is not crucial to the narrative to determine exactly what Jim means,
whether it be food or concubines or musicians. The translation
'diversion' reflects the purpose of the noun without committing itself to
the exact meaning.
19
However compare Heaton, 166, and Lacocque, Daniel, 92, who see built
into the story a contrast between the tranquility of Daniel's roof top
and the busyness of the spies.
20„
See Genette, 87, on the speed of narrative as a relationship between
duration of time portrayed and length of narrative.
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without further ado.
The Septuagint progresses through the story with a little less
haste. The linkages between scenes and the occasional pauses to describe
a character's state of mind or heart have a slowing effect. Moreover the
© narrator provides more background material at the start on Darius, and
the events of v 4 are incorporated into the story in such a way as to
form part of the description of setting, rather than the first scene or
event as is the case with MT. The final verse also is a slightly more
leisurely completion of the framework of the story initially set up in
the early verses. This narrative framework is discussed below in
connection with ©'s treatment of the person of Darius. One section where
the pace does quicken is in vv 18-26, where we have already noted a
series of tots sentences occurring in rapid succession.
irony in biblical narrative
So far in my discussion of the differing narrative forms of the two
versions I have dealt with matters that can be readily described. But in
order to penetrate a little below the surface of the stories we turn our
attention to the more subjective aspect of the tone behind the narrative.
For this particular story, the question is raised of irony inherent in
the account. Any attempt to identify irony or comedy or absurdity in an
ancient text should be undertaken with caution. Even within a
contemporary cultural consensus humour or irony is an uncertain thing,
let alone across the chasms of time and race and faith. Good's approach
is a help in crossing those chasms. According to him irony may be
described as 'understatement or a method of suggestion rather than of
plain statement'. It is also distinguished by what he calls 'its stance
21
in truth'. Therefore key characteristics of irony are a desire to
portray the truth as discerned by the ironist without resorting to direct
statement, and a reliance on the reader to discern that portrayal. Good
distinguishes between comedy and irony in that although both elicit





is merely funny. Invective and sarcasm may also be ironic but tend not
to be as they generally make no attempt at ambiguity or narratorial
23
neutrality. When biblical narrative creates ironic situations the
result is 'dramatic irony'. Another useful term is 'parody', a form
25
that ridicules by exaggeration. 'Caricature' is a kind of parody and is
a word that crops up in connection with parody from time to time.
Although parody is not necessarily ironic and may be thought of as a type
of sarcasm, we will see that part of the ironic tone of Daniel 6 is
achieved through parody. I use the word 'humour' occasionally as a
catch-all to cover the cluster of concepts just delineated.
'a cheerful haggadic tone'
In light of the above distinctions and of the covert omniscience of
the MT narrator, this thesis prefers the term 'irony' to 'comedy' in
describing one aspect of the narrative art in Daniel especially notable
in chs 6 and 3. The view that there is a measure of irony in the story
of Daniel in the lion pit is not without precedent. Avalos makes a
strong plea for a comedic function in Daniel. He uses slightly different
terminology from Good but his concept of the comedic is close to what
Good calls ironic. Deriving his views from Henri Bergson, Avalos defines
comedy as a 'mode of discourse which provides social critique, exposes
26
weaknesses in its target, and elicits laughter in the process'. Within
that framework he suggests that the repetition of the lists of ch 3, both
27
administrative and musical, have an important comedic function. The
movement of the large group of plotters has a similar effect in the











For Avalos the views of such as Lacocque, Daniel, 88, who sees a
liturgical effect in the lists, do not go far enough.
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provide at their audience with the king (v 8,
xrnnsi tfna-n Sna-ntfriKI JOttO) is close enough to the list of ch 3 (3.2,
3 and 27) to recall the effects of those lists. The four elements are
the first four in each of the ch 3 lists, albeit with the order of the
first two reversed. The item iT*l5T1 also occurs once in ch 3 (v 27), and
it is possible that it is a variant of KHXll.
Whether or not a reader is able to go as far as Avalos, in general
28
terms the 'cheerful haggadic tone' of this MT story has long been felt.
The point is important because the presence or otherwise of such a tone
has a bearing on textual as well as literary conclusions. Take for
example the question of how many plotters there are: two leaders as in ©
or 120 satraps and two leaders as in MT? The answer arrived at is to
some extent determined by the critic's reading of the tone of MT. To
illustrate the point, a summary of the different arguments is in order.
There is little room for manoeuvre in this question as far as MT is
concerned. The early part of the story is explicit. The aggrieved group
at the start seems to include both leaders and satraps. In v 4 we read
that Daniel 'overshadowed the leaders and satraps'
(JTJSTl^nK) JTXtfTQ), the implied reason for Darius's intention to
promote him. Immediately 'the leaders and satraps' (v 5,
SnsmtfnKl 105*10), the same group overshadowed by Daniel, begin to look
for grounds of complaint against Daniel. It is the same group
again who go to the king in v 7, and the referent of 'these men' (v 6,
^ Sn3J) is clearly JOJSTTtfntfl 105*10. The list of conspirators in v 8
is slightly different, with a particular literary function that we have
noted above, but again it must include the expanded group. For the rest
of the account the conspirators who spy on Daniel and approach Darius are
simply if** so-qi ('these men', vv 12 and 16), which recalls the reference
in v 6 and the group that it is describing. To round off the story, the
same group are pitched into the pit (v 25) along with their families. It
is inescapable that those plotting against Daniel in MT are the larger
28
Derrett, 133. Delcor, Daniel, 133, uses the expression 'un recit
haggadique'.
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group, and nowhere do the two leaders have any sort of identity in
contradistinction to the satraps.
The situation is not so clear cut in the Septuagint. The account is
different in that the two others appointed with Daniel are distinguished
by the © narrator throughout. It is not clear who is intended by navrac;
in the phrase UTiep 7idvxa<; eycov e^ouaiav (v 4, 'having authority over
all') but it seems likely to include the 127 satraps (v 2) as well the
men set over them (v 3). Later in the verse Daniel is said to be over
both groups but both groups are enunciated separately. This prepares the
way for v 5 which shows a plot motivated by Darius' favouritism of
Daniel. But here it is clear that the plotters are 'the two young men'
(oi Suo vsaviCTKOi). In that context the following ot avepamoi ekeivoi
('these men', vv 7 and 13), as well as the use of the third person plural
throughout, probably refers to these two conspirators even though the
Aramaic equivalent, has a wider group in mind. © is quite
specific also at the end of the story that there are only two victims of
the revenge punishment, 'these two men' (v 25, ot Suo avepamoi ekeivoi).
Commentators have largely failed to notice, however, that the king
strives to rescue Daniel not from the two men but 'from the hands of the
satraps' (v 15, &7io xcov %sip65v xcov aaxpcmcdv). They are the same group
who went with the king to the lions pit in the morning (v 20) and at
least a section of the group represented as 'all the powers' (v 24, ratcra:.
at Suvapeiq). The situation is further confused by a still different
group, 'his nobles' (v 18, xcov peyiaxavcov auxou), called in to witness
the sealing of the pit. Cassin, as we see below, has made a useful
distinction between the functions of the courtly officials as against the
administrators of regions of the empire, and suggests that it is the
29
former who exercise a legal function when Daniel is cast into the pit.
Yet it is the latter who are plotting against their colleague. This does
not clarify why the satraps are implicated in the later stages of the
story, nor who the 'two young men' of v 4 might be. Montgomery sees in





problem. It is also possible that this phenomenon partly reflects the
fact that a later redactor or translator has lost the distinctions
between terms that would have applied in the earlier eastern diaspora
provenance of the story.31
Differing conclusions have been drawn from these variations between
versions. As is often the case, Charles and Montgomery represent the two
main views. Montgomery considers that © is merely confused, while
Charles would see an earlier story of two plotters underlying the
32
interpolated version that has been preserved. The latter's feeling is
that the MT story is unsatisfactory in its present form because so large
a group could not possibly have spied on Daniel, or had repeated
audiences with the king, or all been devoured by the lions before hitting
the bottom of the pit. Therefore the seeds of a story with two
33
conspirators detected in © must be the Ursprung. Such a viewpoint
assumes the story of Daniel in the lion pit ought to emit a tone of sober
34
fact, and does not do it very well. Text-historical conclusions are
arrived at to fit that assumption.
parody
If, however, a reader is open to the ironic possibilities of a text,
and is not committed to the view that a text with less plotters is
necessarily more satisfactory than one with more, the presence of a
30
See the debate between Montgomery, 'The Two Youths', 316f, and Schmidt,
6.
31
Compare Seeligmann, 82, who detects the same phenomenon in © Isaiah.
See Anderson, 31, on Persian administrative terms. McCrystall, 201,
notes that no such problem occurs with the terms for mantic officials,
which suggests to him that they were better known in the world of the
second century BCE.
32 _
Charles, Daniel, 152, and Montgomery, 'The Two Youths', 317
33
Similar views are held by Schmidt, 7, and Wills, 144. In contrast, but
based on a similar reading of the tone of the story, Porteous, 89, sees ©
as a later attempt to cope with the 'fantastic' in MT.
34
See for example Anderson, 67.
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35
number of conspirators can be seen as evidence of caricature or parody.
He is then in a position to appreciate the patent absurdity of this large
group of officials crashing on and off stage expecting that nobody could
know what they are up to. The absurdity lies in the knowledge of the
reader, the ignorance of a king blinded by his pride, and the lack of
awareness on the part of the plotters that Daniel and the law of his God
still hold the upper hand, all compounded by the size of the group.
This effect is conveyed through the recurring use of the verb Itfn
(vv 7, 12 and 16) to describe the officials' movements. This verb
clearly troubled the Greek translators. © renders it 'they approached'
(v 7, KpoapA-GoCTav) or 'watched' (v 12, sxppr|aav). The variant account of
v 16 avoids translating it at all. Theodotion is similarly uncertain as
to its meaning. Its primary meaning seems to be the idea of 'thronging'
or 'causing a tumult'. The word does not occur elsewhere in Biblical
Aramaic, but 'to throng' or 'to cause a tumult' is its most obvious
meaning in Biblical Hebrew (Ps 2.1 and 64.3 for example). Moreover that
remains the predominant sense in Targumic Aramaic. The translators were
confronting the same problem worrying modern commentators that such a
meaning does not appear to fit all three contexts in which the teller of
ch 6 uses it: twice at court before the king and once in between as part
36
of their spying on Daniel. This does not seem sufficient warrant in
itself to abandon the primary meaning of the word. On the contrary it
can be seen as deliberate artifice adding to the tone that is being
created by MT, and is an important element in the caricature of the
officials. The parody is enhanced by the inappropriate use of in v
12.
35
Lest we think such an approach to Scripture is a modern one, note the
career of Bar Kappara the humourist (B. Talmud Ned 51a and 'Er 2b). See
also the self-irony of the rabbis evident in their discussion on sweating
(Shab 40a). This humour surfaces in conjecture on the later careers of
Hananiah and his companions (probably drowned in spittle!), and in the
reasons suggested for Daniel's absence from ch 3 (San 93a).
36
For examples of the varying views of recent commentators, see Fewell,
145. Goldingay, Daniel, 121 and 125, senses a nuance of the mob and
recognizes the appropriateness of 'thronging' as a translation.
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A related example of this phenomenon is the genre known as the idol
parody. Idol parodies are found particularly in Is 40 and 44, Jer 10,
37
Hab 2, and Ps 115 and 135. They work by building up a detailed picture
of the physical limitations of idols and so emphasizing the incongruity
of those who make them actually worshipping the works of their own hands.
Although the apparent subject is the idols themselves, the target of the
parody is those who worship them. This genre is later actualized in the
38
stories of Bel and the Dragon. Despite the differences between the idol
parodies and Daniel 6, the mockery of sycophantic behaviour and the
encounter of false powers with the true God in both suggests that parody
was a thought form available to those who produced the Masoretic Text of
Daniel.39
dramatic irony
There is also dramatic irony at work through the ignorance by the
40
characters of certain facts that are plain to the reader. This is most
clearly at the expense of Darius. He hears the fawning words of his
officials but has no idea of the motivation behind them. The
conspiratorial officials, who do not foresee the fast approaching pit
floor, also display a level of ignorance. We have seen that the reader
of MT is even uncertain as to how aware Daniel is of the events unfolding
around him. His faithfulness may as well represent the habit of a life
time (v 11, nn rmp-p ~QD XUrrD as an awareness of being caught in a
conflict.
This irony is explicated by MT through the play on the word m. The
officials early recognized that the way to catch Daniel was 'by the law
of his God* (v 6, n< mi). The irony is that they then turn to a
37
See Roth's treatment of Old Testament idol parodies.
38Roth, 21.
39
See Roth, 43, on the link between idol parody and encounter story.
40
For Caird, 134, that ignorance is a defining feature of dramatic irony.
See further the discussion of Fewell, 147, on the irony of ignorance.
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lesser law, 'the law of the Medes and the Persians' (vv 9, 13 and 16,
0~1S1 Trm) to achieve their ends, and fail because of their ignorance
of the greater law. In the period in question m had two distinct yet
overlapping senses. It was probably a Persian loan word used for the law
of the state. When applied to laws of the Jewish religion its meaning by
extension came to include simply 'religion'. The sense of religion or
custom was prevailing in JPA, but there was still considerable fluidity
in late Biblical Hebrew.41 Esther 3.8 sets the laws of the state (m)
42
against the law or custom of the Jews (m) in explicit contrast. This
ambiguity between law and religion is exploited by the MT narrator. The
two laws are considered in further detail in the context of the person of
Darius below.
Another way of looking at the matter is to suggest that the effect
being sought by MT is in fact something akin to a modern day situation
comedy, with its cast of easily recognizable caricatures, a clear
progression of the plot through small segments of action, and carefully
timed entries and exits to comic effect. Misunderstandings arise because
each member of the cast relates to some of the characters but never to
them all. The characters remain ignorant whereas the reader or viewer is
able to build a wider picture and sense possibilities still hidden from
the actors. There is a level of suspense maintained because the narrator
does not confirm those possibilities for the reader except through the
action. Daniel 6 MT can be understood in those terms. We have already
noted in some detail the progress of the action through a series of short
distinct scenes. After the brief introduction each scene contains two of
the three main character groups: Daniel, Darius and the conspirators.
Even the penultimate scene is between Darius and Daniel only (vv 20-24),
in contrast to (5. Only in the final episode (v 25) are the three brought
together, but then Daniel's presence is only by implication. We have
also seen that the narrator allows the action to speak for itself. This
produces a level of suspense particularly when Daniel spends the night
41






As with parody, this kind of dramatic irony is not unique to Daniel.
An oft-treated incident is that involving David's affair with Bathsheba
43
and his subsequent attempts to cover his tracks in 2 Sam 11. That story
also depends for its effect on reader uncertainty about the motivation of
different characters as well as on the limited viewpoint of each of the
actors. There is no explicit input from the narrator apart from the
ominous conclusion that 'the thing that David had done was displeasing in
the eyes of the Lord' (2 Sam 11.27, mm TP! flBBntiX "DTI ITT).
Irony, although not necessarily dramatic irony, has also been noted in
the oracles of the nations of Amos If and the metaphorical language of
Hosea 6.3f.44
The Masoretic Text contains a couple of neat examples of double
entendre in its description of the conspirators' fate which reinforce the
ironic tone of MT. The first is in the description of the plotters with
the idiom for slander that translated literally speaks of those 'who had
eaten pieces' (v 25, vn&y fearT) of Daniel. The second is the use of
to describe the lion's overpowering of the conspirators. This is a
word for sovereignty throughout the Aramaic of Daniel and encapsulates
45
the debate over where sovereignty lies. The link here is with Darius'
final decree which uses the corresponding verbal noun to describe both
the kingdom of Darius and that of God (v 27). In a somewhat macabre way
the proponents of the law of the Medes and Persians discover that law not
only turned against them, but now, in the form of the lions, an
expression of the law of Daniel's God. The double referent is not
present in © as the kingdom of God in v 27 is only in MT plus material.
Moreover in v 25 the Septuagint conveys a literal interpretation of the
43
See the treatments in Sternberg, Poetics, 193ff, Bar-Efrat, 126f, and
Good, Irony, 35f.
44
Good, Irony, 34ff and 41n. While Good also sees the book of Jonah as





idioms. The lions do not 'rule over' but simply 'kill'
(cbrsKTeivav). In contrast Theodotion captures the imagery of MT with
eKupieuaav. In © the men are not those who had 'eaten pieces' of Daniel
but those who 'had born witness against' (KaxapapTupfjaavxeg) him. Thus
the irony is not present to the same degree as in MT.
the building blocks of irony
The building blocks used to create this tone of subversion through
46
irony are absent in ©. The story is less episodic and the distinctions
between scenes blurred, while the more overt narrator anticipates events
and motives for the reader. The play on the words JT1 and ttflH is not
present. We have already seen the Septuagint's difficulty with the latter
term. The motif of m does not occur because the issue of the law of God
is not raised. The © equivalent to MT v 6 is an expansionary explanation
of the upcoming plot. The interest is not so much in the Taw of his
God' (v 6, m) as in its outworking, Daniel 'prayed and pleaded with
the Lord his God three times a day' (v 6, 7rpoaeu%exca xai Seixoa xuptou
xou 0sou auxou xpiQ xqg fipepaq). The sole occurrence of 'the law of the
Medes and Persians' (v 13a) cannot be offset against the law of God. The
hyperbole of MT is not present in the Septuagint which, if it is not
certain how many plotters there are, only has two of them and their
families thrown to the lions. The result is less a story that depends for
its effect on subversive humour as a straightforward moral tale where the
narrator's designs are explicit.
perspectives on prayer
An examination of the vocabulary for prayer in each version throws
further light on the differences in the nature of the narratives as well
as moving the discussion toward the theological concerns of the stories.
It is noticeable that both versions use two types of word to describe
prayer. One type is confessional while the other is more ambiguous and
46
Good, 'Apocalyptic as Comedy', 55, sees the Darius story as one of
subversion from the inside.
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less necessarily descriptive of religious activity. The Masoretic Text
uses the term XU3 in vv 8, 13, and 14 with the object 1SJ3 on two of those
48
occasions. It also occurs in verse 12 but this time in tandem with pn
in the hithpaal form. The other mention of prayer is in v 11 and there
the two words used are the participial forms of X*7S and XT.
A look at the context of the words suggests that this MT variation
in vocabulary comes about by deliberate choice. On each occasion that
XU3 is used on its own (vv 8, 13 and 14) the speakers are the plotting
officials. Vv 8 and 13 speak of the activities forbidden by the king's
decree while the third usage is a description to the king of what the
officials saw Daniel doing. The position of the speakers with respect to
the activity being described, prayer or petition, is of outsiders looking
in. In Biblical Aramaic XSJ3 has the sense of petitioning the king (Dan
2.16 and 49) or God (Dan 2.23) or a heavenly being (Dan 7.16). The rare
Biblical Hebrew equivalent HJJ3 in its meaning of 'to seek, inquire' (Is
21.12) has a prophet as its object. In JPA the verbal noun means
'prayer' whereas the verb usually has a human object. The Theodotionic
translator reflects this with his consistent choice of aixeco, a word that
the Septuagint most often uses to represent the Hebrew This simply
means 'to ask' with no special connection with a prayer context. Hence
the MT narrator has chosen vocabulary that is ambiguous. In the first
place it does not specify that the king has to be divine to be the object
of such petitions, but there is a hint that he could be. At the same
time the satraps and leaders choose a word when they speak which falls
short of being a witness to the fact that Daniel is in contact with his
God, but the suggestion is clear.
This becomes more obvious in v 11, a point in the story when the
scene shifts and the perspective changes. No longer is the reader seeing
things through the eyes of Darius and his pagan advisers but is
47
Miiller, 'Marchen, Legende', 345, explicates this interplay between
public and confessional terminology in chs 3 and 6.
48
The variation in spelling between DSD and XD3 is part of the wider
Aramaic phenomenon of vacillation in spelling for roots originally ending
in V) and X. See Rosenthal, 51. I use XD3 to refer to either variant.
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witnessing a scene directly mediated by the narrator, who tells us that
Daniel goes into his upper chamber to pray. At this point the pair of
verbs and XT in their participial forms (XTOI X^ISD) are employed.
In contrast to Xi)3 both verbs are confessional, particularly the latter.
Its other occurrence in the book of Daniel is in Daniel's hymn of praise
in chapter 2 (2.20-23). Its Hebrew equivalent HT is used in the hiphil
more than 50 times in the Psalms, emphasizing that it had become a word
of ritual worship. It is almost always translated by the Septuagint as
e^opoAoyeco as indeed it is by 8 at this point and by both Greek versions
in ch 2. It is also a Leitwort in the Hymn of the Three Young Men in ch
3. The verb is not quite as well attested. Its only other Biblical
Aramaic occurrence is in Ezra 6.10 where it also has the sense of prayer
to God. There, as with Theodotion here, it is translated 7ipoae\J%opai.
There is no Hebrew equivalent but its Pael form means 'to pray' in
Jerusalem Palestinian Aramaic, and the JPA verbal noun means
'prayer'.
It would appear that the narrator wants the reader to be clear on
the religious nature of Daniel's activity, whereas the plotters in their
speeches link it to the idea of petitioning a human king and leave it
undefined as to whether this implies divinity in the sovereign. There is
another scene which uses prayer vocabulary when the narrator describes
the officials' spying on Daniel at prayer. Here the pairing fjnrrai XM
(v 12) brings together the two perspectives already noted. We have
already seen the sense of XD3 but pn is not quite so flexible in
referent. This hithpaal participle is the only Biblical Aramaic
occurrence of that root, but its Hebrew equivalent in the hithpael theme
has as its object God more often than man. Indeed, the hithpael with the
sense of seeking favour from God is always translated by © as Seopai.
The two verbs in tandem like this reflect the dual perspective in this
central verse in the prayer theme. Daniel 'seeking favour before his
God' (v 12, cii DTp pnrW) is an echo of the narrator's description of
the previous verse, particularly with the repetition of PITTX OTp. At the
same time the use of XSJ3 reflects the way his enemies view him.
The Septuagint also has this divergence in vocabulary, although
variations in the shape of the story make it difficult to chart direct
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correspondence with MT. The difference is encapsulated in v 6 which
contains two pairs of verbs relating to prayer or petition. In the first
part of the verse the words of the royal decree are formulated by the
discontented leaders. There they employ the pair of verbs a^ioco and
su%o(jai probably as an expression equivalent to the Aramaic 1U2 KU3 (MT
vv 8 and 14). Each member of the pair reflects the Semitic construction
of a verb taking its cognate noun as object. The second part of v 6, a (5
plus, is a narratorial description of the plotters' motivation, and a
completely different pair of words is used to give the narrator's, rather
than the plotters', view of Daniel's activity: xpoaeuxexat xai Seixai.
The first pair, with the same Semitic construction, is also to be found
in vv 8 and 13 although in reverse order.
While d^tooo can be used of a petition addressed to God, its object
is often human. The Septuagint most often uses it to reflect the Hebrew
or even XtM. The latter word is ubiquitous while the former has the
primary meaning of 'to leave or abandon'. One of its senses in the
niphal can be that of permission being granted, but even then a context
of dealings with the divine is not required. In © Daniel the object of
a^ioco can be the king, as it is in v 9 (see also for example 2.16 and
49). As far as su%opai is concerned the situation is not so clear. The
Septuagint uses the word in almost equal proportions to translate *1X2 or
111, ' to make a vow', and or -in», 'to pray'. The 'vow' meaning
often takes eo%r|v as its object, or at least understands it. The vow is
most often made to God. This type of understanding is well illustrated
in 1 Esdras 4.43ff. It is not possible to draw any firm conclusions
about the combination of verbs as this particular pairing only occurs in
Septuagintal Greek in this chapter. The combination seems to be intended
to represent XU2, perhaps even as a type of hendiadys. The two words
together result in the same sort of ambiguity as is contained in the
Aramaic XX)2. This is in contrast to Theodotion's use of aixsco (vv 8 and
13) already alluded to which reduces the ambiguity by using a word with a
strongly human referent. In that respect 0 can be said to be
interpretative at this point.
The second pair in v 6, which is part of a narratorial description
of Daniel's religious activities is 7tpoa£iJxexca xal Seixai. The first
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term hardly needs exposition as it inevitably means prayer to God. It is
most common in Daniel in ch 9 where both Greek versions use it or its
related noun to render or the related noun In Ezra 6.10 it
translates the Aramaic tibz, which is probably the verb reflected in this
context. 0 demonstrates this understanding with his translation of
as TtpocreuxopevoQ in v 11. The verb Ssopat is usually but not inevitably
a translation of |3Tt. It usually has the divine as its object. That is
certainly the sense in which 0 understands it in v 12. The Septuagint of
Daniel brings the two terms together in 9.20 with the phrase Ssopevoq iv
xaig 7ipoaeu%aiQ. That suggests that in this pairing with 7rpoa£\j%opai,
Ssopai has the nuance of bringing petitions to God rather than to a human
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figure. The same pair occurs in v 9. These verbs together probably
correspond to MT XTW1 in v 11.
As far as the argument so far is concerned, the words of the decree
in © reflect the same sort of ambivalence as do those of MT, and the
narrator shows the same certainty about the nature of Daniel's prayer
activity when that is described. However, to complete the picture, the
words for prayer in vv 12 and 14 do not reflect so clearly the pattern
discernible in MT. In v 12 where the plotters catch Daniel praying, the
participle su^opevov is used on its own. In this instance © is in direct
parallel with MT, and one word is used to represent two in Aramaic,
jnroi km. We have seen that £u%opai can vary in meaning but usually
has God as object either of a petition or a vow. In the context of this
passage the sense is almost certainly prayer to God although, unlike MT
and 0, the object is not stated. In v 14 a different pairing again is
used, eo^opevov xat Ssopsvov. This is in sharp contrast to the Masoretic
Text which has the more neutral XU3 translated as aixsoo by Theodotion.
The upshot is that the Septuagint recognizes the same kind of
distinctions in the words for prayer or petition as the Masoretic Text.
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Such is the usage detected by Seeligmann, 101, in Isaiah who says
7rpoaso%r| and Setictiq are 'used more or less promiscuously'. The
translator of G Daniel at this point reflects a Septuagintal tradition.
However compare Lacocque, Daniel, 91, who points out that Antiochus used
Seopcu. of intercessions to himself.
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However, apart from the consistency with which the words of the actual
decree are reported, the vocabulary of prayer is not used to the same
extent to distinguish the viewpoint of the narrator from that of the
characters in the story. On the occasions when the praying of Daniel is
reported, the actions and viewpoint of the conspirators is in evidence,
yet the verbs chosen all represent to some degree the confessional stance
of the narrator. This stance is reinforced by the grammatical indicators
chosen to indicate the direction of prayer. In the decree, the words for
prayer always take and or Tiapa (vv 6, 8 and 13) whereas when Daniel's
prayer activity is described its object is either denoted by the genitive
(v 6) or by the idiom toO npoodimov (v 14). Twice there is no object.
These more confessional forms of expression clarify the narrator's own
views on the nature of Daniel's praying. This is all part of the
phenomenon noted earlier of a more visible narrator and is epitomized in
the 6 plus of v 6 as well as its repeated form in v 9. There the
narrator ascribes motives to the leaders while overriding their
perspective with his own point of view.
the divinity of the king
At the same time the evidence from this prayer vocabulary hints at a
different theological perspective between the versions. The Masoretic
Text has chosen words with carefully nuanced meaning which, as well as
portraying perspective, suggest a certain subtlety to the issues at
stake. Appropriately for its Persian setting, the question of the
divinity of the king is not paramount in MT, although it is undeniable
that such a possibility tantalizes the reader of the Masoretic Text.50
The ambiguity of the story on this point could just as well make it a
more general commentary on the tendency for authority figures of every
The contention of Stuart, 171, that 'Parsism taught its votaries to
reverence the king as the symbol or personification of Ormusd...' must be
treated with caution as most of his sources are later Greeks. Walton,
283ff, wonders if the decree was intended to install the king as sole
mediator of his subjects' prayers. He speculates that the decree may
reflect a wider struggle within Zoroastrianism between an orthodox
monotheism and the more eclectic practices of the Magi. See the survey
of Gershevitch, 14ff.
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age to take upon themselves as much importance as people are willing to
ascribe to them.51 That tendency partly feeds the satire of this story,
which is less an issue of divinity and more a question of where Daniel's
52
loyalties lie. In other terms, whose m ('law') has the first claim?
This is reflected in the wording of the king's decree which does not
outlaw prayer to 'any god' but to 'any god or man' (v 8 and 13,
itfJK") rfor2^).53 The following as it does the verb KM reinforces the
point that it does not matter whether Darius is human or divine but it
does matter who is being petitioned, whose law is being obeyed. The
issue of whether or not the king was divine is certainly present but it
functions as a backdrop to the story.
The matter is more clear cut in ©. Prayer is prohibited to 'any
god' (vv 6 and 13, ano / napa navxoq Qeov). There is no modifying ttfJKI
in any of the accounts of the content of the decree (vv 6, 8 and 13)
which immediately suggests that something else is at stake. The focus is
on the status of the one petitioned rather than the motivation of the
petitioner. The issue of whether or not the king is divine moves into
the foreground. V 14 is a moment of decision in both stories and the
process is in evidence there. MT uses the same word as the edict uses to
depict Daniel's action, KM. Thereby the matter at stake is the sage's
obedience or otherwise to the decree. The Masoretic Text does not even
specify at this point the object of Daniel's petitions. In contrast to
this the Septuagint by its choice of the pair eu^opsvov kcu Seopevov
portrays the issue as one related to divinity. © even specifies that
Daniel is praying and petitioning 'the face of his God' (xou npooconov xou
51For variations on this view see Fewell, 147, Goldingay, 'The Stories in
Daniel', 100, and Slotki, 48. Contrast this with Hammer, 69, and
Montgomery, Daniel, 270, who sees an anachronistic reference to the times
of Antiochus Epiphanes. Josephus avoids the issue of kingly divinity by
saying the decree forbade petitions 'either to him (the king) or to gods'
(Antiquities, X.253, ppx' auxcp xiq ppxe xoiq Bsoiq).
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Boogaart, 109, detects a Sitz im Leben of a king demanding loyalty from
his vassals.
53
Contrast Montgomery, Daniel, 270, who sees no further significance in
this phrase than as an example of hyperbole such as that found in Jon
3.8.
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8eou auxou), although too much should not be made of that particular
difference with MT as there is no clear pattern in the way © uses that or
similar expressions in the present chapter. This relates to the paucity
of reference to the law of the Medes and the Persians in ©, a point which
is discussed more fully elsewhere.
As a footnote to this section, it must be acknowledged that the
Septuagint, like MT, employs an ambiguous word order to describe the
decree: '...from any god for thirty days except from you, 0 King' (v 13,
7tapa rtavxoQ 9eoC sooq fipspoov xpuxtcovxa aXka napct aou pacnAeO). It could
be argued that the intervention of eooq ppspcov xpiaKovxa between 'any god'
and 'except from you' leaves it unclear whether the king is to be thought
of primarily as a god or as one being petitioned. The equivalent phrase
in v 6 employs the third rather than the second person but has the same
word order. However, the consistency with which the words of the king's
edict in © equates with those in MT suggests the word order here simply
reflects the Old Greek's Vorlage, and that the real points of
significance are to be found where the two versions differ, as they do
over the object of the prayers and petitions.
Darius and his encyclical
The goal of both versions, if not the denouement of the story, is
Darius' encyclical at the end of the chapter. If it is true that the
theological issues can be differentiated in the way just outlined, then
we could expect this to show through in the treatment by each version of
the figure of King Darius at the end of the chapter. The focus of his
letter is similar on most points. Everybody is required to worship the
God of Daniel. This God's general attributes are set out for the benefit
of the populace and his particular activity in rescuing Daniel is
mentioned.
A crucial difference is in the stance adopted by Darius himself
towards these events. The Septuagint Darius makes a personal commitment
to the God of Daniel at v 28 (eym Aapeioq saopai auxcp npoaxuvcov...).
Because the usurpation of divine functions by the human is more central
for the Septuagint, the response from a chastened Darius must be an
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ascription of divinity in the right quarter. Darius provides such a
response with his promise to 'serve' God all his days. The distinction
between the two participles Aaxpeuovxeq (v 27) and 5ouA,eucov (v 28) both
meaning 'serving' is not immediately clear. Darius calls his people to
do the former and promises to do the latter himself. Aaxpeuoo is a word
almost exclusively used in the context of service of God or gods, while
SouA.auoo, also used to translate has a wider range of meaning. MT
and 8 are not able to help distinguish the meanings here as their content
is different from the Septuagint.
It could be a matter of style that the © translator has opted for
variety and chosen a pair of synonyms, but the tenor of the rest of this
confession makes it likely that a particular section of the semantic
field of SouXeuoo is intended and that it has not been used randomly.
That assumption, if it is correct, puts us in touch with a tradition that
uses SouAsuco when the context is God's delegation of authority to a
gentile king so that he might be 'served' by the people of Israel. The
Hebrew uses 12S3 in both contexts, but the Septuagint seems to distinguish
between issues of divine allegiance for the people and issues of
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authority for kings. The distinction is neatly illustrated by Judges
3.7f where the people 'served' CnSSPI translated by sAaxpeuaav) Baal,
and God punished them by giving them over to King Cushan-risathaim whom
they 'served' CnSSPl translated as eSouXsuoav). Earlier in the chapter
(vv 17 and 21) Darius speaks of the God whom Daniel serves and the word
used is Xaxpeuoo. Both times it translates n^S, which describes in 3.17
and 28/95 the service of the three young men to their God. Here too the
translation is Aaxpsuco by both © and 8 in 3.28/95, although the
Septuagint prefers cpof3sopai in 3.17.
A further dimension to the distinction may be that Xaxpeuco is a word
particularly associated with cultic matters. When it occurs in
conjunction with tcpoctkuvsco, as it does in v 27 and ch 3 and frequently in
the Pentateuch (for example Ex 20.5 and 23.24; Dt 4.19, 5.9, 8.19, 11.16,
54
Another word used in Greek to render T2U is spya^opai, which is probably
closest to the full semantic range of TJB. See for example Jer 22.13;
27/34.6; 30/37.8f; 34/41.14 and 18.
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17.3 and 30.17), the context is cultic worship. This is supremely
illustrated in Ex 20.5 where veneration of images is prohibited. In
Daniel 6 and 3 the word is used to describe the heroes' ritual activity.
Even when Nebuchadnezzar promises to 'serve' (4.37a, A.axpsuco), it could
be argued that the context is cultic as later in the same verse he speaks
of making sacrifices. On the other hand SouXsuco rarely occurs with
TtpoCTKUvew in Septuagintal Greek (Gen 27.29; 3 Ki 9.6; Ps 71.11; Jer 13.10
and 25.6), and when it does the context has more to do with allegiance of
the heart than direction of cultic ritual.
Nebuchadnezzar was also one whom God had appointed to be served (Jer
34.6, sScokcx xpv ypv. . . SoiAeueiv auxcp) by his people as well as by the
earth.55 This tradition lurks in the shadows of the tree in © ch 4. Part
of Daniel's allegorical interpretation of the great tree was that the
creatures sheltered by it represented the nations serving Nebuchadnezzar
(4.21, cd yoopai aoi SouAeuouai). Later on the message of the angel to
the king is that he should serve the God of heaven (4.34, 5ouXsuctov xcp
8ecp xou oupavou). The one being served had to become the servant. If
Darius is being thought of in the light of such a tradition, this helps
to explain the choice of 5ouA.suco and suggests at the very least that ©
puts Darius in good company.
The Septuagint may also reflect the tradition found in 1 Esdras 4
about Zerubbabel and Darius. In this tradition Zerubbabel is the
successor to Daniel at the Persian court and helps Darius to play a
significant role in facilitating the return of Jews to Jerusalem. A link
in administrative terminology is seen at 1 Esd 4.47 when the king writes
a letter to 'treasurers and governors and prefects and satraps'
(oiKovopouQ Kcd xortdpyaq Kcd axpaxriyouq xai aaxparcac;). The list is very
close to that of MT v 8 ('prefects and satraps, courtiers and governors')
which Theodotion translates axpaxriyoi kou aazpanai, (maxoi xai. xo7tdpyai..
55Humphreys, 212, notes the importance of the Jeremiah tradition of
Nebuchadnezzar in the diaspora world. This phrase is a textual crux as ©
does not represent exactly the MT "HSU. For a full discussion see Tov,
'Exegetical Notes', 84, Lemke, 48, and McKane, 100.
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the personalizing of Darius
The interest of (5 in the person of Darius in vv 26ff is in contrast
to the Masoretic Text. This is further illustrated at v 29. MT switches
the focus immediately back to Daniel and displays no further personal
interest in the king, whereas the Septuagint in a highly suggestive
phrase tells us that King Darius 'was gathered to his people' (v 29,
7rpoasTS0r| rcpoq to yevog auxoO). Any Jewish reader of these words must
have been aware of the history of the phrase in ©. Used in the sense
here the verb always translates and either yevog or Xaoq is used to
represent DP, or Ttaxrip to represent the Hebrew variation in the formula.
It is always used of one of the chosen people generally approved of by
the biblical account. In the historical books the patriarchs (along with
Ishmael), Moses and Josiah are all gathered to their people (for example
Gen 25.8, 35.29 and 49.29; Dt 32.50). In later tradition Judith's
husband Manasses, Mattathias and Jonathan the high priest are gathered to
their people (Ju 16.22, 1 Mac 2.69 and 14.30). A portmanteau phrase
probably intended to reflect approval is used of Achior the Ammonite who
is 'gathered into the house of Israel' (Ju 14.10, 7rpoaexe0r| siq xov oikov
IapapA). This is the closest a gentile comes to such a reward in the
Septuagint tradition. Significantly a whole generation are gathered to
their fathers in Judges 2.10 because they 'served the Lord' (Jud 2.7,
eSouA.euCTev...x^ xuptcp). Darius too promised that he would be serving (v
28, 5ouA.e\jcov). It is not certain and not crucial to the point being made
whether the © narrator envisaged Darius as an honorary Israelite or
simply intended to convey a sense of high regard for the king. Either
way a note of approval is struck and the epitaph suggests a comprehensive
conversion to the God of Israel on the part of the monarch.
This approval is foreshadowed in the first verse of the Septuagint
version of the story, as opposed to MT, where another ancient formula is
used to describe the gentile king. The phrase 'full of days' (v 1,
7rA."npriq tgov fipepSv) elsewhere in the Greek Old Testament always represents
the Hebrew SJ250. It describes Abraham, Isaac, David, Solomon,
Jehoiada and Job and nobody else. In Genesis (25.8 and 35.29) it is used
in conjunction with 'gathered to his people', and twice (Gen 25.8 and 1
Chr 29.28) the phrase ev yppei is also nearby. By bracketing the story
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of Daniel in the lion's den with such evocative descriptions of Darius,
the narrator places his conversion to the God of Israel as a central
theme in the story.
In contrast to ©, the Masoretic Text does not develop Darius as
fully as it succeeds in doing with Belshazzar. He begins and ends the
story in close relationship to Daniel and changes little during the
course of the narrative. His ordinance at the end is an important
development for the theme of the two laws but he himself is little
touched by events.56 This highlights another difference between the
versions at vv 27f. MT uses kingdom and law language that is not present
in ©. The phrase 'I have set up an ordinance...' (v 27, DUO ETtP
recalls the decree that Darius set up earlier, although the vocabulary is
not identical. At the same time, the idiom DUO...CP® echoes the central
moment in v 14 where the crime of Daniel was that he 'did not pay regard
to' (□lK9...0S?"Xi7) the king. The MT also speaks of 'his (God's) kingdom'
(v 27, nrnn^) in contrast to 'my (Darius') kingdom' (v 27, TfD^Q).57
In fact the distinction between the versions occurs much earlier
when the plotters begin their work. In the © plus material of v 6, where
their motivation is revealed, the trap is to be found in the fact that
Daniel prays to 'his God' three times a day. In MT the satraps and
leaders are explicit that their complaint against Daniel must be found
'in the law of his God' (nrbx rra). The terms are set right at the
beginning. The effect of all this is to see Darius' declaration in terms
of the theme of the two laws (m), God's law or the law of the Medes and
the Persians. The final encyclical is less personal and more of an
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expression of submission by one kingdom to another. There is a
corresponding loss of interest in the person of the king.
56Slotki, 55, considers that 'The narrative of the chapter is intended to
teach a lesson not to the king, but to his heathen subjects'.
57
For Levinger, 394, this aspect of MT makes the story of Daniel 6 'a
model of a fighting national literature'.
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Young, Daniel, 139, puts it another way when he detects that 'Darius
does not rise above his polytheistic background'. Compare Towner,
Daniel, 90, who speaks of the king's 'confession' in MT.
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the king and Daniel
The matter of the character of the king can be taken a little
further. There is a strange difference between the versions over the
description of Daniel in v 14, which we note is central to the struggle
for loyalty. As in previous chapters in the book of Daniel, a reminder
is given by MT of the origins of Daniel as a Jewish exile (v 14,
...Km^J ">32 p). Those are the terms in which his enemies describe him
here. This highlights the struggle between the law represented by the
Judean and the Law of the Medes and the Persians. Strangely the
Septuagint narrative simply describes Daniel in the words of the
conspirators as 'your friend' (v 14, xov cpiA-ov ctou). With this
terminology the aspect of a contest between rival D~I is not present and
the issue is a much more personal one.
The phrase cpiXov ctou functions at more than one level. It describes
an existing relationship with Daniel thus reinforcing the positive view
of Darius foreshadowed in the first verse and brought to fruition at the
end. It also introduces a tone of irony into the narrative which
reflects on both the motivation of the plotters and the quandary of
Darius. As far as the two leaders are concerned the issue is a personal
one and their choice of words reflects badly on them. In the process a
gap is allowed into the © narrative, unusually for a narrator who
normally leaves little to the imagination of the reader. After Darius
has foolishly reiterated his commitment to do what his officials tell him
(v 13) the plotters simply state what they have found in Daniel. Their
description of Daniel to the king as 'your friend' is an effective
although unintended portrayal of their own feelings at this point.
the character of Daniel
A marked feature of the narrative, especially in the Masoretic Text,
is the silence maintained by Daniel right up to the climactic
conversation and events on the morning of his release. In forming a
picture of Daniel the reader is entirely dependent on the information of
the narrator, who focuses on his competence and honesty and his adherence
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to the law (fH) of his God. The first time he speaks, the suspense of
Darius' sleepless night is broken as Daniel witnesses to the angel's work
on his behalf and declares his innocence (v 23). Yet despite his silence
Daniel functions as the focal point for the question of the two laws
against which others are judged.
The character of Daniel is treated in a similar manner by the
Septuagint although as we have seen he functions more as the embodiment
of the question facing Darius of service or disobedience to God. Perhaps
because of that particular role the silence of Daniel is not so complete.
He breaks into speech at the same point in the story, but when he does he
carries on to point an accusing finger at Darius and those who led him
astray. As well as illustrating his role as judge, another effect of
this extra speech containing the singular 'you cast' (v 23, sppiyaq) is
to implicate Darius in the crime against Daniel and his God. This makes
the whole issue more personal and prepares the way for the king's
subsequent confession.
idols
A further clue to the interests of the Septuagint version is found
in the problematic reference to 'idols made by hands' (v 28, Ei5a>A,a xa
%etponoLT]Ta). There does not seem to be any need to refer to idols as
they have not been an issue in this story. The connective yap does not
follow from what immediately precedes it nor from the content of the
story as a whole. The phrase has no equivalent in MT, but what follows,
Tike the God of Daniel has redeemed Daniel' (<5jq iXvTpcooaro...) probably
equates to MT. The note about idols seems like an interpolation on the
part of the translator. While the logical links may not be obvious, the
connective a)q provides a clue that in the mind of the translator the
comparison is encapsulated in the words 'cannot save' (ou Suvavxai amaai)
and Tike (God)... has redeemed' (ax; sAuxpcoaaxo). The contrast is
heightened by the word order which juxtaposes them. The translator
betrays his continuing interest in the issue of idolatry with this
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insertion. This is a more explicit manifestation of the concern for
cultic purity discernible behind the © choice of vocabulary discussed
, 60
above.
the trial of Daniel
Other differences in the two stories come to light in a comparison
of the trial undergone by Daniel. In this connection the Septuagint
clarifies some matters that remain unclear in MT. In the Aramaic telling
of events the behaviour of the king after the committal of Daniel to the
lions' pit, and Daniel's first words to him in the morning are puzzling.
Why was he so desperate to see the dawn? MT hints at its importance with
a double reference to first thing in the morning (v 20, lOSISSfa and
XTI5J2). What thoughts lay behind the king's first words uttered on
arrival at the pit? To the modern reader it seems strange to carry on a
conversation with a man in a lions' pit when we would have expected
rescue to be the first priority. The king's subsequent actions make it
clear that for some reason he is entitled to rescue Daniel at this point
despite the law of the Medes and the Persians. Daniel's reply is also
strange, particularly his concern to claim innocence before the king (v
23, rrnu *po...ra). He seems to draw a deliberate link not
only between his rescue from the lions and his innocence before God but
also between his rescue and the fact that he has done no 'harm' (v 23,
n9nn) to the king. This latter aspect is left hanging by MT, the
significance of which we come to later. The thought occurs that some
type of trial by ordeal of specific duration is taking place.61
There is little in the way of contemporary source material against
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Seeligmann, 100, notes a similar polemic against idol worship in ©
Isaiah. The references in Is 1.29, 27.9, 37.19, 41.28 and 57.5 are all
interpretations rather than literal translations of MT.
60See the discussion on 'idol parodies' in Wills, 132.
61Cassin, 142, refers to an 'ordalie' as part of her thesis on Daniel 6,
but does not develop the idea. See also the allusion of Schmidt, 2, to
'The ordeal has been successful...'. Boogaart, 110, also sees a test of
God's sovereignty 'according to the condition of the trial by ordeal'.
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which to check this notion, and certainly nothing that links a night in
the lion pit to a legal procedure. There is plenty of evidence for a
river ordeal in earlier Babylonian and Assyrian inscriptions and
something as late as 1200 BCE which alludes to an ordeal, but not much
62
from the period in question here. There is however one set of late
Babylonian inscriptions published and translated by Lambert and which he
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takes to be from Nebuchadnezzar. Although there is nothing about lions,
on one column there is talk of a river ordeal in terms strongly
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reminiscent of this chapter. There is the same interest in time as it
is a 'judgement by night'; there is the same collection of important
figures in the early morning seen in the words, 'When dawn shone prince,
regent and troops, gathering as the king had commanded...'; and there is
the same concern for proof of innocence as the gathered dignitaries are
there 'to behold justice...'. There is some ambiguity in that despite
the phrase 'judgement by night' the actual ordeal seems to take place in
the morning. It must also be granted that a river ordeal is quite
another thing from a lion pit. Nevertheless similar procedures and
expectations seem to surround them and suggest that there is something of
the ordeal, in the technical sense, behind our story.
That such is the case is made more likely by an examination of some
details in the Septuagint account. Firstly there is the group who go
with the king to seal the lion pit against any outside interference.
They are the same group at the feast of Belshazzar, the peyicrraveQ (v 18,
pn-in-i in MT). These 'nobles' do not appear at any other point in ch 6.
The groups that Darius deals with elsewhere are either the satraps or
Daniel's fellow leaders. In ©, as we have seen, it tends to be the two
leaders while in MT the satraps and their leaders work together. In
neither version is there any other reference to the group of officials in
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Driver and Miles, 87ff and 390ff, for example, note the use of the
ordeal for sexual and other unproved matters. See also the discussion of




Lambert, 9. Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar, 100, links Daniel's ordeal with
the late Babylonian river ordeal.
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v 18. Cassin believes this to be a defined group distinct from the
others in the story. She sees them as members of the king's entourage
who are called in as legal witnesses at this point to take part in 'un
acte de formalisme juridique'.65 Such a view fits in with the link to ch
5 that this group provides. The group at Belshazzar's feast would have
been members of the central court as here, rather than those responsible
for the administration of outlying areas appointed by Darius.
Both versions include the detail that the king strove 'until the
setting of the sun' (v 15, 1SJ and sooq Suapcov fiAiou) implying
that that was the time when the trial should begin. The Septuagint adds
two notes that are not in the Aramaic. The first is the parting shot
from the king that Daniel should 'Have courage till morning' (v 17, ecoq
Trpooi. Bappsi). This makes explicit that the trial has a time limit and is
an absurd remark unless the king has some sort of expectation that Daniel
could survive until morning.66 It may just have been a hope of last
resort that if he survived by some miracle he could be released, but the
remark seems more definite than that. The second difference in the
Septuagint is the detail that Darius after his sleepless night arose and
'received the satraps' (v 20, Trape^ape pse' eauxou touq aaxpaTraq) before
they all went together to the lion pit (v 20). It seems that the satraps
fulfill some sort of legal function, equivalent to that of the group who
applied their signet rings to the stone the night before. Perhaps they
are witnesses to the end of the trial or ordeal of Daniel. A problem
with this latter detail is that it is not the same group who witnessed
the sealing of the pit. If there is any weight to the argument that the
witnesses are a different group of court officials, it is strange that
the account reverts to the protagonists, the satraps, at this point. It
could of course simply illustrate the uncertainty of the translator over
Persian administrative terms, as I suggested above in another context.
65Cassin, 141
66See again Miiller, 'Marchen, Legende', 345, who senses in MT also an
interaction between a human event and divine intervention. He speaks of
an event 'ubernaturliche und zugleich handfest-dingliche'.
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In general terms, the possibility that an identifiable legal
procedure lies behind the story of Daniel in the lions' pit is a helpful
one. It may well tell us something about the Sitz im Leben behind the
tradition of Daniel in the lion pit without necessarily clarifying
questions of the priority of versions. Ch 4 provides a parallel to this
situation in that each version gives a different picture of the period
spent in exile by Nebuchadnezzar, but the two accounts together suggest
some sort of common source for the stories.
literary merit in the Septuagint
A different form of narrative and different concerns from MT on the
part of the Septuagint does not imply that this © chapter is without
literary merit. The same sort of storytelling touches that were
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noticeable in ch 4 are here also. Where problems in the narrative form
do occur, the reasons are as likely to be compositional as literary. An
example of the storyteller at work is the trace of irony about Darius'
bold declaration that 'the word is accurate and the injunction remains'
(v 13, Akpi(3t]q o ^.oyoq xai. psvei o opujpoq). The words and syntax strike
a resonance with the declaration by the angel to Nebuchadnezzar that 'my
word is accurate and your time is fulfilled' (4.27, dtcpipfiq yap pou o
Xoyoq xai nXqpriQ o ypovoq aou), and reflect badly on Darius' bravado at
this moment. It also explicates the issue of sovereignty which we saw
earlier is not entirely absent from © ch 6.
The penultimate sentence of the Septuagint account contains a piece
of parallelism that provides a nice summary of the concerns of the story:
'And King Darius was gathered to his people, and Daniel was set up in the
kingdom of Darius'. Apart from the coincidence of syntax, the
effectiveness of the summary is heightened by the assonance of the two
verbs 7tpoasT£0r| and KaTsaxdeq balanced against each other.
67
Montgomery, Daniel, 280, acknowledges 'some lively touches, which are
characteristic of ©'s genius...'.
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narrative links with Daniel 4 and 5
A number of links with chapters previously studied have been alluded
to in the course of the present discussion. However there are still
further links to be drawn out. This is undertaken with the proviso that
the discussion is incomplete at this stage because, on most analyses, the
story with the closest relationship to Daniel in the lion pit is the
story of the three young men in ch 3. A discussion of the connections
between chs 3 and 6 will take place after my treatment of ch 3.
Several of the differences in narrative technique in Daniel 6 have
already been identified in Dan 4 and 5. The MT narrator seldom admits
the reader into his omniscience but leaves him to discern the
significance of the action or words of the characters. Manipulation of
perspective is undertaken to good effect. We have seen all this in the
story of Darius and Daniel in the lion pit as well. However the present
chapter does not display the same concern for character development as do
the previous two. This is a function of the difference between a
conflict and a contest. In a court conflict the main character begins
and ends in a position of prominence and relationships between characters
remain static.
In contrast the Septuagint narrator in 4 and 5 as well as here
guides the reader by sharing his omniscience rather than manipulation of
perspective and repetition. A prominent result of that narratorial
stance in ch 6 is the attribution of motive to the different characters.
That same effect was observable where the monarchs were concerned in the
previous chapters studied, but it is applied here on a wider scale, right
down to the explanation of why the stone over the pit has to be sealed.
thematic links with Daniel 4 and 5
A comparison of © with MT in chapter 6 reveals several themes that
were also detected in earlier chapters. The issues are presented in
terms of personal choices facing the monarch. Belshazzar is condemned
for his personal sin rather than a public stance. Nebuchadnezzar's dream
of the tree is understood as an allegory of that king's reign rather than
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a parable on the sovereignty of kings. Darius' final acknowledgement of
God is couched in terms of a personal confession rather than a choice
between two kingdoms. The translator of 6 continues the polemic against
idol worship that was a central theme in both versions of ch 5 despite
the fact that the choice facing Darius had nothing to do with idols.
This theme is the obverse side of the concern for cultic purity that may
be detected in ch 4 where Nebuchadnezzar is condemned for his desecration
of the Israelite cult. Just as Nebuchadnezzar responded in cultic terms
by promising to make sacrifices, so Darius makes a more personal
confession in (5 than he does in MT. Belshazzar never gets the chance to
make any sort of confession. The result for both chs 4 and 6 is that the
Septuagint emerges as less universalist in its attitude towards the
monarchs and more concerned for the purity of the God of Israel. That
theme is present strongly in both accounts of ch 5 so the difference
between the versions is not manifest in that chapter.
Inherent in the different suggestions about Daniel's position at
court are different links to the preceding chapters. The MT story, as a
court conflict, opens with the hero already in a position of influence
and moves on to develop a threat to that position from within the court.
In verse 3 Daniel is one of three leaders already in power. The king
'set up' (v 2, the 120 satraps, but the leaders may already have
been in existence. This is suggested by the wording 'and over them were
three leaders' (v 3, arbri p-10 pn» vbv\), of whom Daniel was one.68
The conclusion to the story is that Daniel 'prospered' (v 29,
during the reigns of Darius and Cyrus. The haphel form in Aramaic does
not require the sense of being promoted or caused to prosper, and the
participle suggests continuity.69 The picture of Daniel is that he
continues in a position already attained in previously charted contests.
Chapters 4 and 5 are at ease with the picture of a Daniel moving in the
secular life of the court.
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Delcor, Daniel, 135, describes him as 'super-satrape', a neat solution
to the problem of how exactly to translate T®.
69See Rosenthal, 55, on the participle. He considers, 42, that the haphel
is usually causative, but consultation of BDB and Jastrow suggests that
is not a necessary or usual sense for the haphel of rfot.
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The Septuagint does not contain those contests in chs 4 and 5. As
we have seen (5 ch 5 avoids the question of Daniel's courtly position
while ch 4 plays down its significance. In ch 6 Daniel is clearly a
figure at court. The story depends on him holding that position, but it
is not assumed from the beginning. When Darius promotes his 127 satraps
he also sets aside (v 3) three men of whom Daniel was one, and
subsequently in a section of plus material decides 'to set up' (v 4,
KaxaaTfjaai) or promote the sage further. The summary in v 29 states that
Daniel 'was set up' (v 29, KaxecrrdGri), the same word used of the 127
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satraps in v 2. This is a word more appropriate to the conclusion of a
contest than the successful outcome of a conflict depicted by in MT.
It is the same word used to describe God's promotion of Nebuchadnezzar's
usurper (4.31). The resulting introduction of a contest is appropriate
to a story which has not recognized the contests that MT assumes.
literary links with Daniel 4 and 5
We noted previously that the MT version of ch 5 relied strongly on
its preceding story of Nebuchadnezzar's tree and the positive traditions
about his reign for its effect. On the other hand, a court contest was
not one of G's concerns and there was little in the way of linking
between chs 4 and 5. Despite that independence, the present story in the
Septuagint shows traces of some literary links with both stories or at
least with the tradition that produced their translation. The circular
letter containing the king's confession in vv 26ff is a case in point.
Darius' letter is addressed 'to the nations and regions and tongues' (v
26, xoiq eGveai xai yoopau; xal yXcoaaaiQ) just as is Nebuchadnezzar's in ©
4.37b. This contrasts with the Theodotionic rendering of the Aramaic as
A.aoiQ, cpuAaiq, yA,coaaaiQ both here and at 3.31/4.1, the MT equivalent of
one of Nebuchadnezzar's confessions in the Septuagint. Similarly Darius
in © acknowledges the God who endures 'from generation to generation' (v
27, eiQ yeveaq ysvscov) while Nebuchadnezzar uses almost the same phrase
(4.37c, a7To yevecov eiq ysveaq). This is distinct from the 0 translation
70
Charles, Daniel, 151, recognizes this distinction between the versions.
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of TTI "n-D» (MT 3.33) as eiq yeveav Kai yeveav (9 4.3). Darius also
speaks of the God who 'has redeemed' Daniel (v 28, eAuxpoixjaxo), which
places the © reader in mind of Nebuchadnezzar's 'time of redemption'
(4.34, d7ro?a;TpcoCTeco<;). Neither instance is represented in MT. Further
links with © ch 4 have already been explored in the section that
considers the servanthood of Darius.
As far as ch 5 goes, the additional polemic against idols in © has
already been noted. There is also a common vocabulary for court figures
that seems to operate between the chapters. We have seen that Daniel is
referred to as the king's 'friend' (cpiAov) in 6.14 by his fellow
courtiers. In the previous chapter the same word is used, this time by
Daniel, as a synonym for 'nobles' (5.23). In neither place is there an
equivalent to this usage in MT. It seems to represent those who occupy
some sort of position in the central administration and are close to the
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king. It signifies the distinction in stance between the two stories in
the Septuagint that in one Daniel condemns the king's friends and in the
other he is described as such himself. The word seems to be equivalent
to peyiaxaveq (5.23 and 6.18) or its Aramaic equivalent in both places,
pa-im, and is common to both chapters.
The significance of these echoes should not be overdrawn, however.
There are signs that the links between the Septuagint chapters are not
clear cut. There are aspects of Nebuchadnezzar's confession that are not
present in the shorter statement of Darius. For example the earlier king
spoke of 'trembling from fear of him' (4.37a, and too cpo(k)u auxou xpopoq)
in a block of © plus material. That concept has not been included in the
© confession by Darius, but it is a phrase picked up in MT, where the
king orders that his subjects will 'tremble and be afraid' (v 27,
translated by 0 as xpepovxaq xai, cpopoupevoq). The same
phrase also occurs at MT 5.19, this time in MT plus material identically
71
Theodotion shows a more literal rendering in that it preserves the
sequence of elements found in Aramaic. See Barr, Typology of Literalism,
296.
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See again Cassin, 141
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phrased in Aramaic and almost identically in Greek by 9. In neither
place is it represented in the Septuagint. Likewise the 'signs and
wonders' of both MT and © in chapter 4 also occur in MT v 28
(prom but are not present in ©. It seems that there was some
cross fertilization going on between the traditions, and lines cannot be
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drawn too firmly. It needs to be acknowledged that there are themes and
interests running between the stories, and probably an awareness of one
by the other, yet the sort of clear literary dependence that can be
discerned between the MT stories is more difficult to chart in ©.
conclusion
As with the previous two chapters studied, there is much that these
two accounts of Darius and Daniel in the lion pit have in common. Both
stories depict a Near Eastern monarch who is fooled into taking to
himself functions that belong to God alone. In both this results in a
test of faith for Daniel, whose God delivers him from the power of the
lions, and by implication from the hand of the king and those conspiring
against him. This results in judgement on those who sought to bring
Daniel down, but Darius is preserved to acknowledge publicly the
sovereignty of Daniel's God.
As also with previous studies, there are differences in the manner
in which the story is told. The narrator provides more clues of his
intention in ©, where MT requires his reader to draw conclusions from the
words and actions. This is seen in the way perspective is manipulated,
motives of characters dealt with, and the story anticipated by the
respective storytellers. Irony and suspense are central to the
functioning of the MT narrative, where © is a more straightforward moral
tale although not without its ironic aspects. The Septuagint takes a
closer interest in the person of Darius. Daniel remains largely a
silent, aloof figure perceived through the eyes of others in both
versions, although when he finally does speak his role as a
representative of judgement is more explicit in ©.
73Bruce, 'Oldest Greek Version', 37
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The differences in the way the story is told reflect different
concerns on the part of the versions. The Masoretic Text centres the
conflict on the two laws so the climax of the story is a further
ordinance, which admits the superiority of the law of God over the law of
the Medes and the Persians. The Septuagint centres the conflict more
around the arrogation of divine powers to himself by Darius.
Consequently the climax of ©'s story is a confession of submission by
Darius to the God whom he had been tricked into trying to usurp.
These differences in both narrative technique and theological
concern broadly continue the differences that have already been discerned
in chs 4 and 5, and in that respect neither version of the story can be
said to stand alone. As exceptions to that, Daniel plays a more positive
courtly role in this chapter than G has previously allowed him, and the
attitude towards the king is more positive than was the case with
Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar. Both these exceptions reflect an
admission of the court contest on the part of © that has previously been
absent. There is a greater interplay in © between this story and those
of chs 4 and 5, than we saw between chs 4 and 5. However the





The Masoretic Text and Septuagint versions of Daniel 3 are both more
alike and more different from one another than in chs 4-6. The Additions
excepted, the Septuagint appears to spring from a Vorlage closer to MT
than has been the case so far, and as a result the story is almost the
same in the ordering of events and characters. Shadrach, Meshach and
Abednego defy the king's order to worship a golden image, and are thrust
into the fiery furnace as punishment after some Chaldeans draw the king's
attention to their defiance. In the process those deputed to carry out
the execution are themselves killed by the flames. Nebuchadnezzar
witnesses their deliverance by some sort of heavenly intervention and
responds in acknowledgment of the God of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego
by issuing a second decree. This time he commands his subjects to
worship the God of his Jewish subjects.
The major difference between the two accounts lies in the Additions
and an examination of them is my first priority in a literary comparison
of the Aramaic and Greek versions of Daniel 3.1 Although the main focus
is on the Masoretic Text and Septuagint versions, a feature of the
present chapter is that Theodotion also includes the Additions and has a
little more in common with the Septuagint of ch 3 than elsewhere in
Daniel. Consequently 6 ch 3 receives fuller treatment in the survey in
Appendix One, the contents of which should be noted in conjunction with
The Greek material between MT vv 23 and 24 is conventionally called the
Additions. I use that term for convenience, although I will show in the
course of my argument that the material is probably 'inserted' and so it
is not inappropriate to speak of it as additional.
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the discussion that follows. In treating the Prayer of Azariah, the Song
of the Three and the narrative material linked to them, I do not propose
2
to deal with them as discrete literary units. Their survival in
religious tradition speaks for the quality of the compositions. Instead
I will consider whether the material is inserted in or original to the
context in which we now find it, before looking at its effect on the
narrative of ch 3 and on its theological or polemical concerns.
It will be seen that the issues so raised also pertain to other
smaller narrative differences between MT and the Septuagint. A
discussion of differences in narrative shape and perspective leads into a
look at the repetition of lists and phrases particularly by the Masoretic
Text, and the effect on the narrative when © summarizes lists or
abbreviates formulae. The resultant difference means that the versions
use different means to convey narrative perspective. It is also a
contributing factor to a significantly different setting for each version
of the story. A brief note on two literary devices used by the Aramaic
will constitute the final part of the consideration of the narrative.
This will lead into an examination of theological differences, which
again links back to the earlier discussion of the Additions and focuses
primarily on the problematical vv 16-18. The major issues of monotheism,
idolatry, the nature of kingship, wisdom and angelology all recur, and
the Septuagint's polemical concerns on these matters are consistent with
what has already been seen.
The final section will examine the links between this chapter and
the previous ones studied, 4-6. This builds particularly on the work
done for ch 6 and discovers that genre is not the only aspect that chs 3
and 6 have in common in MT. While there are links with chs 4 and 5 also,
the strongest ties are with the story of Daniel in the lion pit. In
contrast © ch 3 seems to form a pair with ch 4 in a manner appropriate to
the chapter order witnessed in P967 (1-4, 7-8, 5-6, 9-12). This has
interesting connotations for the way the versions diverge in their
treatment of Nebuchadnezzar, especially when other royal confessions in
2
For examples of such treatments see Moore, Daubney, or Gilbert, 'La
Priere d'Azarias'.
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Daniel are taken into account.
the Additions: narrative insertions?
Most of the issues of this chapter are brought to the surface in a
discussion of the Greek Additions. In particular the question of whether
or not they may be properly described as insertions in the Masoretic Text
provides us with a useful starting point. It has been suggested that
there is a problem with the flow of the MT narrative in vv 23f. Verse 23
seems to be redundant to the action and v 24 follows on too quickly from
what has preceded it. It appears that there is something missing in the
3
story between vv 23 and 24. Still others go on to wonder if perhaps the
prose interlude between the Prayer of Azariah and the Song of the Three
4
(vv 46-51) represents that missing part of the Semitic narrative.
The first question to be asked is whether or not vv 46-51 is a
likely continuation of the narrative in MT. A comparison of the
depiction of characters in the two sections suggests that it is not. G v
24 refers to 'Hananiah and Azariah and Mishael' (Avaviaq tcai. A£apiaq kou
MiaaqA.) although the focus shifts in v 25 to Azariah as the central
figure and the other two are 'his companions' (xofq auvexctxpoiq auxou).
This nomenclature is maintained in v 49 where reference is made to 'those
with Azariah' (xoiq 7repl xov A£apiav) without naming his companions, and
later simply to 'the three' (v 51, oi xpeiq). The Masoretic Text never
uses the Semitic names of the heroes, nor does it focus on one of them in
particular. When they are named (vv 13f, 16, 19f, 22, 26 and 28-30) all
three are listed in exactly the same order each time. Apart from early
references to them as Judeans (v 8, HTTP "H, v 12, pKTTP [H35), the
men are almost always referred to as 'these men' (vv 12, 21 and 27,
MT never speaks of 'the three' as a collective noun in the
way that the © Addition does. The reference to 'three men' (v 24,
Krfcn p3H) and 'these three men' (v 23, Xnai) is not
equivalent, since the emphasis in these particular instances is on the
3
For example Delcor, Daniel, 105.
4
For example Hartman and DiLella, 159f, and Rothstein, 175. See also
other references in Moore, 41.
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number 'three' as contrasted with the four figures that Nebuchadnezzar
sees in the furnace.
The Additions also contain a different description of the functional
characters who bind and despatch Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego to the
flames and then are themselves consumed. The Septuagint appears to
render the idiomatic Aramaic phrase for warriors (v 20, bri-nm
literally into avSpaq laxupoxaxouq. The implication in both languages is
of members of an elite group. Other biblical examples of this type of
correspondence may be found. In 1 Chr 8.40 the sons of Ulam are spoken
of with approval as in MT and Lo^upoi avSpsq in the Septuagint.
Pr 30.30 uses the expression as an image of the lion. The Hebrew refers
to it as T13H 'among the beasts' (HOrDS), while the Greek describes the
lion as la^opoxepoQ. Although the syntax is different, these examples
confirm the general sense evoked by the words used to describe the
executioners in both languages of Daniel 3. This impression of an elite
group is reinforced in G v 22 where those same men are described
literally as 'hand-picked' (7ipo^sipia0svTe(;). The prose interlude in the
Greek Additions, however, describes them simply as 'labourers of the
king' (v 46, uTrqpexai. xou pacnAeGoq). Normally the word in Septuagintal
Greek denotes the ordinary (Wisdom 13.11) or subservient (Wisdom 19.6).
Its only biblical occurrence with an attested Semitic equivalent is in Is
32.5 where its Hebrew equivalent is bo. the sense of which is perhaps
best captured by the Old English word 'knave'. It is also in parallel
with pcopoq. In sum, the executioners of v 46 are from quite a different
class of functionary than those described in v 20.
As well as Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego, and the executioners,
another 'character' that appears in the prose segments of the Additional
material is the furnace. Mostly the furnace is described along similar
lines to the Aramaic with fairly consistent use of the phrase, xqv
Kapivov xou 7r\jp6q xqv Kaiopevriv (vv 6, 11, 15 and 20). The consistency
lies more in the vocabulary used than in the exact reproduction of the
whole phrase. Throughout the chapter Kapivoq depicts the 'furnace'. In
the parts that coincide with the Aramaic tradition, the whole expression
is not always used but there is no variation in the vocabulary (vv 17 and
20). In the Additional material there is different vocabulary and the
same vocabulary used differently. Specifically the word cpA.o£ is
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introduced (vv 23, 47, 49 and 88), and participles are intensified with
prefixes (v 23, ev£7tupia£, and v 25, uTCOxatopevriQ).
An examination of the flow of the narrative sheds further light on
the question. Both versions are in substantial agreement up until v 22.
They state that the furnace was heated to excess and even agree in their
description of the king's decree as 'pressing' (v 22 MT, nSSHQ; ©,
qTt£iy£v). Up to this point they appear to be following a common
tradition. From v 22b, however, there are differences. MT has the
flames kill those bearing Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego and then they
fall bound into the furnace (v 23). In © the men bind them and throw
them into the furnace again, and in v 23 the furnace kills the
executioners but the heroes are watched over. The Septuagint does not
mention the young men by name at all except to refer to one of them by
his Hebrew name, Azariah (v 23, A£apiav). This is in marked contrast to
MT which mentions the three in full twice in the equivalent verses. In
light of the earlier discussion on names, this suggests that from v 22b
onwards the present form of © reflects the same tradition behind the
prose narrative of the Additions. Therefore the relationship of
Additional prose material to vv 21-23 needs to be considered in two
parts. The first stage is to examine the flow of the prose narrative in
the © version when the song and the prayer are removed, so that vv 46-50
follow immediately on v 23 and precede v 24/91. The second is to insert
© vv 46-50 into the same place in the Masoretic Text, between w 23 and
24, and to look at the effect on the narrative as we have it in MT.
Problems become immediately apparent when the narrative flow of vv
21-23, 46-50, 24/91 is considered in G. The men are thrown into the
furnace twice (vv 21f) and each time the same root verb, fkx)VA.co, is used,
although the second time it is prefixed by the translator or writer.
Then the executioners are killed twice (vv 23 and 48), and the stoking of
the furnace is described twice (vv 22 and 46f). On the second mention,
the work of the firemen and the resulting flames are described in some
detail. As well as the apparent repetition, there is a difference in
narrative detail on the second time of telling. In the prose section of
the Additions, apart from the fact already noted that the executioners
are of lower status, the same group who throw Azariah and his companions
into the fire are responsible for maintaining its heat. This is made
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quite explicit with the participial expression 'who threw them in' (v 46,
ol...eppdXA.ovxeg auxoug). It is not at all clear that these are the same
ones who are killed by the flames in v 48. They are described there
simply as 'those of the Chaldeans found near the furnace' (oug sups 7repi
xqv Kapivov xoov XcbVSaicov). Incidentally it is unlikely that any
identification is intended of these Chaldeans and those who earlier had
slandered the young Judeans (v 8). Moreover the question of what made
Nebuchadnezzar stand up for a closer look remains unclear. The
Septuagint suggests first that it was because he heard the singing (v 91,
sv Tip aKouaai xov pacnAea upvouvxcov auxoov). However in the following
verse, in agreement with MT, the king's direct speech centres on the fact
that the men are no longer bound and that there are four of them (v
25/92, avSpaq xeacrapag Xs^upsvoug). Nebuchadnezzar's speech does not
seem to follow from what precedes it and is incomprehensible if divorced
from the Prayer of Azariah and the Song of the Three.
Another possibility is that the tradition behind the MT narrative
once included the material contained in © vv 46-50. One way to test that
idea is to place © vv 46-50 between MT vv 21-23 and MT v 24. Similar
problems in the shape of the narrative as above arise when this is done.
The executioners are killed and Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego fall bound
into the fire (vv 22f). Immediately following this is the statement that
those 'who threw them in' (v 46) carried on stoking the furnace. On
those grounds the material in vv 46-50 does not seem to fit easily with
the MT narrative. Against that however there is a less forced
progression on to v 24/91 MT than the Septuagint of that verse. The
king's reaction 'in trepidation ' (n^arra) is more readily understood as
a response to the action of the angel of the Lord in vv 49-50. The
implication of the king's concerns in MT v 24/91 is that he sees the
results of the angel's activities, namely that the three prisoners are
now loose and unharmed in the flames and a fourth figure is with them.
However the problem of the names of the three heroes and the description
of the executioners remains.
On balance it seems unlikely that the present form of © vv 46-50
ever existed in the immediate precursor to the present Masoretic Text.
If the Additional narrative material was ever part of the MT tradition,
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it has left no trace in the present form of the text.5 On the other
hand, the way characters are perceived and the narrative shaped by © in
the material where the two versions diverge (vv 22b-24/91) indicates that
this particular representation of the tradition is closely tied to the
poetic material. As a discussion of the contents of the Additional
material will show, the Greek Additions are probably a later insertion
into the story of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego.6 In this instance, in
contrast to chs 4 and 6, it is unlikely that the Septuagint draws us
closer to an Ursprung containing a more expansive account of angelic
7
activity in the furnace.
the Additions as part of the narrative
Insertion of the Additions into the tradition represented by MT also
affects the wider narrative of the Septuagint. The first thing to note
is that the portrayal of time is distorted by the insertion. There is
now too long a period between when the three young men are pitched into
the furnace and the king's discovery that they are alive and well and
g
have a companion with them. The difference in pace between objective
5The debate over the existence or otherwise of a Semitic original of the
Additions is not germane to the present discussion. Bruce, 'Oldest Greek
Version', 36, and Daubney, 46, point to the close coincidence of © and 9
in the poetic material in support of a Semitic original. Schmitt, 29, is
not so sure. Gaster, 'The Unknown Aramaic Original', 75, and Jerahmeel,
lv, is convinced that Jerahmeel's Aramaic version of the Song of the
Three was original, and has recently received some support from Koch,
Deuterokanonische Zusatze, 38. Harrington, 3f, says the Jerahmeel
material is a retroversion, while Schurer, III, 326 and 330, sees it as a
retranslation from the Latin. Bennett, 627, summarizes the position
neatly: '...there is not much that could not have been written in
Hellenistic Greek, and nothing that cannot have been translated from
Hebrew.'
6Bogaert, 'Daniel 3 LXX', 11 and 17, considers the supplements were
inserted by a Maccabean translator. In this regard see the comment of
Rothstein, 174, that v 88 was probably an insertion into an older song
designed to make it fit the present context.
7
The suggestion of Sanders, 343, that fire-walking in an ecstatic state
lies behind our story is highly unlikely as it ignores too many other
details in the story. But see also Bickerman, 89.
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time and literary time has become too great. In order not to have
credulity strained too far, the reader must concentrate on the prayer and
song for their own sakes and put to one side the existence of the wider
narrative of which they form a part.10 There are occasions when
difference in pace can be exploited to create suspense but such is not
the case here because the narrator has already anticipated events with
the editorial aside, 'but they were kept' (v 23, auxoi 5s CTuvexTprjeriCTav).
The second major literary effect of the insertion of the Additions
is that it shifts the centre of the narrative. As we will see below, vv
16-18 of the Masoretic Text function effectively as the central point in
the story, the moment at which the issues crystallize. The language of
the Septuagint works to similar effect as the two versions are extremely
close at this point. Yet vv 16ff seem off centre in 6, particularly as
the tension created by the conditional clause in v 17 is soon dissipated
by the anticipation of events in v 23. The positioning of the Additions
and their length relative to the rest of ch 3 means that the centre
shifts to the prayer and song even though their links with the story of
the fiery furnace are at best tenuous.
differing interests of the Additions
The most obvious incongruity of the Additions with the story
surrounding them is in the concerns that motivate them. The penitential
tone of the Prayer of Azariah is notable in this regard. The entire
prayer is a collective and vicarious expression of national guilt before
God with hardly a trace of Azariah's own dilemma. At least the
comparable instance of the prayer of Jonah (Jon 2.2-9) is couched in
personal terms with a veiled reference by Jonah to his own crisis.11
Reference to being made 'the smallest of all the nations' (v 37,
SCTpiKpuvGTipsv 7rapd mxvxa xa e0vr|) and to the absence of 'ruler and
prophet nor leader' (v 38, apytov kcu 7ipocpfixTiQ ouSe fiyoupevog) makes clear
g





that the heroes speak on behalf of the nation. Just punishment has come
upon a sinful people (v 31) in the form of oppression by a king
'unrighteous and the most evil in all the earth' (v 32, dSiKiQ tcai
7iovripoTdTC(? Ttapa 7taaav xf]v yriv). The guilt of God's people is not a
concern of the Masoretic Text and the test facing Shadrach, Meshach and
Abednego is more one of personal faithfulness in a foreign land than of
12
national crisis. The aspect of national guilt is more a feature of the
later chapters of Daniel in MT, as witnessed in the confession of Daniel
13
in 9.4-20, a prayer similar to Azariah's.
At v 39 the prayer does become personal with talk of a 'shattered
soul and humbled spirit' auvxexpippevfl Kai 7rvsupaxi xexaTretvcopevcjp),
and the lament for the lost cultic sacrifice (v 38) is linked to the
14
three companions' own self-sacrifice in the fire (v 40). It thereby
becomes a kind of atonement. The interest in patriarchal history (v 35)
and the well-being of Jerusalem (v 28) relate to this concern for the
political and cultic life of the nation (v 38). Indeed it has been
pointed out that whenever the patriarchs are listed in this unusual way
the context is cultic (Ex 32.13, 1 Ki 18.36, 1 Chr 29.18 and 2 Chr
30.6).15 Even in the more universalist Song of the Three, the temple
theme may be detected early on with xcjj voce (v 53) and yspoufkp (v 55).
The song is directed towards Israel (v 83) and her cultic officials (v
84, tspsiQ, and v 85, SouXot), and ultimately towards the hebraically
named Hananiah, Azariah and Mishael (v 88). The use of Hebrew names
perhaps emphasizes their Palestinian Jewish concerns, in contrast to the
courtly figures of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego in the Babylonian or
Persian diaspora. This difference in content adds further weight to the
argument that the Additions in their entirety may fairly be described as
insertions.16
12
Young, Daniel, 91, notes that the Jews' reply in MT vv 17-18 is at a
considerable remove from Maccabean nationalism.
13
Daubney, 58. See also Gilbert, 563, for a detailed comparison.
14Gilbert, 579
1SGilbert, 569
16Moore, 24, describes them as intrusive and secondary.
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narrative shape
If that is indeed the case the MT story should function
satisfactorily in its present form. The section that has been the object
of most discussion about the Masoretic Text narrative is vv 23f. The
implication of v 21 is that Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego have been
thrown into the furnace and the information follows that those who bound
them and threw them in were killed in the process. Then comes v 23 which
seems only to repeat what was conveyed two verses earlier. With hardly a
pause for the reader to register what has happened to the three young
men, the focus shifts to Nebuchadnezzar whom we are told 'was startled
and stood up in trepidation' (v 24, rfcronro op mn). All this is
conveyed with no hint as to what has caused such a response on the part
of the king. There is an apparent flaw in the depiction of time as it
does not seem possible that Nebuchadnezzar has had time to see, let alone
respond to, anything.
Yet the functioning of these two verses in the narrative as it is
now found in MT, while surprising, displays several of the
characteristics that we have come to expect from the teller of the
Aramaic stories in Daniel. Instead of being redundant, v 23 can be
thought of as serving a resumptive purpose that leads into the next stage
17
of the narrative. The result is a necessary pause that contains, but
does not describe, the passage of time leading up to the king's reactions
in v 24. The Masoretic Text fills the time while the three are
languishing in the furnace by reinforcing two important facts about what
has just happened to Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego. The first one is
that there were three of them who fell into the furnace. This is the
only time in MT ch 3 where Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego are referred to
as 'these three men' (v 23, f'S Ili^D Elsewhere, as we have
noted above, they are either named or referred to as 'these men'. The
result of this change in formula is a particular emphasis on the number.
The second key item in the description is that they were 'bound'
17
Goldingay, Daniel, 66. Compare Charles, Daniel, 72, who brackets out v
23 entirely.
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(pnSDO). The participle is particularly emphasized by being
disentangled from the formulaic phrase '(they) fell into the midst of the
furnace of burning fire' (xnip1 K-nrprarrcfr and placed at the end
of the sentence. This description foreshadows Nebuchadnezzar's question
in the following verse, 'Did we not throw three men (KT^ri p3J) into the
midst of the fire bound (pSDO)?'. Again the adjective 'bound' is
placed emphatically.
Another effect of v 23 is that it builds suspense by shifting the
focus of the narrative away from the protagonists at a crucial moment.
At the end of v 22 we are told that the heat killed 'these men who took
up' (Tpon "H inai) Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego. The obvious
question arising from that — what happened to the intended victims? —
is not addressed. Instead we get an intrusive reminder of things we
already know. The suspense continues into v 24 when Nebuchadnezzar
18
starts up from where he was seated and questions his officials. The
camera remains focused on the person of the king and not his victims,
while the reader's curiosity is whetted by the king's line of
questioning. We only find out what has happened in the furnace when the
king lets us in on what he has already seen, that the men are alive and
unbound and there are now four of them. As when Daniel was in the lion
pit (ch 6), the reader does not find out what happened in the hour of
danger until it is revealed from the point of view of the king. There is
a difference, though, in that the king knows before the reader whereas in
6.21 reader and king find out at the same time. Yet the same covert
narratorial manipulation of perspective to build and maintain suspense
operates in both stories. This contrasts with the Septuagint account
which answers the obvious question that MT leaves tantalizingly
unanswered: 'But they were kept' (v 23, auxoi. Se cruvexripr|0r|aav). The
result is the same anticipation of the story by the narrator observable
in ch 6.
The usage of the words pX and HJJJ in v 24 is also typical of MT
narrative in the Daniel stories. The former normally indicates a change
18
An example of variation in psychological time within a narrative to
heighten tension. See Bar-Efrat, 161, on this aspect of biblical
narrative.
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of scene and almost always occurs at the beginning of a verse. This was
seen in ch 6 where it marks a series of rapid scene changes. It may also
denote that what follows is in some measure dependent on what has gone
before, without always defining exactly how. This lack of a range of
connectives, such as is available in English, at times brings about a
hiatus in the narrative that the storyteller is able to exploit. We have
already seen an example of this at 5.13 where Daniel enters the
banqueting hall after the queen advises Belshazzar to call him. The use
of JTJO leaves it unclear whether or not the queen had issued an order
over the authority of the king. In the present context also a gap is
created in the narrative by px, signalling an abrupt change in focus
and an uncertainty as to what exactly has upset Nebuchadnezzar. The same
sort of surprise shift in the narrative also occurred earlier between vv
7 and 8. Just as the Chaldeans began to 'eat pieces of' the three heroes
before the reader knows why, so here Nebuchadnezzar is 'startled and
stood up in trepidation' (v 24, rfcranrQ op mni before the reason for
his surprise is clear. Thus the suspense already noted in this section
of narrative is heightened. At the same time the untranslatable
precedes the king's speech to his officials. The word is used to
indicate a response or reaction to what immediately precedes it and is
not necessarily an 'answer' to another character's speech. The result is
a strong hint that what the king is about to say relates directly to what
he saw in the furnace. But still the reader waits to know what that is.
Another much-discussed section of ch 3 is vv 15-18. Earlier I
suggested that this is a central moment in the development of the
conflict. It is the moment when Nebuchadnezzar betrays his deepest
motives: 'what god is there who will rescue you from my hand?' (v 15,
if-p n rhx xvrp). And it is the time when Shadrach,
Meshach and Abednego reach the point of no return with 'we will not serve
your gods' (v 18, p^S In a curious twist this
central point of the narrative becomes an anticlimax because the test
that the list of musical instruments has been building towards is never
19
actually put to the three heroes. What we get instead is the famous
unresolved protasis containing again the list of musical instruments
19
Good, 'Apocalyptic as Comedy', 51
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followed by the statement from Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego that there
20
is nothing to discuss (vv 15f). It is that action and not their failure
to respond to the music that is the final straw for Nebuchadnezzar. It
is as though the sound and fury of the idol's dedication is trivialized
by the tranquility of the moment when the choice between masters is
recognized (vv 16-18). The Masoretic Text expresses this in terms of
service. Setting aside for the moment the complexities of v 17a, in the
speech of the Jewish rebels, allegiance to the God whom they 'serve' (v
17, pr6s) entails their refusal to 'serve' (v 18, the gods of
Nebuchadnezzar. Once the moment has passed and its significance sunk in,
the emotional and physical temperature of the narrative rises again as
Nebuchadnezzar is 'filled with fury' (v 19, XQH ^DTl). As a result of
the king's failure to put the test of the music to the Judeans, the
furnace becomes the test itself rather than the consequence of failure.
The same twist in the tale is present in (5. The difference is that
with the absence of the full orchestra at this point the build up is
muted and so the twist to the tale is less startling. Likewise the issue
of service is not carried forward with the same repetition of key words
as is the case with the MT use of n^s. Theodotion reflects this with his
consistent choice of Aaxpeuco. Despite the use of Aaxpeuoo in vv 14 and
18, the Septuagint chooses cpopeco instead in v 17. Both of these points
will be treated in greater depth when the use of repetition is compared
and the differing theological emphases examined.
While one possible response to w 23f in the Masoretic Text is that
there is a gap in the narrative because something is missing, another is
to see the gap as a deliberate piece of narrative technique. The result
is that, at least in literary terms, the Masoretic Text can be seen as a
21
coherent piece of narrative in its present form. The importance of the
young men's meeting with King Nebuchadnezzar (vv 15-18) as a key episode
in the story is also reinforced by the shape of the Masoretic Text
20
Some suggest a facial expression or gesture on the part of the Jews as a
reason for the aposiopesis. See for example Stuart, 87, and Charles,
Daniel, 68.
21
Of vv 21-25, Torrey, 'Notes', 264, says, 'I see no reason for doubting




These central verses also provide a starting point in an examination
of the manipulation of perspective by the storyteller. It is an
astonishing feature of the MT narrative that Shadrach, Meshach and
22
Abednego hardly utter a word. They say nothing in the build up to the
central meeting with the king (vv 16-18) and nothing after they emerge
from the furnace. Like Daniel in ch 6, they refrain from any
condemnation of the king. Even their short affirmation of faith is
ambiguous in content if not in courage. The storyteller leaves the
reader to decide that the Judean heroes' attitude is also the narrator's,
because Nebuchadnezzar himself comes to recognize it.
As in the other stories examined, the MT narrator is covert in that
he does not anticipate the story. This may be further illustrated by the
progress of the action from v 8. Up until that point Shadrach, Meshach
and Abednego have not entered the story and their presence at the plain
of Dura is only by implication. The narrator does not let us see their
act of defiance. Instead he brings them into the story through the
agency of the Chaldeans whom we are told 'ate pieces of the Judeans' (v
8, Kmrp H pmrrp fex) in an audience with the king. Even then the
reason for the slander is not told. They are not mentioned by name until
the end of the sycophantic speech and then only with the preface, 'men of
Judah' (v 12, pKTTP and the reminder to the king that he had
appointed them. Finally, through the agency of the Chaldeans, the reader
hears the crime of which they are accused. Only then does the focus
shift to King Nebuchadnezzar as his reaction to this new knowledge is
documented (vv 13ff). Events in the furnace are also seen through the
eyes of the king. The reader is only allowed to see what the king can
see. The person of King Nebuchadnezzar is central to the operation of
perspective as every scene either observes him or is observed by him, and
the action unfolds as he sees it. This incidentally is a literary




Masoretic Text as it stands.
There is less opportunity for a covert narrator to project his point
of view in the present chapter. There is still a significant amount of
direct speech but less varied repetition between speakers and between
speaker and narrator. Such variation is an important means for
manipulation of perspective, but is not employed in the story of the
three young men. Instead the narrator uses the repetition of identical
formulae. When such phrases or lists or formulae occur both in narrative
sections and in the mouths of characters, they become a vehicle for
irony. The narrator of this chapter is dependent on that irony being
understood in the portrayal of his point of view, as we will see in the
sections on irony and repetition below.
The account in © is substantially the same as MT except at key
points that we have examined. The balance between narrative and dialogue
is similar so perspective is conveyed in the same way. The major
difference, apart from ones relating to the Additions, is found in the
summarizing tendency of ©. The resulting difference in the degree of
irony present could have meant some ambiguity in perspective. In fact
the Additions ensure that such is not the case. In the first place the
narrator becomes more visible in © once the traditions begin to diverge
at v 22. The contrast between the people of Nebuchadnezzar and the
people of God, implicit in MT, is explicit in v 23 with the information
that, unlike the executioners, Azariah and his friends 'were kept'
(auvsTr|pr|0riCTav). Not only does this comment direct the sympathies of the
reader, it also anticipates the safety of the three men. The more
editorially omniscient © narrator also takes us right into the furnace in
the Additional interlude for a physical description of the angelic
activity (w 49f). As well as bringing the reader on side with the
narrator, this section renders mundane an episode that remains
inscrutable in the Masoretic Text story. A similar effect was noted in
ch 4 when the dimensions of the tree are expressed by © in terms of
stadia (4.12).
At the point where the Septuagint and MT begin to converge again on
each other (v 24/91), there is a further anticipation of the narrative.
Unlike the Masoretic Text, © tells the reader the king started up from
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his seat 'when (he) heard them singing praises' (sv xcji aKOuaai xov
paaiXaa upvouvxcov auxaiv). Immediately we are granted the information
that he 'saw them living' (eGecopsi auxouQ £govxcxq). Only then does he
address his question to his companions (v 25/92). The MT reader must
wait till the king begins to speak (v 25) to know the reason for his
'trepidation' (nVonn).
In the meantime the three have a great deal to say once they are in
the fire, in contrast to their counterparts in MT. In the context in
which the prayer is made, the description of 'a king unrighteous and the
most evil in all the earth' (v 32, pacnAei dSiKup kou rcovripoxdxct) napa
7iaaav xqv yfjv) is an explicit condemnation of Nebuchadnezzar, although
the original Sitz im Leben may well have had a different monarch in mind.
Such condemnation as the Masoretic Text contains is implicit in the
attitude adopted by Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego, and is reliant on the
narrator's skill at winning the reader's sympathy for that attitude. The
Septuagint focuses on God's ability to act rather than on the young men's
courage. This point relates to ©'s treatment of the difficult vv 17f, to
which I return below. Suffice to say for now that the characters in ©
are little more than vehicles for the narrator's monotheistic confession.
To some extent they play the same sort of passive role as Daniel in © ch
4, where Nebuchadnezzar's viewpoint dominates the story. In the
Masoretic Text, because God's willingness to intervene still hangs in the
balance, the focus is more on the courage of Shadrach, Meshach and
Abednego. In a way, the narrator as so often in © anticipates the
narrative in that there is little room for doubt that God will act and
that Nebuchadnezzar will capitulate.
the repeated lists
No discussion of the story of the fiery furnace is complete without
reference to the amount of repetitive material in ch 3. Nowhere in
Daniel is the Semitic narrative habit of making lists used to such marked
effect as in the present story. But the effect comes not so much in the
lists themselves as in the way they are repeated several times. It is
hardly possible to read Daniel 3 without being struck by the importance
of the two major lists to the narrative, nor to read a commentary on
Daniel without encountering a detailed treatment of those lists item by
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item. Repetition as literary device is also used for certain words and
phrases other than the lists. The practice of Septuagintal narrators of
summarizing repetition is a notable feature of © in this chapter, and
results in significant differences in the narrative of the two versions.
The first list is of imperial officials summoned to the 'image of
gold' (v i, arrrn dm in MT, siKova ypuaqv in ©). It appears in v 2 and
is repeated by MT in whole in v 3 and in part in v 27. The form of the
list of officials in the Aramaic is reproduced exactly each time,
including the 1 before the third item (vv 2f, 'and governors', XmnBD.
Most commentators agree that this suggests a group of different status
comprising the 'satraps, prefects and governors'
(KflVIBl X^BTTCtfnX).23 That possibility is rendered the more likely
when the same group appears in v 27 to witness the miraculous
deliverance. At the same time the earlier and fuller enumerations of
officials are recalled.
The Septuagint omits the second full list of officials entirely,
being content to refer the reader back to 'the aforementioned' (v 3, ot
7rpoyeypappevot). The aforementioned in question are not quite the same
people as those spoken of in the Masoretic Text. To begin with there are
only five items noted before the summarizing phrase, 'all those in
authority over...' (v 2, xouq en' e^ouctioov Kaxa), although the first
three are agreed upon by each version. At first glance the use of xai
appears to be indiscriminate but closer examination suggests that the
different distribution of xai results in different groupings. It looks
as if 'governors and courtiers' (xorcapyaq teat u7raxouq) is a single
grouping, and so is 'administrators and all those in authority...'
(SioucqxaQ kai xouq en' e£ouctu»v). This puts satraps and prefects on
their own as separate items at the head of the list in contrast to the
trio of MT. Also in contrast to MT they do not appear at all in © v 94.
Instead one of the other groupings from v 2, 'courtiers, governors'
(urnrroi xonapyat) is mentioned again, and then two other categories
otherwise absent from the story arrive on stage. They are the
23
See for example Hartman and DiLella, 156f, on Persian administrative
terms.
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'hereditary leaders and friends of the king' (dpxuraTpianrai Kai oi cpiAoi
tou paat-A-scoQ). The first term has only one other occurrence in the Greek
Old Testament (Josh 21.1). 'Friends' of the king also features in 5.23
as those who shared with Belshazzar in the events of the banquet, and
Daniel is described by his enemies as a 'friend' of the king (© 6.14).
Some courtly role is probably in mind for those so described. Beyond
that general statement, no pattern seems to emerge in the way the ©
translator handles titles. As in chapter 6, it is possible that he is
working from a different Vorlage, but more likely that he has no clear
idea of what distinctions there may have been between such titles.
The second list is of musical instruments, which first appears in MT
v 5 and is repeated almost exactly in vv 7, 10 and 15. Inexplicably
there is one item missing in the text of v 7. Theodotion either assumes
it should be there or testifies to a Vorlage before its mistaken
omission. There are other textual problems with this particular item
(mSDIO). In vv 10 and 15 there is a ketiv / qere issue and a 1 is
24
appended. It would seem that even in the early stages of the tradition
the meaning of the word was unclear. It certainly was for the versions.
The omission in v 7 MT will be treated as accidental in the present
literary comparison, and the textual problems surrounding the 1 will be
25
assumed to be a product of this confusion over meaning. In the
Septuagint the series of musical instruments is only cited in full at the
first appearance (v 5). Subsequent mentions are all in the summary form,
'the sound of the horn and all the sounding of music' (vv 7 and 10, xfjq
cpoovrjq xfjq oaXniyyoq Kai Travxoq q%ou pouaiKcov), in much the same way the
24
This suggests a case could be made for iTlMlO as a collective musical
term. See Mitchell and Joyce, 25f. Against this the biblical Greek
cognate verb aupcpcovsoo is a political one and is never used in a musical
context (Gen 14.3, 4 Ki 12.9, Is 7.2, 4 Mac 14.6). It is also difficult
to see why two collective terms would occur next to each other. On
balance, I assume a particular musical instrument as the meaning of
iOJSQIO / aupcpcovri, and translate it as 'bagpipes' in the absence of a
better idea. Mitchell and Joyce's suggestion of a percussion instrument
seems not to have won much support.
25
The variation between 0 and t2? in the spelling of the fourth instrument
was a common vacillation in Biblical Aramaic, where the movement from
to 0 was in process, and for our purposes only needs to be noted. See
Rosenthal, 16. Mitchell and Joyce, 24, consider this vacillation
indicates a word of foreign origin.
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officials are summarized in v 3. There is one small variation in that
cpoovfjq is not present in v 15. Apart from discrepancies in the
distribution of mi, the list is an exact copy of that in both MT and 0.
There is not enough evidence to suppose the use of mi in © denotes an
attempt to group the musical instruments. Unlike the case with the list
of officials, the Septuagint translator seems clear about the meaning of
each of the terms in his Vorlage with the possible exception of the final
item.
As a result, the difference between versions in the literary effects
of the list is limited. Each list or a summary of it appears at
identical points in the narrative and is mentioned by the same speakers
in both © and MT. The chief point of comparison comes in a consideration
of the effectiveness or otherwise of the word for word repetition in the
Masoretic Text. Any effect thereby noted will necessarily be absent in
the summarizing Septuagint story. This type of repetition is exceptional
in late Biblical Hebrew, and is different from others that we have looked
26
at elsewhere in Daniel. Apart from matters that point to text
transmission issues, there is little variation in the tellings.
Most obviously, each repetition of a series emphasizes the point
being made the first time the list is produced. It becomes unforgettable
in this story that all officialdom was to be present for the dedication
of the statue without exception (v 1), and that the command was obeyed
without exception (v 2). The presence of a summary item at the end of
both lists ensures that this is so. Immediately the scene is set for the
conflict, and suspense begins to build as the list is repeated.
Similarly, on the first occasion on which the music list is enunciated
the herald is the speaker and those in the foregoing list are the
listeners. The message requires from them instant obedience (v 5,
XHJJ2), and the sound of the instruments is both the signal for and test
of that obedience. Moreover, cultic overtones foreshadow the exact test
to which they are being put, as the repetition of the series of





loyalties will be resolved. After that every sounding of the music is
protracted by the recital of the complete ensemble. Each one reminds the
reader of the choice facing the worshippers and increases the sense of
anticipation. Finally on the fourth and last occasion (v 15) the moment
of truth arrives.
There is also an expression of immediacy present in the Septuagint.
The Aramaic !"inSJ3 of v 5 is not quite so strongly expressed with the
Greek oxav, meaning 'when' or 'whenever'. 'At that time' (v 7, sv T(§
Kaipcp sksivq) is if anything more emphatic than the Masoretic Text's
XJQfTQ (v 7), and the difference at v 5 may well be understood as 6's
attempt to express in translation the difference between Aramaic XHS) (v
5) and XM? (v 7). In other respects, however, the summarizing of the
lists means that the © story is told in more muted tones than is its
Aramaic counterpart. The result is a different kind of story, as will
become clearer when we look at the tone and setting of each in more
detail.
repetition of the lists as comedy
Another important effect of the repetition of ch 3 is that it brings
an element of parody into the story, and in so doing becomes a vehicle
for the covert narrator's point of view. Diverse commentators agree on
28
its presence and have described it in different ways. The comedic
effect noted in ch 6 is different in that it is achieved more by the
movements of characters and the narrative description of those movements.
Here the humour rests in words rather than action and is found primarily
in the repetition of long lists of officials and musical instruments. In
this case, the deployment of the lists emphasizes the absurdity of what
27Coxon, 'The "List" Genre', 103
28
Lacocque, Daniel, 55: 'la partie haggadique.' Porteous, 60, sees 'an
element of caricature'. Wills, 80, speaks of the story's 'essentially
comic nature'. Baldwin, 102, uses the term 'satire'. However contrast
Goldingay, Daniel, 68. In his study of 'idol parodies' Roth, 21ff, does
not include Dan 3 and 6 directly, but he does link them with Bel and the
Dragon, which he says is an actualization of the genre.
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29
is going on. The picture painted is of an unquestioning mechanistic
30
acceptance of the commands issued. Because the repetition of lists is
so exact, compared to the subtle variations we have detected elsewhere,
31
the story becomes a parody on Nebuchadnezzar and his administrators. An
impression of order is conveyed, the better to expose the false basis of
32
that order.
The frequency of expressions for immediacy, by reinforcing the
mechanistic response that is expected and given, also reinforces the
33
parody. The Aramaic organizes its three words for time in a significant
manner. The herald (vv 5f) tells the assembly to fall and worship 'at
the appointed time' (SHSJ3). He then follows up with the threat to any
who do not do so 'in that moment' (v 6, ktobj-fd). This time the word
used is a more general one indicating an immediate response to the
pre-arranged signal understood by KJUJ. The narrator takes over in vv
7f, and uses another word to express immediate consequence, lOQf. This
word also has the sense of an appointed moment and expresses not only the
response of the officials to the music but also the reaction of 'the
Chaldean men' (v 8, pnfos pnn) to Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego's
non-compliance. The use of at the beginning of vv 7 and 8
links the response of both the officials and the Chaldeans as the subject
34
of parody. On the next two occasions that immediate action is called
for (v 15), the speaker is the king. In an echo of the message




Alter, 106, also recognizes 'the mechanical in human affairs' as 'a
primary source of comedy' in biblical narrative. His point is made with
the story of Balaam's ass in Num 22.
31
Good, 'Apocalyptic as Comedy', 52, cites Frye's concept of
'unincremental repetition'.
32
But contrast Coxon, 'The "List" Genre', 107, who sees no irony, but
rather an expression of 'the writer's sense of immanent cosmic order




But note that Goldingay, Daniel, 66, believes on the grounds of 'poor
sense' that the second occurrence arises from dittography. In this he
concurs with BHS.
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already used by that herald, J011) and SHI)#. This differentiation, as
well as emphasizing the mindless response to an order given,
distinguishes the narrator from his speakers. The similarity in
vocabulary of the official speeches heightens the irony.
The Septuagint is not so consistent in its use of time vocabulary.
The references in vv 7f echo those of the Masoretic Text with the use of
ev x<g Kaipcj) sksivq. However the other four occurrences are all much less
emphatic expressions. Verse 6 does not contain any temporal particle at
all. Verse 5 uses oxav while v 15 has apa and auBoopi. A consequence of
this is that the parody is not reinforced in the same way, and temporal
expressions are not used as part of the distinction between the narrator
and his speakers. The abbreviated lists also mean that a satirical edge
is not present to the same extent as in MT. The effect on the ear of
repeated lists should not be underestimated as part of this process, and
35
that effect is simply not present in ©. The point of view of the ©
narrator is conveyed instead by the greater editorial involvement already
noted in the story.
repetition of phrases
The MT liking for repeated sounds is also seen in the repetition of
formulae, often in tripartite phrases. As elsewhere in Daniel (5.7 and
36
11 for example), there are several obvious examples in this chapter. Of
the 22 occasions on which the Jewish heroes feature in the narrative, 13
indicate them by naming all three Oil 131)1 One is never
mentioned without the other two, and they appear in exactly the same
order and with the 1 in the same place each time. The impression of a
formula is heightened when the names occur as direct or indirect object
or with a possessive sense. On each of these seven occasions the
grammatical indicators are organically connected only to the first name
in the list. This is not only true for the preposition b (vv 13, 20, 22
and 30), but also for *7!) (v 19) and "H (w 28f) each of which is
connected to the first element by a maqqeph. This feature is also
35
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illustrated in the list of officials (v 2, WlSTTtimb), and on other
occasions in Aramaic Daniel when the mantic officials appear (for example
5.7, Another tripartite phrase which is used with the same sort
of precision is 'peoples, nations and tongues' (vv 4, 7 and 29,
X73K rai)). Even when each item in the series is in the singular
(v 29), the shape of the formula is not disturbed.
In the nature of the languages, the connection of grammatical
indicators to the lead item in a list is a feature of Aramaic that is not
able to be reproduced by the Greek except in the most rigidly literal
translations. The Septuagint uses the names of the young Jews in a
similar way to MT and represents most occurrences of the list of names in
MT. Apart from the detail that there is never a xai in the series, the
three are always named together and in the same order. Against the
Masoretic Text they do not appear by name in vv 19, 23 and 26/93. The
difference in v 23 may be accounted for by the tradition behind the
Additions which uses the Hebrew names. In v 26/93 the propensity of (5 to
reduce repetition is a probable explanation, as the list has already
occurred once in each verse.
The situation is less clear-cut with the other Aramaic tripartite
phrase as represented by ©. The herald addresses 'nations and regions,
peoples and tongues' (v 4, e9vr| xai ycopai Aaoi. xai yXcoaaai) where
Theodotion represents MT exactly apart from the absence of a xai. Later
the narrator refers to 'all the nations, tribes and tongues' (v 7, Ttdvxa
xa s0vr| cpuAai xai yXajaaca) and on that occasion the phrasing is a replica
of the Aramaic including even the naq. However v 96 is different again.
Nebuchadnezzar's declaration is applied to 'every nation and all tribes
and all tongues' (rcav eQvoq xai Tracrai cpiAcii xai naaai yXcoaaai), so the
formula is fragmented by the insertion of a qualifying nac, before each
item. This becomes another example of the less formulaic nature of the
Septuagintal Greek.
There are a number of other repeated phrases which serve to
emphasize a particular point in the story. The 'image' is usually
described as that 'which King Nebuchadnezzar set up' (v 2,
-KraiM npn ,-t). That exact wording is used again in vv 3 and 7.
On other occasions, such as when the king is being addressed directly or
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is himself speaking, there are variations but the verb mp is always
present (w 3, 14 and 18). In the process the human origins of the
statue are hammered home and the repetition of this has an ironic effect.
The 'furnace of blazing fire' (v 11, Xmp1 XT] flTlX) is repeated again
37
and again as if it were a technical term (vv 15, 17, 20, 23 and 26).
Often the expression is attached by a maqqeph to 'in the midst of'
rxiA). Unlike the above examples, though, it is a formula that is
subject to change. In v 19 'the furnace' (XJTflX) occurs on its own, and
vv 24f only uses XT],
The ironic emphasis of the descriptive phrase 'which King
Nebuchadnezzar set up' is not nearly as prominent in the Septuagint. The
Masoretic Text's opening sentence sets the tone: 'King Nebuchadnezzar
made an image' (v 1, drst -ay xrta Tsrooj). There follows a description
of its dimensions and the statement that 'he set it up' (HQ'pX). The
Septuagint includes the same material, but the effect is more diffuse as
it is intertwined with the date and summary of the king's achievements.
Verses 2, 14 and 18 are identical to Aramaic in their use of the
descriptive phrase. However there is no description of the 'image'
(eikovoq) at all in v 3, again with less emphatic results. The term
'furnace of blazing fire' receives similar treatment in © and MT, where
there is the same variation not in vocabulary but in the number of key
words used each time. The Greek consistently uses the phrase rpv xapivov
too nvpoc, xqv xaiopevriv (vv 11, 15, 20 and 93) or a shortened form (vv 17
and 21). However in the problematical v 23, with its divergent
tradition, the term evsTrupiae is introduced. This relates to issues
surrounding the insertion of the Greek Additions explored earlier.
Of a slightly different order, each time the defiance of Shadrach,
Meshach and Abednego is spoken of (vv 12, 14, 18 and 28/95) the two
verbs n^s and TO are used in tandem. They would not 'serve' other gods
nor 'worship' the image set up by the king. That these words are heard
in the mouths of the Chaldean plotters, the king, and the heroes
themselves, highlights the exact nature of the choice being put before
the three as well as clarifying the particular cultic use being made of
37Baldwin, 103
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n^S in the present context. The terms 'serve' (Aaxpeuct)) and 'worship'
(TtpoCTKUveco) also form a pair in the same verses in ©. This is an
exception to the overall picture of MT as a version that uses repetition
consistently to underline important points and signpost the perspective
of the storyteller, and of the Septuagint as a version that achieves this
end by more overt means.
setting of the story
A number of the characteristics of the respective narratives so far
highlighted also combine to give the stories slightly different settings.
The Nebuchadnezzar of the Masoretic Text is a Babylonian figure who must
be confronted by Jews of the Babylonian diaspora. He sets up a statue of
some sort on the plain of Dura 'in the province of Babylon' (v 1,
^23 nm03). It is unclear exactly where or what 'the plain of Dura' (v
1, K"TT! DJJpS) was. Theodotion does not provide us with any clues as he
simply transliterates the word. Cook makes a convincing case that the
noun TPI should be taken to mean 'wall', and the large open area between
the outer ramparts of the city and its inner wall, 'the plain of the
38
wall', is where the scene took place. Such could well be the
understanding lying behind ©'s choice of TiepipoXou in the phrase 'around
/ 39
the region of Babylon' (v 1, tou 7iepip6A.ou x®PaQ flapuAxov tag). This
places the MT story in a definite local setting. The summarizing phrase
at the end of the officials list, 'all the high officials of the
province' (vv 2f, NfiJHD denotes by the recurrence of XTlIHO
that the preceding list relates also to this particular place.
The point of conflict when it arrives is also expressed in local
terms. The slanderous informers are Chaldeans (v 8). They tell the king
about 'men of Judah' (v 12, pXTVP p~l3S) who are supposed to be in 'the
service of the province of Babylon' (v 12, ^33 flFlQ rTP3B), which puts
the tension of being Jewish and being in the pay of the Babylonian king
38
Cook, 116. This point had also earlier been made by Montgomery, Daniel,
197.
39
McCrystall, 74f, sees in the use of 7tep{fkA.o<; by © a deliberate
etymological rendering.
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in a nutshell. The rehabilitation of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego when
it comes is also expressed in terms of their position 'in the province of
Babylon' (v 30/97).
Moreover the salutation of the herald, '0 peoples, nations and
tongues' (v 4, X72X iOOOS)), does not include the hyperbolic bo
almost always included with this phrase (3.31 and 6.26 for example). The
result is that here the formula is subsumed under the categories
previously mentioned in the list of officials. It functions more as
another way of describing the diverse group assembled before the king and
less as the catch-all expression of universal sovereignty that we see in
other contexts. With that in mind, the order from the king at v 29 to
'any people, nation and tongue who...' (_rl rraa nsrfe) is to be
understood as the group assembled earlier in the chapter. It is true
that the formula appears in v 7, apparently in
contradiction of the point being made above. However by this stage in
the narrative the repeated use of the list of imperial functionaries
ensures that this all-embracing formula is given a more particular
content.
The setting of the Septuagint story is somewhat different. The
first group mentioned by © is 'all those inhabiting the earth' (v 1,
trdvtciq xouq KaxotKoCvxac; s7ii xfjg yfy;) from India to Ethiopia. King
Nebuchadnezzar, ruler of 'the whole inhabited world' (v 2, xfjg oiKoupsvr|Q
oXtiq) does not call together a large group of officials but 'all the
peoples and tribes and tongues' (navxa xa s9vr| xai cpuA.dc; xat yAcoaaag).
Only then does the list of dignitaries come into the account. They
become a representative group of the universal reign of Babylon, and it
is in that light that the address of the herald is understood. The
herald in MT (v 4) addresses the same comprehensive group, but the
structure of the narrative is such that the expression is understood in
terms of the more limited reality of the province of Babylon.
This argument is dependent to some extent on the meaning of the
words ycopa and n^TD ('province' or 'region' or 'city') as they are
understood in this chapter, and the point merits some discussion. The
Greek word is considerably more common than the Hebrew / Aramaic. The
former often also translates or and occasionally HOTS. When
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used to represent ilJHO it can either refer in general terms to the
countryside or environs or to a specific administrative unit. The more
specific usage is most prevalent where a Persian provenance is possible
as in 2 Esdras (5.8 and 7.15, for example) or Esther (2.3 and 3.12f, for
example). We have already noted a differentiation in Daniel 5 and 6
between governing officials of the outlying provincial units (njHft) and
the central court officials. This distinction is explicitly stated in
2.49. Most of the time in the Aramaic of Daniel 3 the Persian sense
40
seems to be intended of Babylon as a province within the empire. Hence
the 'high officials of the province' (vv 2 etc, KriTTO can be seen
as a group of centralized officials distinct from earlier leaders in the
list. The phrase is more than simply a summary of the preceding
functionaries.
If the Septuagint understands %copa in the same sense, the argument
for a more universalized story in © is weakened. The usage in v 2 is
identical to the Aramaic (touq ett' e^ouaicov Kcnrd ycopav) and implies a
specific province. The same can be said of its first appearance in v 1.
This is also the probable meaning in most of the translations of in
the Persian settings indicated above. Yet in v 4 the term has become
part of the general phrase 'nations and regions, peoples and tongues'
(e0vr| Kai ycopai. Aaoi. Kai. yAakraai). Moreover the second usage in v 1,
although in the singular, is confused by its attachment to xou 7repi.p6A.ou.
Perhaps this reflects the 'plain of the wall' idea mentioned earlier, or
else introduces yet another sense of yoopa, 'city'. In neither case does
it seem to carry a technical sense. On balance, the same uncertainty
about administrative terminology may be seen here as elsewhere noted in
the Old Greek, and the Septuagint's use of ycopa in the present chapter is
not consistent enough to deny the notion of Nebuchadnezzar's universal
sovereignty being portrayed.
The repetition in v 2 of otKoupevr|v after the list of officials
emphasizes that point. The word occurs frequently in the Psalms and
Isaiah, no less than 15 and 12 times respectively. It usually translates
40
Sherriffs, 32, argues that Babylonian nationalism was centred on the
city. Perhaps, then, the distinction between province and city was a
later Persian understanding.
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the Hebrew noun ^sri, but also on occasions pX. In the Psalms
oiKOUjievri is often in parallel with pS / yrj (Ps 19.5, 24.1 and 33.8, for
example) or COB / Xaoq (Ps 9.8). The context is generally an expression
of God's universal sovereignty, rather than particular appeals to the God
of Israel. The use of oiKOupevri in the present context, then, has the
backing not only of a tradition of worship but also of a universalist
referent. This is reinforced by its use in prophetic sayings. Of the
occurrences in Isaiah, one of particular interest is Is 14.17. The
context is an oracle against Babylon, who desired to become like God (Is
14.13f). An expression of that was that he made 'the world' 6an /
oiKou|i£vr|v) a desert. Another example from the prophetic traditions
about Babylon is to be found in Jer 51/28.15, and we have seen in other
places the significance of the Jeremiah traditions about Nebuchadnezzar
for Daniel. There the Lord declares his power in universal terms.
Because the Lord has made 'the world' / otKoupevri) as well as 'the
earth' and 'the heavens', the claims of Nebuchadnezzar to the inhabited
world (oiKoupevr|) will one day be shattered (Jer 51/28.24ff). The double
use of otKoupevr] by © in v 2 strengthens the notion of universal
sovereignty being promoted by Nebuchadnezzar.
The summarizing tendency of the Septuagint also affects the setting
of the stories. As Coxon has shown, the list was a feature of Babylonian
41
decrees and this included lists of musical instruments. Such lists of
musical instruments are known to have had ritual associations in
Akkadian. Apart from their other effects in the narrative outlined
above, the lists in MT enhance the Babylonian setting and reinforce the
42
ritual context of the challenge facing Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego.
The effect of the summaries in ©, intentional or not, is to distance the
story from its specific ritual setting in Babylon.
other literary devices
The Aramaic of Daniel contains two further literary devices that are
41Coxon, 'The "List Genre"', 103
42
Coxon, 'The "List" Genre', 102, considers that this is a conscious use
of 'the literary Gattung of the list' by the MT writer.
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part of the narrative effects discussed above. The first is the
suggestive use of the word in v 19 where in Nebuchadnezzar's anger
'the image of his face was changed' OJTRtfK cfai).43 This word in
Biblical Hebrew has a primary sense of some sort of physical
representation, either of humans (Ez 23.14) or of false gods (2 Ki 11.18
and Ez 7.20). Even when Seth is described as 'according to his (Adam's)
image' (Gen 5.3, the fact that the phrase is in apposition with
'in his likeness' (UTW72) suggests that physical likeness is intended.
There are two obscure references in the Psalms (39.7 and 73.20) which
seem to intend a shadow of the whole human person. It is not certain
whether the phrase QTI^ eh* (Gen 1.27, 'image of God') extends beyond
the physical likeness of God. What is clear is that nowhere does
have the particular facial referent of v 19. Even elsewhere in Daniel
its use is always in connection with idols or statues (2.31ff). The
expected Aramaic word would have been Y7, which occurs commonly enough
elsewhere in Daniel (4.33; 5.6 and 9f; 7.15).
The result of this unexpected usage is a link between Nebuchadnezzar
and the image that he set up. Without suggesting that the image is
necessarily in his likeness or that he is claiming divinity, the thought
is sown by the narrator that the king himself is the one they are really
being asked to fall and worship. Perhaps at the same time he will turn
out to be as powerless as the statue of ch 2 that is smashed by the rock
quarried out of the mountain but not with human hands. Darius learned a
similar lesson. The Septuagint recognizes this unique usage with popcpq
(v 19), a word that is used elsewhere to translate other words that more
definitely mean 'face' or 'visage' (Jud 8.18, Jb 4.16, Is 44.13).
However 6 does not proceed to draw a direct verbal link between the king
and his statue because the statue, Dbn, is always called sikcov.
There is another play on words in v 7 that is peculiar to the
Aramaic. When 'all' the people hear 'all' (fc) kinds of music,
'all* (bo) the people fall and worship. The emphasis of this repetition
is reinforced by the sound associations in the idiom nn bo at the




strengthens the parody on the mechanistic response of the gathered
worshippers. While the Septuagint also has 'all' three times, it is not
able to represent the beginning phrase of MT or the play on words with
bp.
theological differences
The above note about the cultic setting of the story leads us into a
consideration of the theological or polemical differences between MT and
©. These differences are not so marked as in ch 4-6, but the same
emphasis is suggested by them as in those chapters. Just as our
discussion of narrative shape was tied to a consideration of the effect
of the Additions on narrative flow, so the present discussion relates to
what has already been noted about the concerns of the Additions.
As good a place as any to begin is at the famous textual crux in v
17. The problem, centred on the difficult Aramaic phrase,
^ pn^s sunnx-H x:r\bx tpk pi, has a double focus. Semantically the
possible meanings of pi and YPX are at issue, and syntactically the
separation of from TPX is a problem. This phrase can be understood
as, 'If there is a God whom we serve, he is able...' or 'If the God whom
44
we serve is able...'. Either the existence or the competence of God is
at stake. Various attempts have been made to skirt round the apparent
theological problem inherent in the grammatical problem. Charles resorts
45
to textual emendation to get a text which reads TPS "H. Less
subjective solutions have included placing YPX with pi and reading the
emphatic 'if it be so', or taking the participle ^2'' together with the
copula TPX as a single construction giving 'if our God is able'.46 The
problem with the latter solution is that there is seldom that sort of
separation of participle from copula and the copula normally has a suffix
44
Few would disagree with Montgomery, Daniel, 206, that pi can only be
translated 'if'.
45
Charles, Daniel, 69, claims to follow the Versions in so doing.
46
See Torrey, 'Notes', 241, for 'if it be so...'. See Porteous, 59,
Delcor, Daniel, 94, and Wharton, 173, for 'if he is able...'.
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attached. The problem with understanding TPX p as 'if it be so' is
that it strains the natural sense of the phrase. Coxon has shown that
TPX denotes existence in Biblical Aramaic on two-thirds of its 15
48
occurrences in Daniel (as for example at 2.28, 3.29 and 5.11). Yet his
own argument that TPS p bears an emphatic sense contradicts that
evidence, and is dependent on unusual usages both of the Aramaic and of
the Akkadian cognate basu ('to be, exist') that he summons in support of
49
the suggestion. It becomes a syntactical argument addressed to a
theological problem and as such is not finally compelling.
The most convincing interpretation of MT 3.17a is still the
plainest, 'if our God exists...'. But such an interpretation raises
questions of sense when vv 17 and 18 are considered together. Firstly,
it is strange that the young men express doubt in the existence of a God
described as the one 'whom we serve' (JTl^S a phrase which
does not appear to admit of the possibility of non-existence. Secondly,
the logic of their reply is such that God's deliverance of his followers
becomes a necessary consequence of his existence (v 17). It is not
possible to determine from ch 3 whether or not a certainty of rescue
partly motivates their faithfulness, but it seems unlikely. After all,
in the companion story of ch 6 Daniel clearly acts in defiance of the
king's command because that is the right thing to do, and the only one in
the story who expresses any hope of rescue from the lions for him is
Darius. Thirdly, if the p in v 17 applies to the existence of God, the
tib p of v 18 must apply to the consequence of his non-existence. It
seems strange that Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego's defiance is founded
solely on a desire to thwart the king, when there is no indication either
here or in ch 6 that the Jewish courtiers are anything other than
committed to their service as officials of the king. In short, there is
an impasse when meaning and syntax confront each other.
47
The unusual argument of Wesselius, 206, that v 16 is the apodosis of v
17 is of the same type, but fails because it does not treat TTX
adequately.
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The best way out of this impasse is to accept the text as it is
without assuming the presence of exceptional syntax, and at the same time
to take the prevailing direction of thought in vv 17f in the context of
the thinking of chs 3 and 6. In that case TPK is most likely to denote
existence, as Coxon has demonstrated, but the precursor of vb jm (v is)
is most likely to be rather than TPS. Hence the young men are
expressing their determination in the face of God's potential inactivity,
not his inability.50 Montgomery's objection that to doubt God's
willingness is to doubt his ability flies in the face of much Old
Testament thinking where God is upbraided for his inactivity.51 It would
seem then that the first part of v 17 represents an ad hominem argument
by Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego without them considering for a moment
the possibility of God's non-existence. The rest of the speech is based
on the assumption that God is there and on the common enough attitude
that loyalty to him is not dependent on whether or not he acts on their
behalf.
Translations from antiquity onwards have struggled with the
ambiguity of this text that is arguing two different things at once.
Theodotion interprets the beginning of v 17 by omitting entirely the
'if...' section while preserving the 'if not..' of v 18. The result is a
simple affirmation that 'there is a God' (v 17, saxi.v yap Geoq). The
thought behind the Septuagint is even more different from MT in several
ways. The speech of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego becomes a confession
of faith and the basic 'if... if not' sense progression of MT is not
present. The question of existence, absent in 0 but present in MT, is
still there but without the 'if'. Instead © affirms that 'there is (a)
God in the heavens' (sctti yap 0soq sv oupavoiq). Moreover there is only
'one' (slq) such God who is also described confessionally as 'our Lord'
(kvjpioq qpcov). The Septuagint also asserts that he is able to rescue, so
there is no shadow of doubt either that God is or that God is able. 2
This was the interpretation of Jephet, 17, who says v 18 means 'if he
should not deliver us; for he will not leave us in thy hand out of
inability'. See also Ibn-Ezra in Galle, 35.
51Montgomery, Daniel, 206. See for example Psalm 88 where the existence
of God is never in doubt.
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In a similar way the 'secularity' of the Esther story in MT contrasts
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Without the heroes saying explicitly that he would rescue them, their
phrase 'And then it will be plain to you' (v 18, teal tots cpavepov aoi
£crxai) suggests that his doing so will be a vindication of their stand.
As a literary aside, although the Greek of v 17 reflects the word
order of the Aramaic, the result is a felicitously balanced sentence that
focuses the issues of the story quite sharply. After the first phrase,
whose problems we have examined, the heroes express confidence in a God
who is able 'to rescue us out of the furnace of fire and out of your
hand, 0 King, he will rescue us' {k^eXeaQax. f|paq ex xfjq xapivou xou nupog
xal ek xcov %£ipcov aou, fkxaiA,£u, £§£A.£ixai fipaq). The juxtaposition of
the furnace with the hand of the king and the bracketing of both by the
verb e^aipaco, reinforce the point that the issue centres on the person of
the king. In rescuing them from the furnace God rescues them from the
hand of Nebuchadnezzar who thought there was no god able to do so (v 15).
This interpretative translation on the part of © demonstrates once
again the version's monotheistic emphasis and its concern to promote the
cause of the God of Israel. The inclusion of the word xupioq at vv
28/95f is typical of the Septuagint and reinforces the uniqueness rather
than the primacy of God. The expression 'Most High God of gods' (v
26/93, xou 6eo0 xcov 0ecov xoC uv|/iaxou) in Rahlfs cannot be taken as an
exception to that trend as P967 does not include x<5v 0ecov. This theme is
made explicit by the Additional declaration at v 45 that 'you alone are
the Lord God...' (ctu eT povoq xupioq o 0e6q).53 Kupioq occurs as a
Leitwort in the prayer and song. The universal sovereignty of the God of
Israel in particular, as emphasized here by ©, is a theme noted in the
other Septuagint chapters studied so far.
Here as elsewhere the theme of sovereignty is closely related to
that of idolatry. The difference between the versions is not as marked
because the theme of the 'image is already central to the Aramaic
story. Nevertheless the Septuagintal concern over idolatry is hinted at
with the A-text, which brings God much more into the foreground. See the




again in vv 12 and 18 when the three young men refuse to worship the
king's 'idols' (ei'5ooA.ov) instead of his 'gods' as in the Masoretic Text.
It is difficult to say whether the question of the divinization of kings
54
lurks behind the Septuagint of ch 3, as it undoubtedly does in ch 6. It
is a matter for debate whether or not the statue was the representation
of a figure or not, and if it was, whether that figure was the king or
one of his gods.55 Hippolytus connects the figure with the head of gold
in the preceding chapter.5 Even so, that does not require a
representation of Nebuchadnezzar himself and the contents of MT vv 12-14
render it unlikely. The Septuagint at v 12 hints at the possibility that
the idol was of the king himself with 'your idol they did not serve, and
your golden image...they did not worship' (xcp eidooXcq gov ouk sA.axpsuaav
Kai xfj slkovi aou xfi xpuafj. . . ou 7rpoCT8Kuvqaav). But the evidence is
tenuous and hangs on the extra aou, so too much cannot be made of the
57
issue in this particular chapter.
Another difference in outlook is possibly present in the Septuagint's
use of cpopeco in v 17, a matter that has been touched on above. Out of
the several hundred uses of cpopeco in the Septuagint most are a
translation of XT, so the Greek word normally shows the same breadth of
semantic range. It is not used elsewhere to translate either T3J) or rbb.
A broad generalization could be made that the word does not often occur
in a cultic setting, and expresses fear either of God or man. A
comparison of the usage of cpo(3eco may be brought a little closer to the
present context if we look at its occurrences in apocryphal Greek books,
particularly Sirach and Maccabees. We find 29 uses in Sirach, only one
of which has a cultic referent (Sir 7.31). It is overwhelmingly used as
a wisdom term to describe an attitude of heart and mind toward God
54
But compare Delcor, 'Un cas de traduction "Targumique"', 33.
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Pritchard, Pictures, pi 537, depicts 'a procession of gods mounted on
animals, between two figures of the Assyrian king'. Some of the gods
bear a remarkable resemblance to the king, suggesting that identification
of the king with the gods does not require a direct representation of him
in the statue. See Roth, 29.
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encapsulated in Sir 1.14 and 15.1. Only in Sir 26.5 does cpof3sa> speak of
the fear of man. By contrast the books of the Maccabees use the word
mostly in terms of the fear of human enemies. Despite the Maccabean
concern for the desecration of the temple, the word is not used in those
books in connection with cultic worship. To continue the comparison with
two prophets, Isaiah seems representative of the rest of the Old
Testament in using cpoPeoo indifferently with God or man as its object. Of
the 22 uses in Septuagintal Jeremiah, the same can be said. The
expression 'another heart to fear me' (xapSiav exepav cpopriefivai pe) in
Jer 32/39.39 reflects the same sort of usage as in Sirach. The only time
when 'fearing the Lord' has a possible cultic significance is at Jer 3.8,
where the setting is a condemnation of involvement in the fertility cult.
Against this, as we saw in the context of Darius' confession
(6.27f), Xaxpeuoo is a word that probably has connotations of service in
worship and as such reflects a portion of the semantic range of the
Aramaic r6s.58 In fact by the time of Official Aramaic, and on into
Middle and Late Aramaic, although there is still considerable crossover
between the meanings of the two words, is more likely than to be
59
used in a worship context. Typical of the Biblical Aramaic usage of
is 5.1 where Belshazzar 'makes' a feast, 6.28 where God 'does' signs and
wonders, or Ezra 6.12 where Darius commands a decree to be 'carried out'.
In short almost all the vocabulary indicators of both the Aramaic and
Greek in v 17 (r6s and Aaxpsuoo) suggest a cultic context and raise the
question of whether or not any significance may be detected in the
unexpected use of (poPeco by the Septuagint at this point.
It could be simply an attempt at variety on the part of a translator
who did not make such distinctions.60 Another possibility is that the
58Coxon, 'Daniel III 17', 403
59
See the chronology of Aramaic outlined by Stefanovic, The Aramaic of
Daniel, 17. Coxon, 'Daniel III 17', 403, with Ibn Ezra does not consider
the possibility of historical development.
6°I am conscious of the caution from Barr, Semantics of Biblical Language,
120, for care to be taken in etymological matters. In this instance,
however, there does seem to be evidence of historical development of
meaning in the directions I have indicated.
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creator of the Septuagint version is hinting at the fact that the
question of cultic service is part of the much wider question, 'whom
shall we fear?'. In its attempt to understand the Aramaic idiom
in v 12, G has already hinted at this sort of understanding
with 'did not fear your commandment' (ouk ecpo[3r|0r|adv aou xqv evToAqv).
This is consistent with the less mantic view of wisdom that the
Septuagint also demonstrates in chs 4-6 by its concern to distance Daniel
from other wisdom officials.
narrative links with Daniel 4-6
A discussion of the links between this and other chapters in Daniel
is necessarily incomplete, as was the case after ch 6, as there are a
number of points of contact between chs 3 and 2. These will feature as
part of the work on ch 2. It is, however, now possible to return to the
analysis begun in the context of Daniel 6 where the closeness of the
relationship between chs 3 and 6 was noted. There are also some features
in common with chs 4 and 5. Some of these have been touched on in the
course of the foregoing discussion, but others warrant more detailed
treatment. Several aspects of narrative technique show the same
differences between the versions as can be detected in the previous
chapters treated. The omniscience of the G narrator is more editorial
and that of MT more neutral. The Septuagint signposts perspective in
more overt ways such as his anticipation of events in the story, whereas
the Masoretic Text relies on the story and the words of the characters.
In particular, in MT chs 3 and 6 the heroes remain largely silent
throughout their ordeal.61 Before being thrown into the furnace Shadrach,
Meshach and Abednego assert that their God can save them and they are
determined to follow him. After being lifted out of the lion pit Daniel
says that his God has delivered him. In neither case do the Jews condemn
the king for his actions nor do they use the events as a vindication of
themselves or their God. Each time the king himself recognizes and
^ickerman, 81 and 89, thinks of their casting into the fire as an
'ordeal' in the judicial sense. If both the fire and the lions' pit are
ordeals, the ordeal procedure serves as a further narrative link between
chs 3 and 6.
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speaks that vindication. On both occasions the Septuagint portrays its
point of view by placing an explicit condemnation of the sovereign in the
mouths of the heroes.
As was particularly the case in ch 6, MT is reliant on the reader
picking up the irony inherent in the story to deduce the point of view of
the narrator himself. For the various reasons noted this is not so
prominent a feature of ©. On the subject of irony, though, it should be
noted that there is a different type of comedic effect at work in the
Masoretic Text than was the case in ch 6. There, the effect was achieved
through what we called the irony of ignorance. Here the effect is
achieved primarily through incremental repetition. In both cases the
Septuagint narrative does not contain the same degree of irony, not
through any deliberate policy on the part of the translator but by the
natural outworking of some aspect of his technique. In ch 6 this comes
about because of the more overt narratorial stance whereas in ch 3 it is
a result of the summarizing tendencies of ©.
Despite the differences in genre, a number of similarities between
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the opening verses of chs 3 and 5 in the Masoretic Text have been noted.
The dating of ch 3 by the Septuagint and its inclusion of other plus
material in the first verse means that this parallelism is not as marked
in the Septuagint.
literary links with Daniel 4-6
The relationship between chs 3 and 6 in MT can also be demonstrated
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in literary terms. There is the same play on the theme of the 'law' (vv
10 and 29, Dye). The uses of ('deliver', 3.15, 17 and 28; 6.15, 21
and 28), ('blasphemy' or 'incompetence', 3.29 and 6.5), and n*7X ('to
succeed', 3.30 and 6.29), are all particular in Daniel to these two
chapters.64 rkronro ('in trepidation', 3.24 and 6.20) is also an unusual
62




64See BHS on the ketiv / qere variants of ha in 3.29. Most accept the
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expression in both although it also appears at 2.25. There are two
idiomatic expressions that are shared by chs 3 and 6. The heroes'
opponents 'eat pieces of' (3.8 and 6.25, prrcnp ^dk) their Jewish
counterparts in both chapters. The idiom 'to take notice of' (3.12 and
6.i4, bv DSJS trtw is also a common feature.65
The Septuagint represents SPtf with either £§sp%opai or aco^cc.
fi^epyopai is also used to translate pSJ (5.5). )b& is translated
differently on each occasion, once with (3A.da<pr|poQ (3.29/96) and once with
ayvoia (6.5). The latter word also appears in ch 4 (v 34) and is used at
6.23 to represent nVon ('harm'). It is uncertain what the exact
equivalent of the ch 3 occurrence of rbz is, but it is translated with
KaGiCTxripi. in ch 6. Again this is a word in common use elsewhere in
Daniel, translating variously DTp (2.21 and 6.2), DX3 (2.24 and 49), and
0^ (2.48). The expression is unrepresented in the Greek on both
occasions while 000. ..Q^ is unrepresented once and interpreted as 'fear'
at 3.12. The Septuagint gives a straightforward non-idiomatic
translation of prnrp boa. each time, but not the same one. 3.8 has
SiapdAAoo while 6.25 has Kcnrapap-rupeco. This variety of translation is a
further indication that the pairing of chs 3 and 6 that seems likely in
the Masoretic Text is not a feature of the Septuagintal version of these
two stories. Exceptionally, the Septuagint draws a link between the fire
of ch 3 and the lions of ch 6 in that neither 'troubled' (3.50,
7i:apr|Vffl^A.riCT£v, and 6.19, 7i:aprivoo%A.riCTav) those who were subjected to their
rigours. Neither reference is represented in MT.
thematic links with Daniel 4-6
Chs 4-6 in the Septuagint all displayed a greater polemic against
idolatry than their MT counterparts. Because a major theme of the
Aramaic story of ch 3 is already idolatry there is not the same marked
thematic variation. But allied to this is a concern in © to assert the
qere reading, but see Paul. 292f, who prefers the ketiv. His
accompanying attempt to read TwOi in 6.5 is not convincing.
65Lacocque, Daniel, 88, has a comprehensive list of the similarities in
vocabulary between chs 3 and 6.
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uniqueness of God and to rediscover the purity of an Israelite cult
corrupted by an evil monarch because of the sins of the chosen people.
The more monotheist outlook of © is a feature of all the chapters studied
so far, while the sins of the people and the desecration of the cult
appears in © ch 4. The Additions bring out these concerns strongly and
they are reinforced by small differences between the versions in the main
part of the chapter.
This chapter raises problems for anybody seeking to find a
development in Jewish angelology between the two versions. A feature of
ch 6 was the difference in agency in the lion pit. The Septuagint
attributes Daniel's deliverance to the direct intervention of God whereas
MT says God sent an angel to close the lions' mouths. In contrast, © ch
3 features an angel as the agent of salvation in the furnace. The
Masoretic Text remains ambiguous about the fourth figure in the fire, but
the Additions dispel the ambiguity and enter into some physical detail
about the angel's work (3.49f and 25/92).66 Both versions of ch 4 speak
of the work of a heavenly being. So it looks as though there is no
consistent evidence pointing to different views on angels between
versions. What can been said is that the Septuagint tends to be more
specific about their activities while the Masoretic Text surrounds them
with an air of mystery.
Septuagint links with Daniel 4
The dating of the story by the Septuagint creates a significant link
not present in MT. There is no date on the story of the fiery furnace in
MT but © puts it in the 'eighteenth year of Nebuchadnezzar the king*.
This is the same date given to ch 4 which is also undated in the
Masoretic Text, and seems like a conscious attempt by the Septuagint to
link both stories with each other and with the events described in Jer
67
52. They concern the attack on the sovereignty of Israel and the
66Saadia, in Galle, 38f, interprets as ('angel'). He
identifies the angel who cools the furnace as Gabriel. See the
discussion of Brock, 'To Revise or Not to Revise', 318f, and Walters,
254f, on the rendering of L'i PiCI_,33 in Gen 6.2.
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Porteous, 60. Others suggest a further tie-up with Jeremiah in the
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integrity of Jerusalem and the temple cult. Those are the same concerns,
but from a different era, that the Septuagint is worried about. This
does not contradict the earlier observation that the Septuagint setting
is more general than the MT setting. Both highlight in different ways
the distance of the Septuagint from the setting in the Babylonian or
Persian diaspora. The diaspora is concerned with the accommodation of
individual Jews to the empire while the second temple concerns of 6 are
to do with the struggle for survival of the Jewish nation . The dating
of chs 3 and 4 highlight the nationalist concerns, while the
universalizing of Nebuchadnezzar's sovereignty supports the monotheistic
idea that the God of Israel is the God of the nations.
One result of this is that the © picture of Nebuchadnezzar with
respect to the nation of Israel is quite different from the one it draws
of Darius in ch 6. We saw that the Septuagint, although condemning
Darius, at the same time seems to view him in terms reminiscent of the
patriarchs and other heroes of the nation. In ch 3 the Septuagint, by
dating the story, consciously sets Nebuchadnezzar as a threat to the
nation. Although he ultimately submits in cultic terms to the God of
Israel at the end of ch 4, he is never accorded the honours that are
implicitly given Darius. This is the opposite of what is happening in
the Masoretic Text. Darius' capitulation is only partial and the
condemnation of Belshazzar is total. Nebuchadnezzar however is projected
in a more favourable light. At least he is no worse than Darius and is
considerably better than Belshazzar. He capitulates to the God of the
Jews in terms appropriate to the exilic setting, and certainly poses no
long term threat to the nation. As we have seen, his portrayal in the MT
story is in one sense a development of the theme 'Nebuchadnezzar my
servant' (Jer 27/34.6). Such can certainly not be said for the
Septuagint, where the more explicit conversion is a vindication of the
God and nation of Israel rather than an endorsement of Nebuchadnezzar.
In P967 chs 7 and 8 intervene between 4 and 5 in what many see as
68
the older order. Certainly the effect is to place 3 and 4 as a pair in
burning of the prophets described at Jer 29/36.21ff. See Peters, 109.
68„
See again Bogaert, 'Relecture et Refonte Historicisante', 198ff, who
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a way that they are not in the Masoretic Text, and their common dating is
part of that. The confessional material in © ch 4 also contains strong
echoes of the Song of the Three. Nebuchadnezzar's acknowledgement of the
creator of 'heaven and earth and the sea and the rivers and all that are
in them' (4.37, xov oupavov Kai xriv ypv Kai x<xq 0aA.aaaa<; Kai xouq
rroxapouQ Kai xavxa xa ev auxoig) appears to be a summary of vv 59-81.
69
The expression 'God of gods' (4.37, 0soq xgov 0s6ov) reflects v 90. The
king's praise of 'all his holy ones' (4.37a, navxag xouq ayiouQ auxou)
appears as a reminder of vv 85-87. As a result of the pairing of these
two chapters, Nebuchadnezzar's confession in the © plus material of ch 4
becomes partly a response to what he has seen and heard of Hananiah,
Mishael and Azariah.
In further support of this suggestion is the king's statement that
he is overcome by 'trembling from fear of him (God)' (4.37a, and xoO
cpopou auxou xpopoQ). This picks up on the unusual usage that we noted of
cpof3eco by © in v 17. Just as Nebuchadnezzar is moved in ch 4 to praise
the God whom the young men praise in ch 3, so he adopts the same 'fear'
of God in ch 4 that they show in ch 3. The pairing of 3 and 4 also
explains why the final speech of Nebuchadnezzar in ch 3 is not as
confessional as its counterparts in chs 4 and 6. If chs 3 and 4 reflect
a process of development in the king, the confession of ch 4 becomes the
completion of the partial acknowledgement in ch 3. The corollary of this
is that chs 5 and 6 are also a pairing culminating in the same sort of
confession by Darius.
conclusion
The major difference between the two accounts of ch 3 lies in the
insertion of Additional material between vv 23 and 24. In narrative
terms it shifts the centre of the story away from the moment of defiance
described in MT vv 16-18 and on to the contents of the Prayer of Azariah
regards this order as original. Lust, 'The Septuagint Version of Daniel
4-5', 8, agrees.
69P967 has this reading despite the fact that at v 26/93 it differs from
Syh-88 by not having xgov 0e<5v.
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and Song of the Three. The divergence of traditions immediately before
and after the insertion, as well as the piece of narrative between the
prayer and song, results in similar differences between the narrative art
of MT and © as have been observed in chs 4-6. There are also other
smaller differences between MT and © in the commonly held material that
reinforce the narrative effects of the Additions. The © narrator is more
overt and less neutral than his MT counterpart. One result of this is an
anticipation of the narrative by © and more explicit guidance to the
reader on matters of perspective. The Masoretic Text is more dependent
on the inherent development of the story to portray perspective. In this
particular instance the perception of irony is crucial to an
understanding of MT where such is not the case in the Septuagint. The
same was true of ch 6 although the differences came about there by
different means. In another parallel with ch 6, the heroes of the fiery
furnace maintain a pregnant silence in MT except at the moment of
declaring God's faithfulness, and it is left to the king to declare the
vindication of their God. In both instances the © has Shadrach, Meshach
and Abednego and Daniel explicitly condemn the king. The Septuagint
habit seen particularly in ch 4 of explicating the mysterious is also
present in ch 3.
The particular concerns of the Additions are borne out by a
comparison of the rest of the chapter with MT. The interest in the
Jewish nation and the integrity of its major institutions is reinforced
by the slightly different setting of the © story which places
Nebuchadnezzar in a position of explicit opposition to those
institutions. The Masoretic Text account is a more local story of
courage in the diaspora. Moreover the emphasis by © on the uniqueness of
the God of Israel with its accompanying suspicion of idolatry or the
divinization of the monarch are also features of a comparison with MT in
Daniel 3. The difference is less marked on the subject of idolatry as
that is an explicit concern of the Aramaic version anyway. There is also
a hint at the different view of wisdom held by © in other chapters,
although the evidence is not conclusive.
It is generally true that the structural and literary links
between chs 3 and 6 are much stronger in the Masoretic Text. In the
Septuagint a stronger relationship between chs 3 and 4 may be detected.
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This is seen first in the paired dating of the chapters by ©, which
alerts the reader to the part played by Nebuchadnezzar in the destruction
of Jewish national life and links him with the evil king of the
Additions. It is then noticeable that the royal confession of ch 4
echoes the Song of the Three and completes the partial capitulation of
Nebuchadnezzar in ch 3. This pairing of chs 3 and 4 fits in with the
P967 ordering of the book of Daniel. By contrast the Masoretic Text
displays strong organic links with ch 6 in the way that ch 5 assumed ch
4. One result of this difference is that the positive picture of
Nebuchadnezzar displayed in MT chs 4-5 is not present in the Septuagint
to the same extent. This pairing does not preclude a relationship with
other MT stories and the similarity of the opening with ch 5 was noted.
But there is more to be said on the subject once the story of the statue




Daniel 2 is different from each of the stories so far considered in
chs 3-6 in two important respects. Firstly the Septuagint and the
Masoretic Text are closer to each other than is the case in 3-6.
Secondly, the redaction history of the text of MT is more visible than in
the other Aramaic stories about Babylonian or Persian kings. As a result
of these differences my approach to the present chapter will diverge from
the pattern that has informed our discussion of the other stories. The
relative closeness of the two versions to each other means that the
literary focus is less on matters of structure and literary craftsmanship
and more on questions of content, although the two aspects interconnect.
The visibility of the process of redaction means that MT ch 2 does not
yield as readily to a narrative critical approach that assumes the
literary unity of the story. Before a literary comparison can be made I
must therefore deal with the fact that there is more than one level of
tradition evident in the Masoretic Text.
The two particular sections that have a bearing on the present
discussion are vv 13-23 and vv 40-43. There is evidence of some
corruption or emendation of the tradition in vv 40-43. Because they do
not have a direct bearing on the narrative criticism of the chapter as a
whole, I do not analyze those verses explicitly in source critical terms.
However, I note the problems they pose where it is appropriate to do so.
Vv 13-23 bear more directly on the ensuing discussion. Accordingly, this
treatment begins with a detailed examination of the case both for w
13-23 being a later insertion and for the song of praise in vv 20-23
being an independent unit. I then proceed to a comparison of MT with ©
on the basis that material in w 13-23 is not original to the prototype
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of MT, and that vv 20-23 have probably been introduced.
This comparison is made with respect to the narrative structures,
the presence or otherwise of irony and ambiguity, and the narrator's
stance and manipulation of point of view. Certain literary devices
within the versions will also be noted. There are some significant
variations in these areas despite the closeness of the versions to each
other. In turning from there to the more substantial matters of content,
I will compare the interpretation of the dream, and note some evidence
for differences in theological outlook. In the process differences are
detected in the backdrop to each story and in the way the protagonists,
Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar, are portrayed.
In the nature of this approach to Daniel 2, links with other
chapters form an integral part of the discussion and so are not treated
separately at the end, except as part of the conclusion. There I suggest
that the trends evident in chs 3-6 are also present in ch 2, although
they have been obscured by the transmission history of MT.
verses 13-23: inserted material?
Up until now I have worked with the premise, particularly where MT
is concerned, that, notwithstanding the historical process of composition
discernible behind the stories, each of them functions in their received
form as a literary unit. The case of vv 13-23 in Daniel 2 forces an
exception to that practice, as the possibility that those verses have
been inserted cannot be ignored in a literary discussion of the texts.
Accordingly I propose to explore that possibility in the Masoretic Text
before turning to the literary comparison of ch 2. I treat vv 13-23 as a
whole first and then turn the focus onto Daniel's song of praise within
that material (vv 20-23). Although they differ over where exactly the
interpolated material begins, most commentators see these verses as a
subsequent insertion. Generally they do so in order to solve the
problem of Daniel's two audiences with Arioch (w 15 and 24) and also
Davies, Daniel, 46, and Hartman and DiLella, 139, see the inserted
material beginning at v 13. Lacocque, Daniel, 46, Porteous, 42, and
Heaton, 128, prefer v 14.
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2
with the king (vv 16 and 25f). It seems strange that Daniel needs an
introduction by Arioch when he has already been to see the king on his
own. Moreover Daniel's ignorance of the king's actions is difficult to
explain in the light of v 13 and also of his promotion at the end of ch
1.
In fact the evidence for vv 13-23 having been inserted into the
Masoretic Text is indecisive. The above argument as an objection to the
literary unity of ch 2 assumes that narrative time always corresponds to
real chronological time. While the use of flashback and anticipation in
biblical narrative is rare, it is not unheard of and chronological and
3
narrative time should not always be strictly equated. For example the
reference in 1.21 to Daniel's service until the days of Cyrus is a
narratorial intrusion in that it moves outside the time frame of the
story to provide a panoramic introduction to the career of Daniel. If
1.20 is also part of that anticipation, it is not necessary for Daniel to
be a prominent figure in the court when the present story opens.
Furthermore the doubling of action in itself is not necessarily a marker
of secondary material, as we saw in the discussion on 3.23. It can serve
a resumptive or anticipatory function, although admittedly it is
difficult to see what purpose would be served in this particular
4
instance. The functioning of time within the narrative on its own does
not demand the conclusion that vv 13-23 are secondary.
Moreover much the same use of revelation and interpretation
terminology may be discerned in this section as in the rest of the
chapter. That aspect is explored in more detail in the section on point
of view within the narrative. Suffice to say at this stage that when
Daniel makes a play for extra time from the king, he offers 'to declare'
(v 16, i H?ii b) the interpretation to the king. The object of that verb
2
See for example Wills, 82, who follows Hartman and DiLella, 139.
3Bar-Efrat, 179
4
Contrast the reading of Fewell, 52, who integrates vv 13-23 by her
interpretation of the function of Arioch in the story. Contrast also
Goldingay, Daniel, 42, whose opinion that this section heightens suspense
is treated below.
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is just as it usually is elsewhere in ch 2. He uses words
appropriate to his function as a human intermediary of wisdom, which
would have been how he perceived himself and how he was perceived by
Nebuchadnezzar. Yet when the activity of God in revelation is described
(vv 19 and 22) the verb is used in the same specialized sense as
elsewhere in the chapter. In the first instance the usual object, H (v
19), is also present.
A comparison of other vocabulary used in these verses likewise fails
to yield a consistent pattern in favour of the distinction. There are
several words or phrases that are unique to this part of Daniel, namely
□2t91 X0S5 (v 14, 'wisdom and discretion'), nD-^SJ (v 15, 'why?'), and Dm
(v 18, 'mercy'). But that fact on its own does not function as an
argument for a different source. Most of the key words also occur in ch
2 outside vv 13-19. There are a few that do not, but they do not provide
a large enough sample from which to draw conclusions. Indeed, the
instances in question are normally well represented elsewhere in Daniel
2-7. Examples are I"P3 (v 17, 'house', also in 3.29; 4.1 and 27; 5.23;
6.11), n«3 (v 18, 'seek', also in 4.33; 6.8 and 13; 7.16), TXtf (v 18,
'the rest', also in 7.12 and 19), and ^p3 (v 19, 'blessed', also in 4.31
and 6.11). The one statement that could tentatively be made is that the
choice of words in MT vv 13-19 shows some resemblance to ch 7. above
is one example as is the form of the phrase 'vision of the night' (v 19,
Kim, also in 7.2, 7 and 13). Despite that, there is little in
the vocabulary used that distinguishes vv 13-19 from the rest of ch 2.
However a more compelling argument for vv 13-23 as an insertion
emerges in an examination of the balance between narrative and dialogue
in the structure of the chapter. The predominance of direct speech is a
notable feature of Daniel 2. There are two verses of narrative at the
beginning and end of the story. Excluding the problematical vv 13-23 for
the moment, 32 of the remaining 34 verses consist of direct speech or
narrative indicators of direct speech. The exceptions are vv 12 and 46.
In fact there is more direct speech than in any of the other chapters so
far studied. Such is not the case in w 14-19, however. Daniel asks a
direct question of Arioch in v 15 but apart from that all the
interchanges between characters are reported indirectly. To begin with,
at v 14 there is an unusual form of expression when Daniel is said to
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have 'responded with counsel and discretion' (DUB1 XJDSJ ST!"!) to Arioch.
31TI is a word more specifically connected with the conduct of dialogue
than the wide-ranging but is never so used in Daniel except here.
The occurrence in 3.16 is a different type of usage. It seems therefore
to be more of a descriptive term than a narrative marker and so not in
character with the rest of the narrative surrounding these verses. This
becomes even more clear in the next few verses. Arioch 'made known' (v
15, imrt) the state of affairs to Daniel, who thereupon goes in and 'asks
of the king' (v 16, HJJ3) for more time. Having done that, he
goes home and 'made known' (v 17, UTin) the matter to his companions.
Despite all this communication between characters, their words are never
reported directly. As a result the action is filtered through the
narrator to the reader, who is not permitted the first hand view that
direct speech allows.
In terms of narrative structure, then, a case could perhaps be made
that the material in vv 13-19 is different in kind from that surrounding
it. A consideration of the subject matter of those verses leads in the
same direction since the presumption by MT of Daniel's qualifications as
a wise man lies entirely within the verses under discussion.5 Outside
that material the Masoretic Text is a pure court contest.6 The rank
outsider, whose only achievement so far has been to graduate with honours
from the king's training programme, inquires about the harsh decree and
proves himself as a wise man by solving the problem set the wise men by
the king. Daniel's petition on behalf of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego
at the end of the chapter thereby links back to the events of ch 1 rather
than to their role as his confidants in the present story.
In corroboration we note that the only time the Aramaic section
calls Daniel's three friends by their Semitic names is in v 17. They are
called Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah elsewhere only in the Hebrew ch 1 or
in the Additional Greek material of ch 3. This fact may not be grounds
Davies, Daniel, 46. Jephet, 8, suggests that Daniel does not appear
when the Babylonian wise men are first called because he does not see
himself in the same category as the Chaldeans.
6Collins, Apocalyptic Vision, 36, notes that the rivalry is not a hostile
one.
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on its own to identify and draw firm lines between traditions, but it
does suggest that this material comes from a different source, albeit one
that has a great deal still in common with the material surrounding it.
The main argument against this view is found in vv 36 and 47 where
plural forms seem to include Daniel's compatriots in the narrative. In v
36 Daniel tells the king that 'we will tell' (TOXJ) his dream and give
its interpretation, while in v 47 Nebuchadnezzar uses the plural suffix
in 'your God' (fDn^).7 In the canonical context the most obvious
referent of the first person plural prefix is Daniel with his three
friends. Both © and 8 take that to be the case with their use of
spoupev. But this has for long been recognized as an unsatisfactory
g
aspect of the MT narrative. If the point is accepted that vv 13-23 are
later additions in the Aramaic the plurals in vv 36 and 47 are
inexplicable as meaning the four young Jews, because three of them are
not even present. Various explanations have been attempted. The direct
approach is to say that the MT rendering is itself a result of amendment
to bring it into line with the earlier inclusion of the companions of
Daniel. The difficulty with this argument is that the process is
curiously incomplete in light of the craftsmanship demonstrated elsewhere
in MT, and it is unsupported by any Aramaic textual tradition. The only
support comes from several late translations alluded to by Ziegler. In
narrative terms, Montgomery summarizes the several commonly offered
g
explanations. The plural could be understood as an expression of
deference or humility.10 It could also be understood along the lines
taken by the medieval Jewish commentators as 'I and His Wisdom'.11 This




Ziegler, 108. Ethiopic and Arabic traditions follow the Peshitta in
preferring the first person with dicam. Similarly Bohairic presents
annuntiabo tibi et dicam.
9
Montgomery, Daniel, 71f
10Delcor, Daniel, 179, thinks of it as a 'royal we' by the intermediary.
11Ibn-Ezra in Galle, 24.
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expression. All those suggestions have their attractions and all can be
supported by other biblical examples.
Their greatest weakness is that they do not explain away the plural
of v 47. Furthermore they have no parallel in Daniel's other
encounters with kings. When Daniel offers messages and interpretations
as from the Lord he normally preserves the distinction between the
messenger and the message. This is well illustrated at 4.24 where Daniel
breaks off his interpretation of the dream to plead with the king to
amend his ways. The Jewish protagonists' use of the phrase, '(if) there
is a God' (v 28, TPS; 3.17, TPX }!"!) functions in the same way
to separate the words from the speaker. This is different from the
earlier prophetic tradition embodied in phrases such as m<T~DiO, where
the speaker and his words are not differentiated. As a result, it is
unlikely that Daniel identifies his words as coterminous with God's
words, and therefore also unlikely that he suddenly speaks as a member of
13
the heavenly council. It is equally unlikely that the first person
plural represents a conventional form of address before the king. Were
that the case, we would expect the convention to occur as frequently as
others do in Daniel. The use of trip in the context of approaching the
king, and the hope expressed of long life for the king are two such
conventions consistently observed in the book of Daniel.
Until more evidence comes to hand a satisfactory explanation of the
plurals in vv 36 and 47 is not available. There is no convincing
alternative to the obvious answer that they refer to Shadrach, Meshach
and Abednego, but this does not alter the fact that Daniel on his own is
clearly the protagonist. Even in the two verses in question, there are
also singular pronouns on either side of the plurals. The narrative
seems to nod politely in the direction of the three, who remain silent
bystanders. Therefore the plurals of vv 36 and 47 alone do not serve as
a counter-argument to the view that MT w 13-23 has been interpolated in
1ZHeaton, 130
13
Koch, 'Is Daniel Also Among the Prophets?', 125f, attributes this to a
growing sense of transcendence, as a result of which the bearer of
revelation could only be an intermediary.
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the Aramaic.
Even in the possibly interpolated material, the presence of
Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah is problematic as nowhere are the three
companions seen as the equals of Daniel. The song of praise itself is in
the first person singular. It could be objected that Daniel in v 23
includes his compatriots in the phrases '...which we asked...' (XrS)3-vl)
and 'you made known to us...' (JMflSmn). But fcWflSmn sits uncomfortably
in the same verse with the singular suffix on There are no
Aramaic textual witnesses to a singular suffix on the final STP of v 23,
although there is a singular in Theodotion's translation. This reflects
either a singular in 9's Vorlage or the translator's unease on narrative
14
grounds with the the variation in person in v 23. However, in agreement
with MT, he allows for the plural with '...which we asked...' (a
ri^iooCTapsv). The Septuagint translation is not a close equivalent of the
existing Aramaic, but does contain the singular form ri^iooaa in contrast
to 0.15 Even if v 23 is not an insertion, the textual doubt surrounding
the persons of the verbs and their suffixes makes it uncertain whether or
not the plural was intended. Theodotion best reflects the sense of the
rest of the chapter, in that the friends of Daniel joined in asking for
revelation, but Daniel alone received it.
the song of praise as insert
These verses also contain the much-discussed song of praise of
Daniel. Many commentators recognize in the material of w 20-23 a song
that was probably composed for the present purpose.16 They also recognize
14
Scribal confusion between the sounds of and XJ suggests itself as an
explanation of a different Vorlage, or the eye of the copyist may have
been confused by the ending on XrB3 and appropriated that suffix for the
final word in the verse. See Klein, 76f, for examples of words which
sound alike.
15Ziegler, 104, cites two witnesses from the Lucianic recension as well as
the Bohairic and Ethiopic in support of the singular q^uiaa in 9.
16Montgomery, Daniel, 157, says 'it is an original composition, entirely
to the point of the story'. This view is agreeable to many. See for
example Goldingay, Daniel, 38 and Lacocque, Daniel, 45.
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it as a distinct and self-contained unit within ch 2. The revelation
granted to Daniel (v 19) brings forth a hymn of praise to the God who
reveals (v 22). The hymn proceeds from a description of the
characteristics of God's wisdom to thanksgiving for the gift of wisdom to
Daniel to the specific 'for you have made known to us the matter of the
king' (v 23, *onsrnn n*70~n).
Comparisons are inevitable with the song and prayer that are part of
18
ch 3 in the Greek, and there are certain superficial similarities. They
are both uttered by the Jewish heroes in moments of extreme danger. In
each case their deliverance has been assured but not yet implemented.
There is the same progression in thought from the general concerns of a
wider audience towards the particular circumstances of those uttering the
praise, Daniel in ch 2 and Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah in ch 3.
Despite the particular mention of the heroes, their predicament is not
central to the subject matter, but is alluded to. There are two
different kinds of grammatical structure in each song. In ch 3 the first
few verses (vv 52-56) are addressed by the three directly to God in the
second person singular. There is then a switch into a series of
imperatives directed at various recipients. God is no longer addressed
directly (vv 57-90), but becomes the subject of the commands. Daniel's
hymn in ch 2 also has the same two types of sections although they are in
reverse order from the Song of the Three. Vv 20-22 is set in the
framework of an imperative or jussive sense, 'Blessed be the name of God'
(v 20, Tpao Kn*7*cn rratf Kin*?). Daniel switches into the first person at
v 23 and addresses God directly. Notwithstanding the problematic command
to Hananiah and Mishael in 3.88 whereby the singers are suddenly
introduced into the song itself, the persona of the singer remains
outside the song in both cases. In 3.88 the switch in direction of the
song to Hananiah and Mishael has come about in the attempt to
19
contextualize the material. This, along with the change into the first
person, indicates the assumption that Azariah was the singer of the song
17
Baldwin, 90, exemplifies this with her analysis of the literary
qualities of the song.
18
See the treatment by Towner, 'Poetic Passsages', 326.
19
See Rothstein, 174, and Moore, 74.
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just as Daniel is in ch 2.
Despite the similarities in context and form, however, there are
some marked differences in content and syntax. A particular syntactical
difference is the way the singer conveys the attributes of the God being
praised. In ch 3 the tendency is to portray God through a series of
adjectival phrases, particularly in vv 52-56. Only at the end of the
song is there specific mention of God's actions on behalf of the singer.
The song in ch 2 conveys its information about God through a series of
indicative statements all dependent on the "H of v 20b, explaining why
God's name is blessed.20
More significant than the syntactical variations are the differences
in which aspects of God are highlighted by the hymns. We have seen in an
earlier treatment that the sentiments of the Song of the Three are
expressed in terms of the created order and of the cult. From v 57 there
is a movement through creation to Israel (v 83) to priests and servants
and the holy ones (w 84-87). Hananiah and Mishael (v 88) are thereby
set in company with the people of God. The second section (vv 57ff) is a
long hymn to the created order, both seen and unseen. The first part is
filled with cultic imagery. The 'God of our fathers' (v 52, o 9e6q tcov
narspccv fipdov) is depicted in his 'temple' (v 53, x<p vacjj) with the
'cherubim' (v 55, %epoufhp) and 'on the throne' (v 54, eni 9povou). In
contrast, the God of 2.20ff is primarily the one who is the source of
secret knowledge, not the one who is revealed in the cult and in
creation. He is blessed because he possesses 'wisdom and might' (v 20,
xmom xrmi) and conveys it 'to the wise...and to those who know' (v
21, vrtb... \wrb).21 The vocabulary of verse 22, to which I return
20
Stefanovic, The Aramaic of Daniel, 41, likens the structure of this
'hymn-prayer' to the Tell Fekherye inscription (Greenfield and Shaffer,
112f) partly on grounds of its use of participles. His comparison
ignores the fact that the participles in w 21f belong with the XVI at
the beginning of each verse and so are used indicatively. There is no
equivalent in the Tell Fekherye inscription to XVI, or to "H. See
Rosenthal, 55, on this use of the participle as a narrative tense.
21
Bentzen, Daniel, 9f, and Porteous, 43. This chapter can be viewed as
illustrating the assertion of Kaufmann, 79, that 'The contrast between
YHWH and the magician is...between divine and human wisdom'.
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later, intensifies this effect.
There also seem to be different motivations behind the songs. The
Prayer of the Three is at least partly penitential in character, so that
the ordeal by fire in the Greek versions becomes an act of atonement.
22
Such a motive for praise does not appear in ch 2. Daniel and his
companions go to God for help because they are in a corner (v 18). There
is no suggestion of penitence in their tone. On balance the (5 plus in v
18 where Daniel, as well as going to prayer, 'declared a fast' (v 18,
napriyyeiAe vpaxsiav), probably does not imply penitence either.
Certainly there is a strong Old Testament tradition linking fasting to
repentance, and paralleling it with the donning of sackcloth and ashes
(Neh 9.1, Ps 68/69.10/11 and Is 58.5, for example). But there are other
occasions where fasting is part of the plea for help in difficult
circumstances. Sometimes the context hints that fasting is part of
repentance in acknowledgement that the trouble has come about through sin
(2 Sam 12.16 and Zech 7.5). At other times the context is clearly not
penitential, and the fast is only part of a cry for help. The clearest
examples of this come from later biblical and apocryphal material (2 Chr
20.3, 1 Esdr 8.50 and 2 Mac 13.12). So fasting in the Septuagint of v 18
need not imply the same sort of motivation as lies behind the Song and
Prayer of the Three. This contrasts with ch 9 where Daniel's fast (9.3)
is obviously penitential on behalf of the nation, and is accompanied by
'sackcloth and ashes' (9.3, "lStfl pfc).
It should not be thought that these substantial differences between
the songs necessarily mean that Daniel's song is any more at home in its
23
context than were the Additions of ch 3. The apparently successful
integration of 2.20ff is not as water-tight as it might seem. Apart from
the final reference to there is nothing that specifically
relates to the predicament that Daniel and his friends find themselves
in. At the point where the hymn is applied to the current setting there
is a change of note. In particular the grammatical persons and moods
22




change. God is spoken about in vv 20ff and addressed directly in v 23,
and the jussive mood at the beginning of the song becomes indicative at v
23 where Daniel adopts the first person. This is reminiscent of what
happens in 3.88 where the Song of the Three is probably adjusted to fit
its new context.
In terms of vocabulary, the appearance in v 22 of the deep things
and the hidden things (XmDDDI KDjTOB) is unique in Biblical Aramaic. It
comes in the midst of a string of references to 'interpretation' HtffS)
and 'secrets' (pH), which are consistently used except at this point.
The two words also occur together in Is 29.15, the only instance in
Biblical Hebrew where such is the case. That verse contains the only
example of "lDDO, whereas Dp'fJJJD is relatively common. However it often
has a geographical (Is 22.7 for example) or physical (Ez 23.32 for
example) referent. Where the sense is metaphorical, it usually refers to
the depths of Sheol (Job 11.8) or the human mind (Ps 64.7), and even in
later Aramaic does not normally carry the apocalyptic sense of a divine
secret which the context of v 22 gives it. The word was a puzzle to the
9 and © translators, who both render it literally with Pa0sa. As with
the Hebrew equivalent usually so translated, (for example in Pr 18.4
and 25.3, and Is 31.6), the adjective modifies the human mind or human
action or is used as part of an image of the same. There did not seem to
be a different Greek word available to the translators with which to
convey the precise sense of the word in this context. This is a further
hint that the present setting for the song is unlikely to have been its
original one. The rare KmriOO also supports that argument. It occurs
occasionally in later Aramaic meaning 'secret', but even then human
secrets are usually intended. Again the present meaning is unique to
this context and suggestive of a different original setting.
The imagery of dark and light in v 22 is not used in the same way
anywhere else in chs 2-6, not even in the Greek Additions of ch 3, where
God is lord of both light and dark (3.71f). It is part of a biblical
tradition represented in Job 12.22 and Is 29.15, where interestingly
enough 'the deep things' (mpDW in Job, Q'p',DS)Dn in Isaiah) also feature,
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but is not at all common.24 Such a dualistic use of the imagery is more
akin to the Community Rule found at Qumran (1QS III), a document from the
25
first or even late second century BCE. Dating the sources is beyond the
scope of this discussion, but the use of imagery and the unusual aspects
of vocabulary suggest a different provenance for the Song of ch 2 and so
support the view that the hymnic material has been imported into the
story.
Despite the attempts at integration, the contents of the Song also
echo quite different, and probably later, sentiments. Reference to the
God who 'changes the seasons and the times' (v 21, STll? XJtfnD)
resonates of the little horn, the arrogant king who sought 'to change
seasons' (7.25, rvMrb) as well as the law. A similar reference is
also to be found in the © plus material of 4.37, where the God who
'changes seasons and times' (d:\Aoi.ot Kaipouq teat xpovouq) is acknowledged
by Nebuchadnezzar. Both Theodotion and the Septuagint translate v 21
with the identical phrase. The power to remove (mSJ) and set up kings (v
21) also reminds the reader of the fate of the arrogant king represented
by the little horn in ch 7 (7.26) whose power is taken away (mS). This
is a slightly different tradition from that of ch 4 in Aramaic where the
negative power to remove kings is not mentioned alongside the power to
set them up (4.14, 22 and 29). However in © 4.37 God removes as well as
sets up (depatpmv. . . Kat KaGicrrav) kings in terms similar to those of the
Greek of v 21 (pe0iCTToov. . . mi KcxSicrrcov). All of this suggests that the
Song of Praise in ch 2 has a closer literary relationship with the
tradition behind ch 7 and the Septuagint of ch 4 than with its immediate
context.
Although there is some ambiguity in the source critical evidence
relating to vv 13-23 as outlined above, it seems likely that the material




Knibb, The Qumran Community, 78 and 94. Hartman and DiLella, 140, also
draw attention to a link with the War Scroll of Qumran as well as parts
of the New Testament, particularly the Johannine writings.
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Nebuchadnezzar and his dream statue. Whether or not the song in vv
20-23 is an integrated part of that unit, it is inescapable that the song
is not original within the chapter as a whole. The indications are that
both © and 9 translated a Vorlage that already contained vv 13-23. Those
are the assumptions about Dan 2.13-23 which will inform the remainder of
this literary comparison of the Septuagint and Masoretic Text versions of
ch 2.
A literary objection to this conclusion might be that these verses
are part of a long build-up to the revelation of the interpretation of
the dream and the dream itself. The length of the build-up is a
deliberate literary artifice intended to create suspense, and vv 13-23
27
are integral to that effect. It could be argued that this is the same
phenomenon present in the Masoretic Text version of ch 5, where the
writing on the wall is central by its absence. There are two possible
replies to that argument. One is that it is not of sufficient weight on
its own to counter contrary evidence. The other is to note that there is
still considerable suspense built into the story without vv 13-23.
Daniel does not begin to tell the dream until v 31, which is well over
half way through the postulated older version of the story. The reader
has to wait through the exchange between Nebuchadnezzar and his officials
(vv 1-12), Arioch's mediation (vv 24-26), and Daniel's disclaimer (vv
28
27-30). Because the dream is not yet known by anyone else, the repeated
reference by Daniel in vv 27-30 to the purpose of the dream heightens the
suspense.
narrative structure
The type of narrative analysis that has been applied to chs 3-6 is
less applicable in the present case. In the nature of a closer
translation on the part of the Septuagint, ch 2 contains no variations
26
Davies, Daniel, 46ff, reaches this conclusion and sees the insertion as







between versions that affect the structure or narrative shape of the
story. Apart from divergences that are explicable in technical terms,
such differences as there are normally suggest either a different
theology or provenance, or some discrepancy in the way point of view is
perceived and manipulated within the narrative. A useful starting point
for this discussion of narrative technique, then, is to note something
that has already been touched on: the primacy of dialogue in both
versions. Apart from the bare bones of the setting and what is needed
to maintain the clarity of the narrative, no information is imparted
directly to the reader in the older version of the story. In this
respect the MT and © narrators of ch 2 are both as covert and neutral as
each other, and therefore potentially ambiguous. They do not anticipate
plot developments nor do they attribute motives to the characters.
The characteristic use of a minor figure in furthering the plot is
29
also in evidence in both versions. In fact the appearance of Arioch
signals a pivotal shift in focus when w 13-23 are excluded. Until v 12
the exchange between king and wise men sets the main tensions in place.
From vv 26 to the end, the conversation between Nebuchadnezzar and Daniel
builds on that platform. Arioch, the executioner, is the vehicle by
which the Babylonians are ushered off stage, and Arioch, the
30
intermediary, is the one who then brings on Daniel in their place.
irony and ambiguity
At a discourse level, the perception of point of view by the reader
of this sort of narration is dependent on ironic suggestion and subtlety
in variation. Even there the versions are in agreement with each other
in many respects. One example of irony centres on the question of the
source of the wisdom required to know and interpret the king's dream.
The Chaldeans unwittingly encapsulate the issue by declaring that no
human could know the answer and only 'the gods' (MT v 11, or 'an
angel' (© v 11, ayyei\,og) could show it. Thereby the mantic officials not
29
Simon, 14. Arioch is a more functional character than his counterpart
in ch 5, the queen.
30
__
See Fewell, 53, on the role of Arioch.
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only betray their own sources of wisdom as less than divine, but they
also set the stage for a subsequent revelation. So Daniel's statement
that 'no wise men ...are able to declare...but there is a God' (vv 27f,
irra ma... rmnr6 .. pan *6) who can, is a counterpoint to
31
the earlier incident. The Babylonians' earlier statement is confirmed
as true and the superiority of Daniel's God is confirmed.
Some have suspected a touch of gentle irony in other aspects of the
story also. In the early stages of the chapter the king seems to hold
the whip hand as he exposes his wise men's ignorance of true revelation.
Yet it is the wise men who utter the truth of the matter (v 11), albeit
32
accidentally. At the end of the story Nebuchadnezzar's exaggerated and
inappropriate homage paid to Daniel's success indicates that he still has
not understood fully. The irony remains, this time at the expense of the
33
king. Good goes even further with his suggestion that the story as a
whole can be interpreted as the archetypically comic 'impossible task'
34
set by the king and accomplished by Daniel. These aspects are also
present in the Septuagint version.
Whether or not we go as far as Good in viewing the story largely in
comic terms, it is inescapable that there is a measure of ambiguity about
the whole episode. In particular, because of the primacy of dialogue the
narrator leaves a measure of inscrutability in the characters of both the
king and Daniel. There is no external judgement on the king's behaviour
when he worships Daniel at the end and the message given the reader is
mixed. In v 46 his worship is focused entirely on the sage, but then his
speech of v 47 about 'your God' (pDH^) shifts from Daniel to his God.
However, the consequence of his recognition of Daniel's God is completely
secular and almost beside the point. The syntax of v 48, which begins






Porteous, 51. Mastin, 92, echoes Porteous' views.
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Good, 'Apocalyptic as Comedy', 50. Montgomery, Daniel, 146, finds 'grim
humour' in Nebuchadnezzar's setting of the task.
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the king's response back onto Daniel. The character of Daniel also
contains some puzzles. The most obvious is Daniel's silence in the face
of this worship, an aspect that is considered elsewhere. But this is
only a reflection of a bigger problem that arises in Daniel's
interpretation of the dream. The dream of the statue is primarily a
vision of judgement on temporal power along with the eventual supremacy
of divine power, and Daniel brings that out in his interpretation. In
that light, his emphatic statement to Nebuchadnezzar, 'You are the head
of gold' (v 38, xarri n rraftn wrrnn*), is a surprising one as it reduces
35
the disturbing aspects of the vision to political terms. I will return
to this element in the story when considering theological differences
between the versions. As with the ironic aspects, this ambiguity is also
part of the Septuagint translation of this chapter.
point of view
The above examples do not mean that the narrator is entirely neutral
in ch 2. Indeed the Masoretic Text contains several examples of subtle
variation in vocabulary which are designed to enhance the reader's
36
perception of the different points of view present in the narrative. It
is here that some disparity between MT and © may be detected. Such a
variation is an important element in the early part of the narrative
where the wise men fail to understand the exact nature of the king's
request. There is no talk of 'the interpretation' (XTtfS) until v 4.
Before that the king calls in his functionaries and they are ordered 'to
tell the king his dream' (v 2, vrrbn rfxh Txb). At this stage there
is no distinction in the king's mind between dream and interpretation.
This is reinforced by the king's next statement that he needs 'to know
35
See Goldingay, Daniel, 147, on the distinction between 'eschatological'
and 'political'. Fewell, 56ff, explores this ambiguity extensively and
well, although her assessment of Daniel as 'one who tells the truth but
not the whole truth' does not take account of developments between Daniel
and the kings in subsequent chapters.
36
Niditch and Doran, 188, identify this as a characteristic of Dan 2.
Other stories in what they have identified as the literary type of Dan 2
tend to have extended repetition instead. Gen 41 and Ahiqar 5-7 are
their other cases in point.
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the dream' (v 3, ubvrnn nsn^).37 The hapless Chaldeans are not to know
that when the king uses STP he is usually thinking of dream and
interpretation as a package (vv 5 and 26). They are the first to
separate the two when they ask for an account of the dream so that they
might interpret (v 4). Only then does Nebuchadnezzar emphasize that he
wants to hear both 'the dream and its interpretation' (v 5, mtfSI NQ^TI).
The wise men's dawning awareness is marked by a repetition of the request
for an account of the king's dream (v 7), weakened this time by the use
38
of a jussive instead of the self-confident imperative of v 4. Both
parties are talking at cross purposes, and the contrast between the wise
men's abilities and what is required of them is heightened by this
ambiguity of usage on the part of the king.
The ambiguity is not as consistently portrayed by the Septuagint,
probably as a result of an attempt to clarify its MT-like Vorlage. One
reason for the Babylonians' misunderstanding of Nebuchadnezzar is that
dream and interpretation function as a double object of the same verb in
the early speeches of the king. The verb in question is either STT (vv 5
and 9, 'to make known') or HTI (v 6 twice, 'to declare'). This
characteristic form of expression does not occur when the mantic
officials are speaking. Their habit of making dream and interpretation
each objects of their own verb (vv 4 and 7) betrays the mind set that
keeps them in separate categories. The distinction between the point of
view of the king and that of his advisers is not present in the
Septuagint because in each of the above instances of speech by the king
(vv 5, 6 and 9), 'dream' and 'interpretation' are distinguished by being
the objects of their own verb. Moreover the difference in mood between
vv 4 and 7, as portrayed in MT, is not inherent in the verb forms chosen
by ©.
Closely related to the use of 'dream' and 'interpretation' words is
the narrator's deployment of the different declaratory verbs that govern
them. They too are varied in order to manipulate viewpoint from within






detail the way these verbs operate in Daniel 2. We have seen that King
Nebuchadnezzar apparently does not distinguish between SH1 and mn in
describing the process of telling and interpreting the dream, nor does he
distinguish initially between the functions of telling and interpreting.
He begins to do so in the second half of v 9, by which time the Chaldeans
have worked out exactly what the king is asking of them and ambiguity is
no longer required by the narrative. On that occasion he uses the same
term as the wise men, mn, when speaking of the dream's interpretation.
The verb SPP has an extremely wide semantic range in both Biblical
Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic. The sense of revealing what is known by God
or the gods is only one part of that range, and does not occur commonly
in Hebrew. The hiphil is more likely to carry that sense (see Dan 8.19)
but not inevitably. The Aramaic of Daniel frequently uses STP to portray
the idea of revelation (for example 4.3, 5.8 and 7.16), but it also
contains the more usual everyday usage (for example 5.22 and 6.11). The
second verb most commonly used with "T$5 as its object is mn. In
Biblical Aramaic it is almost exclusively a term of mantic practice,
whereas there is a strand of the Biblical Hebrew tradition in which it
functions as a term of aphoristic wisdom, used in declaring opinions or
knowledge about God (see Ps 19.3; Job 32.10 and 17, 36.2). A third verb
of revelation in ch 2 is i6l.39 Apart from its several occurrences in
this chapter (vv 19, 22, 28, 29, 30 and 47), its only other uses in
Biblical Aramaic are in Ezra 4.10 and 5.12. There it simply means 'to be
taken into exile'. The word is much more common in Biblical Hebrew
where, although the idea of being removed into exile occurs from time to
time, the primary sense is of uncovering something previously hidden,
whether that be a person's nakedness or the secrets of God. It is
nowhere associated with divination, but particularly in the prophets and
writings has been used to talk about God's self-revelation.40 Examples
may be seen at Is 22.14, 40.5 and 53.1, and Ps 98.2.
39This spelling is used to include the alternative also. See
Rosenthal, 51.
40
When used in that sense it sometimes takes mo as its object (see Am 3.7
and Pr 20.19). See Brown, 421, who links PIO with the Aramaic PI, which
is also the usual object of iOl in Daniel.
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Using that information as background, it is possible to discern an
emerging pattern in the way the various words are used in Daniel 2. We
have already seen the variegated use of terms employed by Nebuchadnezzar.
When the wise men speak, however, it is clear that they use mn as a
technical term which is never applied to the dream itself. Twice it
takes 'interpretation* as its object in the mouths of the wise men (vv 4
and 7). Once it governs the general term (v 10, 'matter') which
clearly includes the interpretation now that the Chaldeans recognize the
double focus of Nebuchadnezzar's request. The other occasion is in v 11
when they tell the king that there is nobody who can 'declare it'
41
(MUT), referring back to the 'matter'.
So far in the MT account the vocabulary used in this regard is
consistent with the point of view and understanding of the heathen king
and his advisers. Daniel has a different outlook and his choice of verbs
when talking about interpretation and revelation reflects that outlook.
At first he uses mn in common with the other protagonists (vv 16, 24 and
27). We set aside the instance of v 16 for the time being as that is
part of the larger question of how to deal with literary differences in
vv 13-23. In v 24 Daniel is speaking to Arioch and reflects that
functionary's perspective on Daniel as one of a kind with all the others
he has been ordered to kill. In v 27 he is speaking to Nebuchadnezzar
and uses mn to describe in their own terms the activities of the
Babylonians. Daniel's speech to the king continues in v 28 but now he is
explaining the role of God in revealing mysteries.
It is then (v 28) that he uses vbi, the word used uniquely in this
chapter in connection with God's revelation. This is also true of vv 19
and 22 in the inserted material. Several times (vv 28, 29 and 30) the
verb occurs in conjunction with STP. On each occasion the object of
is 'secret(s)' (H or |T"1), whereas the phrase containing STP describes
the consequence of the uncovered secret. By this stage in the story it
is clear that only God can reveal (*6j) the particular secret which no
human agent, not even Daniel on his own, can reveal (mn). In the light
41
According to BHS some manuscripts witness to H]TP. That tradition
would strengthen the impression of mn as a technical term in the mouths
of the wise men.
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of all this, the verb chosen by Nebuchadnezzar in v 47 is significant.
By using to describe the revelatory actions of both God and Daniel he
recognizes the unique actions of God and the distinctiveness of the role
that Daniel has played compared to the other wise men. At the same time
his application of the word demonstrates further Nebuchadnezzar's
inability to differentiate between Daniel and his God, a point to which
we return in a later section.
The process whereby points of view are distinguished by MT is
further illustrated by examining the various objects of the verbs just
discussed: 'interpretation' CT$B), 'dream' (cfrn), and 'secret' (H).
Once the smoke screen created by Nebuchadnezzar's deliberately obscure
use of cfcn has begun to clear, the distinction between 'dream' and
'interpretation' is respected, but at the same time a third concept
holding dream and interpretation together begins to emerge. At first the
dream and interpretation together is referred to by the Chaldeans with
the neutral 'matter' (vv lOf, whs). After that the content intended by
is conveyed into the wisdom term H ('secret', w 27-29). Gradually
it becomes clear to the reader that the matter of the king is a dream and
an interpretation, which together constitute a secret that God must
42
reveal. There is a further development in thought as Daniel spells out
to the king that the particular secret in question is what will take
place (v 29) 'at the end of the days' (v 28, JW3Y1 ffHTliO) or 'after
this' (v 45, nn TIK). In that context Daniel's use of H as the object
of mn in v 27 is surprising but effective. By noting that the other
wise men have not been able to 'declare' (v 27, mn) the 'secret' (v 27,
H) he recalls and encapsulates the irony of the early exchanges between
Nebuchadnezzar and his officials, whose skills only ran to interpretation
(T27B) when it was secrets (JTl) that really needed uncovering.43 After
this pivotal verse, the vocabulary particular to the revelation of God's
secrets through his agent is used exclusively.
Identification of points of view within the narrative by choice of
42
See Beale, The Use of Daniel, 13f, on the fact that F1 includes content
and interpretation.
43
Compare Horgan, 237, who says that ~1#B corresponds to fl at Qumran.
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vocabulary does not occur to the same extent within the Septuagint. It
is true that the distinction between "1$£ and H of MT is largely
preserved. TtfS is normally translated as auyKpioic; or xpiaiQ (vv 4, 5,
6, 9, 26, 36 and 45) although xavxa (v 16) and exaaxa (vv 24f) are
exceptions that probably both represent in the Aramaic. H is always
translated with puoxfpiov. So the pattern of the objects of
interpretation verbs in MT is also discernible in © but this is not
backed up by the choice of verbs governing them. As well as the
interpretative practice of G in vv 5f already alluded to, the Septuagint
uses no less than 9 verbs to represent the 3 Aramaic ones just discussed.
Taking into account the speaker, his listener, and the subject of the
conversation, there is no consistent pattern of usage evident. Even the
patterns visible in Theodotion contain an unusual number of exceptions.
For example STP is usually rendered in 0 by yivcoaKoo or yvcopi^oo (vv 3, 5,
23, 29, 30 and 45) but sometimes avayyeAAoo is used (vv 9, 25 and 26).
Yet that word or its cousin amxyyeAXco is also the usual translation of
mn (vv 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 16, 24 and 27). Theodotion is most consistent in
its representation of by (xttokcxAutcxgo .
A7ioKaA.unxco is the one Greek word for telling or revealing in the
present chapter that has particular mantic connotations, and is thereby
the most appropriate translation of vby. However even here the
Septuagint is surprisingly loose in its choice of words. G usually
translates with dvaKaXuTCxeo (w 22, 28 and 29) or sxcpaivco (vv 19, 30
or 47), two words which it seems to treat as synonyms. Once it also uses
Sr)A.ooo (v 47) even though that word has already been used extensively to
represent both STP and mn. The result is that the distinction between
divine revelation and the type on offer from the Chaldeans is not as
clearly drawn in G, nor is the impact of Nebuchadnezzar's confession
heightened to the same extent. It is true that excpaivoo in v 47 may have
particular revelatory connotations, but SriAo© ( also v 47) does not carry
a specialized sense.
A further variation between MT and G is in their observation of the
distinction between 'dreams' and 'visions'. The two words used in the
Aramaic section of Daniel are 1771 ('vision') and 0*771 ('dream'), and their
usage there suggests a distinction in meaning. Although any type of
dream or vision in the night is regarded as communication from outside,
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111"! is used to denote visions that are explicitly from the God of Daniel
44
as opposed to the 'dreams' the Babylonians have. Daniel is the
recipient of visions while Nebuchadnezzar has dreams. Theodotion
invariably translates lfH with opapa and with evtmviov, which
suggests that a distinction between the two words was recognized and
45
preserved in translation.
The situation in the Hebrew chapters is not so clear cut. In
Biblical Hebrew the infrequently occurring HITO carries the same sort of
meaning as its Aramaic equivalent (Gen 15.1 and Jb 7.14). Another word
is peculiar to Isaiah and speaks of divine revelation through a
prophetic utterance or oracle (Is 15.1, 21.11, 22.1 and 23.1). The most
common word is HKTO which can denote a divine vision (Gen 46.2 for
example), but it can simply refer to a sight of some significance (for
example Dt 28.67). Although 0*711 often carries the general meaning of its
Aramaic counterpart, it is also used in parallel with HllTO in Jb 7.14.
Moreover it is sometimes used on its own with the sense of divine
revelation as is the case in Gen 37.5-10. In the Hebrew of Daniel, o*7n
is not used in this way. In fact, in chs 8-12 the only visions or dreams
spoken of are the revelatory ones experienced by Daniel. Two words, HTTO
(8.1, 2, 17 and 26; 9.21 and 24; 10.14) and HST3 (8.16, 26 and 27; 9.23;
10.7, 8 and 16) are used in these chapters more or less synonymously. It
would seem likely then that the same more secular understanding of chn is
preserved in the Hebrew section of Daniel.
The distinction between cbn and im becomes another means by which
the MT portrays point of view in ch 2. The conversation between
Nebuchadnezzar and the wise men in the first 9 verses is couched entirely
in terms of the 'dream' (0*711, w 1-7 and 9). Later on when Daniel and
Nebuchadnezzar discuss the latter's dream they also speak of 0*711 (vv 26
and 36). Even at the end of the chapter when Daniel's intervention has
turned the dream into a message from God, it is still only a 'dream' (v
44
According to Slotki, 12, a vision is a revelation from God 'superior to
that by a "dream"'.
45
Despite the observation by McCrystall, 152ff, that opapa and evtmvvov
are not wholly exclusive, they seem to be treated as distinctive terms by
9.
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45). Daniel, on the other hand, perceived the dream and its
interpretation through a 'vision' (v 19, ITH). By his choice of the same
vocabulary used predominantly in ch 7 (7.1, 7, 13 and 15) to denote
Daniel's visions, the narrator reinforces the message that this vision
comes from God.
Normally the Septuagint observes the same sort of differentiation in
meaning. In ch 4, at least where © seems to represent the same material
as MT, the Aramaic 3*7)1 always has evurcviov (4.2/5, 15/18 and 16/19) as
its Greek counterpart. In ch 7 'vision' (W!) is always translated by
opapa. It may be no more than an inconsistency on the part of the
translator, but in ch 2 © uses svu7rviov and opapa almost synonymously.
As a result the Septuagint narrative does not deploy the words like its
MT counterpart to distinguish point of view. The translator usually
represents 0*7)1 with svcmviov but not inevitably. In vv 7, 26, 36 and 45
he uses opapa, and in v 1 the 'dreams' (313*7)1) of MT are 'visions and
dreams' (opapaxa xai svu7rvia) according to ©.
narratorial stance
A more obvious difference in the narrative technique of the versions
occurs at v 12. The Aramaic tells the reader that Nebuchadnezzar 'was
, 46
angry and very furious' (IW® 033). This is further confirmed by
the ensuing extreme command issued by the king. While both verbs are
rare in Biblical Aramaic, their meanings are well attested in Targums,
and is also a common word in Biblical Hebrew. Theodotion represents
the hendiadys in the expected way with ev eup<£ tcai opyfj TioAAfi. It could
be argued that this is an overt statement on the part of the narrator,
although such emotion is normally clearly visible to the observer.
However © suggests that the king 'became sad and in great sorrow...'
(axuyvoq yevopevoq xai TtspiA.U7roq). Although axuyvoq can contain a sense
of hostility in certain contexts, it also means 'sorrowful / gloomy'.
The likelihood that it should be so understood here is heightened by its
proximity to 7rspiA.UKOQ, which can only mean 'sorrow'. It is difficult to
46
One of several hendiadys in ch 2. Others may be found in vv 9, 22 and
23. See Goldingay, Daniel, 43, for a comprehensive look at stylistic
features of ch 2.
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see how this interpretation by the Septuagint could be solely due to a
47
misunderstanding of the Masoretic Text. Whatever its source, this
depiction of the king's emotional state is something that owes more to
the editorial omniscience of the narrator than to the observations of the
reader. It is difficult also to see how sorrow gives rise to an order to
massacre a whole raft of officialdom, unless it were at the thought of
the resultant administrative chaos. But this is an exceptional case
within ch 2 and may well be a textual rather than a translational issue.
It is nevertheless a further indication that within the same narrative
structure as MT, the Septuagint account does not exhibit the same degree
of ambiguity and irony normally associated with covert narration in
Daniel.
literary devices
One particular play on words in MT is not available to the Greek
versions. We have already seen the importance of the verb *6} (vv 19,
22, 28, 30 and 47) in the manipulation of point of view. In the haphel
form it means to 'deport* just as its Hebrew equivalent does in the
hiphil. The noun arising from this in the Aramaic is 1^3, which means
'exile'. Daniel is himself identified by Arioch as one 'from the sons of
the exile of Judah* (v 25, TlTP "H KTrfa ^"p). A verbal link is
thereby made between God the revealer and Daniel the exile, through whom
God is able to reveal. Despite a literal translation by G (ex xfig
atxpaA-GoaiaQ tcdv utcov Tfjq louScuaq), the link cannot be drawn in the
Greek.
The Septuagint is also coy about the fate Nebuchadnezzar promises
the wise men in the event of their failure. In the Masoretic Text, the
king provides a vivid incentive for them with the promise that they will
be 'made into limbs' (v 5, p13S)m pQTt) and their 'houses made a dung
heap ' (pafcrr para). The Septuagint holds out hope of a slightly
longer future for them with the suggestion that in the event of failure
'you will be made an example of and your possessions will be taken into
47
Montgomery, Daniel, 153, wonders if the first element, &J3, has been
read by © as &02 ('be sick, grieve'), but does not attempt to explain the
presence of 7tsp{A.U7iOQ.
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the king's treasury' (TrapaSstynaxiCT0r|CTsaee mi dvaA-qcperiaexai. upcov xa
uTrapyovxa eiq xo pacnAucov). The imagery is not unique in the Aramaic of
Daniel (see 3.29/96). Theodotion translates it in ch 3 almost exactly as
he does in this verse, so the Vorlage was likely on both occasions to be
what we now find in the Masoretic Text. In ch 3 © translates
'dismembered' literally (SiapsA-iaeqaexai) but shifts the fate of the
property from destruction to confiscation. The evidence of ch 3
indicates that the difference came about in the process of translation.
Montgomery suggests that 'to be made an example of' came about through a
reading of pOTTI as a form of the verb HOI, while 'dunghill' was
48
understood as 'booty' under the influence of an Arabic cognate.
Whatever the reasons for this interpretative translation, the evocative
imagery of MT is not a feature of © at this point.
This is not to deny the art of the Septuagint translator, which
shows in the occasional felicitously balanced phrasing that serves to
emphasize and summarize the key issues. Such is the case with the
contention that 'the vision is accurate and this interpretation
trustworthy' (v 45, axpipeq xo opapa mi, tuctxti q xouxou KptCTtq). The
same balance is evident in 4.27 and 6.13. A further link with those
verses is also drawn through the use of aKpiPqq at the start of each of
the phrases.
interpretation of the dream
Just as there are differences in literary effect between MT and ©,
so there are variations in content. These could signify nothing more
than a latitude in translation technique but cumulatively they hint at
significant differences between the versions. A close look at the dream
and its interpretation provides some instances. Two small differences
are most likely to be technical questions of translation or transmission.
The rock not quarried by human hands struck the statue and then in MT
'filled' (v 35, tbt2) all the earth. In ©, as well as striking the
statue, it 'struck' (v 35, sTtaxa^s) all the earth. This meaning does not




the dream. That argument on its own is not compelling, as logic is not a
reliable criterion by which to judge dreams, but it also denies the
interpretation of the dream in both MT and ©. In the interpretation
there is a distinction between the sovereignty represented by the image
and the subject of its rule, the earth. The rock not hewn by human hands
has a double function, firstly to dethrone the image by striking it on
its feet, and then to exercise its own sovereignty over the earth by
filling it. The contest is not with the earth but with the image. This
is confirmed by both versions in v 44. To describe the stone as smashing
both the statue and its subjects works against such use of the imagery.
The possibilities of a different Aramaic Vorlage or a misreading of the
MT remain speculative. It is more likely either that the earlier verb in
v 35 has been misapplied by the translator in the last part of the verse,
or that G has read ATO (v 34) for rfe.49
Another difference of the same type is the inclusion by MT of 'and
toes' (v 41, XniQXKl) where the Septuagint makes no mention of them.
Both versions devote v 42 to the significance of the 'toes of the feet'
nsnSX in MT, ot SaxxiAot xmv noSwv in ©). It has been suggested
that v 42 has been interpolated, perhaps to bring the vision into line
with the ten horns of ch 7 by reference to ten toes. V 41 has therefore
been amended by the addition of XTIinXifl, so the argument goes, and its
absence in © is evidence of that process.50 If the Septuagint is a
translation of a Vorlage that contains the toes and their significance,
this argument breaks down. And such seems to be the case in that v 42 in
Greek is syntactically close to the Aramaic. This is strikingly the case
in that the construct relationship between the toes and the feet in MT is
also represented in G, despite the fact that they are simply linked by 1
in the previous verse. It is therefore possible that the Septuagint was
translating a Vorlage which did not include KTIU2SX1 in v 41, and that the
variation has arisen in the transmission of the Masoretic Text. There
need not be a problem with extra detail inserted into the interpretation
49
Montgomery, Daniel, 171, prefers the latter explanation.
5°This argument is epitomized by Hartman and DiLella, 141. Stuart, 65, in
a much earlier commentary, also connects the ten toes with the ten horns
of ch 7.
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that was not included in the original revelation. The same phenomenon is
observable in ch 5 as well as the interpretation of Daniel's vision in ch
A more extensive variation is found in v 40, but again the
difference does not have literary consequences. At one level it could be
seen as an attempt to tidy up what is generally reckoned to be a corrupt
verse in the Masoretic Text. This, however, does not account for the
appearance from nowhere of the phrase 'hews down every tree' (v 40, miv
SsvSpov SKKonxcov). The explanation offered by Charles is that in
MT has been misread by either the translator of © or the producer of his
Vorlage as Again the difference probably has a technical
explanation.
It is tempting to cite the Septuagint rendering of v 29 as evidence
of an extended interpretation of the dream in the mind of the translator.
Where MT speaks of 'what will happen after this' (v 29,
nn TIK XVfc "H HQ) the Septuagint has what appears to be the somewhat
stronger expression, 'which must happen at the last days' (v 29, oaa Sei
53
yevsCTGai. en' sayaxcov xmv fipspcov). Is this evidence of a more
eschatological focus on the part of ©, which sees the statue struck by
the rock as a series of kingdoms rather than a single entity? Do the
differences between the versions therefore represent the same opinions
54
that have divided commentators ever since? Any answer must include an
exploration of the uses of 5sI and layaxoq. The former could introduce a
suggestion of a predetermined course of action into the text, but in fact




Bruce, 'Oldest Greek Version', 24, maintains that 8s i here implies
necessity.
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See Montgomery, Daniel, 185ff, for an extended treatment. Goldingay,
Daniel, 57ff, considers that 'The statue represents the empire led by
Nebuchadnezzar. It is a single statue, a single empire...'. Many modern
commentators agree. Lacocque, Daniel, 51, however, considers that 'les
perspectives dernieres' are not entirely absent. Jephet, 13, as well as
Young, Daniel, 78, represent a more eschatological interpretation. More
recently Lucas, 'Four Empires', 194, speaks of a 'Jewish perception of
history' in Daniel 2 and 7.
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its use in the Septuagint is not always particularly deterministic.
There is no syntactical equivalent of the impersonal Ssl in Hebrew or
Aramaic and its appearance is often an attempt to translate the Hebrew
construction of b plus the infinitive as an expression of necessity (for
example, Esth 1.15). It is possible that the sight of the irregular
Aramaic form has brought forth that sort of translation.
The use of eoxaxoQ in Greek tends to have a more absolute than
relative sense, in that it refers to the last rather than the latter
things. That is certainly the sense conveyed in the New Testament and
appropriated by Christian usage. However that can be misleading when it
comes to discerning meaning in the Septuagint. Its numerous appearances
in Septuagintal Greek usually represent some form of the Hebrew or
Aramaic TlK. This root has a wider range of meaning than sct%axog, and
can take both ultimate and relative senses. The Septuagint tends to use
a form of eo%axoq in both senses, and so the word in the Septuagint has
come to reflect the same range of meaning as TIX.55 By and large it
appears in Aramaic either as a feminine noun in the construct state
(mnX), which normally carries an absolute meaning, or as the
prepositional TlX, which simply means 'after'. In Hebrew the
grammatical range is wider, including adjectival, adverbial and various
nominal forms, sometimes with an eschatological and sometimes with a
temporal sense. For example the good wife of Proverbs 31 looks ahead in
a purely secular sense 'to the days to come* (Pr 31.25, pnx DT^),
whereas the song of Moses in Dt 32 looks ahead to 'the end' (Dt 32.20,
nrmnx). The Septuagint uses ea%axoQ in both contexts. It was the most
appropriate option available to both (5 and 0 when they encountered the
preposition TIK, as they have done in vv 29 and 45. They could have
used pexa but that would not have quite captured the forward-looking
nature of "HITX, or its significance as a word used on important
occasions. In the Hebrew sections of Daniel, TIK appears in the form of
the feminine noun and reflects a sense of finality (8.19 and 23; 10.14;
11.29; 12.8).
Daniel 2 MT is not clear whether the events of the vision represent
55See Walters, 143ff, on this phenomenon.
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the end or the next stage. Whereas v 28 speaks with some finality of
'the end of the days' (OT mTIiG), vv 29 and 45 in MT simply speak of
what will be 'after these things' (!"in "HrftO.56 The Septuagint or its
Vorlage is identical to MT at v 28 with en' sayaxoav xcov ppeprnv. However,
it retains that reading for the rest of the chapter where MT has the
weaker sense. This comes about partly because (5 has followed the lead
provided by Septuagintal Greek in using ecryaxoq to translate "HITX. The
continuing inclusion of xmv ppspdov as a plus, however, at least suggests
a predilection on the part of © for seeing the vision in terms of the
last days rather than the next days. It seems to be something more than
a careless lapse into an expression encountered earlier in the chapter.
While it is certain that eayaxoq can bear eschatological implications in
the Septuagint, as it clearly does in Sir 48.24 for example, to suggest
that it does so particularly in the © pluses in question remains only a
possibility. This possibility is further explored in the context of
possible differences in theology and provenance.
differences in theological outlook
Because the © story is closer to MT in ch 2 than in 3-6, there is
not the same opportunity for the Septuagint to exhibit an independent
point of view. There are however several differences that together
reflect the same ideology that has been observed elsewhere. First of all
'the gods' (v 11, become 'an angel' (ayye^-oq) in the Septuagint.
Apart from that the two versions of v 11 are in substantial agreement
with one another. Even the unusual phrase in MT, 'whose dwelling is not
with flesh' (mTK pHTID "H) is only slightly different in
the Septuagint (ou ouk saxi KaxoiKTixfpiov psxa naariQ aapKoq). This makes
it likely that the change occurred at the point of translation. It is a
surprising one because the speakers are the Chaldeans, and there can
hardly be an objection to their espousal of a polytheistic perspective.
It would seem that the Septuagint is so alert to departures in the text
from strict monotheism that it amends wherever it is encountered,
even when it is spoken by pagans. The same thing happens to the words of
King Nebuchadnezzar at 3.25/92, where he says in © that the fourth figure
56Collins, Apocalyptic Vision, 41, notes the tension and explains it as a
Babylonian oracle glorifying Nebuchadnezzar modified by Jewish redaction.
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in the furnace was like 'an angel of God' (dyysXou 0soO). The MT
equivalent is 'a son of the gods' (pn*7X~*T3). The more monotheistic
stance of G is similarly demonstrated at 3.28/95 and 6.28.
This stance also appears in the Septuagint's ascription of titles to
57 /
God. We have already noted a tendency on the part of G to use Kiipioq
58
when talking of or to God (3.28/95, for example). The same tendency is
59
noticeable in ch 2 at vv 18 and 37. In both cases MT reads 'God of
heaven' (iODttf probably a term used in the Persian diaspora, while
the Septuagint has the variant equivalent 'the Lord Most High' (v 18, xou
Kupiou xoO u\|/{arou) or 'the Lord of heaven' (v 37, o xupioq xou
oupavoC).60 In vv 20 and 23, also, the Septuagint substitutes xupioq for
In that connection another expression that merits attention is the
title 'king of kings' (v 37, X'o'tD ascribed by Daniel to King
Nebuchadnezzar.61 Given G's suspicion of any divinity being attributed to
the king, particularly as demonstrated in chs 3 and 6, it is surprising
62
that this expression also occurs in the Old Greek. The argument that it
is merely a conventional Persian form of address is a convincing one as
63
far as the Aramaic is concerned. It is a title assumed by Artaxerxes in
Ezra 7.12, and it is given to Nebuchadrezzar by God himself in Ez 26.7,
57
The reading by Davidson, Angels at Qumran, 86n, of MT vv 27f as a




See the discussion of Jeansonne, 63f.
as an exception to this tendency.
She notes the G rendering in 2.28
See Stefanovic, The Aramaic of Daniel, 49, on the parallel from Tell
Fekherye. See also Montgomery, Daniel, 159, Lacocque, Daniel, 44, Hartman
and DiLella, 139, and Bevan, 72. Hanhart, 348, explains the G variation
as a response to the syncretistic possibilities of a more literal
translation (such as that of 0) in a Hellenist environment.
61Montgomery, Daniel, 171
62
Slotki, 37, records the rabbinic reinterpretation of this verse: 'the
king of kings who is the God of heaven'.
63.
Lacocque, Daniel, 44. Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar, 41, deems it not
unlikely that Nebuchadnezzar described himself thus.
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so it is likely that Daniel was using it as nothing more than a polite
64
form. In both places it is witnessed to in the Septuagint translation,
although the syntax surrounding the Ezekiel reference indicates a
parenthetical function for the title.65 In the light of this rather
scarce evidence it would appear that the Septuagint accepts the Aramaic
terminology in the spirit with which it was offered by Daniel.
The Septuagint's acceptance of Nebuchadnezzar's extravagant response
to Daniel's success is even more of a puzzle. Not only does the king
fall on his face and 'worship' (v 46, 110) the sage, but he calls on
those present to perform cultic rites in Daniel's honour. "150 is the
same word used throughout ch 3 (vv 5-7, 10-12, 14, 15, 18 and 28) to
describe the homage paid to the statue. While the exact object of their
worship remains an open question in MT ch 3, the dominating sense of the
word in later Aramaic as well as Biblical Hebrew has to do with worship,
and the same is likely to be true of the Aramaic in Daniel.66 It is
inescapable here that the king is offering the kind of homage due to
67
divinity while Daniel remains unperturbed about this state of affairs.
The Septuagint makes no attempt to modify the king's extravagance in so
doing. The translation of v 46 is close to the Aramaic in MT, including
the use of 7rpocn<uveco to represent 150. The Greek even more firmly
demands a divine object for the verb. It is the word used throughout ch
3 as equivalent to 150, and almost without exception in the Old Greek
translation of Biblical Hebrew it translates the hithpael HYintfri with its
strong connotations of bowing down in worship of divinity. This usage of
7TpoCTKUveco is well illustrated in both versions of Bel and the Dragon (v
4) where the worship of Bel by the king and God by Daniel is couched in
the same terms.
The problem is not so much that Daniel is worshipped by
64Heaton, 131
65Rahlfs' brackets around the phrase indicate the same.
66See Mastin, 82, and Lacocque, Daniel, 52.
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The medieval commentators all struggled with the problem. Rashi, in
Gall6, 28, solves the problem by believing that Daniel did not accept the
king's worship.
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Nebuchadnezzar as that he does not demur on finding himself the object of
such homage. The usual explanation is that in his limited pagan
understanding Nebuchadnezzar perceives Daniel's God through Daniel, and
68
so worships Daniel as the human representative. This is understood by
Daniel to be the case hence no objection is made. The argument goes that
the king's subsequent words to Daniel, 'your God is the God of gods' (v
47, prfat rbx Sin psr6s) makes clear his line of thought.69 He offers
homage to Daniel because Daniel's God is worthy of it. According to
Josephus a parallel incident took place in the career of Alexander when
70
he entered Jerusalem. On first entering the city he 'prostrated himself
before the Name' (7rpoCT£Kuvqas to ovopa) on the high priest's mitre. He
then explained that it was not the high priest he worshipped but the God
he represented. That the Septuagint also witnesses to a text very close
to MT in v 47 suggests that (S follows this line of thought.
It is also possible that © merely reflects the ambiguity of Daniel's
response to royal rewards that is seen in other stories. In ch 5 Daniel
scorns Belshazzar's promise of a reward, yet later accepts the same
despite his message that the kingdom is essentially finished (5.29). In
this instance Daniel identifies Nebuchadnezzar as the head of gold while
ignoring, deliberately or not, the irony that at another level the
interpretation dooms the entity of which the king is the present head.
He then accepts promotion in that entity. In both of these cases the
Septuagint also accepts the stance adopted by Daniel towards the gentile
sovereign.
differing traditions about Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar
Our comparison of the interpretation of the dream above hinted that
the Septuagint understands Nebuchadnezzar's dream in more eschatological
terms, as compared to the Masoretic Text's more political outlook. The
possibility becomes more likely when the greater differences in
68




provenance are examined.71 Earlier in the present chapter I argued that
the © plus reference to fasting (v 18) does not imply a different
function for the song of praise in the Septuagint. It does, however,
provide a starting point for a discussion on provenance, as it hints at a
different view on the role of Daniel lurking behind the © translation.
Fasting in the Old Testament is only occasionally an individual activity.
Such is the case when David manifests grief for his dead child (2 Sam
12.16) and in the Psalms (Ps 34/35.13, 68/69.10/11 and 108/109.24).
Usually a fast is something that the leader of a community calls and the
implementation of the order is a communal activity. This is certainly so
in the late biblical and apocryphal instances cited in our earlier
discussion (2 Chr 20.3, 1 Esdr 8.50 and 2 Mac 13.12). When the fasting
is an expression of repentance at Neh 9.1 it is also something called by
the leadership of Israel. This aspect of the calling of the fast is not
so apparent in the prophetic references, but the later prophetic
traditions in particular mention fasting as if it were a communal or
national activity (Zech 7.5 and 8.19; Is 58, for example).
Daniel's calling of a fast implies an audience much wider than the
three companions, and suggests that the architect of © envisages him
already in a position of leadership within the exilic community of Jews.
There are further hints in the comparison of MT and © in ch 2 that this
might be the case. The ones in danger in the Masoretic Text are 'Daniel
and his companions' (v 18, Vrrnffi ^TXTl). Following as it does the
description of Hananiah, Azariah and Mishael as 'his companions' (v 17,
VTTfln), this reference can only apply to the three young men. However
in the Septuagint the targets of Nebuchadnezzar's wrath are 'Daniel and
those with him' (v 18, AaviriA. xai ol pex' auxou). They are described in
similar terms in v 13. There is no evidence within the story that the
three companions are the same ones as those who are with Daniel. Indeed
© concurs with MT in describing the three as Daniel's 'companions' (v 17,
auvexcupoig), as distinct from ol psx' auxoO. The link then between vv
71 . —
The difference between rWTN ('Aramaic') and lupiaxi ('Syriac') in v 4
is of no significance. This is the standard © translation (see 2 Ki
18.26, Ezra 4.7 and Is 36.11). Indeed D*TX is often translated with
Eupux, and 73TX usually with cnjpoc; in the Septuagint. Josephus,
Antiquities 1.144, tells us of ApapcuouQ. . . ouq EAAtiveq Eupouc;
TipoaayopeuouCTiv ('Arameans...whom the Greeks term Syrians').
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17 and 18 is that after sharing the problem with his three companions,
Daniel declares a fast for the whole threatened community. This is quite
different from the link in MT necessitated by the repetition of VTHSn.
It is also different from the reference in 3.49 to 'those with Azariah'
(toiq 7iepi tov A£apiav). The choice of preposition is not the same and
the referent is clearly the companions who entered the fire with Azariah.
The picture of Daniel as an established leader amongst the exiles is
reinforced by Arioch's description of Daniel to the king in ©. There,
Arioch tells the king that he has found among the exiles of Judah 'a wise
man' (v 25, avepomov aocpov). In MT he merely finds a man among the
exiles. Therefore the promotion of Daniel in © is from a leader of the
exiles to leader of the wise men in Babylon, whereas his promotion in MT
is from one of the exiles to a leader in the empire. One consequence of
this view is that the contest element is played down in ©, just as it is
entirely absent in chs 4 and 5 in comparison to MT.
It cannot be denied that this strand of Daniel as an already
established member of the group labeled 'wise men' (0^2)1) is also present
in the Masoretic Text. The law goes out to kill the wise men of Babylon
(v 12), the killing commences (v 13a) 'and' (1) Daniel and his companions
are recognized as part of the target group for the king's assassins (v
13b). V 18 is more explicit with its reference to 'with the rest of the
wise men of Babylon ' 633 Tmn "TKtf-ns». However all of those references
are from the inserted w 13-23. The Septuagint translation of those
verses brings no changes to the view of Daniel's position, but highlights
it further in the remainder of the chapter.
The same process was discernible in previous chapters studied where
issues of individual Jewish conduct in exile are reinterpreted in terms
of the Jewish nation. The tradition of leadership of the exiles occurs
in 0 at the end of ch 3 where the three young men are promoted with
special responsibility for the Jews in the kingdom (3.30/97). The Greek
Additions show a concern for the fate of the nation and contain images
related to the cult, as well as showing a tendency to hebraize the
characters of the three companions. The Daniel of © ch 6 has been noted
as a precursor to the tradition of Zerubabbel as leader of the exilic
community (1 Esdr 4.47ff). Daniel's qualities as a wise man are
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similarly emphasized by © in 5.11ff. In short, the Daniel of the
Septuagint is the one who began his career among the Jews in the story of
Susanna, which sets the scene for all these other stories in the
72
canonical tradition of the Septuagint.
The Masoretic Text and the Septuagint also diverge in their
treatment of Nebuchadnezzar. In MT v 38 the function of the opening
phrase pTSCl T^221 is not entirely clear. It could be the object of
2IT, with the subsequent list in apposition. However in that case the 2
in b2 is a problem as it does not normally indicate the object of 2!T.
It could express 'amongst all that live, he has given...' as a way of
emphasizing God's choice of Nebuchadnezzar. The latter emphasis also
results when the phrase is read with the first item in the list, 'sons of
men' (X$3X-122), to give an opening 'Out of all the sons of men who
live...'. While none of these solutions are flawless, they all view
Nebuchadnezzar's dominion over creation on a level with his sovereignty
over his human subjects. Grammatically, apart from its placing at the
head of the list, 'sons of men' is in the same category as
'beasts of the field' (iTD fTTH) and 'birds of heaven' *))»). In
contrast the Septuagint does not represent the 1 at the beginning of the
verse and so connects the first phrase with what has preceded it in v 37.
The effect of this syntactical difference is to distinguish the
sovereignty exercised by Nebuchadnezzar over his human subjects from his
dominion over nature, and to make MT more interested than © in his role
in creation as a whole.
This may seem a far-fetched suggestion in the face of such a small
difference. However, it does tally with more definite variations in the
Nebuchadnezzar tradition elsewhere. In an MT plus at Jer 28/35.14 God
promises that 'even the beasts of the field have I given to him
(Nebuchadnezzar)' ch WW mfDi! flTTD^ Oil). The Septuagint stops at
'all the nations' (navTcov x65v e0v65v). In the previous chapter the MT has
another plus phrase, 'the people and the animals who are upon the face of
the earth' (Jer 27/34.5, pKH TSfc nan3?rnW DTXTrnX). The placing
72
It is the view of Miiller, 'Mantische, Weisheit', 290, that the wisdom of
Daniel in Susanna is different in kind from that conveyed by MT.
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of nX makes it clear that the phrase is in the same grammatical
relationship to the verb as pan and so is an expansion of p«l. The
Septuagint does not have this phrase which makes explicit that
Nebuchadnezzar's dominion will also be over nature. It is closer to MT
in the next verse but even there the syntax of © preserves the
distinction between human and animal subjects. The Masoretic Text gives
'all these lands' (Jer 27/34.6, rfaci mXTiCT^D) to Nebuchadnezzar as well
as 'the beasts of the field' (ITTtOT JTTI) all of whom together are 'to
serve him' (TOS&). Both beasts and lands function as the subject of the
73
infinitive. In contrast the Septuagint maintains a distinction by
assigning separate verbs to each of 'the earth' and 'the beasts of the
field'. The earth is 'to serve him' (SouAeueiv auxq?) while the beasts
are 'to work for him' (spyaCsa0ai auxtg). The Septuagint approaches the
issue in less universalistic and more nationalistic terms than is the
case in MT. This same difference in tradition may well be hinted at in
Daniel 2.38.
differing historical backgrounds
Another variation likely to reflect a difference in historical
74
traditions may be found in v 43. In question is the significance of
iron mixed with clay and the resultant fragility. According to the
Masoretic Text this foreshadows a kingdom which will be mixed 'by the
seed of men' inn) and the two parts will not 'cleave' (pH) to one
another. Theodotion preserves equivalence of elements in his translation
of these phrases with ev cmsppaxi av0pcio7tcov and a participial form of
73See the discussions of Jer 27/34 by Tov, 'Exegetical Notes', 84ff, and
McKane, 98ff.
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The dating of chs 3 and 4 by © provided some clues as to the
translator's intentions. In ch 2 the dates are identical so no help is
forthcoming from that quarter. Even if the P967 reading of ScoSskcxxco (v
1, 'twelfth') instead of SeuxepQ ('second') is correct, that in itself
does not provide a clue, although it does create a parallel with the
dating in Ju 1.1 and 2.1 which would be worth further investigation. The
SooSsKaxco reading provides a nice progression in chs 2-4, but does not tie
events to a significant part of Nebuchadnezzar's reign in the way that
'the eighteenth year' (©, 3.1 and 4.4) does. Hamm, Kap 1-2, 140ff,
considers the 88-Syh reading is a correction towards MT. See also
Hartman and DiLella, 138, on the P967 dating.
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7ipoaKoAAdco. The picture is most iikely to be one of mixed marriage.
That is clearly what is meant by the mixing of seed in Ezra 9.2. The
verb psn. although unique here in Biblical Aramaic, is commonly used in
Biblical Hebrew of marriage or loyalty within a binding relationship (for
example Gen 2.24 and Ru 1.14). Commentators are divided over whether the
use of in v 43 reflects a particular historical relationship or a
75
general policy of the mingling of nationalities within an empire.
Theodotion's translation indicates that he read it as a reference to a
particular alliance through marriage. The Septuagint, however, renders
the verse in less relational language. The mixture of iron and
earthenware signifies the mingling of 'races of men' (yevsCTiv dvGpcorrcov).
The consequent weakness arises because they are not 'in harmony nor
well-disposed to one another' (opovoouvxeg outs euvoouvtsq dAArjAoiq).
This phrase is more descriptive of relations between groups of people
than of marriage.
The majority opinion is that MT represents political marriages
between the Seleucids and Ptolemies, which of course were notably
77
unsuccessful in bringing about harmony. If that is the case, the events
78
envisaged would have taken place in either 250 or 193 BCE. Another view
is that it refers to Alexander's policy of intermarriage with the
Persians as a way of encouraging the conglomeration of races within the
empire. This latter view allows for a late Persian provenance although
the choice of relational vocabulary by MT makes this possible rather than
probable. The former view reflects more accurately the spirit of
disharmony within the empire that is crucial to Daniel's interpretation
of the dream of the statue. At the same time it is a more likely
explanation of the marriage imagery implied by MT.
75
Goldingay, Daniel, 36, says the phrase 'more naturally denotes
intermarriage'.
76
Porteous, 49f, takes issue with the interpretation of Montgomery,
Daniel, 190, that the phrase represents Alexander's policy of 'the fusion
of races and cultures'.
77
See, for example, Delcor, Daniel, 86.
78
Torrey, 'Notes', 248. But compare Collins, Apocalyptic Imagination, 77.
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The question then arises as to what particular situation may be
behind the interpretative translation on the part of ©. Disharmony
between races of people can be found in any era, and the most that can be
said is that the Septuagint version of this chapter arose in a period
when intermarriage was not a particular feature of troubled relationships
between races. In that case, the problems the Seleucids had with Egypt
and the Jews around the time of the Maccabean revolt could form the
backdrop to ©. Such a view is consistent with the Jewish
reinterpretation of Nebuchadnezzar, possibly as a product of the
struggles with Antiochus IV, already noted. It must be emphasized that
the text of © allows for this sort of provenance, but by no means
requires it. It is however consistent with trends that have been noted
in chs 3-6, and with the slightly more absolute understanding of what
happens 'after these things' in ©.
At the same time, whatever is chosen as the historical referent of
inn, it almost certainly refers to events much earlier than mid
second century, even if vv 40-43 are taken to have been subject to later
79
amendment. In its canonical setting it is part of an unmistakably
Persian context, as a comparison of the use of administrative terms in MT
and © shows. In my discussion of ch 3 I suggested that the phrase 'high
officials of the province' (3.2, NTinO rather than being a
summary of the preceding items in the list, is a group of centralized
officials, and that KTUHft is in fact a province within the wider Persian
empire. The other officials function in the outlying provincial units.
This terminology seems to be present also at the end of ch 2. Daniel
becomes 'ruler over the whole province of Babylon' (v 48,
bn nrra'b bv nobtiri) as well as a 'chief prefect' (p31lD-3T) over the
wise men. Both of these are terms reminiscent of chs 3 and 6 in
particular. Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego have a slightly different
80
function probably in a provincial unit of the empire.
79
For his part Torrey, 'Notes', 246, opines that the Aramaic vv 40-43 show
no acquaintance with the Seleucids or Maccabees. But compare again
Collins, Apocalyptic Imagination, 77.
80
Jephet, 15, says the promotion of Daniel's companions is an
'introduction to the sequel'.
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The Septuagint does not make these distinctions. It gives no
particular title to the promoted Daniel, but instead makes the
descriptive statement that Nebuchadnezzar 'set him up over the affairs of
Babylon' (v 48, Kaxeaxr|asv ski. xgov Kpaypaxcov xfjg BapuAcoviaq). Similarly
his function with respect to the wise men is described in general terms
as 'ruler and leader' (apyovxa xal qyoupevov), the same terms used of him
in 6 ch 4 (4.18). Moreover no distinction is made between Daniel whom
the king 'set up over the affairs of Babylon' (v 48, Kctxeaxriaev ski xcov
Kpaypaxcov BapuAoovtaq), and his three companions who also 'were set up
over the affairs of Babylon' (v 49, KaxaaxaGwaiv ski xmv Kpaypaxcov xfjg
BapiAcovfaq). Theodotion shows the same lack of awareness of the
technical terms as (5. This is apparent in v 48 where 0 calls Daniel a
'ruler of the satraps' (ap^ovxa aaxpaKcov) while MT terms him 'chief of
the prefects' (p50"3T).
conclusion: links with Daniel 3-6
It is generally recognized that ch 2 is in some measure different
from the other Aramaic stories about Daniel's relationships with his
sovereigns. Often this is expressed as a consequence of its obvious
links with the only vision of Daniel conveyed in Aramaic, ch 7.
Lenglet's analysis of these two chapters as the outer pair in a chiasm
81
has won widespread acceptance. However he also notes that they are in
82
contrast as much as in parallel. The parallels with ch 7 will become
apparent in the next chapter. The contrasts may be seen in that, as well
as being set apart from chs 3-6, ch 2 has much in common with them and in
some respects is in continuity with them. Much of the discussion of this
chapter has pointed up that continuity in imagery, narrative technique,
provenance and theology.
The nature of this relationship between chs 2 and chs 3-6 is
debatable. Goldingay encapsulates the debate with the comment, 'it might
81
The idiosyncratic structure offered by Gooding, 60ff, agrees with
Lenglet on no other point than that chs 2 and 7 belong together.
82
Lenglet, 180. See also Collins, Apocalyptic Vision, Off, and Davies,
Daniel, 44.
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be that these chapters depend on chap. 2, but it is simpler to assume
83
that chap. 2 was written in the light of those other chapters...'. In
fact, outside vv 13-23 and 40-43 there is little support for that
assumption. Even in 40-43 opinions are divided over the type of date
required by the application of the iron and earthenware imagery. The
bulk of the chapter demonstrates a Persian setting which makes it
84
contemporary with chs 3-6. In literary terms, we have also seen how the
ambiguities resident in the responses of Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar to the
dream of the statue look forward to subsequent stories for their
resolution. The assumption that ch 2 is later perhaps partly arises
because it is a different genre from 3-6. It explores the difference
between human and divine wisdom, whereas the succeeding chapters focus
more on the temporal relationships between the king and his subjects who
85
belong also to the Jewish faithful. That does not mean it has to belong
to a different era.
However, there is evidence that vv 13-23 do belong to a period
closer to, although probably not concurrent with, the times reflected in
86
ch 7 and the Septuagintal translations of 3-6. As a result, the
probable Vorlage of © had already been partly adjusted towards a
Hellenistic setting, and the process of redefining the exilic Daniel
87
stories to fit the later Jewish interest in cult and nation had begun.
That the adjustment is only partial is illustrated by the difference in




Davies, Daniel, 48, dates the original from the early years of Cyrus.
McNamara, 149, notes the 'intense oriental colouring' of the traditions
enshrined in Daniel 2-6 MT, which he attributes to its 'eastern origin'.
See also Millard, 'Daniel 1-6', 73, on the 'high proportion of correct





Goldingay, Daniel, 48, speaks of a shift from 'empirical...knowledge' to
'supernatural insight' brought about by the insertion of vv 20-23.
Hammer, 26, notes the beginnings of 'the transcendent character of
wisdom' characteristic of later wisdom. Gammie, 'Intention and Sources',
292, in the context of his discussion on the influence of Deutero-Isaiah
on Daniel, sees in Daniel a link between wisdom and apocalyptic.
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Additions in ch 3. Even so, it is not surprising that the result is a
translation closer to the Aramaic in ch 2 than in chs 3-6. This means
that many of the literary aspects of the Aramaic are also present in the
Old Greek. At times the nature of such a translation even results in a
relaxation of ©'s vigilance in promoting monotheism and denying the
divinity of kings. Nevertheless, it is still possible to detect in its
translation of the older material of ch 2, characteristics in © that are
much more obvious in chs 3-6. The Septuagint's inability to translate
the Persian / Babylonian backdrop is a case in point, as is its
preference for xupiog and suspicion of the plural The concern
about a distinct Jewish community in hostile surroundings and the more
nationalistic interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar also relates to the




There is a marked shift in genre between chs 6 and 7 in the
Masoretic Text of Daniel. The interpreter becomes the dreamer, stories
give way to visions, and the political concerns of earlier chapters are
overtaken by the future orientation of apocalyptic.1 It is also clear
that ch 7 occupies a 'pivotal position' in the received form of the book
2
of Daniel. As well as looking forward to chs 8-12 in its introduction
of the vision genre, it is also linked back to the stories of Jewish
heroes in foreign courts. This is most obvious in its use of the Aramaic
language, but there are a number of literary and thematic links with the
stories that go far beyond the sharing of a common language. The focus
of this chapter on Daniel 7 will be more on what has gone before that
pivotal position than what is yet to come in the visions.
The first sight that meets the eye in that look backwards is Daniel
2, and my approach to Daniel 7 takes up where the discussion of Daniel 2
leaves off. We have seen that an adjustment towards a more Hellenistic
setting and a shift in emphasis is evident in ch 2, particularly in vv
13-23. The process of redefining the exilic Daniel in terms of Jewish
cult and nation has begun. The result in ch 2 was a (5 translation that
reflected a Vorlage much closer to the Aramaic of MT than was the case in
the other narratives. I suggested that at least vv 13-23 of Daniel 2
1Heaton, 186
2
Davies, Daniel, 58. See also Raabe, 271, and Rowley, 'The Unity of the
Book of Daniel', 250. David, 97ff, treats ch 7 as the 'literary hinge'
on which the book swings.
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reflected a period closer to that behind Daniel 7 and the Septuagintal
translations of chs 3-6 than the Persian setting evident elsewhere in the
stories. Once we come to ch 7, with the exception of the transitional v
1 which sets Daniel's vision in the reign of Belshazzar, the Persian
diaspora is not a factor. Interest is much more in the identity of the
Jewish people as a nation and the threat to their nationhood and cult (v
24). The seer is most concerned about the fourth beast and particularly
the extra horn, because he locates therein the immediate threat to the
holy ones. These are concerns that we have also attributed to the Old
Greek translator in chs 2-6, so it is not surprising that the Septuagint
and the Masoretic Text are even closer to one another than was the case
with Daniel 2.
As a result the bulk of the variations between MT and © can be
explained on technical grounds and do not entail a change in meaning
between the versions. There are, however, still some differences that
are noteworthy. To demonstrate this I compare the narrative structures
of the two versions and especially their handling of the hidden personae
behind the autobiographical account. In connection with that, a literary
device linking the vision and its interpretation is also explored, and a
possible difference in the way the two narrators view Daniel is noted.
The greater part of this study, though, deals with issues of content and
meaning. Variations that are best accounted for on technical grounds and
do not entail a change in meaning between versions are enumerated first.
I then centre the comparative work on the key figures of the son of man,
the holy ones, and the four beasts, and on how the elements of vision and
interpretation relate to one another. This leads in to the final part of
the chapter, where I draw out the main literary and thematic links
between ch 7 and the other Aramaic narratives. One area where there is a
substantial difference between MT and © is in the way the versions give
an overall structure to Dan 2-7, and that forms the final part of the
discussion on links.
The vast secondary literature on this particular chapter of the
Bible witnesses to the number and complexity of exegetical issues present
in it. Many of them do not admit of easy solutions, as the literature
amply demonstrates. The primary aim of this section of the thesis is not
to solve all the exegetical problems. A full attempt to do so would
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swamp the main purpose, which is to explore the interaction between the
Aramaic and Greek from a narrative perspective. However, as a necessary
backdrop to that, I begin with a summary of the issues surrounding the
Ancient of Days, the son of man, the holy ones of the Most High, and the
3
unity or otherwise of the chapter. The last of those entails a close
look at the place of vv 21-22 in the chapter. As v 13 is central to
several of the questions, I am also compelled to consider the most likely
Old Greek form of that verse in light of the evidence in P967. I state
the position I take regarding these matters for the purpose of the
ensuing discussion, but other issues are treated in detail only to the
extent that they are germane to the particular perspective of this study.
Ancient of Days in the Masoretic Text
A discussion of the Ancient of Days figure in Daniel 7 inevitably
revolves around the source of the imagery in this puzzling chapter. It
is beyond the scope of my present purposes to enter fully into that
4
question. Suffice to say that, whether or not the Ancient of Days can
be identified with El or the Father of Years of Ugaritic literature, an
aged deity is almost certainly in question here.5 I adopt the view that,
in whatever terms he may be described, the Ancient of Days is a figure
representative of the God of Israel, and to be identified with the Most
3
Since I follow the practice of capitalizing names for the deity, I shall
capitalize Ancient of Days in line with my view that he is a divine
figure. I leave son of man uncapitalized because I argue that the figure
in Dan 7.13 is primarily human.
4
See, for example, Emerton, 225ff, and Collins, Apocalyptic Vision,
lOOff, on the Canaanite origins. Bentzen, King and Messiah, 74, has been
influential with his view that an enthronement ritual along the lines of
Ps 2 is a source. Reid, 87, who sees an amalgam of sources, backs
several horses. He alerts us to the danger of putting Canaanite and OT
background in opposition to one another. Lucas, 'Animal Imagery', 184,
tends to do so and is in danger of caricaturing Emerton's position.
Mosca, 500ff, argues that biblical material is the 'missing link' between
Ugarit and Daniel 7. But see also the skeptical note on Canaanite
origins sounded by Ferch, 79ff.
5Emerton, 230. Delcor, 'Sources', 302, considers the Ancient of Days
equates with the 'father of years' in Ugaritic. See also Pope, 32, who
is not so sure. Oldenburg, 17ff, and Wyatt, 447, dissent.
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High who appears elsewhere in ch 7.6 As will become clearer later in
this discussion, the relationship of the Ancient of Days to the son of
man is therefore analogous to the relationship between the Most High and
the holy ones.
son of man in the Masoretic Text
It is more difficult to describe any sort of consensus on the figure
of the son of man (v 13). What is generally agreed is that the
indefinite Aramaic expression, $3K "12, normally speaks of a human being.
Even in Biblical Hebrew this is the case where God commonly addresses
Ezekiel as 'son of man' (DTK~p, Ez 2.1; 37.11; 38.2 and 14; 39.1 and
17). Some would also argue that Ps 80.18 reflects a tradition that uses
g
the son of man as a collective term for Israel. However, a human
likeness is sometimes used in Ezekiel to depict a different sort of
presence, although the exact expression is slightly different. The
prophet saw one with 'an appearance like the form of a man' (Ez 1.26,
DTK TKTD2 mDT). The vocabulary chosen explicitly links this personage
with 'the form of the appearance of the glory of the Lord' (Ez 1.28,
mrp—TOD mOT TKTD). Some would argue that the prefix D before ttflK T2
9
alerts us to the possibility that such is the case in Daniel 7 also.
The equation is not quite so clear in Ezekiel 8. There it seems more as
though the one with 'the appearance like the form of a man' (Ez 8.2,
tfK-nKTDD mm is a heavenly messenger sent to bring Ezekiel into the
6Keil, 230, expresses it thus: Daniel sees 'an old man, or a man of grey
hairs, in whose majestic form God makes Himself visible'. See also
Slotki, 58, and Driver, 85, although Emerton, 230, takes issue with
Driver's use of 1 Enoch 14.18-22. But note the view of Jephet, 35, that
the Ancient of Days is a judging angel. Other medieval Jewish
commentators were divided. For Rashi he was God but for Ibn-Ezra he was
Michael. See Galle, 74.
7
See Vermes, 'Appendix E', 327. Usages in earlier and later non-biblical
Aramaic are expounded by Fitzmyer in Sefire, 99, and Genesis Apocryphon,
60. An example of the indefinite use from Ugarit is found in 11 14f of
Ras Ibn Hani 78/20 where I'adam is in parallel with Ibn 'adam. See de
Moor, 430.
g
Russell, 340. Hooker, 13, also asserts that that is the case.
9
For example Feuillet, 184, and Young, Daniel's Vision, 20.
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presence of God. The information that his bodily parts only take the
form of bodily parts (Ez 8.2f) emphasizes that the figure only looks like
a man. In the Hebrew portions of Daniel, a similar form of expression
appears in 10.16 and 18. Somebody with 'the form of sons of men' (10.16,
□TK "OB mro) approaches Daniel and somebody with 'the appearance of a
man' (10.18, D1K HNT3D) touches him.
The ambiguous use of the expression within Ezekiel and the Psalms
sums up in broad outline the views that have been taken on the son of man
in Daniel 7.10 He is either a human figure who functions as a symbol for
the saints, or he is an angelic or ancient mythical figure, or he is
divine or messianic.11 After a lengthy review of the options, Montgomery
opts for the son of man as symbol and in doing so cites 'the Semitic
12
genius to personify the people'. When it comes to a comparison of the
versions, I will have more to say on this question, but broadly I see the
son of man in the Masoretic Text as symbolic of a temporal reality.
Following from there, v 14 seems to depict a process whereby the son
13
of man acquires a divine authority. While his authority is derived
OTP), the service offered him is the same sort that is due to divinity.
This is portrayed by p6b, the same word used in the confrontation between
the king and the young men of ch 3 over whose God should be served (3.12,
10Note within 1 Enoch a similar variation between chs 46f, where the son
of man appears to be a heavenly or angelic figure, and ch 60, where Enoch
himself is addressed as Son of Man.
USee the summaries of Feuillet, 191, and Montgomery, Daniel, 317.
Collins, Apocalyptic Vision, 142ff, sees Dan 7 entirely in terms of a
heavenly battle where the son of man is the archangel Michael and the
holy ones have angelic counterparts. See also Coppens and Dequeker, 50
and 67. Zevit, 395, prefers Gabriel. For Davies, Daniel, 102 and 104f,
the holy ones are Israel while the son of man is a collective referent.
Delcor, 'Sources', 312, sees the son of man as symbol. See also Hooker,
28, and Casey, Son of Man, 25. Goldingay, Daniel, 111, steers a middle
course with the comment that the ambiguity is perhaps deliberate.
12
_
Montgomery, Daniel, 323. As long ago as the third century CE Porphyry,
as cited in Casey, 'Porphyry', 21, saw the son of man in this light.
13
Lacocque, Daniel, 111, and Delcor, Daniel, 156. This process may also
be thought of in the Canaanite terms of enthronement by the aged deity.
See Emerton, 242.
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14, 17, 18 and 28).14 In ch 6 (6.17 and 21) Darius describes Daniel's
relationship with God in terms of r6s. The process has perhaps been
duplicated in 4 Esdras 13, where a human figure (4 Esdr 13.3, 'this man',
ille homo) comes out of the depths of the sea 'with the clouds of heaven'
(4 Esdr 13.3, cum nubibus caeii).15 That figure is later described as a
man whom the Most High 'had kept' (4 Esdr 13.25f, conseruat) for the work
of deliverance. At this stage he is implicitly identified with the
creator God by the phrase 'his creation' (creaturam suam), yet is still
distinct from the Most High.16 Since the Most High is speaking the
interpretation, suam can only refer to the being who has arrived with the
clouds of heaven. Later still he is revealed to be the son of the Most
High (4 Esdr 13.52, filium meum).11 But in both Daniel 7 and 4 Esdras 13
it remains an open question whether or not the son of man's authority
becomes intrinsic or remains derived.
holy ones of the Most High in the Masoretic Text
There are complex textual and translational issues linked to the
question of who the holy ones might be. These are treated in more detail
later, but a summary of opinions as well as a statement of which
interpretation of MT I prefer is helpful at this early stage. As was the
case for the son of man, commentators opt broadly for three types of
understanding. These holy ones can be angelic figures, or the earthly
18
people of Israel. A third intermediate possibility is that they are an
earthly people who somehow become heavenly beings. The 'wise' (12.3,
D^OtffD) are perhaps considered in those terms when Dan 12.3 states that
14
Despite the comments of Driver, 88.
15Beale, The Use of Daniel, 141, considers the picture to be an amalgam of
the imagery in Dan 7.2f and 13a.
16Bensly (ed), 'The Fourth Book of Ezra'
17
Delcor, 'Sources', 305, notes that the clouds in 4 Esdr 13 seem to
provide transport from earth to heaven for a terrestrial being. He uses
this as an argument that the son of man is a human figure. Contrast
Feuillet, 188, who argues for a messiah figure prefigured in the Old
Testament.
18
For a helpfully brief summary of the arguments each way, see Poythress,
209.
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they 'will shine... like the stars forever and ever'
nm dr\sh Di3DiM...nnr). An important proponent of the angelic view
has been Noth, who understands the Qy in the phrase, 'people of the holy
ones of the most high' (v 27, prr^y *«np ay) as 'host'.19 While his
understanding of Qy has not prevailed, there remains a substantial body
20
of opinion who see the holy ones as heavenly figures. Others are
equally insistent that a group of humans is intended, sometimes using the
21
same data as their opponents. Collins provides an example of one
variety of the intermediate view, whereby the referent of the holy ones
is human, but in the context of v 27 they are represented by angelic
22
counterparts in a heavenly battle. I accept Brekelmans' argument that
the understanding of ptf^Tp must be decided by context. In 4.11 the
'holy one' is in apposition to 'the watcher' (Ty), whereas in ch 7 'the
holy ones' are best understood in temporal terms. That understanding of
23
MT lies behind my treatment of the versions of ch 7.
However the view of Collins and others who wish to see the whole
chapter as the enactment of a heavenly battle, raises an important point
19'Schar', according to Noth, 285 and 287. That view depends on vv 20-22
being secondary. See the counter-argument of Brekelmans, 329.
20
Dequeker, 135-173, argues exhaustively from the Qumran texts that the
holy ones are angelic. See also Reid, 89. For example llQMelch, 1 9,
explicitly interprets ''Uf~ip as gods, and OT3y at 1 llf are said to
refer to Satan and the spirits of 'his lot' 0/TO). See Milik,
'Milki-sedeq', 98f, and Vermes, Dead Sea Scrolls, 301. Davies, 1QM, 102,
reads the same term in 1QM 12.9 and says it means 'angels', but
Goldingay, Daniel, 177, would not agree.
21
See Brekelmans, 319ff, who differs from Dequeker in his handling of the
Qumran material. He says the issue must be decided on context, and the
present context requires a human referent. See also Davies, Daniel, 104,
Casey, Son of Man, 44, and Hasel, 186ff. For Saadia and Rashi, in Galle,
81, Israel is represented in v 18. Beasley-Murray, 52f, points to
ffshp-Dy in 8.24 where he says the referent is also human.
22
Collins, Apocalyptic Vision, 126 and 142ff
23
See Vermes, 'Qumran Forum', 302f, for his translation and comment on
Qumran fragment 4Q246. There 'the people of God' (1 4, ^ Qy) receive an
'eternal kingdom! (1 5, 07y rTDTO) and their dominion an 'eternal
dominion' (1 9, Q^y Vermes says this 'may constitute the earliest




about the function of symbolism in the vision of Daniel 7. For Collins
'angels are not symbols but real beings' so 'it is unthinkable that
humans would be symbolized by angels, or depicted in language which is
25
normally understood to refer to heavenly beings.' Therefore visions are
not so much interpretations of ongoing temporal events as a
transformation of the present existence. According to Davies, this
approach does not tally with the interpretation of the visionary beasts
and horns and so does not work for an understanding either of the son of
26
man or of the holy ones of the Most High. Rather, visions provide a
glimpse into the interaction of the human and the divine, the temporal
27
and the eternal. The interpretation therefore must be to some extent
28
about temporal realities, while also transcending them. Such was the
case in both chs 2 and 4, and to a lesser extent may be applied to the
interaction between 'mystery' (PI) and 'interpretation' (TtfS) in ch 5.
That understanding of the link between vision and interpretation, as a
meeting of the divine with the temporal and human, is also presupposed in
my comparison of MT and © in ch 7.
Daniel 7: coherent and consistent?
The above mentioned link between vision and interpretation is part
24
Note also the thesis of Barker, The Great Angel, 29 and 38, that the
holy ones are angel figures and the deity in the Aramaic chapters is
Elyon, the ancient High God. The unnamed son of man is in fact the Holy
One, Yahweh.
25
Collins, Apocalyptic Vision, 140f
26
Davies, Daniel, 103f. He disagrees with Collins position, which he says
is that 'visions...portray both earthly and heavenly realities as two
dimensions of the same reality'.
27
For Goldingay, Daniel, 177, the ambiguity of the holy ones contributes
to this effect. Lacocque, Daniel in his Time, 145ff, speaks of the
tension between chaos and cosmos. For him the genius of the son of man
image is that it combines eschatological vision with mythical time.
Caird, 264, speaks of the fluctuation between temporal and transcendental
in apocalyptic.
28
See the discussion of Sherriffs, 39, on hermeneutical approaches to
eschatology. In the context of a comparison of Zionist and Babylonian
nationalism, he calls this approach 'contextualist' and prefers it over
'reductionist' and 'literalist' understandings.
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of the wider question of whether or not Daniel 7 in its present form is a
'coherent and consistent account', in terms of both narrative structure
29
and deployment of symbolism. The chief stumbling block for those who
see a literary and logical unity in Daniel 7 lies in the relationship
between interpretation and vision, and in particular the problematic vv
21f. These verses provide a challenge to most attempts at a commentary
on Daniel 7, and the present one is no exception. The problem is easier
to deal with for those who discern the overlapping of several visions in
Daniel 7. The material in vv 21f is then simply evidence of a seam in
30
the process of redaction.
Problems with vv 21f are particularly acute for those who perceive
the chapter's unity to be partly in some sort of equivalence, however
that may be defined, between the son of man in the vision and the holy
ones in the interpretation. Because Daniel is the speaker, the reader
expects to hear about the vision already outlined. The conventional 'I
looked' (v 21, DTI Hiri) reminds the reader of Daniel's earlier speech
31
which interspersed the telling of the vision with such expressions. It
is then a surprise to hear from his mouth new details of the vision. In
the original account of the vision there is no mention of war being made
on God's people before the court of the Ancient of Days convenes. The
only objects of the final horn's aggression are the horns that it uproots
(v 8), which are probably themselves either pagan kingdoms or kings of
the same kingdom from which the boastful horn springs. V 22 also makes a
more explicit link between the judgement scene and the handing over of
eternal sovereignty to the holy ones of the Most High, than does the
first telling of the vision. In the earlier account the result of
judgement seems to be condemnation of the fourth beast, a stay of
execution for its three predecessors (vv llf), and the eventual granting
of eternal sovereignty to the son of man (v 14). The holy ones of the
29
Casey, Son of Man, 29
30
In addition to Noth, the view that vv 21-22 are secondary is found in a
variety of commentators. See for example Porteous, 113, Ploger, 115,
Dequeker, 127, and Bickerman, 108. Hartman and DiLella, 210, consider as
additional all material relating to the eleventh horn.
31Raabe, 268
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Most High do not feature as beneficiaries at all. If the holy ones are
in the vision of Daniel prior to the advent of the son of man, how can
they also be an interpretation of the son of man?
At the same time, the contents of Daniel's speech seems to contain
the beginnings of interpretation. The final phrase of v 22, 'and the
holy ones took possession of the kingdom' (ptfnp uonn xjvd^d, recalls
the words of interpretation in v 18. The choice of pn here and in v 18
is slightly at odds with the emphasis elsewhere in ch 7. The suggestion
is of aggressive military action by the holy ones in gaining the
32
kingdom. Otherwise the choice of vocabulary makes it clear that the
33
holy ones as well as the son of man receive what is given them. Each
time a phrase containing JDH appears, it is linked to some sort of
reference to the heavenly origins of their possession. Perhaps then the
use of fOn implies a look forward to the means by which celestial intent
is to be implemented. At the same time v 22 anticipates the expansion in
vv 25-27. This is the one time in ch 7 when the distinction between
vision and interpretation, or seer and interpreter, is blurred.
For all that, there is a strong body of opinion arguing for the
34
integrity of the chapter. Without denying a possible redactional
history, ch 7 may substantially be understood as a coherent narrative
about a vision and the interpretation that is given to Daniel. With
particular reference to vv 21f, Daniel's later expansion of the vision
35
can be appreciated in literary terms. The technique of leaving lacunae
in the accounts that are only later filled in, is one that we have seen
32
Casey, Son of Man, 45, notes that military action is not ruled out.
33This supposes the most likely meaning of am xn to be 'he gave
judgement for / in favour of the holy ones...'. See Driver, 91.
34
Casey, Son of Man, 27, and Hooker, 24ff, agree on the coherence but
differ on other matters. See also Anderson, 76, and Hasel, 189.
Beasley-Murray, 45, speaks of 'a vision in two acts'. Niditch, 194,
holds the integrity of the chapter together with its anthological nature,
not altogether convincingly. Collins, Apocalyptic Vision, 129, and
Delcor, 'Sources', 290, both link their views to the mythological
background of ch 7.
35
Casey, Son of Man, 27ff, makes a particularly strong case for this.
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before. In effect, the gap between the accession of the final horn and
its final destruction (vv 8-11) corresponds to the gap in the summary
interpretation between the rise of the four kings and the reception of
the kingdom by the holy ones (vv 17f). What occurred in the silence is
eventually revealed at vv 21f as a war on the holy ones and action taken
by them which leads to their receiving eternal sovereignty. The verb jon
noted above is a further indication of this process.
The question of consistency may also be approached in terms of the
nature of the relationship between the son of man and the holy ones of
the Most High. Hooker and Casey both demonstrate this approach. While
they differ over the exact nature of the link, for both of them the
37
material in vv 21f is an important part of their explanation of it.
Each in their own way needs vv 21f to be at the point in the chapter
where it is. I accept the argument that Daniel 7 is a coherent and
consistence account, largely on the literary and symbolic grounds offered
by Casey, and assume that to be the case in what follows. At the same
time, the huge corpus of divergent secondary material on Daniel 7 alerts
me to the caution required in handling such ambivalent texts.
narrative structure
The narrative structure of ch 7 is more complex than it at first
appears. It is more than a simple account by Daniel of a vision seen and
an interpretation obtained. The narrative belongs to several personae.
The third person narrator of v 1 quickly gives way to Daniel's recounting
38
of his vision. Then the bystander of whom Daniel requests an
interpretation takes up the telling, briefly in w 17f and more fully in
vv 23-27. Finally Daniel himself, speaking in the first person, closes
the account. The bystander or interpreter exists only within the
36
Note again the comment of Eissfeldt, 112, on variation between message
and interpretation as a stylistic feature.
37
Casey, Son of Man, 39, insists that the son of man is 'a pure symbol'.
For him this makes impossible the views of Hooker, 13ff, on the suffering
son of man as equivalent to the suffering holy ones.
38
Charles, Daniel, 173, notes a similar phenomenon in 1 Enoch 1.1 and 3,
and 92.1.
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framework of Daniel's story.
Behind these personae are certain implied personalities. While he
is recounting the initial vision (vv 2-14), Daniel intersperses his
speech with the formulae 'I looked and behold...' (vv 2, 6, 7 and 13,
TIKI mn n?n), 'I looked until...' (vv 4, 9 and 11, "H IV mn nTTI), or
39
simply 'and behold...' (vv 5 and 8, VTK1). As a variation, when he
expands on the activities of the little horn he also breaks his narration
40
with 'I looked' (v 21, rm nTH). These interjections ensure that the
person of Daniel in the story is not eclipsed entirely by the vision
itself. At the same time they point the reader outside his speech to an
implied listener. It is not clear whether the listener is the narrator
of v 1, or an audience completely outside the narrative.
Furthermore a feature of the Aramaic syntax of vv 4-13 is the number
of verbs in the peil conjugation and also in the causative haphel form,
which gives rise to a sense that another presence is at work behind the
scenes.41 The wings of the first beast were 'plucked out' (v 4, T0T3),
and it was 'raised up' (v 4, and 'caused to stand' (v 4, TOpn)
like a man before the heart of a man 'was given' (v 4, 3VP) to it. Rule
'was given' (v 6, 3VP) to the third beast. Later in the vision thrones
'were placed' (v 9, TO")) and books 'were opened' (v 10, VTTIB). The
culmination of the judgement scene is that the fourth beast 'was killed'
(v 11, nV'Bp) and its body 'destroyed' (v 11, ~DTI) and 'given' (v 11,
row) over to burning. Finally, the sovereignty of the first three
beasts 'was taken away' (v 12, YHSTI) although an extension of life 'was
given' (v 12, rQVP) them for a period of time. This cluster of peils
and haphels to express the passive is a deliberate literary effect,
intended to hint at a presence outside the scene but in some way
39
Davies, Daniel, 59, considers v 8 to be secondary partly because of the
spelling of 17X. Casey, Son of Man, 13, argues that the spelling
variation is insignificant.
40
See the parallels drawn by Delcor, Daniel, 143, with 2.31 and 4.7 and
10.
41




responsible for it. It foreshadows the revelation of divine activity in
the interpretation of the vision.
Outside of Daniel the peil form is rarely found in extant Aramaic
writings, and when it does occur it is normally employed in an impersonal
43
rather than a passive sense. Even in Daniel the passive is normally
expressed either with the third person impersonal construction or by the
hithpaal. The former is instanced in vv 25 and 26 of the present chapter
(fOrPrP and piSJrP) as well as on a number of occasions in the other
stories of Daniel (2.13 and 18; 3.21; 4.22 and 29). The hithpaal is
pressed into service as a passive at 7.8; 2.34; 3.6, 11, 15 and 29; 4.30;
5.12; and 6.8 and 13. When the peil form features in the book of Daniel
it does so in a setting of divine activity and appears to be a deliberate
usage. Apart from vv 4-13 there are two other occasions in Daniel where
peils occur in a cluster (2.19, 21 and 30; and 5.21-30), and there also
it is clear that divine agency is intended to be understood behind the
verb forms chosen. In ch 5 the queen reminds her audience that
Nebuchadnezzar 'was driven away' (5.21, TTO). Because of Belshazzar's
ignorance of these things, a hand 'was sent' (5.24, rrbti) and a message
_ 44
'was inscribed' (5.25, Dwl). The theme of God's election of sovereigns
is also reinforced by Daniel's interpretative statement that Belshazzar's
kingdom 'was given' (5.28, rQVP) to the Persians. Later, the mystery
surrounding the fate of Belshazzar is heightened by the storyteller's
choice of in 5.30. The use of peil in ch 2 involves the verb nfa,
which was discussed at some length in a previous chapter. The secret of




See Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon, 190, and Gibson, 131 and 134, both of
whose examples are of the impersonal use. Occurrences in Ezra (4.18 and
23; 5.7 and 14; 6.2) are also impersonal rather than passive. See Bauer
and Leander, 93 and 104. Milik, 'Les Modeles Arameens', 361f, has
recently identified a possible peil passive in 4QprEsthar-f, 1 2.
Dalman, 202, notes only two or three exceptional instances in JPA
literature. Stevenson, 44f, says the passive in JPA is almost always
expressed by forms using the ith prefix.
44BDB lists rfa) as a peal passive participle, and so the form is
exceptional to the present discussion. Nevertheless it functions in the
same way as the finite forms of the peil that we have been looking at.
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Daniel 7 is as much a story about a man who saw a vision and its
45
interpretation, as a report of the vision and the interpretation given.
As well as the constant interaction with the reader already noted in
Daniel's use of formulae, the links between episodes make the chapter a
narrative rather than a simple report. These links are in vv 15f, 19-22,
and 28. Their focus on the feelings and thoughts of the first person
narrator are characteristic of a story. Moreover, the culmination of the
story is not so much that the kingdom of the Most High will last forever,
as that Daniel has been frightened by what he saw to the extent that his
'colours changed' (v 28, pan#* m
Some have suggested that phrases in the first and last verses
contain a formal title and conclusion for the narrative. 'The main
point' (v 1, ttfcn) is an opening and 'the end of the matter' (v 28,
xnbcr*i xaio) is the corresponding close.46 The principal problem with
this suggestion is that the first verse contains the words of the
narrator while the last verse is spoken by Daniel himself. It is more
likely that v 1 in the third person is simply a device to introduce the
47
change of perspective in ch 7. Verse 28 is not so much a convention of
the genre as part of the comparison of Daniel the visionary with his
48
royal counterparts. This becomes more obvious when links between ch 7
and the stories are discussed.
Effectively the narrative belongs to Daniel, in the same way that
the story of ch 4 belongs to Nebuchadnezzar. The chief difference is
that the block of third person material in ch 4 means that the narrator
at least retains a foothold in that story whereas he drops out entirely
45
Casey, Son of Man, 8
46
For example Montgomery, Daniel, 284.
47
Miller, 116, sees 7.1 as a central clue to the redaction history of the
book of Daniel. The fact that D7TI is found only here in ch 7 forms part
of his argument. Lacocque, Daniel in his Time, 132, also notes the shift
from 'dream' to 'vision' between 'Daniel A and B'.
48
Hartman and DiLella, 220, see the contents of v 28 entirely in terms of
genre.
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in ch 7. That foothold is not necessary as the first person of Daniel in
ch 7 conveys the narrator's point of view, whereas the first person of
Nebuchadnezzar in ch 4 cannot be relied upon to do so. The form of
autobiographical narration shared by chs 4 and 7 also results in a
similarity in the way the dialogue is managed, and unseen figures are
hinted at. These aspects have been more fully discussed in relation to
Daniel 4.
In broad outlines the narrative takes the same shape in the
Septuagint. The opening phrase in v 23 is problematic in that it could
be introducing indirect rather than direct speech. However the
probability is that the oxi is a oxi recitative preceded by a summarizing
statement in anticipation of what is to follow. © also uses oxi in this
way in ch 2 (2.5, 10 and 25), whether or not there is an equivalent
element in the Aramaic. The chief narrative difference is that the
distinction between reflexive and passive that we have considered in some
detail above is not available to the Greek translator. The passive form
is much more readily used in Greek than Aramaic, and often represents the
49
reflexive forms in Aramaic. That means that it cannot so easily
distinguish the peil form when it occurs. In the narrative presently
under scrutiny, the peil is invariably represented in the Greek by an
aorist passive. The same form is also often used to render a haphel
(7.4) or a hithpaal (7.8; 2.9 and 34; 5.23, for example). Often the
Septuagint represents the impersonal third person literally, even though
the passive is intended, but sometimes this construction is also
translated with an aorist passive (3.21). As a result, the foreshadowing
effect of the Aramaic passive is also present in © w 4-13, but is not as
striking. This is partly because the link with other peil clusters in
chs 2 and 5 as indicators of divine activity is not able to be made in
the Greek.
In connection with that point, it is not clear who the speaker of
the direct speech is in v 5. In MT the bear is commanded by the outside
presence with the impersonal third person plural, JT3X. The ©




possibly be explained as an attempt to represent the Aramaic impersonal.
Against that, © is normally accurate about the person of the verb in such
a situation. See for example 7tpoar|yayov (P967, v 13) and cbtoaTeAouCTi
(4.25). Moreover in MT means that the bear-like creature is
explicitly the object of the command. The absence of any object in ©
suggests that 'it' is the subject of the verb in the Greek. Putting
aside the problem of whom the Septuagint thinks the the second beast
might be addressing, the Greek phrase outcoq eiTiev is a further dilution
of the effect of the passives observable in Aramaic.
a further literary note
There is an intriguing interplay of tense in this chapter,
particularly relating to the son of man and the holy ones of the Most
High. After the son of man approached the Ancient of Days, authority
'was given' (v 14, 3YP) to him. The verb is in the perfect tense, in
common with the rest of the preceding account of a vision. Yet the
outworkings of this encounter are expressed in the imperfect (pn*?5\
miT and ^3nnfi). At this point the vision transcends the narrative form
of a vision account and begins to tell of events that are yet to be.
Something different happens during the interpretation of the vision,
which largely adopts the imperfect tense. Yet the perfect appears at the
beginning of v 27 where the kingdom 'is / was given' (JISTP) to the
people.50 The imperfect returns in a description of the resulting homage
that will come to the saints.51
While the imperfect of v 14b is exceptional in the telling of the
vision, the perfect of v 27 is exceptional in the interpretation. The
literary effect is that the verbal structures of vv 14 and 27 are in
50The feminine singular form must be governed by nrTC^ as the main
subject, with the subsequent nouns in a type of parentheses formed by a 1
explicative. Rosenthal, 56, cites fi3VP as an example of the perfect
indicating the future, but gives no other examples of the phenomenon.
His comment does not take account of the literary context.
51This interplay between the perfect and the imperfect is a characteristic
also of New Testament eschatology. See for example 1 Pet 4.7, where a
future orientation is expressed with the aorist qyyiKev, and in the
Gospels see Mt 10.7.
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parallel to one another. This serves as a further literary indicator
that the giving of the kingdom to the people of the saints is linked to
its reception by the son of man in the vision. This parallel is also
present in the Septuagint, although the passive rOTP (v 27) equates to
an aorist active in (5 (sScoks).
the character of Daniel
Related to the point of ch 7 as narration is the portrayal of the
character of Daniel in the narrative. There seems to be some difference
in how the versions depict the effect of the vision on Daniel. The
Masoretic Text description is bipartite, referring to 'spirit' (v 15,
mi) and 'sheath' (nHJ).52 Daniel's spirit was 'troubled' (v 15,
and the visions 'frightened (me)' (v 15, ) him. This separation
of the mental and the physical continues in MT v 28. The Masoretic Text
first records Daniel's mental state, that of intensified fear (v 28,
iOJfff), and then describes the physical manifestation: 'my colours
changed upon me' Whatever effect is being described,
it is the same one observable in the person of Belshazzar (5.9).
The Septuagint gathers both concepts into the phrase 'I Daniel' (v
15, eycb Aavirpi.), and then translates in a manner that focuses on his
mental and emotional state. Daniel in © describes himself as aKr|SidaaQ.
This can hardly mean 'heedless / uncaring' in the present context, and is
more likely to denote exhaustion. If the producer of © is translating
MT's *TQ at this point, he is doing so with some freedom. The same
freedom is evident at v 28 where Daniel, according to ©, confesses that
cnpoSpa SKaxaaei nepieiyopriv. Again, the exact meaning of the phrase is
open to debate, but in general terms it denotes considerable mental
turmoil. The following phrase, 'my state of mind altered me' (v 28, ri
e£i.q pou Sunveyicev epoi), is in apposition, and clarifies what precedes
52
The problems raised by HHJ, 'sheath', in v 15 are beyond the scope of
the present discussion. But note the full comment of Fitzmyer, Genesis
Apocryphon, 78, on the word as used in The Genesis Apocryphon 11.10. See
also Driver, 89. The sheath seems to be a metaphor for the body as a
receptacle for the soul or life force, and that is how I understand it in
the present context. San 108a and Bereshith Rabba 26.6 also use the word
to mean the body as distinct from the soul.
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it. This is different from MT, where the physical effect is described as
the result of Daniel's fear.
Particularly in v 28, the divergence results in a more emphatic
description by © of Daniel as visionary. Several strong words in close
proximity to one another alert the reader to this emphasis. Each one can
sometimes carry the ordinary sense of its Aramaic equivalent, but taken
together they have a cumulative effect. Firstly, sooq Kaxaaxpocprjq ('until
the conclusion') is a possible rendering of XS10, but it is unusual. And
CTcpoSpa sKCTxaaei ('great distraction') is not an exact rendering of the
Aramaic, as we have noted above. The Septuagint nowhere else uses
KaxaCTxpocpri as a translation of X510. That Aramaic word, like its Hebrew
namesake, can have an eschatological sense with implications of divine
activity, but it can be understood in purely physical or political terms.
Both uses occur in Daniel. Its physical sense is in 4.8 and 19, where
the tree could be seen 'to the end of the earth' (XSnX(~*)0) 'pO*?). It is
used in a more eschatological manner in 6.27 where God's rule is said by
Darius to last 'until the end' (X510 IS)). This range is representative
of the semantic range of the word in Biblical Hebrew also. Theodotion's
choice of either xeAoq (6.27) or nepaq (4.11 and 22) roughly reflects
that range. Kaxacrxpocpri, however, is much more redolent of human
consequences of divine activity. In Sirach, NEB translates it as 'fate'
(Sir 9.11 and 18.12). In Job, the Septuagint uses it to represent Tlttf
(Jb 15.21, 'destroyer') or TX (Job 21.17, 'calamity'). It is also used
in Proverbs to denote TX (Pr 1.27).
The eschatological nuances of Kaxaaxpocpq are epitomized by the
Septuagint's attempt to capture in Greek the sense of the metaphorical
language of MT Hos 8.7a, 'for they will sow the wind and reap the
whirlwind'. The Old Greek makes no attempt to reproduce the imagery of
the second half of the line, VTSp1 nnSIDV Instead it gives the
interpretation, f] Kaxaaxpocpq auxdov SKSe^sxai. The word used there for
'whirlwind' (HDSIO) is interpreted by © with Kaxaaxpo<pri. The most
literal sense of Kaxaaxpocpri is 'turning against' and by extension that
came to mean some sort of destructive event. By a further extension of
meaning, that event could be thought of as the final end. It is not
certain whether the two words *]"© ('end') and HSIO ('whirlwind') are
etymologically related, but the translator perceives them to be so.
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Hence his assumption that the whirlwind has as its referent 'the end'.
He chooses t<axaaxpocpr| as a rendering of the image which captures the
eschatological overtones of the Hebrew as he sees it. With such a
tradition behind it, the word Kaxaaxpocpr) is used by the translator of
53
Daniel 7 to interpret XB10 in an eschatological direction.
This effect is reinforced by the description of Daniel as subjected
to acpoSpa EKaxaaeu. The Septuagint translates a number of different
words with skctxcxctiq, all of which denote some sort of turmoil or fear.
Unlike its English derivative, it does not normally denote derangement.
Nevertheless, despite the range of usage in translation, it is generally
selected by © in the context of fear or confusion or panic generated in
response to the activity of the Lord. Examples may be cited from Dt
28.28 (translating JVTOn), 1 Ki 11.7 (translating TIB), and 2 Chr 29.8
(translating ST. Also significant to its use as an indicator of divine
involvement with humanity is the choice of eKaxaaic; in Gen 2.21 and 15.12
as the translation of HOT, the 'deep sleep' in which Adam and Abram
both encountered God. Whatever its exact meaning, this word also is
evocative of divine activity and judgement. The effect is intensified by
acpoSpa.
The emphasis discernible in © on Daniel as an eschatological
visionary, subject to as well as an intermediary of the judgement of God,
is further reinforced by another small variation between versions in v
28. While MT tells the reader that the source of Daniel's fear is '(his)
thoughts' Owl), the Septuagint pictures him as overcome by the
external source of his vision, 'great distraction' (acpoSpa SKaxaaei).
This perspective on Daniel in the Septuagint has also been hinted at in
chs 2 and 4.
vision and interpretation: insignificant differences
In the light of the point made immediately above, the possibility
that the versions may understand the vision differently bears
53
See Tov, 'Three Dimensions', 540f, on etymologizing renderings in the
Septuagint.
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examination. This will largely be done by looking at how the four
beasts, the son of man, and the holy ones of the Most High are presented
and then interpreted by each version. Before doing so, however, there
are some apparent differences that need to be ruled out as insignificant.
According to MT v 2, the four winds were 'churning up' (|TOO) the sea.
The Septuagint's view that the wind 'fell into' (ev£7teaov) the sea, like
e's npoCTsPaAAov, is more of an explanation of how the churning occurred.
It may not be exactly literal, and may reflect an unfamiliarity with the
mythological underpinnings of the vision, but it does not lose the
essential elements. The four winds are still present. The sea as a
source of chaos is not so evident, but the fact that the beasts emerge
from the sea in both versions means that that aspect is also present in
©,54 So the difference does not reflect any interpretation of the vision.
The large © plus in v 8, 'and it made war against the holy ones'
(kcu s7iolei rcoAepov 7rp6q touq ayiouq), is probably introduced from v 21.
A likely Aramaic retroversion of the Greek anoisi KoAepov (© v 8) would
be 3"lp rnQy ('did battle'), which occurs subsequently in MT at v 21.
That suggests the plus represented in © is more likely to have occurred
in the Vorlage. That is the expression used by Theodotion to translate
the Aramaic in v 21, where the Septuagint expresses the concept somewhat
differently. The result of the plus is that © anticipates a detail in
Daniel's later recounting of his vision, so any literary effect that may
have been intended by withholding that information in v 8 MT is not
present. However it does not alter the position of the saints and the
small horn with respect to each other. There is a similar plus in v 9,
this time in MT, where the throne has 'its wheels blazing with fire'
(pVi tq vrb&y). The most likely explanation of the difference is a
different Vorlage, and again there is no significance for the
understanding of the vision. In either case, the Ezekiel source of the
imagery is evident.55
54
See Anderson, 78, Collins, Apocalyptic Vision, 97f, and from a slightly
different perspective, Young, Daniel, 142.
55Grelot, 'Daniel VII,9-10', 82. Schaberg, 77, demonstrates the strength
of the link between Daniel 7 and Ezekiel 1 in the frequency with which
the two texts appear in combination in the midrashic history of each.
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A similar case is the difference between versions in v 23.
According to MT the fourth kingdom 'will be different from all the
kingdoms and will devour all the earth', whereas the fourth kingdom of ©
'will be different from all the earth'. This is most likely to be a case
of omission by homoeoteleuton between the two instances of ~7D. As a
result XTTD^O is missing from the Septuagint's Vorlage. Even if
that is not the correct explanation of the difference, the sense is not
significantly altered.
The versions also differ in places over whether or not the beasts
represent kings or kingdoms. The Masoretic Text speaks of 'four kings'
(v 17, p2^0 HWtt) where © has 'four kingdoms' (xeaaapeq (3aCTiA.eiai). At
v 23 the versions are in agreement on 'kingdoms'. Given the prevailing
argument that the distinction in Aramaic and Hebrew between 'king' and
'kingdom' is a fluid one, the difference does not disturb the picture of
four regimes, probably personalized as particular monarchs.56 In this
light, the displacing of 'of / from the kingdom' in v 24 is interesting
but does not alter the picture. Whether the phrase is used as indirect
object of pop1 (MT) or as a modifier in the appositional clause <ai xa
Ssxa xepaxa xfjq fkxaiAeiaq (©), the sense is of ten kings from one
kingdom. Again, no variation in interpretation of the vision results.
verses 26f: further insignificant differences
Verses 26f are difficult in both versions. The difficult Septuagint
is probably a result of the translator trying to make sense of a
57
problematic Aramaic Vorlage. The sense of the Aramaic seems to run as
follows: The court will sit in the future OTP) and still in the future
will take away the sovereignty of the last king. The possessive
suffix refers back to the figure in v 25. The verb p^SJTP is a plural
Lacocque, Daniel, 114, notes that the author uses king and kingdom
indifferently. See also Goldingay, Daniel, 146. But contrast
Montgomery, Daniel, 307, who regards fkxaiA.£iai in © v 17 as an
interpretation.
57
Sailhamer, 194, notes a tendency on the part of the © translator, when
confronted with difficult syntax, to rely on the most common equivalency
even though the sense of the translation might suffer as a result.
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although the singular court is doing the confiscating. It is therefore
an impersonal usage, with the sense that something 'will be taken away',
although the sitting court is still envisaged as the agent.
Then come two problematic haphel infinitives, mmfrb and rrnv6, and
the awkwardly placed 'until the end' (X£10""1B). The two difficulties are
related to one another. We return to the infinitives after considering
the positioning of NS1D IU. It is not evident how that phrase could
apply to the infinitives immediately preceding it, yet it seems a long
way from the finite verb. Perhaps the writer has drawn on a formula also
evident in 6.27 where God's 'rule is until the end' (6.27,
NS10 IU If that sort of association lies behind v 26, the point
being made is that, unlike God, the eleventh king will not rule to the
end. The placement of XS1D~~ty at the end of the sentence not only
emphasizes the finite nature of this king's reign, but also enhances the
contrast with the eternal kingdom of v 27. Another effect of the formula
being split is to form a bracket around the phrase itdytVi pnyrp,
which suggests that the sense of the infinitives should be thought of as
part of a unit with the immediately preceding finite verb. One way to
make this link is to take the prefixed ^'s as indicative of purpose,
58
giving the idea that authority 'was taken away so that...'. In that
case the infinitives also need to be thought of in a passive sense even
though they are active in form. From time to time the Aramaic of Daniel
59
does require such an interpretation of the active infinitive.
Understanding piyTP as an impersonal construction, we may translate the
entire phrase, 'its rule until the end will be taken away so that it
might be annihilated and destroyed'. In support of this interpretation,
which makes the boastful horn recipient rather than provider of
annihilation and destruction, it should be noted that the verb also
applies to the fate of the fourth beast in v 11.
58Bauer and Leander, 302, cite in 2.13 as a similar example.
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Apart from this instance Stinespring, 392f, identifies infinitives
active in form but passive in sense in 2.12 and 46; 3.2, 13 and 19; 4.3;
5.2 and 7; 6.9, 16, and 24. He argues that they are an extension of the
third person plural indefinite idiom, and so are implicitly third person
plural.
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Then the singular rOVP (v 27, 'has been given') apparently treats
the list of attributes, 'kingdom and rule and greatness'
(kttqti *03^ nrTD^B), as a collective noun. The exact referent of the
third person singular rb (v 27) remains ambiguous. It could either be
the people (DSJ) or the one who originally granted the authority. I
return to this point when discussing the holy ones of the Most High.
There are several difficulties evident in the Septuagint of vv 26f.
The confusion of persons is one instance. The court sits (xaei'aeTai,
singular) and does away with (dnoXoOat, plural) the king's authority.
Next 'he gives' (v 27, singular, eScoke) 'their' (v 27, plural, auxcov)
sovereignty to the holy ones of the Most High. It is clear neither who
is giving authority nor whose authority is being given. The second
instance is the © plus, 'they will plot' (v 26, PouA-euctovxcu,). Not only
is the plural unexpected, but it is also unclear who the subject of the
verb is, the court or a figure reintroduced from v 25. In either case,
the plural number is inappropriate. Whatever option is chosen, the sense
is puzzling. The infinitives that PotA-Euaovxat governs, piavai xat
drcoA-EaaL, are also difficult in that their use to describe the activity
of God is unusual.
The variation in person is largely explicable as an attempt to deal
with the Aramaic third person plural impersonal constructions in v 26.
Often © renders this construction by a grammatical equivalence with no
ill effect on the sense. In this case a literal rendering of piSTP with
d7toA.ouCTi leaves the verb in search of an object. The Septuagintal
solution is to read as the accusative E^oucuav. As a result the
translator clearly views the court as the subject of both the subsequent
verbs, 'will sit' and 'will take away', but allows the inconsistency of
person between them to remain.
The same difficulty with person is evident in v 27. Word order
suggests that the Septuagint is attempting to translate MT or something
very like it. As noted earlier, the Aramaic has a singular peil, rDTP.
The Greek equivalent is eScoke, which is similarly placed in the sentence.
It is intended to refer to the action of the court despite the use of an
aorist active as equivalent to the Aramaic peil form. The use of a third
person singular is explicable in terms of the Aramaic equivalent, despite
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the normal © habit of employing an aorist passive to represent the peil.
Either the translator wishes to clarify that the court is the active
subject of the verb, or he has tried to represent the MT syntax exactly
and in so doing erroneously employed an active aorist. In either case
the sense is not affected, even if the nuance of the passive is not
available. The court is still the donor and the saints are still the
recipients of authority.
The additional verb pouA-suoovxai is also problematical. It may be
representative of a Vorlage variant from the one preserved in MT. It is
equally possible that it provides an explanatory note from the
translator, possibly in an attempt to represent the force of the 7
prefixes on 70® and 73X suggested above. Whatever the source of the
verb, its form as a third person plural future indicative is in parallel
with aTtoAouai and derives also from the third person plural impersonal
idiom of the Aramaic. Even if the translator fails to understand the
Aramaic as equivalent to a Greek passive, as appears to be the case with
anohovoi, the same subject is implied by © as by MT. The sitting court
is understood as the author of the action represented by both finite
verbs. In the same vein the infinitives piavai xai anoheoai are literal
translations of the active infinitives in MT, even though they probably
carry a passive sense in the Aramaic. The resultant Greek syntax leaves
a question mark over who exactly does the polluting and destroying, but
the likelihood is that the © translator understands the same subject as
MT, however badly he may have conveyed that in his translation.
One problem with the foregoing argument is that piavai is a
surprising rendering of 70® to describe divine activity. It does not
occur again in Daniel but is common elsewhere in the Septuagint. It
almost invariably translates the Hebrew XO® with its strong connotations
of ritual defilement or pollution. In later Aramaic the semantic range
of 70® also came to include the concept of being forced into apostasy.
If the Septuagint choice of vocabulary has been influenced by that, it
could suggest that the infinitives are meant by © to express the activity
of the eleventh horn rather than that of the heavenly court. If that is
the case it could be a reflection of the cultic concerns of the Old Greek
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translation.60 However, that point on its own does not explain the
presence of pouAeuoovxai adequately, and is not sufficient to overturn
the previous argument. As with the difficulty over person in vv 26f,
questions raised by the phrase beginning pouAeuaovxat can substantially
be understood to reflect the difficult syntax of the Vorlage.
The pronoun auxcov, which is a plus in © v 27, is a further
difficulty in translation. At one level it is no more than an attempt to
clarify whose authority is being given to the holy ones. In that sense it
is the same sort of plus as 'made war against the holy ones' (enoisi
7toA.spov Tipoq xouq aytouc;) noted in v 8. The translator may also have
been confused by the MT treatment of the expression
. . . XTTQTl nnD*7ft (v 27, 'kingdom and rule and greatness...') as a
collective singular. But it is also a further manifestation of the
tension evident in vv 26f between representing the syntax accurately and
preserving the sense of the Aramaic idiom. Its occurrence in conjunction
with the singular subject of sScoks means that the plural of the pronoun
is in grammatical agreement with d7toA,o0ai xai pouAeuaovxca in v 26, even
though it is intended to convey the sense of the Aramaic that the
authority belongs to the one who gives (singular). Once again, a
difficult Vorlage, rather than theological interpretation on the part of
the Septuagint, has given rise to the divergence.
differences in understanding of the four beasts
Because the variations above probably stem from difficulties in
translation or in the Vorlage of the Septuagint, they do not necessarily
point to differences in understanding between © and MT. But there are
some more significant divergences. A look at the depictions of the four
beasts, individually and in their relationships to one another, provides
examples. The theme of speech creeps into the © portrayal of both the
second and third creatures. This is implicit in the case of the
bear-like creature. Instead of hearing a command the beast itself
Note the parallel in Is 43.28 where © reads a cultic pollution in the
Hebrew T?T1. The Septuagint translates with puxvat but reapplies the
first person so that it is not God but the leaders who profane the
sanctuary. See the discussion of Elliger, 362, on this point.
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speaks: 'and he / it spoke thus...' (v 5, xai outcoq ei7tev). This in
itself may be no more than another Septuagintal attempt at the impersonal
passive, but it forms an interesting link with the more explicit Greek
description of the leopard. The Masoretic Text gives the third beast
'rule' (v 6, whereas it receives from the Septuagint 'speech'
(yXcoCTaa).61 The resulting humanization of the earlier beasts is also
evident in v 7. The Masoretic Text seems to view the fourth beast as
qualitatively different from what has come before with the absolute
statement, 'It was different from all the beasts who were before it'
(rranp "H xnvrr^'p i"P2Eft3).62 The Septuagint, which has already
humanized the second and third beasts, merely says that 'it behaved
differently' (Siacpopooq xpcopevov) from its predecessors. In the © view
the fourth beast is an unpleasant continuation of what has gone before
rather than an entirely different type.
A lessening of the distinction between beasts on the part of the
Septuagint is observable elsewhere in ch 7. The picture presented by MT
in vv llf is that judgement is passed on the boastful horn, who is then
destroyed and given over to the burning. At that point, the earlier
beasts are also deprived of their influence, but their fate contrasts
with that of the horn when they are given a 'prolongation of life' (v 12,
pna roK). In the Septuagint also the boastful horn is destroyed and
burned, but in v 12 his authority over those round about him is also
removed. There is no mention of 'the rest of the beasts' (MT v 12,
xrrm -aw*). As told by ©, they fade from the vision entirely. The other
figures in © v 12 are not the other beasts but 'those round about him'
(touq kukAq auxoO). As a result, there is no contrast between the last
king and the former powers. A further difference is that the syntax of
the Septuagint draws a direct link between the little horn and the
figures in v 12, whereas there is no such link in MT.
The differences are partly explicable in terms of translation
61Jeansonne, 119, cites Montgomery, Daniel, 295, in support of her point
that yAmCTCTa represents a misreading of as JET? through metathesis of
$ and a Neither Jeansonne nor Montgomery give other examples of the
same type of misreading.
62
Caquot, 'Sur les Quatre Betes', 13
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issues. In particular, the change of person probably comes about in a
rendering of the impersonal haphel YHUn. They can perhaps also partly
be understood in historical terms. It remains an open question whether
or not the vision of Daniel is intended to portray the earlier empires as
63
still in existence at the time of the critical later events. Verse 12
suggests that is so, but there is nothing in the interpretation of the
vision to back up the notion. The Septuagint puts no such interpretation
on the events foreshadowed by the vision. The earlier beasts are not
required to be present in vv llf. The best that can be said is that they
may be included in 'those round about (the little horn)', to whom a 'time
of life' (xpovoq ^cofjq) was given. However that is far from clear in the
Septuagint version of the vision, and even if it is the case, they exist
as well as, rather than in contrast to, the boastful little horn.
This difference is further illustrated in w 19 and 24. The former
verse displays again the same lack of distinction observable in vv llf.
The Masoretic Text describes the fourth beast as 'different from all of
them' (v 19, iTJtf), whereas the Septuagint omits that phrase and
moves directly into a description of the beast.64 In v 24 also the last
king is not different in kind from his predecessors according to ©. He
merely differs from 'the first (kings)' (v 24, xouq Hpcoxouq) in his 'evil
deeds' (kcikolq). The Masoretic Text emphasizes rather that the king is
different from 'the former ones' OWTp) themselves, not from their
deeds.65
Both versions agree at v 3 where it is said that the beasts are
63
Caquot, 'Les Quatre Betes', 40f, explores the ambivalence of MT on that
point. See the full discussion by Rowley, Darius the Mede, 144ff, on the
possible identities of the four kingdoms.
64 . ,
In v 19 Ziegler emends SuxcpGeipovxog ('destroying') to Siacpepovxoq
('differing'), and Jeansonne, 94, argues on the grounds of orthographic
corruption that Ziegler is a more likely reflection of the Old Greek.
But P967 and 88-Syh agree on Siacp6e{povxoq.
65The Masoretic Text tradition of the different fourth beast is also
present in the Epistle of Barnabas 4.5, where it is said to be 'wicked
and powerful and fiercer than all the beasts of the sea' (translation by
Reeves, 2). Reeves, 4, sees in the Epistle of Barnabas several points of
correspondence with the Oracle of Hystaspes.
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'different one from the other' (Siacpepovxa sv rcapa to ev, SI p$).
However, from that point they differ somewhat in the manner outlined
above on the nature of that difference. The Masoretic Text tends to
place the fourth beast and then the eleventh king in a different
category. The Septuagint rather sees them as the culmination of a
process.
differences in understanding of the son of man
If these differences in the way the beasts are distinguished from
one another are finely drawn and partly due to translation technique,
variations in the way the figure like a son of man is treated are more
clearly distinguishable. The first task in dealing with these variations
is to establish the most likely text of the Septuagint at the crucial v
13.
The phrase <bq 7raA.oac>Q qpepcov ('one like an ancient of days') poses a
problem. Montgomery has labelled this as an erroneous reading which
attempts to render MT IB.66 However, Lust points out that <bq is the
reading of P967, so there is no textual evidence available in support of
its emendation to scoq.67 Moreover, the nominative form of rraAmoQ that
follows is correct for the reading as it stands. If ea>Q were correct, we
would expect it to take a genitive, as happens in 9. Despite the
inconvenience caused by the fact, the reading 'one like an ancient of
days' must be allowed to stand in 6. Another textual problem concerns
the final phrase of the Greek. The reading preferred by Rahlfs,
following 88-Syh, is 7rapqCTav auxqi ('were by / with him'). P967, in
contrast, witnesses to 7tpoarjyayov auxqi, but Lust this time considers the
Cologne papyrus to be in error. His grounds are that it is grammatically
incorrect, and has come about as a corruption from Theodotion / Masoretic
68
Text. In fact, there does not need to be a grammatical problem with the
P967 reading. The 7rpoar|yayov form is the second aorist third person
66Montgomery, Daniel, 304
67Lust, 'Daniel 7.13*, 65
68
Lust, 'Daniel 7.13', 64
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plural of rcpoadyco, used intransitively with auxcj? as its indirect object.
Hence, 'they (the bystanders) drew close to him'. Other occurrences of
this form in the Septuagint may be found in Num 7.3 and 15.33 as well as
Sus 52. If there has been no cause to doubt the reliability of P967 for
the rest of v 13, there seems no grounds for rejecting it at this point.
Indeed, the whole verse makes adequate grammatical sense as presented by
P967.69 The sense is as follows: 'on the clouds of heaven one like a son
of man came and one like an ancient of days was nearby, and those
standing by drew near to him'. That is the meaning presumed for the rest
of this discussion.
The most obvious difference between the versions at v 13 is the
question of whether the son of man arrives 'with the clouds of heaven'
(MT, or 'on the clouds of heaven' (©, ski, xoov vscpsAiov xou
oupavou). Are the prepositions DP and S7ri equivalent or not? The Greek
rendering could represent bn in its Vorlage, or it could be an
interpretation of the preposition DP on the part of the translator. Some
70 . .
say that there is no significance in the difference. Prepositions are
extremely fluid, and it is possible that kill possessed a shade of meaning
appropriate to BP in the mind of the translator. The argument then
continues that even if there is a distinction, whether in translation or
in the Vorlage, there is no difference in the way the son of man is
viewed by each version. The divinity or otherwise of the son of man
cannot be decided on the choice of preposition.
The data available for a discussion on the usage of Semitic and
Greek prepositions, and their equivalence between languages, are
obviously extensive. By the very nature of their varied usage, firm
conclusions are almost impossible to arrive at, as exceptions can
generally be found to support a point of view. But the evidence of the
prepositions in this particular instance should not be dismissed out of
hand. A study of their use by individual authors and translators can be
Jeansonne, 11 and 98, sees npoaqyayov as an example of an original
reading in P967, but agrees with Ziegler's emendation of <bq to ecoq plus
the genitive.
70For example, Goldingay, Daniel, 145, and Jeansonne, 113.
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indicative of style and usage. With the prepositions currently in
question there is a remarkable consistency in the way the Greek
represents the Aramaic throughout Daniel 2-7. The preposition OS? is
found 15 times. It most often has the sense of 'with / along with /
among' (2.11 and 18; 4.12, 20, 22 and 29; 5.21; 7.13). Once it is used
to describe someone talking 'with / to' another (6.22), and once it
occurs in a sentence that speaks of making war 'with / against' someone
(7.21). In 2.43 and 3.33 occur idiomatic uses of DP which do not have
formal equivalents in Greek. The Septuagint translations of these
occurrences do not reveal a distinct pattern. There is no © equivalent
to the occurrences of DP in chs 4 (including 3.33) and 5. Excluding the
exceptional Semitic usage in 2.43 (nJVDP HIT!), DP is translated
variously with apa (2.18), pexa (2.11 and 4.15), the dative (2.43 and
6.22), and Ttpoq (7.21). This analysis excludes Ka0' in 7.2, because the
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sense of DP there presents its own problems. The variety in this part
of the evidence renders it unremarkable that stti is found in v 13.
However, it should be noted that each of the different ways of
rendering DP in the Septuagint, except at v 13, is an attempt at a
particular portion of its semantic range. Such is clearly not the case
at v 13. It is also instructive to see how the Septuagint uses erci.
elsewhere in Daniel 2-7. It is found 56 times, of which 26 probably have
an equivalent in the Masoretic Text. Of those, kni represents
eighteen times, functions as an object indicator equivalent to nip three
times, and is the equivalent of prefixed 3 or b four times. It only
corresponds to DP in v 13. If there are not enough examples with which
to rule on ®'s rendering of there are enough instances of its use of
eni to say that, except in v 13, the Septuagint of Daniel is consistent
in its employment of that preposition. Note too that not once does
Theodotion use stil as a translation of DP.
On the evidence of the above examples it is most likely that the
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The DP of v 2 is unusual. Bentzen, Daniel, 30, likens its usage there
to 3.33 and 4.31, but Charles, Daniel, 175, supposes the "H represented
by © and 0 to be original. The suggestion of Delcor, 'Sources', 303,
that DP in both vv 2 and 13 expresses temporal co-existence is intriguing
but unlikely. It would be more convincing if the recurring expression of
which DP is a part in v 2 showed this variation elsewhere.
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Septuagintal use of £7ri represents a relationship something like the one
described by Aramaic bo. As it is used in Dan 2-7, bo usually means 'on
/ upon' and describes a spatial relationship of some sort. We have
already seen the many instances which are represented in © by sttl. This
is still the major use when a number of other occurrences which have no
equivalent in the Septuagint are taken into account. It can also mean
'to' (for example 2.24, 6.7 and 7.16) or 'against' (3.19 and 29). The
sense is still physical, and where there is a Septuagintal equivalent, it
is Trpoq (2.24 and 7.16), svavxiov (6.7), or eiq (3.29/96). On the rare
occasions when by has the more abstract sense of 'concerning' (2.18; 7.16
and 19), © uses either Ttspi (2.18 and 7.19) or UTisp (7.16). The
preposition also appears in 3.19 and 6.14 as part of untranslatable
Aramaic idioms, and so cannot be used in the present discussion. The
point of all this is to suggest that the Septuagint does distinguish
between QU and bo. From whatever angle the rendering of prepositions
from Aramaic into Greek is examined, the distinction is observed except
at 7.13. It must then be concluded that the difference in meaning was
one that would have been understood and observed by the translator. The
evidence of the prepositions also provides a strong case for the view
that the difference was there in the Vorlage rather than produced in
translation.
The uses of both Q27 and ski are not so broad as to provide an
overlap of semantic range. But that still does not tell us whether or
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not the different prepositions betray a theological difference. In
short, is the son of man 'on' (©) the clouds different from the son of
man 'with' (MT) the clouds? An answer to those questions requires us to
shift our sights beyond the prepositions to the 'clouds' (MT, ©,
vecpsAcov) imagery of which they are a part. Even then, as many have
observed, in general terms clouds are often indicative of a theophany,
73
and such would be the case whatever preposition is preferred at v 13.
Ps 18. llf and Ex 13.21 and 19.16 are cases in point, and 2 Mac 2.8
72 s -v
Lust, 'Daniel 7.13', 64, sees em as a deliberate consequence of ©'s
identification of the son of man with the Ancient of Days. But contrast
Casey, Son of Man, 29.
73
For example Young, Daniel's Vision, 13, and Coppens and Dequeker, 60.
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provides a later example. So we need to consider how the use of
different prepositions affects the functioning of the imagery.
The evidence is mixed for the MT reference There are no
exact equivalents of the phrase to be found in Biblical Hebrew. However,
01) is more likely than to describe general connections between ideas
or images. The statement that the son of man comes 'with' the clouds
remains undefined. It is not clear whether he is in the clouds or
alongside them, or simply evocative of them by the nature of his
presence. He may be with or in the clouds yet remain apart from the
divinity represented by them. There are many biblical examples that
express the same sort of ambivalent understanding of cloud imagery.
Sometimes objects or people are covered or suffused with the divine
nimbus. The cloud appeared on the mercy seat (Lev 16.2) and on Mount
Sinai (Ex 24.15ff). In the latter example Moses himself went up into the
divine presence by entering the cloud. However it is important to note
that this experience of God in the cloud did not in any way make Moses
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divine. At other times the cloud remains an object apart, as a signal
that God is present in the cloud. Such is the case with the pillar of
cloud in the wilderness (Ex 13.21f). On occasions the cloud forms a
mantle for God, indicative of his majesty or otherness (Lam 3.44).
Sometimes the clouds are regarded in a more universal sense as signs of
God's creative activity (Job 26.8f). In each case, although the forms of
expression vary, God is in or with, rather than upon, the cloud. Those
who encounter him do so by encountering the cloud, but without being
granted any of its divinity.
A further apposite reference is from Ez 38.9 and 16, where the
imagery is given a new twist. There the divine judgement against Israel
is expressed in the military activity of 'Gog of the land of Magog' (Ez
74
Though some Jewish interpreters came close to seeing Moses as divine.
See for example Ezekiel the Tragedian in the second century BCE, who was
obviously in debt to Greek thought forms. In his work Moses mounts a
heavenly throne and receives a sceptre (11 74f), and the stars worship
him (11 79f). But even here the distinction between divine and human is
preserved, since the literary setting of these details is a dream which
Moses' father-in-law must interpret for Moses (11 83-89). Charlesworth,
Pseudepigrapha II, 803f and 812.
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38.2, JOJWn J11). His armies will cover the land 'like a cloud' (Ez
38.9, JJiD). The land is covered with divine judgement as if by a cloud,
but the human agent of that judgement by no means comes to share in the
divinity of the one who sent him. The best that can be said of one who
comes 'with' the clouds is that he has a special place in the activity of
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God. Whether he is a divine figure or not remains ambiguous.
When it comes to the use of 'upon (*7U) the clouds' there is again no
directly equivalent example available. Yet a clearer picture emerges
from an examination of the biblical tradition. Is 19.1 depicts the Lord
riding 'on a swift cloud' {bp Ps 104.3 provides a similar
picture, this time of God 'who makes the clouds his chariot'
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("DID"! CTSSJ'Oiffn). This phrase is in parallel with 'who rides on the
wings of the wind' (m*Y"'BO~^y '=|U iDH). There is a similar pairing of
images in Ps 18.10f. Each item in the pair also figures as a
representation of the divine presence in Ezekiel 1, a probable source of
some of the imagery in Daniel 7. The linking of cloud and chariot
through the preposition in the Septuagint Vorlage is therefore
strongly resonant of divinity. Is 14 is also instructive. The 'day
star' (Is 14.12, *7*771) is condemned because he aspires to be 'above the
heights of the clouds' (Is 14.14, TW3~*7y) so that he might be like
the Most High. Being above or on the clouds in this context appears to
mean equality with God. The use of and its © translation as en i in Is
19 and Ps 104 is a further indicator that the figure in v 13 who arrives
\ 77
'on' (e7it) the clouds is likely to be divine. The same cannot
necessarily be said of the one who arrives 'with' (QS5) the clouds.
A comparison of the relationship of the son of man to the assembled
company (MT v 16, KTSXp; © v 13, ol napeCTTpKoxeQ) once he arrives
supports that suggestion. The Masoretic Text paints a picture of the son
of man being presented to a superior figure by a group already in








rronpn rrmp). After his arrival in the Septuagint, it is ambiguously
stated that 'those standing by drew close to him' (ot 7iapeaxr|K6x£Q
npoariyayov auxqi). The haphel vrmpn is apparently taken by © in an
active sense and either the suffix on or the entire word 'mDTp is
ignored. The most likely of the two possibilities is that TTttlj? is
treated as an untranslatable unit, and Tipoaqyayov auxcjj translates the
haphel verb literally, without taking into account its use as an
impersonal plural. As a result the son of man is not brought forward by
attendants, but stands with the Ancient of Days. It is not clear from
aux<$ to which of the two figures the bystanders draw near in the
Septuagint. However, in v 14, which must be understood with v 13, the
referent of the third person masculine singular pronoun must be the son
of man. It is clearly the recently arrived figure who is the recipient
of authority and homage. Therefore the pronoun at the end of v 13
probably also refers to the son of man as the one towards whom the
bystanders draw near in homage. The word chosen by © to express this,
7rpoaayoo, is pregnant in the present instance. It is a word with a broad
semantic range, but is often used in the context of bringing offerings or
prayers to God. Such is the case in the already noted Num 7.3, and Tob
12.12 uses the word to speak of bringing prayers to God. That meaning is
not inevitable but in this context it resonates of worship directed
towards the son of man.
The versions are much closer to each other in v 14. They both agree
that the sovereignty granted the son of man is derived (©, s5o0r|; MT,
SVP). They also" agree that the service offered him is the same sort of
service that is due divinity. As I noted earlier, this is portrayed in
MT by the word H^S. Whenever the Septuagint translates that word in
Daniel, it does so with the verb AaxpeuGO. We have seen in earlier
chapters that that too is a word preserved for dealings with the divine.
But the Greek is also not quite equivalent to the Aramaic in that it
tends to suggest a cultic understanding more than is the case with H^S.
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This point is explicated in the discussion on Daniel 6. Incidentally,
in v 14 Theodotion chooses to translate r6s with SouAsuo), a term which we
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Barr, Typology of Literalism, 321ff, notes this practice of imposing the
dominant meaning of a word on other meanings, and the distortions that
can result.
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have noted is more generally applicable than Aaxpeuco to human
relationships of subservience.
A second small shift in emphasis between the versions may also be
observed in v 14. In MT, the enduring nature of the rule given the son
of man is expounded in parallel statements each with a simple negative.
It 'will not pass away' (v 14, mST and it 'will not be destroyed'
(^3nnn vb). The syntax of © in the last part of that verse is a little
uncertain, but the same parallel statements seem to be intended.
However, the translator has chosen the emphatic negative construction of
ou pf] with the aorist subjunctive in each phrase. In so doing, the
Septuagint captures the sense inherent in the Semitic parallel structure,
but strengthens it with the emphatic negative.
When the above evidence concerning v 13 is weighed, the son of man
in the Septuagint seems to bear the mark of a divine figure in a way that
the MT son of man does not. The ambiguity of the phrase Tike a son of
man' (MT, ©, wq uloq dvepcorcou) is present in both versions, but
the Septuagint's use of £7ti and portrayal of the heavenly audience
clarifies that ambiguity. When it comes to v 14 the Masoretic Text and
the Septuagint agree that the figure who arrives on the clouds is vested
with a special authority, an authority that is eternal in scope. Indeed
the homage offered him is of the sort appropriate to God. This on its
own need not make him a divine figure any more than Nebuchadnezzar's
response to Daniel in 2.46 makes Daniel divine, although in that case the
key words, and A-axpeuoo, are not present. It remains an open question
in MT whether or not the son of man's authority becomes intrinsic or
remains derived. The Septuagint has decided in favour of the first
option. As a result, the divinity of the son of man perceived by © in v
83
14 is read back into v 13 and so affects the translation. The
translator chooses options that are possible renderings of the Aramaic,
but cumulatively they tend to take the meaning in a particular direction.
The Septuagint might well also have been working with a Vorlage that
83
According to Caquot, 'Les Quatre Betes', 70, the © translation of 7.13
begins the process of transforming the son of man into 'un objet de foi'.
Bruce, 'Oldest Greek Version', 26, attributes this to Christian
influence, but his view has found little support.
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tended in the same direction by witnessing to instead of QU in v 13.
differences in understanding of the holy ones
One way of treating the son of man is as an element in the vision
84
which is later interpreted, just as the beasts are later interpreted.
The cue for this approach is taken from the suggestion inherent in the 2
prefix that the son of man should be thought of in the same light as the
beasts. They are only 'like' (vv 4 and 6, D; v 5, rTOI) certain animals,
and the interpretation is necessary to reveal what or who they represent.
In the same way the figure on the clouds is only 'like' a son of man and
his referent must be discovered through interpretation. If such an
approach is followed through, the son of man turns out to be
representative of 'the holy ones of the Most High' (v 18,
ayioi uvyicrrou) in the interpretation. In that case, a comparison of the
way each version understands the holy ones should show up differences
consistent with those noted in their respective treatments of the son of
man.
First mention of the holy ones comes at v 18 in the celestial
interpreter's brief summary of the meaning of Daniel's vision. The four
beasts are the four kings (v 17), and then the holy ones receive the
kingdom. In the Masoretic Text an expansion on the vision begins at this
first mention. In the vision the rule of the son of man is 'eternal' (v
14, cbl3) which means that it 'will not pass away' (my N*7) and it 'will
not be destroyed' (^annn vb). The Septuagint expounds this quality with
the emphatic negative. In the interpretation the sovereignty of the holy
ones will be 'forever and ever and ever' (v 18, Kt&y c7in Koform
This emphatic form is reproduced exactly in the Old Greek. As with the 6
plus of v 8, the greater emphasis of the Septuagint in v 14 is perhaps an
anticipation of the interpretation.
The next appearance comes when Daniel shares with the interpreter
some more detail of his vision of the fourth beast and its horns (vv
84
This is the view of Bentzen, King and Messiah, 75, as part of his theory
that Dan 7 may be understood as the 'eschatologizing of Psalm 2'.
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21f). The particulars are essentially the same in both versions, with
the small difference that the verb used in © to denote the defeat of the
holy ones (xpoTteco) has connotations of flight not present in In
each case the holy ones end up in possession of a kingdom, although its
eternal nature is not specified by Daniel. In v 25 of the interpretation
also, the versions agree that the arrogant king will wear down or
'exhaust' (©, Kctxaxpiyei; MT, s) the holy ones.
Once we get to v 27, however, there are notable differences in the
way the versions convey their understanding of the holy ones. The most
obvious is the difference in syntax, yet the variation in syntax on its
own is not indicative of a variation in meaning. Both MT and © contain
the same number of terms conveying concepts of governance and in the same
order, even though they are in slightly different relationship to one
another. Moreover they correspond to the way the Septuagint has
translated those terms, both in ch 7 and in the earlier narratives. The
one possible exception is ©'s use of a term more usually favoured by 0,
xf]v dpyqv, as equivalent to mAo.
Apart from questions of syntax, there are two particularly knotty
problems presented in this verse. First there is the unique appearance
of the phrase 'people of the holy ones of the Most High' (v 27,
itf-np DU), witnessed to in MT but not directly in the ©
e f 85
equivalent, Xacp ayicp. A number of commentators have struggled with this
unique usage of Qy in harness with the recurring construct phrase
^np.86 In the absence of any other guidance from the immediate
context and in the face of ambivalent evidence elsewhere, I accept the
argument that 'holy ones of the Most High' is equivalent to 'people of
85The plural p:i^y is unexpected. The singular P^y as in CD 20.8 is
the expected reading. See Lohse, 104. The plural is usually explained
as a hebraizing plural of majesty. See Montgomery, Daniel, 307, Slotki,
61, and Young, Daniel, 158. Goldingay, 'Holy Ones', 496f, protests that
Aramaic does not even do that for rDX. He sees it as a genuine plural,
as part of his argument for a celestial understanding of the holy ones.
86
Delcor, 'Sources', 303, sees in this usage a hesitancy about identifying
the son of man with Yahweh.
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the holy ones of the Most High'. The second problem, one of particular
interest to the present comparison, is that of person within verse 27.
In MT sovereignty is granted (rOVP) the people of the holy ones.
The verb is a peil form which does not require a subject to be specified,
and we have seen that the singular probably treats the preceding list
(xrm-n nrr©1^) as a collective noun. Then after his reception of
authority, all rules will serve and obey the ambiguous 'him' (H^). It is
possible that the referent is Q2, as this collective noun normally takes
88
a singular verb. Such is the case in 3.29 and Ezra 6.12. On the other
hand it could be the court, which is the subject of v 26 and hence the
implied subject of DSTP. When the court first appears in Daniel's early
account of his vision, the Ancient of Days seems to preside over events
and there is no interest in the occupants of the other thrones. The
actions of the court thereby become the actions of the Ancient of Days,
who is indistinguishable from the Most High. This link is not made in
the interpretations, but can be carried forward into them. Hence the
eternal kingdom at the end of v 27 could also be that of the Most High.
The syntax of this verse explicitly links ownership of the eternal
kingdom (Qbv mho) with receipt of worship due to divinity. In that
connection the verb n^s has been explicated elsewhere. However, the same
link is made in v 14 of the vision report although the syntax is
different. As we have seen, in that context the recipient of worship and
possessor of the kingdom is the son of man, not the court. That makes it
more likely that the third person singular in v 27 refers to the people
of the saints. The construction of v 27 and its predecessors allows
rather than demands this but it is consistent with what has gone before.
It is also possible that the ambiguity of the verse is a deliberate link
back to the son of man in the vision. This verse then becomes the
culmination of the process of divinization that we have discerned. Just
as the son of man was given divine authority, so have the people of the
87
Casey, Son of Man, 41
SSThe same phenomenon is observable in Ex 1 where "ID DSJ (Ex 1.9,
'the people of the sons of Israel'), (Ex 1.1, 7 and 12, 'the
sons of Israel'), and (Ex 1.20, 'the people') are treated
synonymously. The fuller expression of Ex 1.9 takes a singular
complement (ffSiM 2"1) whereas 'sons of Israel' is grammatically plural.
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holy ones of the Most High. The two are now indistinguishable, a point
that is later expressed by the celestial imagery of 12.3.
The Septuagint's grappling with an ambivalent Aramaic Vorlage
results in several differences in the way v 27 is rendered. The active
aorist IScoks appears to be an attempt at rendering H2TP, but the active
verb cannot help but raise the question of its subject in a way that the
passive of MT does not. This is most likely to be the court or the
Ancient of Days. All of this authority is given 'to the holy people of
the Most High' (v 27, A.acp ayup uyicnrou), a translation which preserves
equivalence of elements but is clearly interpretative of
pT^S? Dy. Elsewhere the holy ones of the Most High are plural in
their grammatical function (see w 18 and 22), but the singular
expression used here makes it possible that the holy people is the
referent of auTcjj each time it appears. As that pronoun is an indirect
object for each of the verbs uTTOTayqaovxai and TrsiGap^qCTOuaiv, it must be
possible that 'all authorities' (mxCTai e^ououca) are subject to the holy
people. Thus far, the Septuagint follows MT in having the Ancient of
Days or the celestial court grant authority to the holy ones.
However we must now take account of the verbs {moxayqaovxai ('(they)
will be subject to') and TreiGapyriaouaw ('(they) will be obedient to') in
the last part of © v 27. They are strange choices with which to
translate pyontfn pn^a1 ('they will serve and obey'), as they appear to
secularize the sense of rbn and SO®. The expected word in the Greek for
rb'S would have been either SouAeuco, chosen by Theodotion, or Aaxpeuco, the
significance of which have been discussed in detail in an earlier
chapter. But a survey of these other verbs as used in other parts of the
Septuagint is instructive. Little can be said about netGap^sco, as its
only other certain occurrence is in 1 Esdr 8.90. There it is used to
speak of obedience to the law.
An examination of ukotccctctco, on the other hand, is more revealing.
The word is used in an assortment of ways and translates at least five
Hebrew words (#25, 1 Chr 22.18; mtf, Ps 8.7; "121, Ps 17.48; DOT, Ps 36.7;
89
See the exposition of this view by Hartman and DiLella, lOlf.
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TH, Ps 143.2), none of which have the same connotations of worship as
n^S. In 2 Maccabees it is used in a different sense again as a term of
military rank (2 Mac 4.12; 8.9 and 22). Yet in the midst of this variety
there is one theme picked out by the © translator's choice of vnordoaco.
That theme is epitomized in Psalm 8, in which v 7 tells us that God puts
the works of his hands under the sovereignty (the verb is btin) of
humanity, and 'places' (Hntf) everything under his feet. The Septuagint
translates the latter verb with vnexa^aq. The concept of godly rule
being given to a created people is also found in Ps 17.48, 46.4 and 143.2
each time with a different Hebrew verb, but each time rendered uTroxchrcKjo
in ©. Variations on this theme are also present in Wis 8.14 and 1 Chr
22.18. In the former, wisdom is extolled as the means by which 'nations
will become subject to me (the speaker)' (Wis 8.14, e0vr| UTCOxayfjaexcu
poi). In the Chronicles reference, David notes that God has subjected
the land to the Lord and his people (q yq evavxiov xupiou xai svavxiov
Xaov auxou). In each case again, the verb UTioxdaaco is used.
The choice of verbs in the last part of v 27 © suggests that the
transfer of God's authority to his people has been understood by the
Septuagint in terms of the tradition outlined above. The holy people
therefore are simply human agents and the divinized son of man remains a
90
separate entity. This effect is reinforced by the © plus of the
possessive plural pronouns modifying the sovereignty words. As a result
of their use, the holy ones acquire the sovereignty previously exercised
by the little horn. It is as if the Septuagint, unlike the Masoretic
Text, draws back from identifying the holy ones of the Most High
completely with the son of man. Perhaps this relates also to the more
emphatic divinization of the figure on the clouds in ©. The Septuagint
is reluctant to picture the holy ones in the ranks of angels or divine
figures. The son of man of the vision remains a distinct figure rather
than a symbol for the holy ones of Israel. This more earthy depiction of
the holy ones on the part of © tallies with other translation decisions
91
made, that together tend to take the meaning in a particular direction.
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Compare Anderson, 87, who argues the same point for MT by referring to
Is 61.5-9.
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Young, Daniel, 154, who is insistent that the son of man is a divine
figure, considers the Septuagint to be a correct interpretation in this
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links with other stories: Daniel the visionary
There are a number of explicit clues that encourage the reader to
contrast Daniel as visionary with Daniel as interpreter. Once the date
has been set, we are told that Daniel 'saw a dream and visions of his
head upon his bed' (v 1, m3ttf»-*7y ntfiO lim HTH £3*711). The reader is put
in mind of Daniel's own words to King Nebuchadnezzar, 'this is your dream
and visions of your head upon your bed' (2.28, ipaftr^y ipftn irm ip*7n).
Apart from the pronominal suffixes, the phrasing is almost identical.
Almost the same phrase also appears in Nebuchadnezzar's account of
another of his dreams (4.7 and 10). At other times the sage tells of his
'visions of the night' (vv 2, 7 and 13, xbbrvB) *irm or, as a
variation, of 'visions of my head' (v 15, 117!). The same variety
of expression is seen in chs 2 and 4 of the king's dreams.
Nebuchadnezzar also saw 'visions of the night' (2.19, and
. g2
'visions of my head' (4.2, ItfiO 1171). It begins to look as if the
roles have now been reversed.
This becomes clear when the physical effect of the dreams on Daniel
is noted. After the vision, he records that 'my spirit was troubled' (v
15, Trri m3Di$) and the visions 'frightened me' (v 15, ■'i^Tn^''). Things
were not much better after he heard the interpretation, when 'my thoughts
frightened me and my colours changed upon me' (v 28,
"bv pirrcl tti iviri). Nebuchadnezzar also found his 'spirit'
(mi) troubled as a result of dreams (2.1 and 3), and was frightened
(*7713) by his experiences (4.2). V 28 is an almost word for word
reflection of Belshazzar's response to his own encounter with God (5.6
and 10), except that the order is reversed and the Babylonian king also
had trouble with the knots of his loins. The distinction between Daniel
of ch 7 and of chs 2-6 is not an absolute one. The sage also found that
'his thoughts frightened him' (4.16, n3*7n3'' TiriTl) as the interpretation
direction.
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The use of "H in 2.19 but not in ch 7 has no significance. "H is also
used in ch 7 to express a construct relationship between nouns. See w
4, 6, 7, 10, 19 and 27. Segal, 185, says "H and the construct are 'used
indiscriminately' in Aramaic to express the genitive.
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of the dream of the tree dawned on him. There was an element of the
visionary about the interpreter also. It is interesting to note that vv
15 and 28 are both different in the Septuagint from MT. As a result the
literary resonances with the Daniel of earlier chapters are not present
in ©.
Although Daniel experiences similar physical and mental symptoms to
the kings when he dreams, there is an implied contrast with the way he
deals with his fears. Whereas the kings are invariably thrown into a
panic, the quiet response of Daniel that 'I kept the matter in my heart*
(v 28, rnfii "0*73 xn*?o) is of a completely different order. The same
contrast this time is present in the Septuagint.
links with other stories: bestiality / humanity theme
The interplay between bestial and human also forms a link with the
93
narrative of ch 4. In the earlier chapter, King Nebuchadnezzar was
explicitly denied his humanity until such time as he acknowledged the
sovereignty of the Most High (4.14). The tree which sheltered the birds
and the beasts was cut down and became one from whom the heart of a man
was removed and whose lot was with the beasts (4.12f). When he
acknowledged God, his humanity returned to him (4.31). These themes
re-emerge in ch 7 in a way that is reminiscent of ch 4 but is not a tidy
equivalent of it. This time a beast is given 'the heart of a man' (v 4,
33*?) in a reversal of Nebuchadnezzar's being given 'the heart of a
beast' (4.13, ITDl 33*?).94 Even the arrogant little horn at the end of
the vision had eyes Tike the eyes of a man' (v 8, XEfaX TSD). This
makes clear what was only implicit in ch 4, that Nebuchadnezzar's
humanity was ultimately derived from God in the same way that the
humanity of the beasts belongs to God and is ultimately removed by the
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heavenly- court. Later in the vision of ch 7 the sovereignty exercised
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Jephet, 34, and Lenglet, 174
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Koch, 'Die Weltreiche', 830, notes that the first beast in MT is the
only one with a human manner.
95
Saadia, in Galle, 72, also links the first beast with Nebuchadnezzar's
humanity in ch 4.
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by the beasts is removed and given to one 'like a son of man' (v 13,
ft* "ar».96 At this point there is no evidence of any humanity resident
in the fourth beast, which is killed and his body destroyed, or in the
other three who are allowed to live on. They are described simply as
'the beasts' (v 12, KDITI). Just as Nebuchadnezzar lost his humanity
when he refused to acknowledge the source of his authority, so the beasts
lose theirs at the judgement scene. We have explored above the strong
implication contained in the peil forms of the early part of the chapter
that the humanity of the beast derives from God. Nebuchadnezzar also has
his humanity returned to him when he sees in ch 4 that heaven rules.
There is a further echo here from ch 2 in that Nebuchadnezzar, as
symbolized by the great statue, ruled over 'the sons of men' (2.38,
iwtor*n).
The interaction of these themes is not as explicit in the
Septuagint. On one hand, as already noted, © implies the human quality
of speech in the second and third beast, and agrees with MT in v 8 that
the little horn of the fourth beast also possesses the facility of
speech. The detail of the 'human eyes' (v 8, opGaApoi avepGOTTtvoi) is
also present in ©. So the beasts are if anything more human than in MT,
but only marginally so. They are contrasted with a son of man who is
more divine than human, so the interplay between beasts and a human
figure (one like a son of man) does not work in quite the same way as in
MT.
Once it comes to the link with the themes in ch 4, the explicit
vocabulary resonances of the Aramaic are absent in ©. It is true that
the tradition of Nebuchadnezzar eating the food of the beasts and taking
on some of the physical characteristics is utilized by the Septuagint
(4.15 and 33b). But the more metaphysical notion of his heart being
changed to that of a beast is hardly present at all. The one exception
is the reference, 'My flesh was changed as well as my heart' (4.33b,
qAAouoBq q aap£ pou xai q xapSta pou). Even there the compound subject
with a singular verb identifies the change of heart with physical




Aramaic. For example, in 4.16 © the wish is that the king's 'body be
changed by the dew of heaven' (drto xfjq Spoaou xoC oupavoO xo aoopa auxou
aAAouoGq). The Masoretic Text equivalent is that 'his heart be changed
from men' (4.13, pitf1 xtf'iacp n32^). Other occurrences of this concept
(MT 4.31 and 33), or the notion that the king's 'lot' {\^7T[) is with the
beasts (MT 4.12 and 20), have no equivalent in the Septuagint.
Indeed, the idea of some sort of isolation or exile at times
replaces the MT notion of Nebuchadnezzar's bestiality (© 4.25f). For
example, Nebuchadnezzar relates that at the moment the Most High was
acknowledged 'my understanding returned to me' (4.33, hv 21TP ism3).
In a section otherwise uncharacteristically close to MT, the © equivalent
is that 'my kingdom was restored to me' (4.36, dnoKaxsaxaGq q paaiAeta
pou spot). The extra Septuagintal detail that Nebuchadnezzar would not
'speak with any man' (4.32, ou pq A.aA.qaqq pexa mxvxoQ dvGpooTtou) also
tends in the same direction. This is part of the tendency to allegorize
in © ch 4 already discussed, which is seen most clearly in the
Septuagint's description of the tree (4.10ff). The net result of these
differences in ch 4 is that the literary links between chs 7 and 4 are
not as clearly drawn. This is not only the case in terms of vocabulary
and theme. As the Masoretic Text stands, the pattern of symbolic vision
and interpretation is shared by chs 4 and 7. The extended allegory of ©
ch 4 does not allow for such an equivalence of structure.
links with other stories: four empires theme
The autobiographical vision account and the bestiality / humanity
axis in ch 7 provide a number of links with chapter 4. The theme of the
97
four empires provides a more obvious tie to ch 2. The relationship of
the four empires in each chapter to one another has been debated at
98
length. It is not part of our present purpose to solve the historical
question of whether the four kings or empires in mind are the same in
each instance. It is enough to note the literary resonances that arise




For example Rowley, Darius the Mede, 63ff.
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In general terms, the writer assesses the four empires similarly in
both chapters. Nebuchadnezzar is the head of gold and clearly occupies a
position superior to that of the second and third elements of the statue
in ch 2 (2.38f). The vision that Daniel has is not so clear on this
point, but MT does say of the first beast that he was given the heart of
99
a man (v 4). That does not happen for the second and third beasts, who
in fact fade into the background, apart from the problematic reference to
them in v 12. Chapter 2 is more explicit that the second and third
empires, the silver and bronze of the statue, are not as important as the
first empire (v 39). The same attitude to the first three empires is
preserved also in the Septuagint. The verses of ch 2 in question are
closely translated. The details are slightly different in ch 7, but the
effect is largely the same. We have seen that the second and third
empires are given a slightly higher profile by © ch 7 in that they are
more human than their MT counterparts (vv 5f), but then they disappear
from the account entirely. They do not even make the difficult
appearance in v 12.
Both visions of the four empires are most interested in the fourth
empire, and the eternal kingdom that eventually replaces it.100 There are
striking similarities about the way the fourth empire is portrayed. Ch 7
recalls the feet of iron in ch 2 (2.41) when it describes the fourth
beast, although this time as separate elements in the description. The
beast has 'teeth of iron' (v 7, i^ns-n ptf) and it does its evil work
'with its feet' (v 7, rP^JTO).101 The number of the 'ten horns' (v 7,
nfca p-p) may also recall the toes of the feet on the statue (2.42f),
although differences between the © and MT traditions about the toes in ch
2 mean that that point cannot be pressed too hard. In his expanded
account of the vision Daniel adds the detail that the fourth beast also
99
Driver, 81. Against this, Clerget, 44, identifies the fourth beast with
the head of gold.
10°It is granted that ch 2 sometimes treats the statue as a unity, and
sometimes as a symbol of successive regimes. But problems raised by this
ambivalence do not jeopardize the literary argument here being offered.
101Delcor, Daniel, 147
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had 'claws of bronze' (v 19, mSB). The reference to iron and
bronze reminds the reader of the four metal tradition central to ch 2,
without necessarily implying any logical links as far as interpretation
102
is concerned. The behaviour of the fourth beast is also reminiscent of
its counterpart in ch 2. The destructive nature of the iron empire is
echoed in ch 7 with the picture of the creature with iron teeth and
bronze claws 'eating, crushing and trampling' (vv 7, 19 and 23,
nos-l. . . npTO rtex). In particular, the verb is used in both contexts
(see 2.40). The divisions within the fourth empire of ch 2 (2.43) are
also present in the eleventh horn's humbling of three kings to make room
103
for himself (v 24), although the theme is less prominent in ch 7.
There is a twist in the tail of the imagery with the use of the same
verb to describe what happens to the statue when it is struck by the
stone not quarried by human hands. The rock 'crushed' (2.34, npTI) the
feet of the statue, then all the elements of the statue were 'crushed
together' (2.35, mTD TjTl; see also 2.44) before being scattered to the
wind. The image is reversed in that what the fourth empire does to those
around it in ch 7 has already happened to that empire in the judgement
against it of ch 2. The same sort of resonance comes through the use of
the verb (w 7, 19 and 23). The reader is put in mind of the idiom
describing the treatment of Daniel and his three friends at the hands of
the courtiers in chs 3 and 6. There they 'ate pieces of him' (3.8 and
6.25, prPSTp 1£7DX). The irony of the slanderers' fate in ch 6, that
they are eaten by the lions, has been noted. But as well as their being
eaten, the lions 'crush' (6.25, TjT"in) their bones, an extra detail that
strengthens the resonance of this particular image in ch 7 with what has
gone before. The behaviour of the Babylonians has been reversed against
them as part of the judgement on them, just as happens to the fourth
„ , _ 104
empire of ch 7.
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Goldingay, Daniel, 157 writes, 'There is no specific reason to suppose
that the connection (between ch 7 and chs 2-6) is other than a literary
one.'
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Bevan, 114. See also Montgomery, Daniel, 282.
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See Lenglet, 176, on the smashing stone and son of man as complementary
images.
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Related to the theme of judgement against the four beasts is the
strong hint that their sovereignty is something that they are dependent
on God for anyway. Just as it is taken away from them, so it was given
to them in the first place. We have looked at this effect in the first
part of ch 7 in some detail. That also recalls the reminder to
Nebuchadnezzar, much more explicitly than in ch 7, that God 'has given'
(2.37f, 2rP) his authority to him and will also take it away.105 The
existence of this story adds to the effect of Daniel's later vision.
As far as the broad outlines of the stories and vision go, the links
discernible in the Masoretic Text are also present in the Septuagint.
The physical description of the fourth empire, its aggressive behaviour,
and the divisions within it are all represented in the Septuagint. The
ironies of judgement outlined above may also be discerned. This is not
surprising given that ch 2 of © is much closer to MT than © ch 4. But the
emphasis on the derived nature of royal authority as a link between the
chapters is not as clearly drawn in Septuagint, largely because the
distinctive use of peil in the early verses is not well represented in
the Greek. And the particular connections through vocabulary are not
present to the same extent. Neither v 7 nor v 19 is exactly equivalent
in the Septuagint. The nine occurrences of iP in the book (2.34, 35,
40, 44 and 45; 6.25; 7.7, 19 and 23) are translated with several
different synonyms, or else not represented at all, so the thread woven
by the one Aramaic word is not as evident. We have already seen that the
idiomatic expression for slander in the Aramaic of 3.8 and 6.25 is not
translated literally by ©, so the connections made by the word are
likewise not part of the Septuagint's story.
links with other stories: the final kingdom
There are also important links between chs 2 and 7 in their view of
the kingdom that replaces the vicious fourth kingdom. The final kingdom
is not developed to the same extent in ch 2, but the key characteristics
of timelessness and indestructibility are conveyed in the phrases, 'it
105Lenglet, 179
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will never be destroyed' (2.44, xb fD^D^) and 'it will be set up
forever' (2.44, iVfihzh DTpD). The reign of the son of man, likewise, is
'an eternal rule' (v 14, O^U pb&) which 'will not be destroyed' (v 14,
*?3nnn X*?). Similar echoes are found in the Septuagint at this point.
Just as the authority of the son of man is an 'eternal authority' (v 14,
s^oucua cucovioq), so the final kingdom of ch 2 'will be set up forever'
(2.44, axqaexca siq xov aioova). The recurrence of in Aramaic is also
paralleled in © with the verb cpGetpca. The kingdom represented by the
crushing rock will 'not be ruined' (2.44, ou cpGaprictexai) and the kingdom
granted the son of man will likewise will 'never be ruined' (v 14, ou pq
cpGapfj).
further literary links with other stories
The points just focused on provide ample evidence on their own in
support of the case for understanding Daniel 7 in conjunction with the
stories that precede it. But there are also other instances of
vocabulary that evoke the earlier stories.106 The use of Dip in v 4, where
the eagle was stood on its feet, recalls the parody of ch 3 when the
statue is constantly referred to as that which 'Nebuchadnezzar set up'
(3.2, 3, 5 and 7, TSUTDIDJ ETpH "H).107 The horn that 'uprooted' (v 8,
mpSPK) three other horns calls to mind the tree of ch 4 which in fact
was not quite uprooted. 'Its root stock' (4.12, 20 and 23, Tn2f"l$ *TpB)
was allowed to remain against the day that the king's sovereignty and the
tree's greatness would be returned. 'All peoples, nations and tongues'
(v 14, K^I X73X iWMU b?) is a formula encountered time and again.
Apart from the variations on it, it is found in the exact form here
quoted in four of the five preceding stories (3.4, 7 and 31; 5.19;
108
6.26). The vocabulary of © also creates these resonances, although in
the last example there is greater variation in the way the formula
106Stefanovic, 'Thematic Links', 125f, sets out in tabular form a number of
links between the historical and prophetic sections.
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An interesting interplay goes on between 'standing' and 'falling' in
Daniel 2-7. Note, for example, that the myriads stand before the Ancient
of Days (7.10) while Nebuchadnezzar's officials are required to fall




structural links with other stories
There is also a sense in which the very structure of chs 2-7 binds
the vision and interpretation of Daniel to the stories about his and his
companions' encounters with the sovereigns. We have noted that several
of the narratives are shaped to build suspense. They begin with the
king's problem, which is either caused or heightened by some sort of
divine revelation, and build the expectation that what ensues will solve
the problem. The suspense comes in that the meaning or purpose of the
divine revelation takes a considerable time to be worked out.
Occasionally it is apparently put in the background by the narrator,
while he turns the spotlight onto other agenda. Only toward the end of
the story is the interpretation or solution offered, or sometimes the
exact nature of the problem finally explicated. In chs 2 and 5 the
reader must wait to find out what the solution to the riddles might be.
In fact, the initial emphasis on the effect of the revelations on the
king delays an explanation of the revelation, and its interpretation
takes longer still. Even chs 4 and 6 have elements of suspense built
into them. The same kind of structure of suspense operates in chs 2-7 as
a unit. Daniel 2 begins a revelation of what must take place 'after
this' (2.29 and 45, HH T!X). The reader must wait to see the final
109
exposition of these things in ch 7. The more active nature of the
empires in ch 7 relative to those in ch 2 is one indication of this
process.110 In the meantime, further dramas are played out between the
dream of the statue and the fuller explanation of the four empires. This
in itself lends a new significance to the fourth empire and the final
kingdom, just as the significance of the writing on the wall was
heightened by its absence from the central part of the narrative in ch 5.
The stories in between are enlisted to help explore that significance.
109
Goldingay, Daniel, 158. Raabe, 273, notes the details in ch 7 that are
additional to ch 2. Heaton, 178, calls vv 9-14 the climax of the whole
book.
See Goldingay, Daniel, 158, who also enumerates other differences
between the regimes of chs 2 and 7.
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The same observations on structure cannot apply to the Septuagint.
In the first place, the individual narratives are not structured for
suspense in © to the same extent as in MT. This renders it less likely
that a deliberate structural link between the visions of chs 2 and 7 can
be read into the Septuagint. There is also the complex question of what
an earlier shaping of Daniel may have looked like. P967 places chs 7 and
8 between chs 4 and 5 resulting in a chronological arrangement based on
the royal dating in the Old Greek tradition.111 We noted in the chapter on
Daniel 5 that this is possibly the oldest order of the Old Greek, while
the MT order arises in a 'heavily redacted composition of the Semitic
112
text'. Whatever view is taken on the composition history of the
respective versions, the P967 order creates a different perspective on
the relationship of ch 7 to the whole, and strikes a chord with what we
have observed about the differences between the © and MT narratives in
113
chs 4 and 5. In the Masoretic Text, ch 7 points towards the visions yet
draws on a number of themes in the preceding stories. It also denotes a
shift from concerns of exile to issues of nationhood. The organization
is more thematic or genre-related than chronological. In P967 chs 4 and
5 can be separated from each other without undue violence to continuity
because the concern that binds chs 4 and 5 in the Masoretic Text, the
person of Nebuchadnezzar, is largely expressed in MT plus material and so
is less prominent in the Old Greek. Chs 3 and 4 in the Septuagint
suggest a view of Nebuchadnezzar that owes something to the experience of
the Jewish people at the hands of Antiochus IV Epiphanes. By placing ch
7 immediately after the stories in chs 2-4 P967 follows up the theme of
Nebuchadnezzar as the evil king.114
conclusion
In the nature of the material being treated, I have spent less time
U1Geissen, 33
112
Lust, 'Daniel 4-5', 9. See also Bogaert, 'Relecture et Refonte', 198ff.
113
The problem of a Hebrew chapter (8) with Aramaic (7 and 5) on either
side of it is a weakness in the argument for the originality of P967,
which has not been satisfactorily resolved.
114
Bogaert, 'Relecture et Refonte', 206
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than previously on the shape of the narrative itself. When the chapter
is treated as a literary unit, there is a definite narrative structure
discernible, akin to the autobiographical dream account in ch 4. As in
chapter 2, there is little difference in the way the Septuagint shapes
the story, which is partly why that aspect has not dominated my approach
to ch 7. A couple of exceptions have been noted, however. The Aramaic
use of passive forms creates a nuance of divine workmanship lying behind
events, while the eschatological nature of Daniel's visionary experiences
stands out more in the © than in MT. In passing, a couple of instances
have been noted where the Septuagint anticipates the narrative, a habit
we have observed in its translations of other stories.
The bulk of the chapter has concentrated on the respective
understanding and interpretation of Daniel's vision in each version. The
chief difficulty in so doing is found in the number of exegetical points
that need to be settled in each version before they can be set alongside
each other. In particular, I have proceeded on the premise that the
Ancient of Days in both versions can be thought of in the same terms as
the Most High. In the Masoretic Text the son of man is understood as a
human figure who has divine characteristics and privileges invested in
him. In the same way that the beasts symbolize four empires, the holy
ones of the Most High correspond in the interpretation to the son of man
in the vision. They are a group of humans who, like him, are given a
divine task.
Many of the differences between the versions can be explained in
technical terms and their significance should not be exaggerated.
Nevertheless, partly through translation choices and partly through
working with a variant Vorlage, the Septuagint does exhibit some
tendencies. The © takes even less interest in the second and third
beasts than does its MT counterpart. The son of man is an inherently
divine figure, rather than one who is invested with divinity. As a
corollary, the holy ones of the Most High are characterized in more
earthly terms. One consequence of that is a difference between the
versions in the way symbols are used.
When it comes to the literary relationships between ch 7 and its
preceding narratives, MT and the Septuagint have most in common in their
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use of the four empire scheme which unites chs 2 and 7. This is not
surprising given that the Old Greek translation or its Vorlage is closer
to MT in those two chapters than elsewhere in Daniel 2-7. Otherwise, the
literary resonances binding this vision narrative to the other stories
are not as strong in the Septuagint as in the Masoretic Text, sometimes
because of a different Aramaic text behind (5 and sometimes because themes
become lost in translation. The evidence for a coherent structure behind
chs 2-7 is also stronger in MT. Indeed there is a suggestion from P967
that the Septuagint follows quite a different ordering, and we have seen
hints of that ordering in our discussion of earlier chapters.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
DIFFERENCES IN DANIEL 1 AND 8-12
The purpose of this chapter is to survey in general terms how the
Septuagint compares with the Masoretic Text of the Hebrew chapters of
Daniel (1, 8-12) as a way of rounding out the comparative study of
chapters 2-7. The survey is primarily undertaken as a check on the
conclusions that I have reached in previous chapters, and is not intended
to solve the multitude of exegetical and theological problems raised by
both versions of these complex chapters. Nor is there time to
distinguish between differences in the Vorlage and those arising in
translation, except in tentative terms. I begin by discussing the nature
of the Greek translation, and certain renderings which could be
problematic. These raise the question of the extent to which the
Septuagint interprets its Vorlage, and the debate on that subject is
alluded to. While there is generally close equivalence in the Greek
translation, there are some marked differences in the way each version
treats certain key terms, people, places and dates in the chapters under
discussion. The central part of my survey focuses on these and, without
engaging fully in the debate, suggests that a degree of interpretation is
to be found in them. As in ch 7, the differences often do not signify a
change in meaning, but sometimes demonstrate a slightly different outlook
between versions. Along the way I note a number of instances where
tendencies evident in chs 2-7 continue to be present in the Septuagint
translation of the Hebrew chapters. The variations that arise do not
affect the narrative form of the chapters in question, so that aspect
will not be a part of the ensuing discussion.
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the nature of the translation
An extremely rough generalization is that the Septuagint relates to
the Hebrew Masoretic Text in Daniel 1 and 8-12 much as it does to the
Aramaic Masoretic Text of Daniel 2 and 7. There is an oscillation in the
degree of direct equivalence on the part of the Greek translation.
Sometimes the equivalence is marked while at other times there are some
notable variations. The Hebrew syntax is often tortuous, particularly
but not only in ch 11, and this creates difficulty for the translator.
Despite those difficulties, at times the equivalence of elements in the
Greek translation suggests a translator with considerable respect for his
Vorlage.1 Each of the chapters in question displays certain tendencies
that distinguish it from its neighbours, but examples of this direct
syntactical equivalence can be cited from each. Leaving aside lexical
equivalence, the syntactical correspondence is striking in 8.5. The
Greek includes the personal pronoun syoo to represent ''iX, although it
makes it the subject of a finite verb rather than the !"Pn plus participle
form of MT. mm and Kai iSou correspond, as do S7rt npooconov and VS'bv.
Whatever the phrase might mean, the puzzling m?rt pp TSXn is retained
by © with xoO xpayou xepaq sv.2 In 9.7 the Hebrew idiom of b with
pronominal suffixes as possessive becomes the dative forms, aoi and fipiv,
while the D prefixed to DV is xaxa xqv qpepav. The phrase in the last
part of 10.14 is not elegantly stated in either language, but the same
word order is present in each with the standard exception of yap. The
Greek word order sxi opaaiq eiq qpspaq is a replication of the Hebrew
ovb prn my. © 11.3 exactly reproduces the expression 21
('will rule with great dominion') with Kupieuaei Kup(i)siaq 7ioAAfjQ.
Correspondence with the Hebrew emphatic in 12.5, TPX-I
(literally 'I saw, I Daniel'), results in the unusual Greek word order,
si5ov eyob AavipX. Perhaps the point is best illustrated at 11.17, where
the Hebrew is nothing if not obscure. Notwithstanding slight alterations
in content, the syntax of MT is still reproduced by the Greek.
XIt is the conclusion of Jeansonne, 131, that 'the OG tries to render
faithfully the Torlage into well-constructed Greek prose'.
2
BHS speculates that ev witnesses to "IHX rather than nifn.
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At the same time there are some marked variations to note. Both
versions contain material that is not present in the other. In MT these
include the extra detail on dating and the physical description of a
rebuilt Jerusalem in 9.25. At 10.9 the Masoretic Text conveys the
additional detail that Daniel had 'fallen into a deep sleep' (DT1J). A
number of MT pluses appear in ch 11 around the detail of the conflict
between the kings of the north and the south. These involve the fate of
the daughter (11.6), the presence of a multitude given over to the king
of the south (11.11), mention of a ruler of the covenant (11.22), and the
role played by the nations of Edom, Moab and Ammon (11.41). Material in
the Septuagint additional to MT may be found in the added narrative
detail of 8.11, which mentions captives being carried away and the
'eternal hill' (xa opr| xa arc' aimvoq) broken up. At 9.27 the extra
detail of the 'sevens' probably equates to MT 9.25 in some way. The
cryptic reference in MT 11.34 to those who stumble and are given a little
help, is expanded and intensified in the Septuagint. The conclusion at
12.13 is longer in the Septuagint, with an extra 'rest' (avajiaucnn) and
the promise that the visionary would rise to glory.
Apart from the existence of plus material in both versions, there
are numerous small differences between the versions, which can be
explained in one of several ways. They either exist in the Vorlage, or
they arise in translation. Those that arise in translation can either be
an attempt at clarification or interpretation on the part of the
translator, or are explicable as some sort of misreading of the Hebrew
text. It is seldom possible to distinguish with certainty between these
types of variations, and there is an ongoing debate as to how the
variations should be regarded. A number of commentators view the
3
Septuagint in these chapters as interpretational to some degree. An
extreme statement in the same direction is found in McCrystall who says
the peculiarities of © can only be accounted for as 'the activity of
4
someone who was translating from a deliberate standpoint'. Others are
3
For example Bruce, 'Earliest Old Testament Interpretation', 37ff, van
der Kooij, 72ff, or Beckwith, 'Daniel 9', 527f.
4McCrystall, 93
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more cautious about the extent of interpretation in the Septuagint.5 In
concluding her exhaustive text critical study of Daniel 7-12, Jeansonne
says that 'the OG translator did not undertake the work with a particular
agenda' and would not have held a translation to be 'the proper forum for
the theological interpretation of the readings of the sacred text'.6
Jeansonne and McCrystall represent opposite ends of the spectrum in this
particular debate.
Not surprisingly, the difficult nature of ch 11 produces the most
examples of the different types of variation, but they are also present
in the other chapters. Whatever the significance of the difference, the
© characterization of the four young Jews as 'from the nation of the sons
of Israel from those of Judea' (1.6, ek xou ysvoug xmv utcov Iapar|A. xoov
cxtto xf)Q IouScaag) probably reflects some kind of expansion on 'from the
sons of Judah' (mfP 1DI3) in the Vorlage. The effect is to identify
the Judahite youths with the nation as a whole, and also to identify
Israel and Judah. This nationalistic tendency in the Septuagint of
7
Daniel has also been discerned elsewhere. It is possible that the extra
phrase 'for the sons of your people' (8.19, xoiq uIoiq xoO Xaov aou) has
g
similar origins. Several variations in 9.26 are unlikely to have risen
in the process of translation, as both versions contain plus material.
The Masoretic Text has the extra modification of the leader as one 'who
is coming' (X3n), as well as the final emphatic 'desolations are decreed'
(mOOtf nSTtl). At the same time the Septuagint includes 'the anointed
one' (xoG ypiaxou) with the victims of destruction. The Hebrew of ch 11
is so difficult that it is seldom possible to be certain whether © is
following a different tradition or simply making the best of a bad job.
5For example Hanhart, 342.
6Jeansonne, 133
7
Clines, 146f, discerns a similar movement in Esther. He identifies two
Esther stories, the 'Esther tale' and the 'Mordecai tale'. The latter is
central to the earlier A Text and is about a Jew, particularly a
Benjamite (AT Esth 1.1). The former, in which Mordecai is no longer a
Benjamite, transforms the story to one about the Jews and events that
help define Jewish self-identity.
g
But note that Montgomery, Daniel, 352, calls this a 'correct exegetical
plus', an assessment with which Jeansonne, 69, agrees.
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But the reference in 11.27 to two kings who 'dine alone* (povoi
Sei,7i:vr|CTOUCTiv) seems to owe something to a variant Vorlage. A final
example in 12.3 concerns the role of the shining ones who either 'keep /
hold fast my word' (©, Kaxiayuovxsq xouq Aoyouq pou) or 'turn many to
righteousness' (£TO"n yHXQ).9
Other differences could be the result of a Greek translator
clarifying an obscure Hebrew Vorlage. That seems to be happening where
the neutral Hebrew term HK13 (1.13, 'appearance') is applied to the
youths by MT. The Septuagint specifies the concern about their
appearance that it should not be 'enervated' (Siaxexpappsvri). In 9.23 6
makes quite clear with a small plus that the decree which went out was
'from the Lord' (Trapa xupiou).
However, most differences in meaning are more readily explained by
the difference in semantic range of the Hebrew word and the Greek one
chosen to translate it. As a result the meaning is slightly skewed.10
The examples of this are numerous, but a small selection will be adduced
in illustration. The first comes from 8.25 where the Hebrew reads 'and
suddenly he will destroy many' nTKtf1 m^31). The Septuagint
equivalent is, 'and by deceit he will do away with many' (kou SoAq
acpaviet tcoAAouq). Both So^cp and acpavtsi are possible renderings of the
Hebrew, but are unusual and result in a slight difference in meaning.
The expected rendering of as it is used in this context is e^arciva,
the choice made in 11.21 and 24. However, that meaning of is an
extension of its basic sense of ease and prosperity, just as the notion
of deception can be seen as an extension of the semantic range of mbti in
a different direction.11 The result is a slightly different view of the
methods of this particular king. Similarly, dcpavi^m is usually employed
to translate "Otf (© 11.44, 0 7.26, 9.26 and 11.44), which seems to carry
9
The translation preferred by Charles, Daniel, 331. But Montgomery,
Daniel, 473 thinks © has misread the Hebrew as It is also
conceivable that the use of xaxiayuoo is an attempt to represent pTTO.
10Hanhart, 342, considers that © is at times interpretational in the sense
that 'a decision is made between various possibilities of understanding
which are already inherent in the formulation of the Hebrew Vorlage'.
11See the discussion on rrhn in Koehler and Baumgartner, 973.
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the sense of being reduced to nothing. By extension, its connotations
are nearly always destructive. In this instance the Hebrew is DTI#, a
word meaning destruction or corruption or ruination. The translator has
applied part of the range of acpavt^oo in using it to translate HD#.
Another small but typical example is found in the last word of MT 10.6,
flftn. The sense is of the type of roar engendered by a large number of
something, usually people. Hence the translator must choose whether the
sound made by the being in Daniel's revelation is simply an uproar, or an
uproar that implies the presence of a multitude. The Septuagint opts for
the former with Sopufiou while 0 chooses the latter with o%A.ou.
A more extensive example of the same type occurs in 11.20, where the
first part of the verse varies in meaning at least partly because the
Greek translator has misread an ambiguous piece of Hebrew. The Masoretic
Text may be roughly translated, 'and one who causes an exactor (of
tribute) to pass through the splendour of the kingdom will stand in his
place'. The Septuagint reads, again roughly translated, 'and out of its
root a shoot of a kingdom will stand unto standing'. In the expression
vo-hs (' in his place'), © has read DJD, 'root stock', hence the Greek sk
TfjQ piCBQ auxoO. Similarly TTH ('splendour') has been read as "Tin, which
can also carry the sense of fruitfulness. The result is (puxov in the
translation. The function of mrta Tin is syntactically ambiguous, but
context suggests it is the object of the participle T2W3. The same
ambiguity is present in the Greek equivalent, cpuTov paaiAstaq, but this
time sense requires it to function as a subject. The translator is
perhaps aware that formal equivalence has not quite delivered a coherent
result in this instance, so the additional phrase 'a man smiting the
glory of the king' (avr|p tuhtcov So^av pacnAeooq) is designed to convey
what he thinks the Hebrew may have intended. Certainly the plus corrects
the meaning towards the most probable reading of the Hebrew, namely that
the glory of the kingdom is in jeopardy. This one example illustrates
the mixture of interpretation and misreading that is characteristic of ©
in Daniel 1 and 8-12.
translations of particular words
It is worth noting in passing that there are some surprising
translations, which cannot count as misreadings or a different tradition,
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because the Septuagint is consistent in its use of them. One example of
such is the translation of DJJ ('time') with Spa ('hour'), which first
happens in 8.17. This seems like a more specific term than the general
concept behind nU warrants. However, by translating in the same way in
9.21, 11.35 and 40, and 12.1, © invests the term with a certain amount of
eschatological significance for the purposes of translating the Hebrew
sections of Daniel. Exceptions to this are the three-fold use of ppepa
in 12.1 and the more conventional choice of xaipog in 12.4.
Interestingly, this usage does not feature when the Aramaic pSJ is
translated.
We saw on more than one occasion in the central chapters of this
study that the Septuagint had trouble with geographical or administrative
terms in the Aramaic. In that connection we detected that © understood
%copa less specifically than MT understood nniD in the Persian context.
In translating the Hebrew sections also, © uses ^oopa in a very broad
sense. Only once, in 8.2, is it used to translate nm3. Of its eight
other uses, seven translate pTX (9.7; 11.16, 19, 28, 40, 41 and 42) and
one translates DTK (11.39). This broader understanding helps to explain
the inconsistent usage when the Aramaic stories were being translated.
Another apposite example is found where the Masoretic Text refers to
Daniel as 'treasured one' (mCDEn). Whenever the word is applied to
Daniel, © translates with eAeeivcx; (9.23; 10.11 and 19), whereas when it
describes inanimate objects the Old Greek reads one of the forms of
e7u8up{a (10.3; 11.38 and 43). A difficult Hebrew usage is the word
)Q~riS, which means something like 'fine food' and appears in several
slightly different forms. Apart from its translation with Tpa7ts£r|Q in
1.5, the word is consistently represented in © chapter 1 with Seinvov
(1.8, 13, 15 and 16). Its one appearance in the later chapters, 11.26,
has no parallel in the Septuagint.
differing traditions represented in the Septuagint?
There are certain words or concepts that the Septuagint seems not to
represent exactly, either because it reflects a different tradition or
because it finds their meaning obscure. One such is the strange phrase
'SSIvpTX ('the land of beauty'), abbreviated in 8.9 to "OS!"!. On that
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occasion © renders it as 'north', perhaps taking his cue from 8.4. It is
not represented at all in the © Greek of 11.16 and 41. The one occasion
when it is translated is in 11.45 (SeAqoecoQ). The word ''SS also appears
in Ez 20.6 and 15, also inexactly translated with tcqpfov.
Another is the term IBB, which MT also uses in conjunction with
122B in ch 11. The Hebrew writer of Daniel uses the two terms virtually
synonymously, which they are where the semantic ranges of 'place of
refuge' (HBO) and 'fortified place' (1X3B) overlap. The Septuagint is
not quite sure what to do with them, but often takes the sense of the
words as expressing functions of cities. In 11.10 it translates flBB
with 'city' (710A.1Q). In 11.19 it uses ywpa, but paradoxically translates
IBIB with 7t6A,iQ in 11.24. The term 12312 is also translated with noAaq
in 11.24. The portmanteau phrase DTBB 'H22B (11.39) has a double
representation in ©. It is both tcoA-sgov and the more literal oyupcopa
icryupov. The Masoretic Text speaks of a 'fortified city' (mi23B TB) in
11.15, and on that occasion the Septuagint translates literally with xqv
7i6A.iv xqv oyupav. Strangely the © equivalent of IBB in 11.31 is ayiov
('holy things'), which is hardly a translation at all. There may be a
lacuna in the Greek, but if there is, it cannot be the feminine ttoAu;,
modified as it is by ay tov. Unfortunately P967 is unable to help at this
point.
translation of key terms
The Septuagint betrays a slightly different understanding of several
key terms or concepts in its translations of the Hebrew chapters. A
number of commentators have identified as significant a group called the
'maskilim' (D^rtou the 'wise / understanding ones' or 'teachers'. The
consistency with which this participial noun occurs, as well as the
finite forms of the verb suggests an identifiable group in the mind
12
of the writer. Theodotion normally translates both the nominal and
verbal forms with the verb auvtqpi or its cognate ouveaiq (1.4; 9.13 and
12
Davies, Daniel, 121f, and Collins, Apocalyptic Vision, 168f and 210f.
Hartman and DiLella, 309, also speak of a 'specific group'. But others
such as Goldingay, Daniel, 308f, and Montgomery, Daniel, 471, prefer a
more generalized interpretation.
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25; 11.33 and 35; 12.3 and 10). The only exceptions are in 1.17 and
9.22. However, even Theodotion does not recognize the uniqueness of the
Hebrew term as it uses the same words to translate forms of p2, a more
common occurrence in the Hebrew chapters. The Septuagint treats even
less distinctively. Whereas or its cognate is consistently
translated by a form of Siavosopai in © (8.5, 15, 23 and 27; 9.2; 10.12;
11.30; 12.8), the translator does not distinguish between auviqpi (1.17,
11.35 and 12.3) and Siavoeopca (9.13 and 25; 12.10) when translating *73©.
It looks as though, unlike some subsequent commentators, he does not
understand the term generically.
At whatever stage it may have arisen, there is also a variation in
the way the Septuagint treats the heavenly beings as they are presented
in MT. A small but familiar example is in 1.2 where 'the treasure house
of his (Nebuchadnezzar's) gods' "I31X rP3) is 'his idol temple'
f 13
(siScoAlco). The difference is one that is typical in the Septuagint, and
continues a tendency noted in its translation of the Aramaic chapters.
More problematical is ©'s portrayal of the heavenly beings that
Daniel encounters, especially in chs 10 and 11, and where the Hebrew uses
That word routinely denotes earthly authorities, but here strongly
14
implies other-worldly beings. When he appears Michael is described as
'one of the chief princes' (10.13, trjtfim tmf&n TIK) and later as 'your
prince' (10.21, D3"lf2?). In 12.1 he is 'the great prince ' 6nn i»n).
The Septuagint explicitly recognizes Michael as an angelic figure in two
of those instances. At 10.21 the translation is simply 'the angel' (o
ayyeAoq), while in © 12.1 Michael is 'the great angel' (o ayysAoq o
peyaq). In 10.13 'one of the chief princes' is expressed by eiq xcov
apxovToov tgov 7ipcoTcov, a phrase which is not so explicit. Nevertheless
apycov is a common and wide ranging word which denotes earthly or heavenly
beings according to context. In fact, its semantic range is similar to
that of 1f2?, and is used accordingly by Theodotion to translate every
instance of "112? in Daniel (1.7, 9, 10, 11 and 18; 8.11; 9.6; 10.13 and
13
McCrystall, 91, attributes this rendering to the influence of
Jer.12.16f.
14
'Angel princes in the court of heaven', according to Caird, 238.
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20f; 11.5; 12.1). Unlike Theodotion, (5 has clarified the angelic status
of Michael.
The Septuagint diverges more markedly from MT at the references in
10.13 and 20 to 'the prince of Persia' (CHS fTD^ in 10.13, 013 *Tt» in
10.20) and 'the prince of Greece' (10.20, p1 Tt9). The heavenly
messenger of MT describes these beings in the same terms as for Michael,
and a celestial battle seems to be implied.15 However, the terminology of
the (5 translation differs in that these princes of Greece and Persia are
seen as axpaxriyoi ('leaders / commanders'). This is a more explicit term
than apycov, and its referent is almost inevitably to political or
military leadership. In Daniel it translates "Tiff in the list of officials
in 3.2. It translates three other times in the Septuagint (1 Ki
29.3f, 1 Chr 11.6 and 2 Chr 32.21), and each time the context is secular.
In the last named verse axpaxriyov is an item in the list of Assyrian
leaders who are subjected to the activity of an 'angel' (ayyeAov) sent by
the Lord. Other words translated with axpaxtiyoq are normally to do with
human leaders. See for example its occurrence as an equivalent to J10 in
Jer 28/51 (vv 23, 28 and 57) and Ez 23 (vv 6, 12 and 23). Not
surprisingly, the numerous instances in the first two books of the
Maccabees are all political or military. In the book of Daniel itself
there are also many uses of 1(9 in the sense of a human figure, notably in
relation to the eunuch of ch 1 (vv 7, 9, 10, 11 and 18) but also in 9.6
and 8, and 11.5. There the Septuagint translates with the more
multi-faceted ap%cov (in ch 1) or Suvaaxqq (9.6 and 8; 11.15).
The choice of vocabulary in the Septuagint suggests that the Greek
translator regarded the Princes of Persia and Greece as human figures,
and so interpreted an ambiguous Vorlage in a particular direction. This
incidentally raises the same question about the nature of the interaction
between the cosmic and the human as was raised by the translation of ch
7. There the holy ones of the Most High were more earthly in the
15That is the more commonly held view. See for example Keil, 416,
Lacocque, Daniel, 156, and Montgomery, Daniel, 411. Note also Galle,
121, where Ibn-Ezra and Rashi both take the prince of Persia to be a
heavenly figure. Shea, 'Prince of Persia', 235, calls on Calvin in
support of his view that the Prince is a human figure. He specifies
Cambyses, son of and co-regent with Cyrus.
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Septuagint and the son of man more divine. Here too there is a sharper
distinction made between heavenly beings and the temporal events with
which they are concerned.16
The Septuagint version's concern for the nation and cult of Israel
in the Daniel narratives also emerges to a limited extent in the chapters
now under review. This is most evident in ch 9. 'Your sanctuary' (9.17,
is localized and emphasized in © with 'your holy hill' (to opoq to
ayuov ctou). The emphasis is even stronger at 9.19 and 24, in both of
which verses 'Zion' (Suov) is a Septuagint plus in apposition to 'your
(holy) city' C*](2?*Tp> )*T'SJ) in Daniel's prayer. Similarly in 9.25 another
© plus describes Jerusalem as 'a city to the Lord' (ttoA.iv Kupiqr). All of
these elements are present also in the Masoretic Text, but are
underscored in the Septuagint. The more nationalist description of the
young men of © ch 1 already alluded to is part of the same phenomenon.
The last citation above, which contains Kupiog in a plus, also
brings out a characteristic of © as a whole. The Septuagintal tendency
to use 'Lord' instead of or as well as 'God' has already been explored.
It is sufficient to point out the same tendency in the translation of the
Hebrew chapters of Daniel. Notwithstanding the reverse case in 9.19,
Kupiog is a plus in 9.16, 23 and 25 as well as 10.12, and SecmoTriQ is a
substitute for in 9.17.
treatment of people
The versions also exhibit variant understandings of several key
figures that appear in the Hebrew chapters. The first such is met at
1.20 where MT tells us that Daniel and his companions are ten times
better than 'all the magicians and enchanters' (ffSBftCI D,!50Tirr^D) in
Nebuchadnezzar's kingdom. The Septuagint, however, finds them ten times
'wiser' (CTocpcoTspouc;) than 'the wise men and philosophers' (touq oocpiaxaQ
Kai xouq cptA-OCTocpoug) in the kingdom. A direct qualitative comparison of
16Niditch, 227f, makes a similar distinction in the way symbols are used
between chs 7 and 8 in MT. In her view the images of ch 8 'are far less
subtle and artistically complex'. The same might be said of © images
with respect to MT.
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the type in MT implies that Daniel occupies the same category as the
Babylonian officials. © is unhappy with the view of Daniel as one of a
kind with the mantic officials, and shifts the category to one more in
keeping with his status as an Israelite wise man. This is also an aspect
17 y
of G's translation of the Aramaic section. The extra ISooks in 1.17
works in the same way to give Daniel a role that is unique amongst the
four Jewish youths, just as the Septuagint of 2.17f saw Daniel in a
position superior to his three companions.
There are several variations in the dating and naming of the kings
Darius and Cyrus. In 1.21 a Septuagint plus reminds us that Cyrus is
'king of Persia' (paatAscoq Ilepacov). Later on at 11.1 'Darius the Mede*
of the Masoretic Text is 'Cyrus the king' in ©. Moreover the events of
ch 10 are said by the Septuagint to take place in the first year of
Cyrus, and not the third as claimed by MT. There is an argument arising
out of the last verse of ch 6 that the intention of MT is to identify the
figures of Darius and Cyrus with each other. Wiseman initially proposed
this idea as a historical reality based on the grammar of 6.29, and more
recently this identification has been supported at least as a literary
18
device in MT, regardless of questions about its historicity. The
differences signalled above make that impossible for the Septuagint.
Even in © 6.29 the two figures are clearly distinguished from each other,
and Darius disappears altogether in 11.1. In a move towards a correct
ordering of events, the Septuagint puts both chapters 10 and 11 in the
19
first year of Cyrus. Nevertheless the existence of a Median empire
preceding the Persian still exists in the dating of ch 9 in both
versions. The father of Darius, whether Ahasuerus or Xerxes, is the same
figure under different nomenclature. The order of empires is still
implied by the chronological ordering of the chapters in P967.
17
In this connection Montgomery, Daniel, 138, notes that the © plus
material of 1.20 and 3.30/97 have the same effect as each other on the
role of the young men.
18
See again the arguments of Wiseman, 'Some Historical Problems', 15f,
and Colless, 123ff, noted in connection with Daniel 6.
19
Montgomery, Daniel, 418. According to McCrystall, 272, the change of
year in 10.1 is to bring the date into line with 1.21.
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Another person whose treatment differs slightly but not
significantly between versions is the court official of ch 1 with whom
Daniel and his friends have most of their dealings. The difference in
name, 'Ashpenaz' or 'Abiesdri' (1.3, or AfheaSpi), is explicable in
20
technical terms and is consistent throughout (see 1.11 and 16). Whether
this figure is actually a eunuch or simply a court official, the
Septuagint translates literally throughout with dp%LsuvoO%oQ. Until v 10
both versions present the chief eunuch as the one with whom the young
Hebrews deal directly. However 1.11 introduces a 'keeper' who
comes between the men and the chief of the eunuchs. The Septuagint
becomes confused by describing Abiesdri as the keeper 'appointed by the
chief eunuch' (rcg dvaSei^Gevn, dp%teuvou%(p), where earlier in the chapter
he was the chief eunuch himself.
treatment of geographical terms
There are some problems in the Septuagintal treatment of the points
of the compass in ch 8. In 8.4 a ram is pictured butting against the
west, north and south, which implies that the power represented by the
ram is an eastern one. That implication is lost in © where all four
points of the compass are listed. Ultimately the western power, Greece,
prevails over the ram (8.7f). Later the small horn arising out of this
kingdom prevails in a southerly and easterly direction and presumably in
Palestine (8.9). Somewhat illogically, the Septuagint in the same place
records it striking against the south, west and north, the same three
directions mentioned in MT 8.4 as the frontiers of the former power, the
Persians. Both 8.4 and 8.9 in the Masoretic Text suggest a level of
intentionality in the description of direction, which for some reason has
21
not been represented by the Septuagint or its Vorlage. Why that should
be so is a matter for conjecture. Jeansonne argues with some success
22
that the explanation is technical rather than historiographic. Whatever







crucial fourth kingdom is viewed, even if it could hint at a different
understand of how that role was applied geographically.
There are some differences in the naming of countries, most of which
do not signify a variation in the ways the versions in question
understand events. There are two such in ch 11, firstly where 'ships of
Kittim' (11.30, DTD LPS) is translated as 'the Romans' (Pcopaioi) and
secondly where 'the Cushites' (11.43, are identified as
✓ 23
'Ethiopians' (AlSiotisq). The DTD occur seldom in Biblical Hebrew, and
when they do they are normally transliterated by the Greek. See for
example Num 24.24, which has been suggested as the source of this
24
midrashic reference in Dan 11.30. Only here is it translated as Romans.
In its ancient sense, the word Kittim described the inhabitants of Kition
on Cyprus, and was later applied to Cyprus itself and then the western
coastlands and islands generally. The westerly reference also came to
include Macedonia, as witnessed to in 1 Mac 1.1 and 8.5, and later Jewish
25
tradition identified Kittim with Rome. Vermes explains both the Greek
and Roman applications of Kittim as an expression used by Jewish writers
from the second century BCE onwards to signify the world power of the
26
day. The Septuagint translator perhaps draws on that same tradition,
and clarifies from his own knowledge of Antiochus Epiphanes' campaigns
that Rome was intended. The biblical Cush probably refers to the
southern Nile region, and was almost universally understood as Ethiopia
in the Septuagint (for example in Gen 2.13 and Ez 29.10). The translator
of Daniel 11 shares that understanding. A further case involves the
rendering of p*1 as Greece (8.21, 10.20 and 11.2). As with the
previously mentioned instance, this identification was so commonly
understood that even Theodotion follows it. Other biblical examples may
be found in J1 4.6 and Zech 9.13.
23
van der Kooij, 74, takes the former as an example of interpretation.
24
Hartman and DiLella, 270. Bruce, 'Prophetic Interpretation', 23, says
the ships of Kittim reference indicates that the events of 168 BCE were
seen as the fulfillment of Num 24.24. See also Hanhart, 361.
25
Hartman and DiLella, 270
26
Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, 28f. For example, lQpHab
VI.3-5 applies the term to Rome.
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Roughly the same area of land and body of people is understood by
both versions in the instances above. The Septuagint is a little more
interpretative in its treatment of 'the king of the south' (2UT"fa) in
ch 11. Wherever that phrase occurs, the Septuagint reads 'Egypt' (11.5,
6, 9, 11, 14, 15, 25, 29 and 40). There is no biblical tradition about
the south to explain the persistence of that identification, but towards
the end of the chapter it becomes clear in MT that the conquering
northerner would include Egypt in his fiefdom (11.42f). Indeed the
syntax of MT 11.42 emphasizes Egypt among the defeated lands. It is
possible that the © translator has taken his lead from these verses and
27
read Egypt back into the earlier references to the south. As with his
reference to Rome, there may also be an element of clarification towards
28
the translator's own view of the political events behind ch 11.
the daughter
In connection with the same events, the figure of a daughter crops
up twice in the Masoretic Text of ch 11. In 11.6 the daughter of the
king of the south goes north to make an alliance. In the Septuagint the
king of Egypt goes north and an alliance is made with the same
unsatisfactory results, but the role of his daughter as an instrument in
the alliance is not mentioned. In 11.17 there is also a daughter, this
time in both versions, but in MT she is a 'daughter of women' (D^n rQ)
where © describes her as a 'daughter of man' (Guyaxepa avGpco7rou). In the
schema of ch 11 as a whole, each reference is generally thought to apply
29
to a different event. The first alliance took place in the mid third
century BCE when the Seleucid Ptolemy II married his daughter Berenice to
27
That is the view of Bruce, 'Earliest Old Testament Interpretation', 43.
Hanhart, 356f, considers the © rendering of 11.29 shows a detailed
knowledge of the Egyptian campaign of Antiochus Epiphanes.
28
Bogaert, 'Relecture et Refonte', 200, sees a pro-Egyptian author.
McCrystall, 385, would go further and see in the 'Egypt' readings
evidence of an anti-Seleucid pro-Ptolemaic translator. Jeansonne, 119ff,
concedes no political bias in the © translator.
29
See for example Goldingay, Daniel, 296ff, on the historical events
behind ch 11.
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Antiochus II with ultimately disastrous results. 11.17 probably refers
to a later Ptolemy-Seleucid alliance with the betrothal of Cleopatra to
Ptolemy V (197 BCE). Given the Septuagint's apparent close interest in
Egypt in this chapter, it is surprising that it does not include the
30
detail of the daughter in 11.6. The difference in 11.17 is less
significant, and can perhaps be explained as a misreading of for
31
the masculine In neither case do the differences suggest a
variation in interpretation of events behind ch 11. However, it is worth
noting that © 2.43 is less easily suggestive of intermarriage within the
fourth kingdom than its MT equivalent.
dating in 9.24-27
The eschatological time frame proposed by both versions is similar
except at one point, namely 9.24-27. The Masoretic Text asserts that
seventy sevens have been determined upon the people and the city (9.24).
What follows immediately is a break down of the 70 into three different
periods. The first is of 7 sevens and the next is of 62 sevens duration
(9.25). The following verse is devoted to events at the end of this
second period, before turning its attention to the one remaining seven
left out of the seventy. 9.27 describes something that happens halfway
through that final seven. The Septuagint is identical in 9.24 with its
reference to 70 sevens. But in 9.25 there is no reference to the first
two periods of 7 and 62. Where MT speaks of what will happen after the
62 sevens in 9.26, © speaks of what will be 'after 7 and 70 and 62'. The
Greek does not use the numbers to qualify any particular type of span of
time, but one is presumably to be understood. © 9.27 includes a
substantial amount of plus material. There is reference to the end of
the seven, but no mention of the middle of the seven. In addition the
Old Greek repeats the 77 and 62, but this time they are 77 'times'
(xaipooQ) and 62 'years' (exq).
30
McCrystall, 325, points out from 2.43 that the translator would have
known about the marriage alliance. His explanation, as part of his
pro-Ptolemy thesis, that the translator wished at this point to highlight




There are two possible approaches to this problem. The one adopted
by Jeansonne is that all the differences can be explained by 'plausible
32
misreading of the Hebrew text and by later shifting of phrases'.
Therefore no theological or interpretational significance can be attached
to the differences. A second approach typified by Montgomery is that the
77 and 62 of the Septuagint in fact may represent the 139th year of the
Seleucid era, and is therefore a deliberate dating of the events in
33
question. He is not certain, however, whether the translator's
achievement is intentional or accidental. Bruce is less tentative and
takes Montgomery's argument further when he sees deliberate theological
interpretation in the Septuagint numbers. In his view the date 139 in
the Seleucid era would be the time when the anointed one, the high priest
34
Onias III, was removed (171 BCE).
The Septuagint as it stands is not particularly coherent in its use
of numbers. Both versions represent 9.24 as an overview of events
_ 35
subsequently detailed in 9.25-27. As part of its overview, © agrees
with the Masoretic Text about the 70 sevens. It is also possible that a
word has been misread as a number 7 rather than a period of time,
'seven', to produce the 77, and that there has been some misplacement of
material between 9.25 and 9.26, as well as some duplication of material
36
into 9.26 in the Septuagint. In either instance the anointed one has
his locus in the cult or nation of Israel. Since the culminating action
of the period in 9.24 is 'to anoint' (natob) the holy of holies, it is
likely that the 'anointed one' (71270) of 9.25f MT is also understood in
32
Jeansonne, 130. But note the criticism by David, 280, of her treatment
of this passage.
33
Montgomery, Daniel, 395. See also David, 297.
34
Bruce, 'Earliest Old Testament Interpretation', 44f. McCrystall, 253,




Beckwith, 'Daniel 9', 527f, says the Septaugint is an interpretation but
admits that it therefore perpetrated an 'extraordinary corruption' of the
text in doing so. Bruce, 'Earliest Old Testament Interpretation', 44,
also admits 'an astonishing alteration of the original text*.
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those cultic terms. Those who attach a chronological significance to
the 77 and 62 of the Septuagint are compelled to take a less cultic and
more nationalistic, if not messianic, view of what or who is intended by
the anointed one. However the difference came about, the figure
understood by the Septuagint is markedly different from that portrayed in
the Masoretic Text, in a way reminiscent of the two views of the son of
man in ch 7.
conclusion
Jeansonne makes the case well that there is no theological Tendenz
inherent in the Old Greek translation. Her study is a cautionary
reminder that significance should not be seen where none was intended.
In that regard, many divergences between MT and the Septuagint have
technical explanations, either in the Vorlage itself or in the process of
translation. At times, as with the use of the word %copa, they evidence
the same difficulties as were encountered in our study of the Aramaic
chapters. Yet, although others have sometimes taken their case for
interpretation in © too far, there are points at which it is difficult to
escape the conclusion that the Septuagint represents a variant tradition.
The understanding of gods as idols and the use of Kupioc; are typical of
the Septuagint as a whole. The emphasis on Egypt in ch 11 is particular
to the translation of the Hebrew chapters in Daniel. The maskilim, whom
some would argue lie behind the whole of the book of Daniel, appear to be
a more distinct group or class in MT than the Septuagint in these last
few chapters. If there is an attempt in MT to harmonize the persons of
Darius and Cyrus into one, a case by no means proven, that has not been
understood by the Septuagint translator who keeps them distinct while
preserving the MT tradition of a prior Median empire. Other aspects of
the Septuagint reflect tendencies already discerned in Daniel 2-7. ©
emphasizes the Israelite nation and cult more than its Hebrew
counterpart, and is still anxious to delineate between the wisdom
exercised by Daniel and that of the heathen officials. Finally, the
37
But Beckwith, 'Daniel 9', 522, notes that Theodotion among others treats
the 7 and 62 weeks as a single period at the end of which the anointed
one comes. In his view this more messianic outlook was lost in MT at the
time the Masoretic punctuation of the Hebrew text reached its present
form. See also McComiskey, 19.
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subtlety and ambiguity of the interaction in MT between heaven and earth,
symbol and symbolized, is less evident in the Septuagint, which prefers





The question has recurred throughout this study whether or not the
differences in the Septuagint arise in translation or were present in the
Vorlage from which © was translating. It is often impossible to tell,
but examples of both types of variation can be detected. In general
terms, the probability is that the Septuagint translates the text in
front of it relatively literally. We began the thesis on that
supposition, based on the work of others, and nothing has come to light
to disturb the assumption. Where there are significant differences
between the texts, these are therefore likely to have arisen in the
Vorlage. The considerable narrative differences that result must then be
due in some measure to a less carefully crafted Semitic form of the
stories. That in turn relates to the probability that the © Vorlage
predates the form of Daniel 2-7 as preserved by the Masoretes, a point on
which I will comment more fully below.
There are however some differences that are more likely to have
arisen as a result of the nature of the translation, and these too have
had an effect on the narrative as translated. Sometimes they come about
simply through a disparity in semantic range between languages, but there
are other times when the translator seeks to clarify what he sees as a
difficulty in the Aramaic text. Sometimes the perceived difficulty is
technical and at other times it is theological. One particular recurring
manifestation of this is translation which anticipates subsequent
developments in the Masoretic Text narrative. An important example is
found in ch 7 where the son of man is treated as though the divinity
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endowed on him in 7.14 was already there in 7.13. Chapter 4 is also
translated very much in the light of the visions in the second part of
Daniel.
As a result, our conclusion differs somewhat from that of Jeansonne
that there is no theological Tendenz discernible in the translator of the
Old Greek.1 In focusing particularly on chs 7-12 she finds that
differences between the versions can almost always be explained as
translational or textual problems, or as a different Vorlage. Her point
is taken that most differences probably arose in the Vorlage,
particularly in the chapters that she investigates. That is to be
expected as Vorlage and translation of chs 7-12 are much closer to one
another in time and provenance than is the case in chs 2-6. But there
are numerous occasions in chs 2-7 where the translator betrays a
2
particular mind-set, which also follows through into the later chapters.
The suspicion of kings who usurp divine privileges and concern for the
temple sacrifices are cases in point. Even where variations arise from
incompatible semantic ranges, the choices of the translator may push the
3
meaning in a particular direction and reveal a particular viewpoint.
The choice of eoxcltoq to represent TIX in ch 2 has that sort of effect.
Moreover, Jeansonne's approach does not allow for the fact that the
translator's intention does not always coincide with literary result.
Even when he intended to translate the Semitic as literally as possible,
the result does not always reflect literary craft in the source language.
For example, by translating a Leitwort in his Vorlage with several
synonyms, the translator conveys surface meaning without capturing the
literary effect intended by the Aramaic repetition.
1JeEinsonne, 132f
2
See the comment by David, 280, on Jeansonne's approach to 9.24-27 that
her policy of avoiding literary criticism prevents her from detecting
literary divergences.
3
For Bruce, 'Prophetic Interpretation', 26, 'variants... sometimes reflect
new ways of understanding the prophecies in the light of changing events,
changing attitudes and changing exegetical methods'.
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narrative technique
The basic difference between the narratives of the Septuagint and
the Masoretic Text is to be found in the role the narrator plays within
the texts. In Bar-Efrat's terms, which have functioned well for the
study we have undertaken, the MT narrator is more covert where his 6
counterpart tends to be more overt. The distinction is relative in that
it expresses degrees of omniscience, and is observable in several ways.
It manifests itself in the way that human motives and emotions are
portrayed. Where emotions such as Belshazzar's fear tend to be
attributed explicitly by an all-seeing narrator of the Septuagint, MT
forces the reader to deduce them from observable physical phenomena. The
motives behind the actions of a character are also often attributed by
the Septuagint where the MT reader is left to deduce them for himself.
For example, in © ch 6 the narrator consistently specifies the motives
behind characters' actions. In much the same way the narrator of the
Septuagint from time to time betrays his position outwith the story by
anticipating events in the narrative, while the Masoretic Text narrator
generally observes the temporal and spatial limitations of the
participants. The confinement of the narrative to one place at a time
during Darius' night of suspense in ch 6 illustrates the point.
The covert stance thus adopted by the Aramaic narrator is
characteristic of biblical narrative. The biblical authors who convey
such a narrator face the challenge of how to portray point of view within
the story without compromising the narrator. In Daniel the implied
reader is encouraged to adopt the perspective of the narrator in several
ways. Sometimes point of view is conveyed by astute deployment of key
words, such as the 'interpretation' vocabulary in ch 2 or the words
relating to prayer in ch 6. At other times, especially in the
descriptions of Daniel in ch 5, variations in dialogue are suggestive.
In that connection, and typically for biblical narrative, the minor
characters of the queen mother in ch 5 and Arioch in ch 2 function as
servants of the narrator. The former's surprising defiance of convention
as a comment on one of the main personalities is also a characteristic
narrative device. Particularly in the highly visual ch 5, but to a
lesser extent elsewhere, variations in what Berlin analogously calls
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'camera angle' are used effectively. Perhaps the most risky perspective
device is the use of irony or even parody to help the reader identify
with the narrative. The comedic function is most significant in chs 3, 5
and 6.
All of these MT features result in a certain subtlety and potential
ambiguity which is not as marked in the more overt narration of the
Septuagint. One result, for example, of the (5 narrator's anticipation of
motives in ch 6 is a less ironic or comedic presentation. The character
of the queen mother is treated more conventionally and therefore less
significantly, and there are differences in the visual perspective
created by the (5 narrator of ch 5. Significant words or recurring
syntactical patterns that convey point of view in MT are not always
present in the Septuagint. Sometimes that is because they were not
perceived, while at other times it is because of the differing natures of
the two languages. For example, that 'tree' is neuter and 'king' is
masculine in Greek means the Septuagint of ch 4 cannot reproduce the
ambiguity arising from the fact that both nouns are masculine in Aramaic.
A good illustration of the different approach of © to point of view
comes in ch 4 when the management of dialogue is compared in each
version. Although the MT narrator nearly lost control of his material
where several windows of dialogue are open at once, ultimately it remains
clear which point of view is being expressed. The contrary is the case
in © where the material becomes more important than the shape of the
narrative. The meaning is no longer to be found at least partly in the
form of the narrative. Moreover the control that Nebuchadnezzar exerts
over the narrative in ch 4 is not counterbalanced by clues that his
viewpoint is not the narrator's. As narrator, his description of
Daniel's outward aspect in 4.19 is an exception to the generalization
that the © narrator is more overt. Yet that in itself remains part of
the problem in © ch 4, that the narrative is unable to modify the outlook
of its unreliable narrator, Nebuchadnezzar.
The internal consistency and congruency with other biblical
narratives of the role of the covert narrator in Daniel 2-7, and
techniques related to that role, convey an impression of the Masoretic
Text as a more deliberate and carefully crafted account than its ©
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counterpart. Apart from any other considerations, the fact that
Theodotion reflected the literary quality of MT is likely to have played
a part in its eventual displacement of the Septuagint version of Daniel.
narrative structure
The repetition noted above of key words and patterns in MT is one
factor which gives an overall structure to the chapters under
investigation. There are times when the impact of these links is not as
evident in the Septuagint. That is one aspect of the wider discussion of
the way individual stories relate to Daniel 2-7 as a larger narrative
unit.
In general terms, there is less divergence between the versions of
chs 2 and 7 as compared to chs 3-6. As a result the thematic links
between these two chapters are present in the Greek as well as the
Aramaic, although the play on words may not be so evident in one or two
instances. The most likely explanation of this is that the timespan
between the emergence of the Semitic forms of these chapters and the Old
Greek translation was comparatively shorter than was the case for the
intervening chs 3-6. I consider that explanation in more detail in the
context of the text historical discussion below.
There are more striking variations of structure in other places. Ch
5 is more independent of ch 4 in the Septuagint. At the same time there
is a stronger linking between chs 3 and 4 in © than is the case for the
Masoretic Text. Not only does the confession of Nebuchadnezzar at the
end of ch 4 draw on the material in the Additions in ch 3, but both
chapters are significantly dated by © in the eighteenth year of
Nebuchadnezzar's reign. The Greek translation of both those chapters is
also strongly redolent of the concerns of the visions of chs 7ff. These
differences have implications for how the overall structure of the
material may have been viewed by the Septuagint. Taking into account the
additional phenomenon that there is a weaker relationship between chs 3
and 6 in the Greek, it begins to look as though the P967 structure with
chs 7 and 8 immediately after ch 4 was an older ordering of the
Septuagint tradition. This links the evil of Nebuchadnezzar (chs 3 and
4) with events in Daniel's first vision (ch 7).
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The P967 ordering also has an effect on the nature of chs 2-7 as a
narrative unit. As we have seen, the Masoretic Text shapes the narrative
in such a way that the promised revelation of 'what will be after this*
(2.29, nn nna is to some extent realized in ch 7. The promise
and the revelation form a frame for the intervening stories. This
literary feature of the Aramaic, which treats historical events in the
context of wider issues, is also present in the individual stories to a
greater or lesser extent. It is most marked in ch 5 where the reading of
the writing is so long delayed, but there is a level of suspense in the
other narratives also. The Septuagint linking, particularly in the P967
order, provides a much sharper focus on Jewish suffering at the hand of
gentile powers and a more negative view of Nebuchadnezzar, but is at the
cost of a more subtle and multi-faceted analysis of the interaction
between the earthly and the heavenly available in the Masoretic Text.
literary merit in the Septuagint
The comments above do not mean that our translator was artless. He
was limited by a less polished Vorlage than MT and handicapped by his
perception of the contemporary applicability of the Aramaic, yet there is
a certain facility of expression about the way he translated what he saw.
This may be seen in his willingness to use synonymous words and phrases,
but is also evident in the occasional word or phrase or structure. The
nicely balanced statement, 'the vision is accurate and this
interpretation trustworthy' (2.45), has later echoes in chs 4 and 6. The
irony of the plotters calling Daniel the king's 'friend' in ch 6 or the
picture in ch 4 of a usurper making merry in the palace are further
examples of a lively touch.
the symbolic
The way that narrative form and structure differ between the
Masoretic Text and the Septuagint relates to the way the two versions
treat the symbolic. In the context of the discussion of the respective
interpretations of the great tree in ch 4, I noted the lack of agreed
terminology for working with these sorts of categories. There we saw, in
the terms adopted for the purpose of the discussion, how the Masoretic
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Text was more symbolic and the Septuagint more allegorical in its
understanding of the cosmic tree. The MT understood the tree in a way
that was at the same time local and universal. While the tree was a
picture of Nebuchadnezzar's pride and fall, the symbol also hinted at a
much wider concern moving outward from the local application. The
Septuagint concentrated more on a one to one correspondence between
features of the symbol and aspects of the king's life, thus reducing the
picture's significance to its immediate application. One effect of that
is that the spheres of vision and interpretation remain distinct from one
another.
That the Septuagint pictures a more straightforward relationship
between the earthly and heavenly realms in ch 7 is another expression of
the same tendency. In the Septuagint the holy ones and the son of man
are distinct entities, and the close correspondence between vision and
interpretation is again more in evidence. The Masoretic Text contains an
interplay between the divine and the human which defies neat
categorizations. Somehow the divine is also human, and the human divine.
Apart from anything else, the academic debate over both the son of man
and the holy ones demonstrates that ambiguity.
The MT characteristic, within and across narratives, of setting
human history in the context of an overarching concern, and indeed of
working out that concern through the portrayal of temporal events,
reinforces that impression. Concerns of heavenly significance are worked
out in political terms, but not in the sense that earthly realities
merely reflect a heavenly battle. Because the two planes interact, the
Masoretic Text does not separate meaning and interpretation when dealing
with divine revelation. The dream of ch 2 needed the intervention of the
Most High to be described as well as interpreted. The acts of reading
and of solving the writing on the wall were functions of the same divine
gift. There is no distinction between the earthly manifestation and the
divine messenger behind it. The Septuagint coincides with MT ch 2 in
that respect, more for the reasons of text history noted earlier.
However, in ch 5 © assumes that only the interpretation of the writing is
a problem.
The narrative differences both express and help to bring about the
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different understanding of the symbolic. An ambiguous covert narrative
style in MT blurs distinctions, whereas the more overt omniscience of the
Septuagint seeks to clarify them. The symbols of the Masoretic Text turn
out to be highly appropriate in a story struggling to work out the
tension of being a faithful Jew in a foreign land. The symbols of the
Septuagint and their treatment therein, on the other hand, reflect a
situation where a threatened Jewish nation must struggle to maintain its
distinctiveness.
wisdom
The two versions hold differing views of Daniel as a wisdom figure,
and the fact that they do so is related to matters discussed immediately
above. Just as there is an interplay between the symbol and its
interpretation, between the human and the divine, so there is a tension
over the role of Daniel the wise man in the Masoretic Text. The same
tension is not present in the Septuagint. Apart from chs 3 and 6, there
is no court contest in ©, because to acknowledge the contest is to
validate Daniel as 'chief' of the Babylonian wise men (MT 4.6). The
contest implies an admission that Daniel is a member of the same set as
the pagan court officials. MT is prepared to engage that ambiguity, but
the Septuagint does not wish to make such an identification. The
struggles of chs 6 and 3 centre respectively on Daniel's political wisdom
and the public refusal of the three young men to engage in idolatry.
Because they do not concern the mantic powers of the Jews' opponents,
there is not a problem for the Septuagint.
This implies that there are differing views of wisdom at work in the
versions. The difference is by no means absolute or consistently
portrayed, but tendencies can be detected. There is a persistent thread
in the Septuagint narratives that sees Daniel as an established wise
elder in the Jewish community. His calling of the fast in ch 2 is one
place where he is so pictured. This wise man develops out of the
Solomonic figure who rises to prominence in Susanna, and relates wisdom
inwards to the Jewish community. The wisdom exercised in the Masoretic
Text of 2-6 is directed outwards towards the Babylonian / Persian context
in which the exiles find themselves. Both versions combine in the person
of Daniel the roles of purveyor of divine revelation and exerciser of
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political wisdom, but MT does not shy away from the mantic aspects or
identification with heathen mantic practitioners.
The issue is a little different from ch 7 onwards. Because there is
no comparison in question, Daniel is recognized by the Septuagint as a
visionary. It identifies its wise judge of 1-6 with the visionary of ch
7 in that the nationalist concerns link both major sections. The
connection in MT is more of a literary one as the visions of Daniel are
the culmination of his mantic role in the early chapters, at the same
time as being a reversal of roles from interpreter to dreamer. An
exception to the Septuagint's less mantic perceptions in 2-6 occurs at
4.19 where 6 hints that Daniel's experience was to some extent ecstatic,
although this can be explained as an anticipation of ch 7 by the
translator.
It is difficult to explain the origins of each understanding of
wisdom, as there is little agreement amongst critics about the nature of
wisdom or its purveyors in the book of Daniel. Miiller argues with some
success that an archaic manticism from the Israelite tradition, such as
4
that evident in the dreamer Joseph reappeared in the second century BCE.
For him that is a crucial element in the development of apocalyptic. In
that case the Septuagint represents an earlier pre-apocalyptic
tradition.5 On the other hand, Whybray considers that there was no class
of Israelite sages as such to counter the Babylonian wise men. Only much
later does a class develop, which he identifies with the maskilim of the
Hebrew sections of Daniel.6 By that reasoning, the Septuagint is more
4
Miiller, 'Mantische Weisheit', 271ff, although that begs the question of
the date of the Joseph stories. Von Rad, 281, also sees the wisdom of
Daniel as 'basically old', although his views on the origins of
apocalyptic differ from those of Miiller. Gammie, 'Dualism', 377, also
views Daniel's wisdom as 'old sapiential ethical dualism'. Barker, The
Older Testament, 92, argues that such 'esoteric' wisdom in fact points to
a lost tradition rooted in what she sees as the older strata of the Old
Testament. Its presence in a nationalistic setting in Daniel is
important to her argument for its existence.
5
As von Rad, 281, considered MT also to be.
6Whybray, 16. Similarly Saldarini, 254, says the wisdom of Daniel is a
Palestinian usage rather than of the diaspora. Hammer, 26, locates the
'transcendental character of wisdom' in ch 2 with 'much of the later
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likely to be a later corrective away from the pluralist tendencies of the
Masoretic Text.
There is no more agreement on the relationship of Daniel to other
wisdom circles. He may or may not belong to the same scribal tradition
as that of Ben Sira 38.24-39.il.7 Saldarini puts the wisdom of MT Daniel
later rather than earlier when he equates it to that of Ben Sira.
Collins credits responsibility for the book of Daniel to an identifiable
g
circle known in Daniel as maskilim. As we have seen, others disagree on
the existence or otherwise of such a circle. They are not recognized by
the Septuagint version. Some have suggested that Daniel has hasidic
9
origins, or is even linked to early Essenism. This may have been in
reaction to the more nationalist approach of the Hasmoneans as expressed
in the books of the Maccabees.10 It is even possible that such a conflict
is discernible in Daniel itself if 11.34 is a slighting reference to
those who give 'a little help' (S5B0 TTSJ), as compared to the ones 'who
stumble' There is little consensus on the significance of
these matters for the dating of Daniel texts. To complicate the picture
further, de Vries suggests the Masoretic Text manifests a late Essenism
with a Zadokite emphasis, whereas David says the Septuagint represents a
12
form of Zadokite messianism in contrast to the Masoretic Text.
wisdom literature'.
7
Saldarini, 254, says Daniel is part of that scribal tradition, but
Wilson, 373, is intent on dispelling that notion.
8Collins, 'Daniel and his Social World', 132f
9
Blenkinsopp, 18, Hartman and DiLella, 43ff, and Davies, 'Hasidim', 130.
The present discussion begs the important point raised by Davies as to
whether or not there ever was an identifiable group called hasidim.
10Blenkinsopp, 18, and de Vries, 274n
UTcherikover, 198 and 477n, thinks the hasidim stumble and the Hasmoneans
give a little help. Davies, 'Hasidim', 129, agrees with the general idea
but not with the precise identification of groups made by Tcherikover.
12
de Vries, 274n. In the words of David, 297, the Septuagint points to 'a
precise form of messianism revolving around the restoration of the
legitimate high priest or at least of a legitimate successor of the
Zadokite priesthood'.
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In light of the conflicting evidence, it is difficult to set the
differing MT and © pictures of Daniel as a wisdom figure in a wider
context. The aphoristic view of Daniel in © is unlikely to reflect a
translation of the later concept of maskilim back into chs 2-6, as we
have seen that the Septuagint does not seem to view them as a class. But
the problem with seeing them as predecessors of the mantic
apocalypticists is that the picture of Daniel as a mantic official is
part and parcel of the Persian backdrop to the stories. A possible
solution is that there were various Hebrew circles of wisdom in tension
13
with each other from at least the Persian period. Whatever labels we
may attach to them, this tension is probably hinted at in the Masoretic
Text. Perhaps it also explains the differences in outlook between the
versions if each one is built out of earlier divergent circles. For the
moment it is sufficient to note the dual character of the Septuagint,
sometimes suggesting an earlier and sometimes a later tradition than MT.
I return to this discussion later in these concluding remarks.
It is possible that Theodotion's replacement of the Septuagint is
partly a reflection of this conflict of wisdom circles. That would
explain the existence of a Theodotion or an ur-Theodotion in pre-
Christian times. It also helps to explain the prevalence of Theodotion
in the post 2nd temple rabbinic period, because then the values of the
hasidim prevailed over those of the Hasmoneans. And Theodotion by then
would be more acceptable as nearer to the Masoretic Text, which was
increasingly taking on authoritative status.
theological or political concerns
It becomes evident as the early chapters of Daniel are studied that
the political and theological concerns of the versions cannot be
separated. Certain temporal events form a backdrop either to the
production of the stories or their translation. The attitude of each
version towards these events is tied up with its theological concerns.
13
See Hayman, 106f, who identifies three 'trajectories' of wisdom which
develop in different directions. He considers that at least one of his
trajectories, the reshaped ancient myth of secret heavenly wisdom, is
discernible well before Qohelet.
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The absence from parts of the Septuagint of the court contest is not
only an indication of the © view of wisdom. It also hints at the
immediate political concerns of the two versions in the central chs 4 and
5. The occurrence of the court contests in both chapters of the
Masoretic Text helps to knit together the two accounts around the person
of Nebuchadnezzar. Not only does Belshazzar stand in judgement before
the hand of God, he also suffers invidious comparison with his
illustrious predecessor. Because the stories do not function as a pair
in (5, from which the recapitulation on Nebuchadnezzar's career in ch 5 is
absent, the comparison is not as evident. Just as Belshazzar is not as
bad as his MT counterpart, so in human terms Nebuchadnezzar is not viewed
as positively by the Septuagint. Indeed, he becomes in © an embodiment
par excellence of the evil king pictured in ch 7. However, because the
Septuagint views Nebuchadnezzar in more nationalistic terms than does MT,
his acknowledgments of the Most High are explicit confessions of the God
of Israel rather than the universalist statements of the Masoretic Text.
The same interest in the conversion of the king is also evident in the
Septuagint's treatment of Darius, although there it is even more strongly
stated and seems to hint at a particular tradition which thought highly
of Darius. MT remains indifferent towards him. But, particularly in the
case of Darius, these distinctions should not be too boldly drawn in
light of the interaction noted between the different blocks of royal
confession material.
The Septuagint version's desire to see the kings converted to the
God of Israel is part of the wider phenomenon of its interest in the
national and cultic life of the Jewish people. The Masoretic Text of the
stories tends to address the issues in terms more appropriate to a
diaspora setting. The © treatment of the sovereigns also reflects the
alertness of the Greek version to any hint of a polytheistic outlook.
Hence the suspicion of a king who may conceivably be arrogating divine
authority to himself. This monotheistic emphasis also shows up in ©'s
opposition to idolatry and its adoption of the wider Old Greek convention
of using KupioQ as a name for God.
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text historical questions
This thesis has proceeded on two assumptions about the composition
history of Daniel 2-7. The first is that chs 4-6, and possibly also 3-6,
were linked in MT before 2 and 7 were redacted as the outer pairing in
the chiasm. It was also suggested that in its present form ch 2 is later
than 3-6 and perhaps not very much earlier than ch 7. There is an
earlier form of ch 2 discernible that has more in common with 3-6, before
the pairing was made with ch 7. It is not accidental that the greater
difference between MT and the Septuagintal Vorlage comes in what have
been postulated as the earlier chapters: 4-6 certainly, but also ch 3
where the long Additions occur. This theory of the composition of Daniel
2-7 has proved to be a workable one.
The second premise is less one of chronology and more one of
literary structure, and is that presented by Lenglet: that the Aramaic
chapters of the Masoretic Text are arranged in a chiasm with chs 4 and 5
as the central pair. This too has turned out to be a workable
proposition within the limitations that Lenglet himself warns about. The
Nebuchadnezzar material alone ensures that at one level chs 4 and 5
function as a continuous narrative. Ch 6 relates to them thematically to
a limited extent, but has the strongest relationship with ch 3. While
there is some continuity through all the stories, it is notable that ch 7
has the most in common with chs 2 and 4.
In discussing the type of wisdom evident in the respective versions,
I noted the difficulty in determining whether the Septuagint takes us to
a later or earlier portrayal of Israelite wisdom. A narrative critical
comparison reveals the same tantalizing duality in the Septuagint when it
comes to considering the composition history of both MT and 6. The Old
Greek seems to take us both closer to an Ursprung and further away from
the putative Persian provenance of the Aramaic.
The Septuagint reflects an earlier form of the story in chs 4 and 6
particularly. The Greek dream of the great tree bears some comparison
with the early story of Nabonidus' conflict and exile and possible
madness. The procedures surrounding Daniel's night in the lion pit in
the same version also seem to preserve an early type of trial by ordeal,
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the details of which are not relevant to the concerns of the Masoretic
Text. Against that, the administrative and courtly vocabulary of the
Masoretic Text tend to convey a Persian provenance which is largely lost
in translation, indicating a much later translator. The looseness of the
narrative connections between the stories suggests the translator
encountered them before they were redacted into the MT form, yet the
Septuagint treats the stories of Daniel 2-6 in a manner contemporaneous
with the subsequent visions of chs 7-12. Hence the habit of reading
later understandings in the MT material into a translation of earlier
sections.
Aspects of the Masoretic Text reveal similar problems. A Babylonian
/ Persian backdrop to chs 2-6 is evident, yet such is not the case for
the later chapters. At the same time it is difficult to escape the
conclusion that the Aramaic / Hebrew Book of Daniel is intended as a
unity. The literary links across a number of form divisions ensure that
this is so. The implication is that, although the concerns of 2-6 are
early, their incorporation into a unit with 7-12 and redaction into the
present shape are almost certainly late. It is surprising that the
integrity of the early stories is so well preserved despite the later
developments. Moreover, why has the interest in the gentile
Nebuchadnezzar been retained in MT alongside the extremely negative view
of world rulers contained in the visions?
Two further problems are raised by the nature of the versions. The
first is that the version that is most obviously Maccabean, and hence
Palestinian in outlook, is the Greek translation. It would have been
expected that interest in translating such exilic stories into Greek
would have arisen in the diaspora rather than in Palestine itself.
Another question is raised by the (5 ordering witnessed to in P967. That
order, allied with what seem to be intentional variations in dating,
suggest that the Septuagint reflects a deliberate arrangement of the
stories that is different from the Masoretic Text. Did that occur before
14
or after the redaction of MT? It is likely to have been earlier or at
In the opinion of David, 94, an Aramaic collection was 'even translated
into Greek, before it was expanded into a bilingual composition during
the Maccabean period*. He follows Lust, 'Daniel 4-5', 5f, against
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least at the same time, given the insertion of chs 7 and 8 into the
stories, which suggests that translation may have taken place very close
to when MT reached its present form.
Historical critical approaches have produced little agreement on
these complexities. The composition history evidence produced by a
literary critical approach is hardly decisive in one direction, but some
probabilities can be adduced. The evidence suggests that the earliest
collation in the tradition represented by MT was chs 4-6, and possibly
including ch 3 as well. Chs 2 and 7 are a later pair which complete the
chiasm, although the core of ch 2 is a somewhat earlier composition.
That it received additional material at the same time as the attachment
of ch 7 to the narratives is likely. The feeling for Nebuchadnezzar and
a positive view of Daniel's courtly role influenced this tradition from
early in the process of its formation. At the same time there must have
been a differing Aramaic tradition which grew out of the same pool of
stories, perhaps also originating in the Persian exile, which is
reflected in the uncollected stories represented by 6 Daniel. This
tradition developed a more hostile view of Nebuchadnezzar and a less
mantic conception of the wisdom of Daniel. The situation could be
analogous to the treatment of Nebuchadnezzar in Jeremiah 27-29, to which
we have alluded on several occasions. There too the Septuagint has
apparently preserved an early and less friendly tradition about the
Babylonian king.
The stories of Daniel were finally collected during the first half
of the second century BCE in Palestine, and combined with the visions as
a direct result of the religious and national crisis centred on Antiochus
IV Epiphanes. Whatever circle was responsible for the MT compilation, it
was probably not one sympathetic to the Hasmonean or Maccabean approach.
The stories were very soon translated into Greek in the light of the
vision material. The Aramaic so translated came from the differing
tradition earlier mentioned, perhaps also Persian in origin but
representing finally a Palestinian outlook. Whether the translation was
physically undertaken in Judea or the diaspora, it also reflects a Judean
Bogaert, 'Relecture et Refonte', 200f.
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outlook. It is at this stage that the translator's unfamiliarity with
aspects of the original setting of the stories and his interest in the
Maccabean struggle reveals itself. This in part explains the constant
interplay between translational interpretation and variant Vorlage as
reasons for differences.15 At the same time the variant ordering
available in P967 was probably adopted, and the substantial Greek
Additions inserted. Whether or not the Additions had a Semitic original
has not been resolved. There is no physical manuscript evidence
available to suggest it. The argument of those who claim such an
original is dependent on the Semitic cast of the language, but does not
adequately take account of the interaction between the two languages
during the first and second centuries BCE.16 That a Greek work can
successfully be retroverted into Aramaic or Hebrew may prove nothing more
than that it has been authored by a Greek speaker immersed in a Semitic
17
mind-set and under the influence of Septuagintal Greek.
This analysis is put forward tentatively as the most likely
explanation of sparse and conflicting evidence, and no doubt raises as
many questions as it solves. There are two which seem to me particularly
acute. First, it is surprising that a Palestinian tradition should have
been translated into Greek at all. The more usual assumption is an
Alexandrian origin for the translation, which could perhaps be supported
18
by the unusual interest of © ch 11 in Egypt. Against this must be set
the driving interest of the Septuagint in the temple and cult, as well as
in national life, which suggests a Palestinian setting. If © is a
See Aejmelaeus, 'Septuagintal Translation Techniques', 398, who points
out that 'it is possible to have both free translation and a different
Vorlage in the same text'.
16Moore, 44ff, summarizes the arguments for both points of view. While he
favours a Hebrew original for the Additions, he concedes that 'not only
are there very few Hebraisms that one can point to in the additions, but
there is not one indisputably clear example of a Greek word or phrase
which can only be explained by positing a Semitic Vorlage'.
17
See Tov, 'Three Dimensions', 533f, on the effect of translations out of
Hebrew and Aramaic on the Greek language.
18
But Bogaert, 'Relecture et Refonte', 200, considers that the
translator's pro-Egyptian stance does not require that he be in either
Egypt or Judah.
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Palestinian production it would join a corpus of Greek works from that
part of the world that includes the books of the Maccabees. Another
possibility is that the translation did not take place on Jewish soil,
but still reflects a Judean Vorlage. A parallel case is that of Ben
Sira, a Jerusalemite work translated into Greek in Egypt. A Palestinian
origin for the Septuagint is admittedly a weak point in the argument, and
is possibly as circular as it is inconclusive.
A second concern relates to the Masoretic Text. The different P967
ordering indicates that the final redaction of MT took place well after
the Persian period. In that case, the demonizing of Nebuchadnezzar in
popular mythology may be expected to have begun. Why is the less hostile
view retained by the Masoretic Text even when the visions become
attached? A literary critical answer might be that this is a further
reflection of the literary sophistication of the Masoretic Text's
exploration of the themes. No certain historical answer is suggested by
the available evidence. It is possible, however, that this is another
manifestation of the existence of different political points of view
centred on the wisdom trajectories noted earlier. The Masoretic Text's
different treatment of the kings thereby reflects the Persian material
preserved in its own particular wisdom tradition. The different attitude
to the kings in the Septuagint does not therefore mean that it is later,
but that it reflects a group with different agenda, a group that has
19
probably co-existed with the Masoretic Text viewpoint for some time.
The existence of two points of view that had long been in tension with
one another also explains material in both the Masoretic Text and the
Septuagint that is exceptional to the general trend of the version. Such
material would have been the result of some interaction over time between
the traditions.
prospects
Because the texts have been treated within limited parameters, there
are a number of questions inevitably left unanswered. Most obviously,
19
David, 95, also postulates two independent collections in the early
Hellenistic period.
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this is only the first of a two part study in that it has only treated 6
out of the 12 chapters in Daniel. The brief survey chapter on the Hebrew
sections, as well as confirming a continuity across the linguistic
division in both versions, served to highlight the issues that would
repay treatment in the light of the work done on chs 2-7. Several
further areas of study also beckon at the end of this narrative critical
comparison. The first relates to the history of the texts while the
others are more theological.
I have paid little attention to the linguistic evidence for dating
the Aramaic of the Masoretic Text. There is time only to note that a
number of studies have recently cast doubt on Driver's famous assertion
that 'the Greek words demand, the Hebrew supports, and the Aramaic
permits, a date after the conquest of Palestine by Alexander the Great
20
(B.C. 332)'. Kitchen took issue with Driver in 1965 when he
demonstrated a number of linguistic features that could indicate an
21
earlier date for the stories. Although Kitchen himself has not returned
to that particular fray since, others have accumulated more evidence that
supports his thesis. Coxon was cautious in his series of linguistic
studies in the late 1970's but allowed that much of the evidence could
22
point to an earlier date for the Aramaic of Daniel. Other work, by such
as Yamauchi and Masson cast doubt on the particular notion that the
23
presence of Greek words in Daniel necessitates a late date. Fitzmyer on
the Genesis Apocryphon also points to an earlier date for the Aramaic of
20
Driver, lxiii. See also Bevan, 41f.
21
See his conclusions in Kitchen, 77ff. A much earlier move in the same
direction was taken by Schaeder, 199ff, as cited by David, 50.
22
For example Coxon, 'A Morphological Study', 416, 'Consonantal
Mutations', 22, 'Distribution of Synonyms', 512, and 'Syntax', 122. More
recently Stefanovic, The Aramaic of Daniel, 108, concludes that 'the
search for features in (Daniel Aramaic) of an early date should be
pursued more intensively'.
23
Masson, 113ff, and Yamauchi, 47, who concludes his essay with the hope
that 'future commentaries will come to recognize that the Greek words in
Daniel cannot be used to date the book to the Hellenistic age'.
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24 25
Daniel. There have of course been dissenting voices. It would be
useful now to consider the linguistic evidence in tandem with the
literary indicators towards a greater understanding of the textual
26
history. As far as the Septuagint text is concerned, I have ignored the
possibility that different parts of the translation may have come from
different hands. That too is an area which would repay careful study and
could turn out to have text historical significance.
This thesis also asks for a more thorough reflection on the tool of
narrative criticism from a theological rather than simply a
methodological perspective. By seeing the meaning of the narrative as in
part a function of its form, and with an awareness of the implied reader
and implied narrator within the text, I have used narrative criticism as
a means of exploring a particular group of texts and their relation to
one another. However, I have studiously avoided the larger questions
raised about the method. The relationship, if any, of 'narrative
theology' to narrative criticism is a particularly important one. In
that regard, Frei's analysis of 'the eclipse of biblical narrative' has
motivated a number of thinkers in the field who are not necessarily in
27
agreement with one another. In fact, do the proponents of narrative
criticism think in terms of a theology related to the method at all?
Furthermore, in Frei's terms, what do they understand by realistic
narrative and how do they apply the concept to biblical interpretation?
24
Fitzmyer, 'Some Observations', 279, and The Genesis Apocryphon, 19ff.
See also Archer, 161ff, whose polemical tone should not distract the
reader from his argument for Daniel Aramaic as an early eastern form of
the language.
25
For example van der Woude, 306f, who links linguistic questions with a
redaction critical approach to the problem of bilingualism in Daniel. In
his view it is not outside the bounds of possibility that classical
imperial Aramaic was used in the mid second century BCE.
26
A great deal of useful work has in fact been done by David, 270ff, in a
lengthy excursus on the Septuagint version, although his focus is almost
exclusively on 9.24-27 and 8.11b-14.
27
See Frei, The Eclipse of Biblical Narrative and "The "Literal Reading"
of Biblical Narrative in the Christian Tradition: Does it Stretch or
Will it Break?'. The various directions his students have taken is well
illustrated in the volume of essays edited by G. Green, Scriptural
Authority and Narrative Interpretation.
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Ought the opposite of 'historical critical' be 'realistic' or 'literary',
or does the concept of narrative realism provide a way through the
28
perceived dichotomy between the two?
Frei is puzzled that the rise of the realistic novel in eighteenth
and nineteenth century English literature occurred at the same time as
the emergence of the historical critical method, which militated against
29
a realistic reading of biblical narrative. Prickett holds a mirror up
to Frei and wonders if the reverse is true. Prose realism was in fact an
30
attempt to respond to the new ways of looking at biblical narrative.
His opinion is grounded on the view that realism is not a possible
31
concept in the biblical Hebrew world. Whether or not Prickett can make
a case, the question he raises of the applicability of late Western
categories of literary criticism to biblical stories is an important one.
Narrative critics of the Bible are often indebted to European critics of
the novel such as Frye, Booth or Genette. Is this because the Bible has
been formative in Western literature, or is there a danger of imposing
32
external categories on the biblical narrative?
A further question in need of development is the relationship of
narrative form to meaning. Alter would say that the characteristics of
biblical narrative reflect the nature of the God spoken about in the
narratives, his dealings with humanity, and his position in relation to
33
space and time. For him, the devices that draw the reader into the
stories are themselves an expression of Jewish monotheism. While the
particularity of Alter's application can be self-limiting, Auerbach
treats the topic in more general terms and makes an influential case that
'The concept of God held by the Jews is less a cause than a symptom of
28
The review of Frei by Bruce, 'Review of Hans W. Frei, The Eclipse of
Biblical Narrative', 200, suggests that it does not.
29





Auerbach, 23, argues powerfully for the former view.
33
Alter, 32, 155, 158 etc
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their manner of comprehending and representing things'. This question
of the relationship of literary form to revelation is a huge one that is
related to the foregoing thesis but whose treatment must wait for another
time.
A final prospect raised is the equally vast topic of canon. A
literary comparison of the Septuagint and Masoretic Text of Daniel 2-7
has raised historical questions which relate to the debate over the
formation of the Jewish canon. The different positions are epitomized in
35
the conversation between Beckwith and Barton. The latter argues that
outside the Pentateuch the prophets and writings remained a very
unsettled collection until very late. This unsettlement in itself,
particularly in the prophets, suggests the presence of a protest element
36
opposing the religious establishment. Beckwith, on the other hand,
holds the view that the Hebrew canon was fixed into its tripartite
37
structure at an early stage. It would be interesting to consider if the
presence of differing wisdom circles centred on Daniel from as early as




Beckwith, The Old Testament Canon of the New Testament Church and
Barton, Oracles of God.
36Barton, Oracles, 267ff
37Beckwith, The Old Testament Canon, 68ff and 123ff. He argues that
Daniel, along with Esther, Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles, was a settled




What follows is a brief chapter by chapter summary of the most
prominent differences between Theodotion and the Masoretic Text in Daniel
2-7. The relationship of those differences to the Septuagint will also
be noted where appropriate. As a rule, the 0 translator follows the
sense of the Aramaic closely but not slavishly. Differences sometimes
reflect problems in translation or the need to depart from strict
equivalence in the interests of sense. At times, 9 seems to reflect a
Vorlage different from MT. Occasionally, there is a hint of
interpretation about the version, either for theological reasons or
because the translator apparently feels the need to clarify a word or
phrase. The distinction between these two types of variation is not
always easy to draw.
Daniel 2
Daniel 2 contains several examples of variations which arise because
the Aramaic is difficult. This is likely to be the case with 'his sleep
went from him' (v 1, o utcvoq auxou eyevexo an' auxou) as a rendering of
the impersonal Hebrew expression rbv nrrna wa®. 0 has also interpreted
H at the start of v 9 as ouv in the interest of clarifying some tortuous
Aramaic syntax. Verse 30 is similarly difficult with its hint of
anacolouthon in the Aramaic, and Theodotion, like the Septuagint, gets
over the hurdle with a rephrasing of the sense. The use of sv cmouSp in
v 25 to translate the difficult n^TQrfQ is a rendering that we also meet
in 9 3.24/91 and 6.20, and is an example of the Greek taking on a wider
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range of meaning to match the semantic range of the Semitic original.1
Other differences arise when 9 adopts a particular modification
which is consistently observed by the translator. Such is the case with
the insertion of a possessive pronoun to modify 'interpretation' in vv 7,
9 and 16. The translator may have adopted an alternative reading of the
consonantal text in vv 7 and 16, but that cannot be the case for in
v 9. Similarly, 0 rejects the MT modifiers of 'earthenware' (*pn) in vv
41 and 43 ("TIB"*! and Xrt3) and instead employs oaxpchavoQ and oaxpcncov
throughout. Another example of the same phenomenon is the habit seen
elsewhere in 9 of rearranging lists when they are perceived to be out of
order. Theodotion's objection on this occasion is to a perceived
misplacing of 'earthenware' (*]0n or *)&?!"!) in the lists of vv 35 and 45.
At times this sort of difference may be accounted for as a dependence on
3
© by 0, but the evidence for that is mixed.
In the examples cited above, 9 sometimes agrees with © against MT
(vv 7, 9, 41, 43 and 45) but sometimes an expression is suggestive of an
independent interpretation (vv 16, 35 and 41). A particular example that
is probably both an interpretation by 9 and a sign of © influence is the
phrase 'what must happen' (vv 28, 29 and 45, a / xi 5ef yevea9ai) after
these things or at the end. Theodotion appears to have been influenced
by the © rendering of XT*? on the first two occurrences, and then
reproduced that reading in v 45 where the Septuagint is content with a
simple eaopeva. Whether or not there is a sense of compulsion lying
behind 5ei as used by © has been discussed. As far as 9 is concerned,
repetition of the phrase may well tie in with the translator's view of
what the dream of Nebuchadnezzar means.
1See the extensive discussion by Walters, 144ff, on this particular
example.
2
See Rosenthal, 16, on the vacillation in Biblical Aramaic between (2? and
0.
3
See the discussion by Schmitt, 9ff, of the relationship between 9 and ©,
and what he calls the 'Inkonstanz und Inhomogenitat' of Theodotion. Note
that he makes a distinction that is beyond the scope of this discussion
between the putative Theodotion of Daniel ("9"') and the real Theodotion
(9'). See also Montgomery, Daniel, 170.
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On other occasions it is not possible to determine whether a
difference has come about because the translator interprets or because
his Aramaic Vorlage differs from MT. A shortened form of v 40 either
clarifies a verbose Aramaic or witnesses to a time before the corrupt
form available in MT. The 0 expression 'it will be shattered by itself'
(v 42, cm' auxfiQ eaxai. auvxpipopevov) is a vivid exposition of the
fragility of the kingdom expressed in MT and (5, but a departure of this
magnitude is out of character for 9, and so a different Vorlage is the
more likely explanation. That is also the most likely explanation for
Theodotion's reading 'insight* (v 20, fi ctuvscuq) for 'might' (KITTOH).
The grammatical difficulties represented by the isolated infinitive 'to
report' (v 27, dvayyef^at) arise because the Aramaic element is
absent from Theodotion. This also suggests the possibility of a
different, possibly corrupt, Vorlage of v 27, as does the shorter form of
v 31 in Theodotion. Perhaps the substitution of a singular first person
pronoun for the plural in v 23 (eyvcopiadq pot instead of ^JTlimn)
reflects a different Vorlage, but it could be an amendment intended by 9
to overcome a difficulty with the sense of the narrative.
Daniel 3
A feature of Daniel 3 is that Theodotion includes the Additions, and
in other respects also has a little more in common with the Septuagint
than is the case elsewhere in Daniel 2-7. There are hints that
Theodotion is not quite as literal as usual in ch 3, particularly in
terms of the addition or subtraction of elements and the accuracy of
4
semantic information conveyed by the translation. This may be
illustrated by the lists in vv 2f. In each instance the list of
officials deviates slightly from MT, but in different ways in each case.
Not only are there two fewer officials mentioned, but they are not
equivalent to the officials in MT. Moreover the use of kou in the lists
is not consistent between the two blocks of 9 material and is not
equivalent to the use of 1 by MT. It is generally agreed that the 1 in
front of 'governors' (nTlSD in both verses is deliberately placed to
divide the list into separate categories of officials. No such effect is
4
See Barr, Typology of Literalism, 294. These are two of the six modes
he distinguishes in assessing the literalness of a translation.
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discernible in 9. This contrasts with the lists of Babylonian wisdom
officials in chs 2, 4 and 5, where Theodotion reproduces the series
almost exactly (2.2, 5.7, 5.11). The exceptional case is 4.4/7 where the
third and fourth elements in the list are reversed, but in the light of
other examples this is almost certainly due to an error in translation or
transmission. It contrasts also with the care by which Theodotion
attempts to reproduce the MT administrative terminology in ch 6 (v 8, for
example). In a similar vein the use of xai in the lists of musical
instruments (vv 5, 7 and 10) does not match MT.
Of a slightly different order is the inclusion of 'bagpipes' (v 7,
CTupcpooviag) in the first repeat of the musical instrument list. This is
either a witness to an earlier Vorlage before that item had dropped out
of the Aramaic text, or an attempt by the 9 translator to correct a
perceived corruption in MT. The same phenomenon is observed in 5.23
where MT varies a list by reversing the items, gold and silver, while
Theodotion preserves the order that obtained in 5.2.
The above differences could be due to a different translation
practice on the part of 9 from that obtaining in other chapters.5 On the
other hand, they could simply witness to a Vorlage more at variance with
MT. Other divergences do point towards a slightly less literal type of
translation. 'King Nebuchadnezzar' is omitted in 9 v 2. 'In that
moment' (MT v 8, X23f~rD) is simply 'then' (tots) in Theodotion. The
closely literal nature of 9's translation is most likely to waver where
the translator betrays his theological mind-set. Such is the case in ch
3 where Theodotion describes the fourth figure in the furnace as Tike a
son of God' (v 25/92, opoia utcp 9eou). MT has the phrase, Tike a son of
the gods' (prfor*"0*7).
A number of smaller semantic variations point to translation
difficulties. In w 2 and 3 the genitive plural 'regions' (tgov ^copoov) is
used to render KTinD, which is normally regarded as a singular. The
To speak of translation 'practice' rather than 'policy' or 'technique'
avoids the question of how much intentionality may be assigned to the 9
translator. See Aejmelaeus, 'Translation Technique', 26ff, on the
subject. The idea is expressed by Schmitt, 7, with the German word
0bersetzungsgewohnheit.
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Septuagint uses a singular accusative form, ydpav. In this instance the
irregular non-spirantization of feminine singular determined state nouns
has probably resulted in a misreading of the Aramaic consonants. The
Aramaic idiom DUO...D,£\ 'to have regard for somebody', provides 9 with
the same problems in v 12 as in 6.14. In the latter instance it is
translated 'has not subjected himself to your decree' (ouy uTtexayri xcp
Soypaxi ctou). In the present chapter, 9 renders it 'did not obey your
decree' (v 12, ouy fmpKoucrav. . . x<5 Soypaxi aou). Both are attempts to
deal literally with QSX9. The verbs puopai (v 17) and urcepiaya) (v 22)
overlap the semantic range of the Aramaic that they are attempting to
translate and *)xn respectively) even though the chosen translation
tends to take the meaning in a different direction. In v 27/94 a
variation in meaning comes about when the syntax of the Aramaic is not
reproduced quite accurately by Theodotion. The word order of MT suggests
that the verbs 'gathered round' (ptfDflO) and 'saw' (flTI) have separate
subjects in the form of separate groups of officials. The higher ranked
trio from vv 2 and 3 (XmnSl JT310 jrJSTTtfnX) 'gathered round' while the
officials 'saw'. This distinction is not preserved by 9 which treats the
verbs as a pair with a common subject.
Other differences between 9 and MT are probably related to textual
problems. The opening phrase in v 9 MT, 'They answered and said:'
(pTOXI "UXJ), is not represented at all in Theodotion. The result is an
unusual and compressed structure in which the verb Siapd/Zco (v 8) takes
both a direct and an indirect object. Such a construction is possible
but unlikely. This is closely followed by the absence again in 9 of the
final phrase in MT v 10, 'will fall and worship the golden image'
(iOm chub *UOrl ^S1). Again the grammatical result is not impossible,
but it leaves a gap in the formula that was earlier reproduced exactly in
w 5f. Some corruption in the text of the Vorlage or in transmission is
the most likely explanation of these differences.
Theodotion's treatment of some of the more vivid Aramaic images in
this chapter cannot be adduced as evidence of a less literal translation
practice, as they receive the same treatment elsewhere in the 9
6Rosenthal, 13
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translation of Daniel. At v 8, the Chaldeans in Theodotion merely
'slandered' (Sie(3aAov) the Jews, while those in MT 'ate pieces of'
(prrsmp fetf) them. This is consistent with 6.25.7 In the king's
final decree the general populace is enjoined to worship God lest they be
'destroyed' (v 29/96, &7icoAeiav), according to Theodotion. According to
MT they 'will be made into limbs' (13UrP pDTTl). The Septuagint Greek is
the same as 9 in v 8, but in the second image © evokes the same picture
as MT with the expression 'he will be dismembered' (v 29/96,
SiapeAiCTGriCTSTai). Again the Theodotionic translation is the same as in
2.5.
More difficult to explain is a puzzling Theodotion plus, the final
phrase where Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego are deputed to rule over all
the Jews who were in Babylon (v 30/97). The final statement in © about
the heroes' promotion is also fuller than MT but it gives no indication
that their duties were with special reference to the Jews. Although the
translation of Theodotion in this chapter is a little less literal than
elsewhere, it is still exceedingly cautious. Such a marked divergence as
this one from the Masoretic Text is often explicable in terms of the
Septuagint, but such is not the case here. Whether or not it witnesses
to a different Vorlage, it is part of the tradition of leadership within
the distinct Jewish community in exile that lurks in the Greek versions.
I explored this point in some detail in connection with the © plus of
g
2.18. Another instance of non-MT tradition is the date, 'in the
eighteenth year of Nebuchadnezzar the king' (v 1, Etouq OKTooKatSeKctTou
NaPou^oSovoaop). But here Theodotion reflects the Septuagint.
There are also differences between the two Greek versions in the
g
Additions, although they are almost identical in the poetic material.
7
If Goldingay, Daniel, 66, is right that this is an Akkadian expression,
it was probably unfamiliar to the much later Greek translator.
g
Ploger, 61, is uncertain whether the treatment of the three in 9 is a
'restitutio in integrum', or a further promotion. Lacocque, Daniel, 61,
thinks 9 is an addition, perhaps in light of 1 Mac 2.51-61. The
suggestion of Koch, 'Der Herkunft der Proto-Theodotion', 165, that this
denotes the Exilarch of Parthian and Sassanid times is probably
anachronistic.
9
Bruce, 'Oldest Greek Version', 36, and Daubney, 46, view this in itself
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At the point where the Greek diverges from the Aramaic (v 24), 9 agrees
with © in focusing on the singing of the young men. However, it is more
succinct in its introduction to the singing (vv 24f), but slightly longer
than © in vv 46 and 51 of the prose material linking the two main
sections of poetry.
There are occasional differences in verse order in the songs
themselves. In poetic terms, these differences do not form a consistent
pattern. At times they suggest a corruption of the Septuagint on the
part of Theodotion. This seems to be the case in vv 67-72, where 9
follows the order, vv 67, 68, 71, 72, 69, 70. This results in imagery of
light and dark (vv 71f) interrupting images of cold and wet instead of
coming after them as in ©. Within these verses also the phrase 'cold and
heat' (v 67, vj/0%oq kad kaupa) in Theodotion differs from 'frost and cold'
(piyog Kai yuyog) in the Septuagint. It is not possible to tell whether
this is a corruption on the part of 9 or an attempt to link the heat of v
66 with the cold of v 68. In favour of the second option, vv 71f have
similarly contrasting pairs, but against this the imagery of heat and
cold seems to follow a pattern of parallel pairs rather than contrasting
ones. The relationship between the two versions is also problematic at
vv 84f, where the Septuagint twice does not include 'of the Lord'
(Kupiou). The result is a line that scans differently from anywhere else
in the song. Has 9 inserted Kupiou to correct this scanning problem? If
so it has for some reason chosen to leave v 83, which is just as short on
syllables, alone. On the other hand, the Septuagint may have been
objecting to 'Lord' twice on a line and amended accordingly. It remains
a matter of speculation.
There are several points in 9 Daniel 4 where the translator seems to
be interpreting his text. These largely relate to points of theology.
In a manner typical of Theodotion in general, MT 'holy gods' (vv 5 and
as grounds for a common Semitic original of the Additions. Schmitt, 29,
is not so sure, but the existence or otherwise of a Semitic Vorlage is
not germane to the present discussion.
Daniel 4
15, pffHp rendered in the singular with 9eoC ayiov (vv 8 and
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18). In a similar vein the rather secular advice to the king in MT v
24/27 to 'abolish' (p*"lB) his sins in the hope of an 'extension of your
prosperity' (pmW? i"D"TX) is reworked by 8. The more godly alternative
offered is the advice to the king 'to redeem your sins' (xaq apapxiaq
aou. . . A-uxpooaai) in the hope that 'God will be patient...' (eaxai
pakpogupoq. . . o 0soq). While this translation could owe something to a
broadening of semantic range of the Aramaic, it also has a theological
point to it and reflects language used by ©. This outlook reveals itself
further in 0's choice at v 26/29 of vaoq ('temple') for the more broadly
understood Aramaic word Some sort of link with the Septuagint can
also be discerned in the consistent use of xo kuxoq auxou (vv 8/11 and
17/20, 'its girth / trunk') for nmin ('its appearance') in Aramaic. As
another aspect of interpretation, the translator in v 6/9 is either
working from an uncorrupted Vorlage or is making a deliberate attempt to
clarify a confusing MT, with 'hear' (aKouaov) instead of 'tell' CHID).
Other minor differences can be explained either by an anachronistic
understanding of the Aramaic original on the part of the translator, or
by a Vorlage that differs from MT. An example of the former is the
variable translation by 8 of ('will pass over'). Twice
aXA.ayr|CTOvxai (vv 22/25 and 29/32) and once aXXouo0©aiv (v 20/23) are
employed, and both mean 'will change', a probable reflection of the
Jerusalem Palestinian Aramaic meaning. An instance of the latter is the
reversal of terms in the list of mantic officials at v 4/7.
Daniel 5
Theodotion in ch 5 presents a similar picture. At times the
translator apparently misreads the MT original. Where the Aramaic KHD (v
19, 'spared') is represented by the Greek exu7rr£v ('struck down') 0 has
adopted the dominant meaning, although the parallelism of the Aramaic
here and in 4.32 seems to require the less usual sense.10 Sometimes a
different Vorlage is suggested by additions or omissions of one element.
A particularly strong case is the 0 inclusion of 'diviners' (ya£apr|voi')
in v 15, as this term is always a transcription of the Aramaic in
10Rosenthal, 15
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Theodotion. Another example is the inclusion of 'reporting mighty acts'
(avayyeAAoov Kpaxoupeva) in v 12.
But there is a touch of interpretation about some differences. An
example that has been referred to is the rendering of the difficult
JOE!"! DSJB3 as kou rcivcov (v 1/2). Typically, 0 speaks of 'God' rather than
'gods'. In v 11 Daniel has the spirit 'of God' (0soO) in contrast to the
plural of MT, while in v 23 Belshazzar is accused of arrogance 'against
the Lord God' (eni. xov Kupiov 0eov), not 'the Lord of heaven'
Elsewhere the differences hint at a desire to deal with perceived
redundancy in the Vorlage. The omission of the phrases at the end of v
11 and beginning of v 18 and nn»), as well as the final
TTp-p in v 13, are cases in point.
Daniel 6
Occasionally in Daniel 6 Theodotion departs from its closely literal
practices. An example of this is in v 21 where the Greek does not
represent the Aramaic with d7toKp{vG0 as it usually does. However 0
does reproduce the idiom at v 14. Also in v 13 the Greek syntax of a
participle modifying a finite verb (7rpoaeA,0ovx£Q A.eyouaiv) is used to
convey the two verbs joined by 1 in MT (pT3*0 "Q^Tp). Although 0
sometimes employs this more idiomatic form, it normally prefers an exact
equivalence of elements. In that same verse also cnp does not appear in
0.
Other differences are more likely to be interpretational, as when
the Greek clarifies that it is 'to his God' (v 14, 7iapd xou ©sou auxou)
that Daniel is praying. At times some uncertainty in the mind of the
translator is discernible. Such may be the case where the difficult verb
Ufa"! (v 16) is ignored, or the nocturnal 'diversion' (v 19, JUTl) of the
king is assumed to be 'food' (eSsapaxa). Sometimes a difference occurs
because the attempted literal rendering of the Aramaic does not quite
reproduce the same sense in Greek. One example is the use of sv CT7tou5fj
(v 20, 'in haste') to represent the meaning of rfcranro ('in
trepidation'). Another example is the attempt to render literally the
Aramaic DUD "OTp-p (v 27). The rather ambiguous "H of v 9 is
translated by Theodotion with the equally flexible oncoq, but the result
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is a slightly different nuance in the way the clauses are linked. The
more causative sense of the Greek almost suggests that the immutability
of the law of the Medes and the Persians owes something to this
particular decree.
The above examples probably arise from a Vorlage witnessed to by MT.
There are other differences that suggest either a different original or a
conscious attempt to tidy up the MT text. The shorter Greek in both vv 5
and 6 seems like a deliberate reduction of a verbose piece of Aramaic.
The addition of 'out of the mouths of* (v 21, sk axopaxog) replicates the
full expression that is used elsewhere in MT and 8 (v 23), either by
oversight on the part of the translator or because Q& was absent from
Theodotion's Vorlage. The 0 plus material in v 19, where the agency of
God in the lions' pit is detailed, clearly owes something to the
Septuagint. It is possible also that 0's suggestion of Daniel's primacy
at the beginning of v 4 (mi rjv Aavir|A \mkp auxouq) owes more to © than
to MT.
Daniel 7
Most differences between 0 and MT in Daniel 7 may be explained as
problems of translation. On occasions Theodotion translates all the
elements of MT, but the syntactical relationships end up at variance.
Such is the case in v 19, where cpopepov nepiaacoq seems to have been
misplaced by the translator, and the subsequent description of the beast
is syntactically as difficult as its MT counterpart. Another example of
difficulties in translation comes where 8, in common with many
translators since, has trouble with 'in its sheath' (v 15, HDl X"1)Q).
He resorts to the equally obscure sv xfi e£ei pou. In none of these
examples is any influence from © apparent.
Even the interpretations are normally attempts to clarify the
meaning, and carry no theological significance. An example of
interpretation motivated by the difficulty of the MT comes in v 6 where
two changes are made in the interests of clarity. In the opening
sentence, MT uses TIX ('another') and leaves 'beast' understood, where
Theodotion says specifically 'another beast' (exepov Oppiov). Similarly
the wings of a bird 'on its back' (PTOy'pU) are understood by 0 to be
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'above it' (uTtspavco auTfjq). In the first example Theodotion acts
independently of the Septuagint, whereas © shows the same understanding
as 0 in v 6 but uses slightly different vocabulary.
There is one significant instance of interpretation in v 27 where
the puzzling 'to the people of the holy ones ' (^Tj? DJ&) is rendered
simply as 'to the holy ones' (ayioiq). The Septuagint interprets that
phrase with Xa<§ ayi<g, but retains an equivalence of elements in so doing.
It is probable therefore that the Theodotion minus is not due to a
different Vorlage so much as an attempt to adjust this exceptional
expression towards the more usual on its own. We have noted this
habit also in other chapters where variations in repeated material are
adjusted to eliminate the variation. Here the change indicates that
Theodotion views 'the people of the holy ones of the Most High'
as equivalent to 'the holy ones of the Most High' (vv
18, 22 and 25, elsewhere in the chapter.
Another possible example of interpretation on the part of 0 is found
in vv 23f. MT says that the fourth kingdom 'will be different' (v 23,
from its predecessors, and the eleventh king 'will be different' (v
24, XJEP from the ten that went before. In neither place does
Theodotion use exact equivalents in translation. According to him the
fourth kingdom 'will outdo' (v 23, vnepe^ex.) the other three, while the
eleventh horn will 'surpass in evil' (v 24, unspoiaei Kaxoiq) all the
others. Although 0 translates in v 19 with Stacpopov, the variation
at both instances of in vv 23f suggests an interpretation of the
nature of the difference. However, the possibility that Theodotion is
working from a different Vorlage must be admitted. On this occasion his
rendering of the MT verbs differs from the Septuagint, yet the inclusion




SEPTUAGINT DANIEL 2-7 IN ENGLISH
What follows is an English translation of the Rahlfs edition of ©
Daniel 2-7. Its purpose is to assist in the comparison of © with MT by
representing as closely as possible in English the syntactical
relationships and vocabulary of the Greek. It strives to be as literal
as it can be without distorting the sense of the Greek or producing
meaningless English. Stylish English is not an aim. To that end, a one
to one equivalence of vocabulary is sought for verbs, nouns, adjectives
and adverbs. Footnotes indicate where that cannot be achieved. Greek
word order is also represented wherever possible. Syntactical
relationships are preserved in English, except that participles are often
best rendered with finite verbs, and an active form of the verb in Greek
is commonly expressed in English with a passive. I do not try for exact
equivalence with particles and prepositions, but vary the translation of
them according to context. Ambiguous Greek is allowed to remain
ambiguous in the English. Kal and 5e remain as 'and' or 'but' and are
not interpreted. Words in brackets represent either an English addition
or a Greek element not represented in the translation.
Daniel 2
2.1 And in the second year of the reign1 of Nebuchadnezzar, it happened
that the king fell into visions and dreams and was frightened in
his dream, and his sleep went from him.
2.2 And the king ordered to be brought in the magicians and enchanters
1Also translated as 'kingdom'.
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and sorcerers of the Chaldeans to report his dreams to the king,
2
and they came and stood before the king.
3
2.3 And the king said to them: I have seen a dream and my spirit was
4
shaken. Therefore I want to find out the dream.
2.4 And the Chaldeans spoke to the king in Syrian: Lord King, live
forever. Report your dream to your servants5 and we will tell6 its
7
interpretation.
2.5 But the king answered and said to the Chaldeans: If you do not
announce to me in truth the dream and explain to me its
interpretation, you will be made an example of and your possessions
will be taken into the king's treasury.
2.6 But if you make clear the dream to me and report its
g
interpretation, you will acquire gifts of all sorts and will be
9
glorified by me. Explain to me the dream and interpret.
2.7 But they answered a second time and said: 0 King, tell the vision
and your servants will interpret it.
2.8 And the king said to them: In truth I know that you are buying
time because you have seen that the matter10 has gone out" from me.
Therefore as I have commanded, so shall it be.
2.9 If you do not announce the dream to me in truth and explain its
2
Greek participles are translated with a finite verb when their mood is
more appropriately expressed in English as indicative.
3 T r
Ei7tov and A.eyco are treated as synonymous. The are translated with 'say'
or 'tell' or occasionally 'speak'. Ewrov is also translated with 'order'
when the sense demands, but 'order' usually is reserved for STUxdaaco.
4
Also translated as 'move'.
5Both natc; and SoCXoq are translated as 'servant'.
6A translation of cppaaco, which only appears here.
7
'Interpretation' and 'judgement' translate xpipa and kpictiq, as well as
the forms of both prefixed by cnjy-.
g
Also translated as 'seize'.
9
Also translated as 'pronounce'.
10Translation of 7tpaypa oscillates between 'matter' and 'affair'.
11Also translated as 'rebel', 'withdraw' and 'leave'.
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interpretation, you will be put to death. For you have agreed to
12 13
make lying words to me until the time changes. Now then, if you
14
tell me the word that I saw by night I will know that you will
also explain its interpretation.
2.10 And the Chaldeans answered the king: Nobody on earth is able to
tell the king what he saw, as you are asking, and no king and no
power ever asks such a matter of a wise man or enchanter or
Chaldean.
2.11 And the word that you seek, 0 king, is deep and awesome, and there
is nobody who will explain this to the king except an angel, whose
habitation is not with any flesh. Such a one is not found
anywhere.
2.12 Then the king became sad and in great sorrow commanded all the wise
men of Babylon to be led out.1
2.13 And it was decreed to kill them all, and Daniel was sought and all
those with him for the sake of destroying (them) together.
2.14 Then Daniel spoke with the good counsel16 and resolution which he
had, to Arioch, chief of the king's bodyguard, who had been
commanded to lead out the wise men of Babylon.
2.15 And he enquired of him and said: Why is it harshly decreed by the
king? Then Arioch intimated the command to Daniel.
2.16 And Daniel went quickly into the king and petitioned that time
might be given him by the king, and he would explain everything to
the king.
2.17 Then Daniel went away to his house and showed everything to
Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah, the companions.
2.18 And he declared a fast and prayers (and) to seek help from the Lord
Most High concerning this secret, lest Daniel and those with him be
12
'Word' translates both pfjpa and A,oyoq.
13
Also translated as 'affect'.
14
'See' and 'look' both translate opaco, which is also treated as
synonymous with eiSoo.
Where the active form of a verb seems to carry a passive sense, it is
translated with a passive. This is true especially of the Aramaic active
impersonal often represented in the Greek.
16Also translated as 'plot'.
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given over to destruction along with the wise men of Babylon.
2.19 Then to Daniel in a vision that very night was the secret of the
king made clearly manifest. Then Daniel blessed the Lord Most
High.
2.20 And he spoke up and said: The name of the great Lord shall be
blessed forever, for wisdom and greatness are his.
17
2.21 And he changes seasons and times, removes kings and sets (them)
up, gives wisdom to the wise and insight to those who are learned,
2.22 reveals the deep things and dark things, and knows what is in the
darkness and in the light, and puts an end to it.
2.23 To you, Lord of my fathers, I confess and praise, for you have
given me wisdom and prudence, and now you have intimated to me the
thing I petitioned you to explain to the king.
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2.24 And Daniel went in to Arioch, who had been appointed by the king
to kill all the wise men of Babylon, and said to him: Do not
destroy the wise men of Babylon, but take me in to the king, and I
will explain everything to the king.
2.25 Then Arioch in haste took Daniel in to the king and said to him: I
have found a wise man from the captivity of the sons of Judea who
will explain everything to the king.
2.26 And the king answered and said to Daniel, who was also called in
Chaldean Balthasar: Are you able to explain to me the vision which
I saw and its interpretation?
2.27 And Daniel spoke up and said to the king: (As for) the secret
which the king saw, not of wise men or sorcerers or magicians or
diviners is the explanation.
2.28 But there is a God in heaven who reveals secrets, who has explained
to King Nebuchadnezzar what must happen at the last days. 0 King,
live forever. The dream and the vision of your head upon your bed
is this:
2.29 You, O King, lay upon your bed and saw everything which must happen
17
XpovoQ and xaipoQ are both translated as 'time' except when they occur
in this hendiadys. Then they are distinguished by translating the latter
as 'season'.
18 ,
raGiaxript is normally translated as 'set up', a phrase that reflects the
two senses of 'erect' and 'promote' which are present in the single Greek
word. laTripi. is also translated with 'set up' as well as 'stand'.
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at the last days, and the one who reveals secrets explained to you
what must happen.
2.30 But not by a wisdom which is in me above all men was this secret
made manifest to me, but for the sake of it being explained to the
19
king, it was intimated to me what you came upon in your heart in
knowledge.
2.31 And you, 0 King, saw and behold: One image and that image was
exceedingly great and its surpassing appearance stood before you,
and the appearance of the image was frightening.
2.32 And its head was of pure gold, the chest and arms silver, the belly
and thighs bronze,
2.33 and the legs iron, the feet partly iron and partly earthenware.
2.34 You looked until a stone was cut from a mountain without hands, and
it struck the image upon the iron and earthenware feet and ground
them down.
2.35 Then the iron and earthenware and gold and silver and bronze were
20
ground together and became like very fine chaff on the threshing
floor, and the wind cast them out so that nothing was left of them.
And the stone which struck the image became a great mountain and
struck all the earth.
2.36 This is the vision and we will also tell the interpretation to the
king.
2.37 You, 0 King, are king of kings and to you the Lord of heaven has
given rule and kingdom and might and honour and glory
2.38 in all the inhabited world of men, and beasts of the field and
birds of heaven and fish of the sea has he given over into your
hand to be lord of them all. You are the head of gold.
2.39 And after you will arise a kingdom inferior to you, and another
third bronze kingdom which will be lord over all the earth,
2.40 and a fourth kingdom mighty as iron which overpowers everything and
hews down every tree, and all the earth will be shaken.
2.41 And as you saw its feet partly of potter's earthenware and partly
of iron, the other kingdom will be divided in itself, since you saw
the iron mixed together with the earthenware pottery.
19




2.42 And (as you saw) the toes of the feet partly of iron and partly of
earthenware, part of the kingdom will be mighty and part will be
shattered.
2.43 And as you saw the iron mixed together with the earthenware
pottery, there will be mingling in the races of men but they will
not be in harmony nor well-disposed to one another, just as iron
cannot be blended with earthenware.
2.44 And in the times of these kings the God of heaven will set up
another kingdom which will be forever and will not be ruined, and
this kingdom will never belong to another nation, but it will
strike and do away with these kingdoms and it will be set up
forever,
2.45 even as you saw a stone cut from a mountain without hands and it
smashed the earthenware, the iron and the bronze and the silver and
the gold. The great God has intimated to the king what will be at
the last days, and the vision is accurate and this interpretation
trustworthy.
2.46 Then Nebuchadnezzar the king fell on his face on the ground and
21
worshipped Daniel, and ordered sacrifices and drink offerings to
be made to him.
2.47 And the king spoke up and said to Daniel: In truth is your God the
God of gods and the Lord of kings, who alone makes manifest hidden
secrets, for you were enabled to explain this secret.
2.48 Then King Nebuchadnezzar extolled Daniel and gave him great and
many gifts and set him up over the affairs of Babylon, and brought
him forward as ruler and leader of all the Babylonian wise men.
2.49 And Daniel petitioned the king that Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego
be set up over the affairs of Babylon, and Daniel was in the royal
court.
Daniel 3
3.1 In the eighteenth year Nebuchadnezzar the king, who administered
cities and regions and all those inhabiting the earth from India to
Ethiopia, made a golden image, its height 60 cubits and its breadth
21
'Worship' translates both 7tpoaKUvea) and aepopai.
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6 cubits, and he set it up on the plain around the region of
Babylon.
3.2 And Nebuchadnezzar, king of kings and lord of the whole inhabited
22
world, sent to be gathered all the peoples and tribes and tongues,
satraps, prefects, governors and courtiers, administrators and all
those in authority over the region and over the whole inhabited
world, to come to the dedication of the golden image which
Nebuchadnezzar the king set up.
3.3 And the aforementioned stood before the image.
3.4 And the herald proclaimed to the crowd: It is declared to you, O
nations and regions, peoples and tongues,
23
3.5 when you hear the sound of the horn, pipe and zither, trigon and
harp, bagpipes and all kinds of music, you will fall down and
worship the golden image which Nebuchadnezzar the king set up.
3.6 And anyone who does not fall down and worship will be thrown into
24
the furnace of fire which burns.
3.7 And at that time when all the nations heard the sound of the horn
and all the sounding of music, all the nations, tribes and tongues
fell and worshipped the golden image which Nebuchadnezzar set up,
in front of it (the image).
3.8 At that time Chaldean men approached and slandered the Judeans
3.9 and responded and said: O Lord King, live forever.
3.10 You, 0 king, commanded and pronounced that any man who hears the
sound of the pipe and all the sounding of music should fall down
and worship the golden image,
3.11 and whoever does not fall down and worship will be thrown into the
furnace of fire which burns.
3.12 There are certain Judean men whom you set up over the region of
Babylon: Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego. These men did not fear your
25
commandment, and your idol they did not serve and your golden
image which you set up they did not worship.
22
Also translated as 'speech'.
23
Also translated as 'voice'.
24
Also translated as 'heat'.
25
'Serve' translates both A.axpeuco and SouXeuoo.
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3.13 Then Nebuchadnezzar, furious with anger, commanded Shadrach,
26
Meshach, Abednego to be brought. Then the men were brought to the
king.
3.14 And when Nebuchadnezzar the king glanced over at them he said:
Why, Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego, do you not serve my gods, and the
golden image which I set up not worship?
3.15 And now if you are ready, upon hearing the horn and all the
sounding of music, to fall and worship the golden image which I set
up.... But if not, know that when you do not worship you will
immediately be thrown into the furnace of fire which burns. And
27
what sort of God will rescue you from my hand?
3.16 But Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego answered and said to King
Nebuchadnezzar: 0 King, we have no need concerning this command to
answer,
3.17 for there is one God in the heavens, our Lord whom we fear, who is
able to rescue us out of the furnace of fire, and out of your hand,
0 King, he will rescue us.
3.18 And then it will be plain to you that we neither serve your idol
nor your golden image which you set up do we worship.
3.19 Then Nebuchadnezzar was filled with fury and the form of his face
changed, and he ordered the furnace to be heated seven times more
than it was necessary to be heated.
28
3.20 And he ordered the most mighty men in the army to bind Shadrach,
Meshach, Abednego hand and foot and throw (them) into the furnace
of fire which burns.
3.21 Then these men were bound, having their shoes (on) and (with) their
hats upon their heads (and) with their clothing, and they were
thrown into the furnace.
3.22 Seeing that the command of the king was pressing and the furnace
heated seven times more than before, and the hand-picked men had
bound them hand and foot and carried them up to the furnace and
thrown them into it,
26
Both cpepco and ayco are translated as 'bring'.
27
Also translated as 'take away'.
28
Also translated as 'host' or 'power'.
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3.23 then the flame came out of the blazing furnace and killed the men
who had bound those with Azariah, but they were kept (from harm).
29
3.24 Then Hananiah and Azariah and Mishael prayed and sang praises to
the Lord thus, for the king had commanded them to be thrown into
the furnace.
3.25 And Azariah stood and prayed thus and opened his mouth and
confessed to the Lord, together with his companions in the midst of
the fire of the furnace excessively heated by the Chaldeans, and
they said thus:
3.26 Blessed are you, Lord, the God of our fathers, and your name is
praiseworthy and glorified forever,
3.27 for you are righteous in all that you have done, and all your works
are true and your ways straight and all your judgements true.
3.28 And you have made a judgement of truth by all that you have brought
upon us and upon your holy city of our fathers, Jerusalem, for you
have done all these things in truth and justice because of our
sins.
3.29 For we have sinned in everything and broken the law to rebel
against you, and we have erred in everything and the commandments
of your law we have not obeyed,
3.30 nor have we kept (them) nor have we done as we have been enjoined
to that it might be well for us.
3.31 And now everything that you have brought upon us and everything
that you have done to us, you have done in true judgement.
3.32 And you have given us over into the hands of our enemies, lawless
and hated rebels, and to a king unrighteous and the most evil in
all the earth.
3.33 And now it is not for us to open the mouth. Shame and contempt
have come upon your servants and those who worship you.
30
3.34 Do not give us over to the end because of your name and do not
annul your covenant.
3.35 And do not withdraw your mercy from us, because of Abram who was
29
Hpoaeuxopai and Seopai with its cognate noun are both translated as
'pray'. An exception is when the two occur as a hendiadys, in which case
the latter term is translated as 'plead'.
30 ,
'End' translates both xeXoq and 7tepaQ.
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beloved by you and because of Isaac your servant and Israel your
holy one,
3.36 to whom you spoke and told them to multiply their seed as the stars
of heaven and as the sand by the shore of the sea.
3.37 For, Master, we have been made the smallest of all the nations, and
we are the humblest in all the earth today because of our sins.
3.38 And there is not at this time ruler and prophet, nor leader nor
burnt offering nor sacrifice nor offering nor incense, nor a place
to offer first fruits before you and find mercy.
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3.39 But in shattered soul and humbled spirit may we be accepted as
with burnt offerings of rams and bullocks and as with myriads of
fat lambs.
3.40 Thus may our sacrifice come before you today and appease you, for
there is no shame for those who have relied on you and make
32
atonement before you.
3.41 And now we follow you with our whole heart and we fear you and we
seek your face. Do not put us to shame,
3.42 but do with us according to your clemency and according to the
fulness of your mercy,
3.43 and rescue us by your marvelous deeds and give glory to your name,
Lord.
3.44 And let all those who exhibit evil against your servants be rebuked
and let them be put to shame by all the powers and let their might
be shattered.
3.45 Let them know that you alone are the Lord God and esteemed over the
whole inhabited world.
3.46 And the labourers of the king who threw them in did not leave off
heating the furnace. And when at first they threw the three into
the furnace, the furnace was red-hot because of its seven-fold
intensity. And when they were thrown in, the ones who threw them
in were above them and the ones underneath them stoked naphthah and
tow and pitch and faggots.
3.47 And the flame leapt out above the furnace to 49 cubits,
3.48 and it spread out and burnt those of the Chaldeans found near the
31
Also translated as 'wait'.
32
See Moore, 59, on the textual difficulties in this verse.
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furnace.
3.49 But an angel of the Lord came down at once to the aid of those with
Azariah into the furnace, and scattered the flames of fire out of
the furnace,
3.50 and made the midst of the furnace as a moist wind whistling, and
the fire did not reach them at all, and it did not distress and did
not trouble them.
3.51 But the three as out of one mouth took up a song of praise, and
glorified and blessed and exalted God in the furnace saying:
3.52 Blessed are you, Lord, the God of our fathers, and praised and
highly exalted forever, and blessed is the holy name of your glory
and greatly praised and highly exalted for all ages.
3.53 Blessed are you in the temple of your holy glory and greatly
praised and highly esteemed forever.
3.54 Blessed are you on the throne of your kingdom and praised and
highly exalted forever.
3.55 Blessed are you who sees the abyss while seated upon the cherubim,
and praised and glorified forever.
3.56 Blessed are you in the firmament and praised and glorified forever.
3.57 Bless the Lord, all the works of the Lord. Sing praise and highly
exalt him forever.
3.58 Bless the Lord, angels of the Lord. Sing praise and highly exalt
him forever.
3.59 Bless the Lord, heavens. Sing praise and highly exalt him forever.
3.60 Bless the Lord, all waters above the heaven. Sing praise and
highly exalt him forever.
3.61 Bless the Lord, all the hosts of the Lord. Sing praise and highly
exalt him forever.
3.62 Bless the Lord, sun and moon. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
3.63 Bless the Lord, stars of heaven. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
3.64 Bless the Lord, all rain and dew. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
3.65 Bless the Lord, all the winds. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
3.66 Bless the Lord, fire and heat. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
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3.67 Bless the Lord, frost and cold. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
3.68 Bless the Lord, dews and falling snow. Sing praise and highly
exalt him forever.
3.69 Bless the Lord, ice and cold. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
3.70 Bless the Lord, rime and snow. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
3.71 Bless the Lord, nights and days. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
3.72 Bless the Lord, light and darkness. Sing praise and highly exalt
him forever.
3.73 Bless the Lord, lightnings and clouds. Sing praise and highly
exalt him forever.
3.74 Let the earth bless the Lord. Let it sing praise and highly exalt
him forever.
3.75 Bless the Lord, mountains and hills. Sing praise and highly exalt
him forever.
3.76 Bless the Lord, all that springs forth from the earth. Sing praise
and highly exalt him forever.
3.77 Bless the Lord, springs. Sing praise and highly exalt him forever.
3.78 Bless the Lord, seas and rivers. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
3.79 Bless the Lord, whales and all that move in the waters. Sing
praise and highly exalt him forever.
3.80 Bless the Lord, all birds of heaven. Sing praise and highly exalt
him forever.
3.81 Bless the Lord, quadrupeds and beasts of the earth. Sing praise
and highly exalt him forever.
3.82 Bless the Lord, sons of men. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
3.83 Bless the Lord, Israel. Sing praise and highly exalt him forever.
3.84 Bless the Lord, priests. Sing praise and highly exalt him forever.
3.85 Bless the Lord, servants. Sing praise and highly exalt him
forever.
3.86 Bless the Lord, those of righteous spirit and soul. Sing praise
and highly exalt him forever.
3.87 Bless the Lord, devout and humble in heart. Sing praise and highly
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exalt him forever.
3.88 Bless the Lord, Hananiah, Azariah, Mishael. Sing praise and highly
exalt him forever, for he has rescued us out of Hades and saved us
out of the hand of death and delivered us out of the midst of the
burning flame and redeemed us out of the fire.
3.89 Confess to the Lord for he is deserving, for his mercy is forever.
3.90 Bless, all who worship the God of gods. Sing praise and confess
for his mercy is forever and forever and ever.
3.91 And when the king heard them singing praises he stood up and saw
them living. Then Nebuchadnezzar the king marvelled and arose in
haste and said to his friends:
3.92 Behold I see four men loose walking around in the fire and no
ruination has come to them, and the sight of the fourth is like an
angel of God.
3.93 And the king approached the door of the furnace of burning fire and
called them by name: Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego, servants of the
Most High God of gods, come out of the fire. Accordingly, the men
came out of the midst of the fire.
3.94 And the courtiers, governors and hereditary leaders and friends of
the king gathered round and saw these men, that the fire had not
reached their bodies and their hair was not scorched and their
33
garments were not affected, nor was the smell of fire on them.
3.95 And Nebuchadnezzar the king responded and said: Blessed be the
Lord the God of Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego, who sent his angel and
saved his servants who put their hope in him, for they disregarded
the command of the king and gave over their bodies to be set on
fire that they might not serve or worship another god than their
God.
3.96 And now I pronounce that every nation and all tribes and all
tongues, whoever should blaspheme the Lord the God of Shadrach,
Meshach, Abednego, will be dismembered and his house confiscated,
for there is no other god who is able to rescue thus.
3.97 So then the king gave authority to Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego, and





4.4 In the eighteenth year of King Nebuchadnezzar, he said: We were at
peace in my house and thriving upon my throne.
4.5 I saw a dream, and I was awe-struck and fear fell upon me.
4.10 I slept and behold: A high tree (was) growing upon the earth. The
sight of it was great, and there was not another like it.
4.12 Its branches were thirty stadia in length and it cast a shadow over
all the beasts of the earth under it, and in it the birds of heaven
nested. Its fruit was plentiful and good and supplied all living
things.
4.11 And the sight of it was great. Its crown drew near to heaven and
its trunk to the clouds, filling everything under heaven. The sun
and moon dwelt in it and it lit all the earth.
4.13 I looked in my sleep and behold: An angel was sent in might out of
heaven.
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4.14 And he shouted and said to him: Hew it down and annihilate it,
for it has been commanded from on high to uproot and disable it.
4.15 And say thus: Leave one of its roots in the earth, so that with
the beasts of the earth on the hills he will be fed grass as the
cattle.
4.16 And let his body be changed by the dew of heaven, and for seven
years let him be grazed with them,
4.17 until he knows the Lord of heaven has authority over everything in
heaven and on earth, and whatever he wants he does among them.
4.17a It was hewn down before me in one day and its annihilation (took
place) in one moment of the day and its branches were given over to
every wind and it was dragged about and cast out. And he ate the
grass of the earth with the beasts of the earth, and was given over
to the guard and in bronze fetters and handcuffs he was bound by
them. I marvelled greatly at all these things and my sleep left my
eyes.
4.18 And I arose early from my bed and called Daniel, ruler of the wise
men and leader of the interpreters of dreams, and told the dream to
him in full. And he showed me its whole interpretation.
34
The unprefixed form of cpeeipco is also translated as 'annihilate'.
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4.19 And Daniel marvelled greatly and the true meaning dismayed him,
and fearful trembling seized him and the sight of him changed and
his head shook for a moment. And he wondered and answered me with
a soft voice: 0 King, let this dream come upon those who hate you,
and its interpretation upon your enemies.
4.20 The tree planted in the earth, the sight of which was great: You
are it, O King.
4.21 And all the birds of heaven nesting in it are the might of the
earth and of the nations and of all tongues unto the ends of the
earth. And all regions serve you.
4.22 And as that tree was lifted up and drew near to heaven and its
trunk reached the clouds: You, 0 King, were exalted over all men
who were upon the face of all the earth, (and) your heart was
exalted in arrogance and might towards the Holy One and his angels.
Your works were seen, how you desolated the house of the living God
because of the sins of the consecrated people.
4.23 And the vision which you saw, that an angel was sent in might from
the Lord, and that he said to raise up the tree and hew it down:
The judgement of the great God will come upon you,
4.24 and the Most High and his angels are pursuing you.
4.25 And they will lead you away to prison and they will send you into a
desert place.
4.26 And the root of the tree which is reserved, since it was not
uprooted: The place of your throne will be kept for you until a
time and a moment. Behold: against you are they preparing, and
they will flog you and they will bring on what has been judged
against you.
4.27 The Lord lives in heaven and his authority is over all the earth.
Pray to him concerning your sins and redeem all your
unrighteousness by acts of mercy, so that he might give clemency to
you and (let you) be upon the throne of your kingdom for many days,
and not annihilate you. Accept these words for my word is accurate
36
and your time is fulfilled.
4.28 And upon the completion of the words Nebuchadnezzar, who heard the
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interpretation of the vision, kept the words in the heart.
4.29 And after twelve months, the king was walking upon the walls of the
city in all his glory, and going about upon its ramparts.
4.30 And he answered and said: This is Babylon the great which I have
built, and my royal house is famous by my strong might for the
honour of my glory.
4.31 And at the completion of his word he heard a voice from heaven: It
is said to you, King Nebuchadnezzar, the kingdom of Babylon is
taken from you and given to another, to a man of no account in your
house. Behold: I am setting him up over your kingdom and he will
receive your authority and your glory and your luxury, so that you
might find out that the God of heaven has authority in the kingdom
of men, and to whomever he wishes he gives it. Until sunrise
another king will make merry in your house, and will gain
possession of your majesty and your might and your authority.
4.32 And the angels will drive you away for seven years and you will not
see, neither will you speak with, any man. You will be nourished
with grass as the cattle and your food will be the green plants of
the earth. Behold: Instead of your glory you will be bound, and
another will have your house of luxury and your kingdom.
4.33 But soon everything will be accomplished upon you, Nebuchadnezzar,
King of Babylon, and it will not fall short of any of these things.
4.33a I, Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, was bound up for seven yearns.
I was nourished with grass as the cattle and I ate of the green
plants of the earth. And after seven years I gave my soul to
prayer and I petitioned concerning my sins before the face of the
Lord, the God of heaven, and about my ignorance of the great God of
gods I prayed.
4.33b And my nails became as the feathers of an eagle, my hair as a lion.
My flesh was changed, as well as my heart. I went about naked with
the beasts of the earth. I saw a dream and fancies seized me, and
much sleep seized me for a time and drowsiness fell upon me.
4.34 And upon the completion of the seven years my time of redemption
37
came and my sins and my ignorance were paid in full before the God
of heaven. And I prayed about my ignorance of the great God of
37Literally 'filled' or 'fulfilled'.
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gods. And behold: An angel called to me out of heaven and said:
Nebuchadnezzar, serve the holy God of heaven and give glory to the
Most High. The throne of your nation he is giving back to you.
4.36 At that time my kingdom was restored to me and my glory given back
to me.
4.37 I acknowledge the Most High and praise the creator of heaven and
earth and the sea and the rivers and all that are in them. I
confess and praise, for he is God of gods and Lord of lords and
King of kings, for he does signs and wonders and changes seasons
and times. He takes away a kingdom from kings and sets up others
in their place.
4.37a From now I will serve him, and trembling from fear of him has
seized me, and I will praise all his holy ones. For the gods of
the nations do not have might in themselves to turn aside the
kingdom of a king to another king, and to kill and to make alive,
and to do signs and great marvels and fearful things and to change
immensely great matters, such as the God of heaven has done in me
and has changed great matters in me. All the days of my kingdom I
will bring sacrifices for the sake of my soul to the Most High as a
pleasing smell to the Lord, and I will do what is pleasing before
him, I and my people, my nation and my regions under my authority.
And whoever has spoken against the God of heaven, and whoever is
left speaking thus, I will condemn him to death.
4.37b And King Nebuchadnezzar wrote an encyclical to the nations and
regions and tongues in every place, to those who dwell in all the
regions for generations and generations: Praise the Lord, the God
of heaven, and offer sacrifices and offerings to him with esteem.
I, king of kings, acknowledge him with esteem for he has done thus
with me. In this day he seated me upon my throne and I gained
possession of my authority and my rule among my people, and he
restored my greatness to me.
4.37c King Nebuchadnezzar to all nations and all regions and all who
dwell in them: Let peace be multiplied to you for all time. And
now I will show you the works which the great God has done with me.
For it has pleased me to bring before you and your wise men that
God exists and his marvels are great, his kingdom is a kingdom
forever, his authority from generation to generation. And he sent
letters concerning everything which had happened to him in his
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kingdom to all nations who were under his kingdom.
Daniel 5
38
Abstract: Balthasar the king put on a great reception on the day of the
dedication of his kingdoms, and from among his nobles he called two
thousand men. In that day Balthasar, lifted up by the wine and
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boastful, drank to all the shaped and carved gods of the nations
in his place, but to God Most High he did not give praise. On this
night fingers came out as of a man and wrote on the wall of his
house on the whitewash opposite the lamp-stand: Mene, peres,
tekel. And their exposition is: Mene, counted; peres, taken away;
tekel, set up.
5.1 Balthasar the king gave a great feast for his companions and drank
wine.
5.2 And his heart was lifted up and he ordered the gold and silver
vessels of the house of God, which Nebuchadnezzar his father had
taken from Jerusalem, to be brought and wine to be poured into them
for his companions.
5.3 And it was brought and they drank from them.
5.4 And they blessed their idols made by hands, and they did not bless
the eternal God who has authority over their spirit.
5.5 In that very moment fingers as of the hand of a man came out and
wrote upon the wall of his house on the whitewash opposite the
light in front of King Balthasar, and he saw the hand writing.
5.6 And the sight of him changed and fears and fancies dismayed him.
Then the king hastened and rose from his seat and examined that
writing, and the companions clamoured round him.
5.7 And the king shouted in a loud voice for the magicians and
sorcerers and Chaldeans and diviners to be called, to announce the
interpretation of the writing. And they came in as spectators to
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interpretation40 of the writing for the king. Then the king set
forth a command and said: Any man who shows the interpretation of
the writing, this purple robe and a gold necklace will be endowed
on him, and authority over a third part of the kingdom will be
given to him.
5.8 And the magicians and sorcerers and diviners came in, and none of
them were able to announce the interpretation of the writing.
5.9 Then the king called the queen concerning the sign and showed her
it, that it is great and that no man is able to announce the
interpretation of the writing to the king.
5.10 Then the queen reminded him of Daniel who was from the captivity of
Judea.
5.11 And she said to the king: The man was learned and wise and
superior to all the wise men of Babylon,
5.12 and a holy spirit is in him, and in the days of your father the
king he showed extraordinary interpretations to Nebuchadnezzar your
father.
5.13 Then Daniel came in to the king, and the king answered and said to
him:
5.16 0 Daniel, are you able to show me the interpretation of the
writing? And I will endow a purple robe and gold necklace upon you
and you will have authority over a third part of my kingdom.
5.17 Then Daniel stood before the writing and read and answered thus to
the king: This is the writing: counted, reckoned, taken away. And
what is written by the hand stands. And this is their
interpretation.
5.23 O king, you gave a great feast for your friends and drank wine, and
the vessels of the house of the living God were brought to you and
you drank from them, you and your nobles, and you praised all the
idols made by hands of men. And you did not bless the living God,
and your spirit is in his hand and he has given your kingdom to
you, and you did not bless him or praise him.
5.26-28 This is the interpretation of the writing: The time of your
kingdom is counted, your kingdom is ceasing, your kingdom is cut
short and completed. It is given to the Medes and the Persians.
40 .
Literally 'interpret the interpretation'.
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5.29 Then Balthasar the king clothed Daniel in purple and endowed a gold
necklace on him and gave authority to him over a third part of his
kingdom.
5.30 And the interpretation came upon Balthasar the king, and the
kingdom was taken away from the Chaldeans and given to the Medes
and the Persians.
Daniel 6
6.1 And Artaxerxes the Mede received the kingdom. And Darius was full
of days and esteemed in old age.
6.2 And he set up 127 satraps over all his kingdom.
6.3 And over them three men were their leaders, and Daniel was one of
the three men
6.4 who had authority over all in the kingdom. And Daniel was clothed
in purple and (was) great and esteemed before Darius the king, for
he was esteemed and learned and quick-witted and a holy spirit
(was) in him, and he was successful in the king's business which he
managed. Then the king wished to set up Daniel over all his
kingdom, and the two men he had set up with him and the 127
satraps.
6.5 But when the king wished to set up Daniel over all his kingdom,
41
(then) the two young men prepared a plot and a resolution between
themselves and said to one another: Since no sin or ignorance has
been found against Daniel about which a complaint could be brought
against him to the king...
6.6 And they said: Come, let us set up an injunction together that no
42 43
man may make a petition or pray a prayer from any god for thirty
days except by Darius the king. But if not, let him be executed.
(This was) in order that they might give Daniel away before the
king and he might be cast into the pit of lions. For they knew
that Daniel prayed and pleaded with the Lord his God three times a
41
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day.
6.7 Then these men approached and spoke before the king:
6.8 We have set up an injunction and a statute that any man who prays a
prayer or makes a petition by any god for thirty days except by
Darius the king, will be cast into the pit of lions.
6.9 And they petitioned the king that he might set up the injunction
and might not change it, for they knew that Daniel prayed and
pleaded three times a day, so that he might be given away by the
king and cast into the pit of lions.
6.10 And accordingly King Darius set up and ratified (it).
6.11 But Daniel found out about the injunction which he set up against
him, and opened the windows in his upper room facing Jerusalem and
fell on his face three times a day just as he had formerly done,
and prayed.
6.12 And they watched Daniel and caught him praying three times a day
each day.
6.13 Then these men met with the king and said: King Darius, did you
not lay down an injunction that no man should either pray a prayer
or make a petition by any god for thirty days except by you, 0
King, lest he be cast into the pit of lions? The king answered and
said to them: The word is accurate and the injunction remains.
6.13a And they said to him: We swear to you by the decrees of the Medes
44
and Persians lest you change the command or show favouritism, and
lest you detract from what has been said, and (that you) punish the
man who has not upheld this injunction. And he said: I will do
thus as you say, and this stands for me.
6.14 And they said: Behold: We have found Daniel your friend praying
and pleading with the face of his god three times a day.
6.15 And in distress the king ordered Daniel to be cast into the pit of
lions according to the injunction which he set up against him.
Then the king was greatly distressed concerning Daniel, and strove
to rescue him until the setting of the sun from the hands of the
satraps.
6.16 And he was not able to rescue him from them.
6.17 But Darius the king cried out and said to Daniel: Your God whom
44
Literally 'marvel at a face'.
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you serve constantly three times a day, he will rescue you from the
hand of the lions. Have courage till morning.
6.18 Then Daniel was cast into the pit of lions, and a stone was brought
and placed against the mouth of the pit, and the king sealed (it)
with his own signet ring and with the signet rings of his nobles,
45
lest Daniel be carried away from them or the king draw him up out
of the pit.
6.19 Then the king returned to his palace and lay down without eating
and was distressed about Daniel. Then the God of Daniel brought to
46
pass what he had foreseen and closed the mouths of the lions, and
they did not trouble Daniel.
6.20 And King Darius got up early in the morning and himself received
the satraps, and went and stood at the mouth of the pit of lions.
6.21 Then the king called Daniel in a loud voice with weeping and said:
O Daniel, are you still alive and has your God, whom you serve
continually, saved you from the lions and have they not harmed you?
6.22 Then Daniel heard the loud voice and said: O King, I am still
alive.
6.23 And God has saved me from the lions since righteousness before him
was found in me, and also before you, 0 king, neither ignorance nor
sin was found in me. But you listened to men leading kings astray
and cast me into the pit of lions to destruction.
6.24 Then all the powers gathered round and saw Daniel whom the lions
had not troubled.
6.25 Then these two men who had born witness against Daniel, they and
their wives and their children, were cast to the lions and the
lions killed them and crushed their bones.
6.26 Then Darius wrote to all the nations and regions and tongues, to
those who dwell in all his land, and said:
6.27 All men who are in my kingdom shall stand worshipping and serving
the God of Daniel, for he is a God who endures and lives from
generation to generation forever.
6.28 I, Darius, will be worshipping and serving him all my days, for
idols made by hands cannot save like the God of Daniel has redeemed
45






6.29 And King Darius was gathered to his people and Daniel was set up
in the kingdom of Darius. And Cyrus the Persian received his
kingdom.
Daniel 7
7.1 In the first year of Balthasar's reigning in the region of Babylon,
Daniel saw a vision of the head upon his bed. Then Daniel wrote
48
the vision which he saw in the main points.
7.2 Upon my bed I saw while asleep at night and behold: Four winds of
heaven fell into the great sea.
7.3 And four beasts came up out of the sea, different one from the
other.
7.4 The first (was) like a lion and had wings like an eagle. I looked
until its wings were plucked and it was raised up from the earth
and set up on human feet, and a human heart was given it.
7.5 And behold: With it another beast had the appearance of a bear,
49
and it stood upon one side and three ribs were in its mouth, and
he spoke50 thus: Arise, devour much flesh.
7.6 And after these things I saw another beast like a leopard, and four
wings extended above it and four heads (belonged to) the beast, and
speech was given to it.
7.7 And after these things I saw in a vision of the night a fourth
fearful beast, and fear of it was surpassingly mighty. It had
great iron teeth. It ate and pounded, it trampled round about with
its feet, it behaved differently from all the beasts before it.
And it had ten horns
7.8 and many plots in its horns. And behold: Another single horn grew
up in their midst smaller among its horns, and three of the former
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horns were withered by it. And behold: Eyes as human eyes were in
this horn and a mouth speaking great things, and it made war
against the holy ones.
7.9 I looked until thrones were placed and an ancient of days sat down,
who had a garment as snow and the hair of his head as pure white
wool. The throne (was) as a flame of fire
7.10 and from before him51 went out a river of fire. Thousands of
thousands attended on him and myriads of myriads stood by him. And
the court sat and the books were opened.
7.11 I saw then the sound of the great words which the horn spoke, and
the beast was beaten and its body destroyed and given into the heat
of fire.
7.12 And he withdrew their authority from those round about him, and a
time of life was given to them for a time and a season.
7.13 I saw in a vision of the night and behold: Upon the clouds of
heaven one like a son of man came and one like an ancient of days
52
was nearby, and those standing by drew close to him.
7.14 And authority was given to him, and all the nations of the earth by
generation and all glory are serving him. And his authority (is)
an eternal authority which will never pass away, and his kingdom
(which) will never be ruined.
7.15 And I, Daniel, was exhausted by these things in the vision of the
night,
7.16 and approached one of those standing (by) and sought accuracy from
him about all these things. And he answered and spoke to me and
explained to me the interpretation of the words.
7.17 These great beasts are four kingdoms which will be destroyed from
the earth.
7.18 And the holy ones of the Most High will receive the kingdom and
they will occupy the kingdom forever and ever and ever.
7.19 Then I wanted to inquire closely about the fourth beast which was
corrupting everything and (was) fearful, and behold: Its teeth
(were) iron and its claws bronze. It devoured everything round
about and trampled with feet.
51Literally 'from his face'.
52
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7.20 And concerning its ten horns upon the head, and the other one which
grew and three feli down before it, and that horn had eyes and a
mouth speaking great things, and its appearance surpassed the
others.
7.21 And that horn meant to join battle with the holy ones and put them
to flight,
7.22 until came the Ancient of Days and gave judgement for the holy ones
of the Most High. And the time was given and the holy ones took
possession of the kingdom.
7.23 And he told me about the fourth beast: It will be a fourth kingdom
on the earth which will be different from all the earth and will
confuse it and grind it down.
7.24 And the ten horns of the kingdom: Ten kings will stand and the
other king will stand after these, and he will be different in evil
deeds from the first ones and will humble three kings.
7.25 And words against the Most High he will speak and the holy ones of
53
the Most High he will exhaust, and he will wait to change times
and a law, and everything will be given over into his hand for a
time and times and half a time.
7.26 And the court will sit and do away with the authority, and they
will plot to pollute and destroy until the end.
7.27 And the kingdom and authority and their greatness and the rule of
all kingdoms under heaven he will give to the holy people of the
Most High to reign over an eternal kingdom, and all authorities
will be subject to him and will be obedient to him.
7.28 Until the conclusion of the word I, Daniel, was overcome by great
distraction and my state of mind altered (me) and I fixed the word
in my heart.
53
Also translated as 'accept'.
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